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MASKED RITUALS OF THE KODIAK ARCHIPELAGO

ABSTRACT

The traditional culture of the Alutiiq speakers of the 
Kodiak Archipelago is not well known, and information on 
their spiritual and ritual life has been lacking. In this 
thesis I use ethnographic, ethnohistoric, and iconographic 
materials to investigate the Koniag traditional world view 
and belief system and some aspects of the Koniag ritual 
system. Specifically, I analyze the individual, private 
masked rituals associated with whaling and the public masked 
rituals performed during the winter festivals. In the second 
part, I examine a large sample of surviving Alutiiq masks in 
order to determine aesthetic canons evident in the work of 
19th and 20th century Koniag carvers. Visual preferences in 
mask making in terms of construction, volumes, shapes, 
colors, and designs are defined and differences in those 
preferences between the three Alutiiq speakers' groups of the 
Kodiak Archipelago, Prince William Sound, and the Alaska 
Peninsula are discussed.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

When I started my inquiries into Koniag ritual masks and 
masking, I quickly realized that there were hardly any 
sources available in the English language concerning the 
spiritual and ritual aspects of traditional Alutiiq culture. 
Ethnographic accounts of the Koniags up to now have relied 
most heavily on archaeologcial investigations and a few 
English translations.

A wealth of data on traditional Koniag culture is 
available in primary Russian and French sources, and in 
unstudied museum collections located for the most part in 
Europe. In this thesis, I used all readily available ethno
graphic, ethnohistoric and iconographic materials to inves
tigate the Koniag traditional world view and belief systems 
as well as aspects of the Koniag ritual system.

My thesis consists of two parts. In Part I, I present a 
reconstruction of the past Koniag belief system and cosmology 
insofar as they can be reconstructed at this time on the 
basis of the available data. Then, I analyse in detail 
several rituals which are associated with whaling as well as 
those performed during the winter masked festivals. I show 
that, to the Koniag whaler, whaling was a ritual activity,

1
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2

which, like a rite of passage encompassed three phases: 1) 
the whaler's separation from the ordinary human world; 2) the 
whaler's transformation into a being of another order (a 
killer whale) preparatory to and in the hunt; and 3) the 
whaler’s reincorporation into the everyday world of human 
affairs. This will be followed by an analysis of the winter 
masked festivals. I will show that those festivals were in 
fact hunting festivals whose function was to insure 
prosperity and abundance of game in the next coming season. 
These festivals consisted of different sets of rituals, each 
focusing on a particular set of spiritual entities that 
inhabited the Koniag spiritual world (animal spirits, 
ancestors, ambivalent or malevolent entities). On Kodiak, 
the ritual specialist who directed the winter festivals was 
not the shaman, but the kas'aa. I show that in the Kodiak 

Archipelago the only part played by the shaman in his 
capacity as diviner during those festivals was on the last 
day after the last ritual had been performed when he 
predicted whether or not the rituals performed during the 
festival had been successful or not. I will discuss their 
respective role at length.

In Part II, I analyze a large sample of Alutiiq masks so 
as to determine significant aspects of symbolism and to 
provide some understanding of 19th and early 20th century 
Koniag aesthetic preferences. Specifically I propose to show 
that masks from the Kodiak Archipelago have special visual
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3

characteristics that make them immediately recognizable as 
specifically Koniag. I will do so by using criteria of face 
composition (symmetry and asymmetry), spatial distribution of 
colors, geometric and representational designs, and shapes of 
individual facial features. In addition, in the course of the 
presentation, particular aspects of mask symbolism will be 
noted and correlated when possible with data on beliefs and 
rituals presented in the first part of this thesis.

Study area

Alutiiq speakers inhabit three different areas: the 
southern shore of the western or upper Alaska Peninsula, the 
Kodiak Archipelago, and the southern and eastern coast of the 
Kenai Peninsula, from Kachemak Bay and along Prince William 
Sound to an area near the mouth of the Copper River.

The Kodiak Archipelago, which is the Alutiiq area on 
which I focus in my thesis, is located south of the Alaska 
Peninsula, and is separated from it by Shelikhov Strait.1 The 
islands that compose the archipelago are: Kodiak Island, the 
largest island of the group and of Alaska as well; Afognak 
Island located north of Kodiak Island across Kupreanof 
Strait; Spruce Island, located at the eastern end of

1 Pinart (see infra) recorded that Shelikhov Strait was thought by the 
Koniags to have been at one time a small river called Kulluiiun that was 
so narrow that women cleaning and cutting fish along its shore could see 
across it (ms.).
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Kupreanof Strait; Woody Island located in Chiniak Bay near 
the modern city of Kodiak; Marmot and Shuyak Islands, 
located respectively to the north and east of Afognak, and 
the Barren Islands located between Shuyak and the Kenai 
Peninsula; Ugak and Sitkalidak Islands, both located to the 
southeast of Kodiak; and finally the Trinity Islands 
(Sitkinak and Tugidak) off the southwest coast of Kodiak 
Island. Some of these islands are not inhabited at present.

The climate of the Kodiak Archipelago is maritime and 
the temperature rarely descends below Os f , averaging 40^ f . 
Winds are strong and rainfall frequent and heavy. A forest of 
spruce covers about 1/3 of the archipelago today.2 There are 
no large land mammals native to Kodiak beside the Kodiak 
brown bear. The traditional subsistence economy is focused on 
sea-mammal hunting (small whales, sea otters, sea lions, and 
seals) and fishing (cod, halibut, and salmon). The diet was 
supplemented by the collecting of shellfish, bird eggs, and 
various plants and berries.

The people inhabiting the Kodiak Archipelago today refer 
to themselves as Aleuts or Alutiiqs, but are designated in 
the literature as Koniag - a term derived from the Aleut 
[Unangan] ethnonym. For technical reasons, I will use this 
term in my presentation.

2 Pollen of the first Sitka Spruce appears in bog deposits dating to ca. 
1000 BP (Amy Steffian, personal communication).
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Sources

The sources I used in this thesis include published and 
unpublished ethnographic accounts, myths and legends col
lected both by past and recent observers, museum collections3 
and archaeological reports. The bulk of the data was collect
ed during the late 18th and 19th century by the Russians4 
during the period that is known as Russian America and by the 
French scholar and ethnographer Alphonse Louis Pinart shortly 
after the sale of Alaska to the United States in 1867.

R u s s i a n  s o u r c e s 5

Many aspects of the traditional culture of the 
inhabitants of the Kodiak Archipelago have been described by 
early Russian observers. The most important sources include 
in chronological order, Grigorii Ivanovich Shelikhov (1981), 
on Kodiak between 1784 and 1786; the accounts of the members 
of the Billings-Sarychev expedition, who spent but a few days

3 The museum collections will be discussed at length in the second part 
of this thesis, in the section on "Problems of Provenience."
4 Permanent Russian presence on Kodiak Island dates from 1784 after the 
takeover of Kodiak and the subjugation of the population of the island 
by G. i. Shelikhov and the armed crews of three vessels that he had 
brought with him for such a purpose. When Shelikhov left in 1786, he 
left behind him two settlements, one at Three Saints Bay, and the second 
one under construction on Afognak Island. Those two settlements mark the 
beginning of permanent Russian occupation of the Kodiak Archipelago. 
From then on, Kodiak became a major center of Russian activities in the 
North Pacific.
5 The Russian and French sources presented below are also mentioned by 
Donald W. Clark in his "Koniag-Pacific Eskimo Bibliography" (1975).
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on Kodiak in the summer of 1790, including those of Captain 
Billings6 (in Merck 1980), and the German naturalist Carl 
Heinrich Merck (Merck 1980); the Orthodox priest, Father 
Ioasaf Bolotov, on Kodiak between 1794 and 1799 (in Black 
1977); the naval officer, Gavriil Ivanovich Davydov, on 
Kodiak between November 1802 and June 1803 (1810-181, 1977) ;7 
the naval officer and explorer, Iurii Fedorovich Lisianskii 
on Kodiak for a short period in 1804, but who spent there the 
first six months of 1805 (1814); the Orthodox priest, Father 
Gideon, who came to Alaska on the vessel Neva under the 

command of Lisianskii, and remained on Kodiak between 1804 
and 1807 (1989); the Russian naturalist, ethnographer, and 
traveller, II'ia Gavrilovich Voznesenskii, sent to Alaska by 
the Russian Academy of Sciences of St. Petersburg to build up 
their collections from Russian America, who was on Kodiak 
between the 27th of September 1742 and the 27th of March 
1743; and finally, Heinrich Johan Holmberg, a Finn also in 
Russian employ who spent several months of 1851 on Kodiak 
(1985).8

All the sources mentioned above provide invaluable 
information for the reconstruction of the Koniag traditional 
belief system and cosmology, and some of the rituals 
associated with whaling, but the accounts of Gideon, Davydov,

6 An Englishman in Russian service.
7 Davydov was born in 1784 , and was thus only 18 years old when he 
arrived at Kodiak.
8 Most of the information Holmberg presents is derivative.
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Lisianskii, and Vosznesenskii are the most useful in 
providing the basic data about Koniag winter masked hunting 
festivals. Lisianskii also provides insights into ritual 
aspects of whaling. However, this thesis would have been 
impossible without the rich ethnographic material provided by 
the French explorer and scholar, Alphonse Louis Pinart.

A l p h o n s e  L o u i s  P i n a r t

Alphonse Louis Pinart9 was born on February 23, 1852, at 
Marquise, France (Pas de Calais). He was the son of a French 
metallurgist. At an early age, Pinart displayed unusual 
linguistic talent and a particular interest in Far Eastern 
languages. At the age of 15, he met with a famous Mexicanist 
of the times, the Abbe Brasseur de Bourbourg, an encounter 
that would influence his entire life. According to Parmenter, 
the Abbe Brasseur de Bourbourg "opened the eyes of the youth 
to the original inhabitants of America and the high cultures 
they achieved. Then and there the boy conceived the ambition 
to study their languages to see if by comparison with 
languages of the Far East, the New World languages would 
prove that the American Indians came originally from Asia" 
(1966:6). For such a purpose, Pinart would not only visit 
Alaska, but many other areas of North and Central America as

9 His birth certificate indicates Louis Alphonse Pinart but clearly 
Pinart preferred to be called Alphonse rather than Louis.
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well as Easter Island. Only the data relative to Alaska, and 
in particular those collected in the Kodiak Archipelago will 
be considered here.

In 1870, at the age of 18, Pinart planned his first trip 
to the New World. We do not know exactly when he left France 
for the United States, but we know that he first visited 
Arizona. In a letter addressed to Jules Hamy10 and dated July 
4th 1872, from Marquette, Michigan he explained that it was 
during his stay in Tucson that he decided to travel to what 
had until three to four years before been called Russian 
America, Alaska.11 There he could study the dialects of the 
various native groups living the closest to Asia.

He travelled from the American Southwest to California, 
and in April 1871, left San Francisco aboard the schooner 
Amanda Acer, under command of Captain N. Haynes, sailing to 

the Aleutian Islands. He arrived at Unalaska in May. After a 
short stay there, the Amanda Aaer sailed, with Pinart still 

on board, to Nushagak. From there, Pinart travelled on board 
the schooner John Bright to the Yukon River (stopping along 

the way at Nunivak Island). He then travelled further 
northward, along the Siberian coast of Bering Strait, 
returning finally to Unalaska in August 1871.12 While there,

10 Then secretary of the Soci6td d 'Anthropologie, Paris.
11 Collected correspondence of Jules Hamy, Biblioth6que du Museum 
d'Histoire Naturelle, Paris #2254, lot 165.
12 I have at this point no information on the name of the vessel on 
which Pinart made his trip from the Yukon up north, and then back to 
Unalaska.
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Pinart decided to undertake an expedition by kayak from 
Unalaska to Kodiak. The trip took slightly over 2 months. 
Pinart arrived at Kodiak Island on November 8, 1871 and spent 
the winter of 1871-1872 on the island. During his stay on 
Kodiak he also visited by kayak two other islands of the 
Kodiak Archipelago, Afognak and Shuyak. We do not know the 
precise date of Pinart's departure from Kodiak but we can 
assume that he left sometime during the spring of 1872.

While Pinart's original purpose was the collection of 
linguistic material, he recorded much more. Much of the data 
collected by Pinart pertain to the Kodiak Archipelago and 
include among others data on geography (including maps), 
resources, names and descriptions of Kodiak settlements, 
myths and legends, the Koniag world view and belief system, 
Kodiak cosmology, whaling rituals and incantations, 
shamanistic practices, descriptions of dances with associated 
use of masks and sometimes associated songs recorded in 
Alutiiq with interlinear glosses in Russian, and numerous 
drawings of artifacts.

Pinart’s data also include a small number of 
ethnographic and linguistic materials on the natives of the 
Aleutian Islands, Nushagak, Bristol Bay, Alaska Peninsula, 
Prince William Sound,13 the Kuskokwim, and Nunivak Island.

i3 There is apparently no record anywhere that Pinart himself visited 
Prince William Sound.
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Thus, during his stay in Alaska, Pinart collected 
numerous data of particular importance for reconstruction of 
the ethnohistory of the Alutiiq speaking Koniags, and in 
particular for the reconstruction of the Koniag belief system 
and cosmology, and an understanding of Koniag ritual activ
ities. These data are found in a series of articles pub
lished in France and in the collection of manuscripts housed 
at the Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley.

The Pinart manuscripts

At the Bancroft Library, Pinart's manuscripts pertaining 
to Alaska and more particularly to Kodiak are catalogued 
under two accession numbers, P-K 49 and Z-Z 17, v.3. The 
collection under P-K 49 is composed of two boxes of 
documents. According to the Library’s own description of the 
contents of the boxes:

" The first box contains sketch maps and drawings of Alaskan 
terrain with legends in French, Russian, and English; 
e t h n o l o g i c a l  notes on the A l e u t s  and others and 
miscellaneous reference notes, chiefly bibliographical. Box 
2 contains linguistic notes relating to Russia and Siberia, 
Kamchatka, Sakhalin Islands, and the Kurile Islands, 
recorded in Russian, German, and some native dialects 
[including Alutiiq of the Kodiak Archipelago].”

I have relied very heavily on the various documents 
("ethnographic and folkloric") contained in the first box of 
documents and only once did I use information contained in
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the second box. Consequently, so as to lighten the reading of 
the text of this thesis I adopted the following quotation 
system. Every time I mention the use of one of Pinart' s 
manuscripts without indication of its exact provenience, it 
refers to the first box of documents. In the case of the 
single document I used from box 2 , the box number is 
indicated. Box 1 also contains two important documents that 
were written in Russian by two native informants, Chechenev 
and Tik-Nakaak. They will be referenced in the same ways as 
Pinart's manuscripts from box 1. Under the second number, Z-Z 
17, v.3 are found Pinart's various Alaskan diaries.

The contents of Pinart's Alaska manuscript collection 
can be divided into several major types of documents: diaries 
and associated maps, ethnographic and folkloric materials, 
linguistic materials (vocabularies and texts), drawings of 
artifacts and photographs, miscellanies including numerous 
bibliographical references in various European languages, 
d r a f t s  of subsequently published materials, and 
correspondence. Only the first three categories will be 
briefly discussed here.

Diaries and maps - Four travel diaries have survived. 

They include: the diary of travel to Bristol Bay from May 
31st to June 6th 1871; the diary of travel to Unalaska 
between August 5th and August 20th, 1871; the diary of travel 
from Unalaska to Unga and Kodiak between September 2nd and
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October 14th, 1871; and finally the diary of travel around 
the Afognak and Shuyak Islands between March 24th and April 
11th, 1872.

These diaries contain mainly geographical, geological, 
and nautical data. Little ethnographic information is in
corporated. However, of particular importance is the fact 
that whenever possible, Pinart gives the location of ancient 
village sites along the Aleutian Chain from Unalaska to the 
Alaska Peninsula, along the Alaska Peninsula, the Shumagin 
Islands, and the Kodiak Archipelago. Pinart's diaries are 
also of great value for the study of Alaska place names as 
all geographical names are recorded in the respective native 
languages with their counterparts in Russian. Several maps 
illustrate Pinart ' s itineraries. In addition, several 
photographs taken during his trips are referenced in the text 
of his diaries.

Ethnographic and folkloric materials - The ethnographic 

and folkloric material is very rich in its variety and 
quality. Little information was recorded about material 
culture as such. Pinart was particularly interested in the 
world view and belief system and this interest is reflected 
in his notes. He recorded more than 40 legends dealing among 
others with the origins of the Koniags, the origins of 
different animals, the legend of the primeval sun-man and the
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origins of the sun and moon, the origins of all the masks and 
of specific masks, the origins of the painted symbols on the 
whaler's baidarka (kayak), eclipse of the moon, earthquakes, 

well-known Kodiak shamans, whalers, and wars. Beside the 
legends, the ethnographic notes bear principally on world 
view and cosmology, whalers' rituals, and masks. This wealth 
of data played an important role in my attempt to reconstruct 
the Kodiak belief system and cosmology.

Linguistic vocabularies and texts - Besides the native 
language words found in passim in Pinart's notes, there exist 

several vocabularies. Two are in Alutiiq of the Kodiak 
archipelago. One of these vocabularies is followed by an 
attempt at explanation of certain aspects of Alutiiq grammar 
through examples. A third one presents a linguistic 
comparison between the Fox Islands Aleut (Unangan) dialect, 
the Alutiiq of the Kodiak Archipelago, and Kamchadal. There 
is also an Aglegmiut (Bristol Bay Yupik) word list.

Texts of prayers in native languages were also recorded. 
For example, the Pater Noster is presented like a Rosetta 
stone, with the original text in Alutiiq, with parallel texts 
in Russian, English, and French. Other texts include various 
ritual songs and a whaler’s incantations.
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M o d e r n  c o l l e c t i o n s  of f o l k l o r e

I also used folkoric texts recorded in the 20th century 
by Golder (1903a, 1903b, 1907) and Leer (1990). The text on 
whaling collected by Reed in 1962 from Ralph Demidoff of 
Afognak Island was an invaluable source. This account, 
recorded almost a century after Pinart collected his data on 
whaling, also on Afognak, was particularly useful in helping 
corroborate most of the information provided not only by 
Pinart but also by early Russian observers. In addition, 
because the tale (this is the word used by Demidoff himself) 
presents whaling as a series of chronological events, it was 
particularly important, when taken in combination with the 
data provided by Pinart, in helping establish the sequence of 
rituals recorded by other sources.

L i t e r a t u r e  on K o d i a k  Masks

The literature on Kodiak masks is extremely limited. It 
comprises, in fact, only a single article, written in 1957 by 
Evelyn Lot-Falck, a French anthropologist. Its contents are 
the results of Lot-Falck's stylistic and symbolic analysis of 
the Pinart collection. It includes a series of nine black and 
white figures illustrating specimens from the Pinart
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collection. Lot-Falck's problematic interpretation of 
Pinart's Alutiiq mask collection, which is often uncritically 
quoted in the literature, will be discussed at length in the 
section entitled "The Problem of Provenience."

Finally, in the book edited by Rousselot et al., 
"Masques Eskimo d ’Alaska," (1991), there is a section on 
Koniag and Chugach masks that offers gorgeous reproductions 
of some of the specimens of the Pinart collection but 
provides no text, other than a short description associated 
with each photograph which is based, it would seem, on the 
descriptive fiches made by Lot-Falck, thus once again 
reiterating uncritically her dubious interpretation of the 
data.14

Nomenclature

Alutiiq,15 a language related to Central Yupik, comprises 
two dialects, Chugach and Koniag. The first dialect is 
subdivided into two subdialects, one spoken in Prince William 
Sound and the other on the Kenai Peninsula. The second 
dialect, Koniag, is subdivided into two subdialects, one 
spoken on Kodiak, and the other on the Alaska Peninsula. A 
sub-subdialect of Koniag is spoken on Afognak island, and a

14 See also ft. 188, p. 401.
15 Also called Pacific Yupik or Sugpiak.
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sub-subdialect of the Alaska Peninsula sub-dialect is spoken 
at Perryville (Fortescue et al. 1994:xii).

The Alutiiq speakers of the Kodiak Archipelago have been 
variously referred to in the literature as Alutiiqs, Koniags, 
and Sugpiaqs,16 but for various historical reasons that need 
not be discussed here, they call themselves Aleuts (see 
above). In order to avoid confusion I refer consistently to 
the inhabitants of the three geographic areas where Alutiiq 
is spoken by either the expression "Alutiiq speaker of..." or 
in the case of the Kodiak Archipelago and Prince William 
Sound by the name of the dialect that is spoken respectively 
in each area, i.e., Koniag and Chugach.

When I have translated texts either from the Russian or 
the French languages, I have kept the original spelling of 
place and personal names but included, when known, the modern 
equivalent in brackets. I have tried to keep my translations 
as close as possible to the original text. However, in a few 
cases (usually in texts written in French), it was necessary 
to alter slightly the punctuation so as to make the text 
intelligible in English.

I have used the Library of Congress transliteration 
system for Russian words omitting diacritical marks. Pinart 
used his own transliteration system (a mixture of normally 
written Russian letters with slightly modified Russian

16 In some early sources they have also been called either Americans or 
Indians.
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letters) to transcribe Alutiiq sounds. When I needed to 
retranscribe Pinart's Alutiiq, I retranscribed the normally 
written Russian letters as described above. One exception was 
the Russian letter "X" that remains an ”x" the way it would

appear in modern Alutiiq. I retranscribed the modified
Russian letters as follows: A or A  as 1A or LA; H'-or H0' as 

onA or NA; r or T as gA or GA; and ft" or rtf’ as kA or KA.

Research Limitations

The limitations of this research correspond to the 
limitations of the data I used, i.e. written texts collected 
mainly in the 19th century, when standards of data collecting 
were different from those of the present.

Written records collected until recently rarely 
specified the person or persons who provided a certain type 
of information and the context in which the gathering of 
data was carried out. Were the data provided by a specialist 
in a particular activity or by a layman? Notwithstanding that 
fact, Pinart tells us that he collected his data on whaling 
from an Afognak whaler reputed to be famous. Other sources, 
however, as we will see, also mention whaling, but nowhere is 
there a statement on who provided the data. In the same way, 
we do not know who provided the data on the belief system and 
cosmology. Was it a kas'aq (Koniag ritual specialist) or a 

layman?
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My reconstruction is based primarily on folkloric texts. 
Folkloric texts provide us with idealized conceptions of the 
world, what the world is supposed to be, how people are 
supposed to act or not act, etc. As such, my reconstruction 
is also that of an idealized world, but that of an idealized 
world that is subject to reinterpretation which varies from 
individual to individual, from community to community, and 
from generation to generation. By using folkloric texts 
collected in the past one also misses all the subtlety of 
oral performances that usually provide the listener with the 
intonations, tempo, spacing of words and sentences, kinesics, 
i.e. facial and body expressions, etc., which are important 
clues to the interpretation of a text.

Ritual Masks and Masking: 
some Considerations on Definitions

Masking is a universal phenomenon and has fascinated a 
number of art historians and anthropologists. However, when 
one examines the extensive literature on masks and masking, 
one arrives at the inescapable conclusion that there is 
neither a general theory of the mask and masking, nor any 
agreement on what a mask is. The term mask is often used 

indiscriminately, and questions such as what concepts are 
conveyed by the term, and what meanings are attached to a
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mask by the users and investigator respectively, or what is 
the context of a mask's use are seldom answered in the 
framework of general theory. Even more problematic is the 
question of the relationship that emerges between a mask and 
its maker, its wearer, and other persons present when a mask 
is in use.

I shall attempt to introduce a degree of clarity into 
the discussion by examining the available significant 
treatments of the subject of masks and several proposed 
definitions of the mask. Next, I shall examine some selected 
cases to illustrate how users of masks may conceptualize the 
mask. Lastly, I will try to define the concepts, which in my 
opinion, should (or should not) be included in the definition 
of masks.

The most noticeable fact is the absence of any kind of 
definitions in the majority of publications, articles, or 
books treating the subject. This phenomenon was practically 
the rule of every study until the 1970's. In later 
publications, some authors defined the object of their 
studies, but this has remained a rather infrequent 
occurrence. I believe that the reason for this omission is 
the fact that the "common sense" definition of the western 
world is simply taken for granted. Therefore, I shall begin 
with the discussion of this "common sense" understanding of 
what a mask is.
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According to Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary, a mask 

can be 1) a cover or partial cover for the face used for 
disguise; 2) a grotesque false face worn at carnivals or in 
rituals. By extension "to mask” is to disguise, to conceal. 
As a consequence, if you were to pronounce the word mask in a 

Western context, most people would automatically relate this 
word to an object which, in full or in part, covers 
(conceals) the face.

As facial masks are in fact used in many countries, and
are usually highly visible aesthetic objects, most western
anthropologists, not realizing that other categories of masks
existed, have limited their studies to the single category,
that of facial masks. The nature of what a mask is, as
defined in their own culture, was so ingrained that they
unintentionally reduced the study of masking in any society
to their own categories. They were not studying "masking" but
just one type of masks (as if facial masks were the only type
in use).17 When a definition is provided, it is usually in
agreement with the basic western concept aforementioned, of a
mask as "a covering worn over the face of a dancer, a shaman
or an actor..." (Goonatilleka, 1978). This problem is also

17 See for example B. Holas, Les masques Kono (Haute-Guinee Francaise^: 
Leur role dans la vie reliaieuse et politique (Paris: Librairie 
Orientaliste Paul Geuthner 1952); George W. Harley, Masks as Agents of 
Social Control in Northeast Liberia (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Cambridge 
Museum, 1950 ), and N. Ross Crumrine, ed. , Ritual Symbolism and 
Ceremonialism in the Americas: Studies in Symbolic Anthropology 
(Greeley, Colorado: University Museum, 1979). It is astonishing to me 
that none of the four authors who chose masks as the basis of their 
analysis gave a definition of the object.
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omnipresent in museums where under the category of masks are 
found only objects which cover the face.

However, already in the 19th century, variation in mask 
types was recognized and several mask classifications were 
proposed. In 1884, the American William H. Dali proposed a 
differentiation between masks, maskettes, and maskoids 
(1966:93). The first category encompasses opaque objects 
intended to be worn over the face to conceal or defend it. 
The second category, that of maskettes, is represented by 
objects resembling masks but intended to be worn above or 
under the face. Finally, the third category includes objects 
resembling a mask or a face but not intended to be worn at 
all. A review of the literature would easily show that while 
Dali's categories can to a certain degree be employed when 
one studies North American specimens, they do not hold when 
dealing with masks of other continents.

Rattseli (in Avdeev 1957)18 proposed a division of masks 
into the following several categories: 1) masks constituting 
representations of human faces; 2) masks which are distorted 
or frightening representations, or caricatures; 3) animal 
masks; and 4) headmasks (masks worn on the head). The first 
category is subdivided into a) crude representation; b) 
careful and accurate [naturalistic?] representation; and c) 
stylized representation. The second category is subdivided

A. D. Avdeev, "Maska," Sbornik muzeia antropoloaii i etnoarafii. vol.
17 (1957).
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into a) grimacing faces, faces inspiring laughter or horror; 
and b) dance and war masks. Rattseli's classification beside 
showing a marked cultural bias (frightening, crude represen
tation, inspiring laughter, etc.) is also inconsistent in the 
criteria employed. Masks are described according to what they 
represent (animals), the way they are worn (masks worn on the 
head), the impression imparted (laughter, horror, etc.), and 
finally the activity for which the mask is used (war and 
dance masks).

In 1957, Avdeev published a study I find more suitable.19 
His classification is consistent. After a thorough review of 
the literature he proposes to classify masks on the basis of 
their modes of attachment and wear. These criteria are very 
useful and can be applied in the study of masks cross- 
culturally, all over the world. It is a useful heuristic 
device but insufficient when taken in isolation. It must be 
kept in mind that when one studies masks one cannot in any 
way focus on any single mode of classification. More than one 
aspect of the objects must be studied. The ideal methodology 
would be to use different appropriate classifications 
according to the aspect under study. For example, when I 
later discuss the problem of geographical attribution of 
certain types of masks I use style as the criterion for 
classifying masks and ascribing them to this or that 
particular Alutiiq speaking subarea. On the other hand when
19 Ibid.
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I want to find out how a mask was used then I follow Avdeev’s 
classification and classify masks by their modes of 
attachment. One could also build, as suggested by Lot-Falck, 
a classification using the "meanings" attributed to specific 
physical traits (1957:15). However, it will be shown that 
while such a criterion taken on its own can be a useful 
device in defining the area of distribution of a particular 
belief it can in no way indicate the area from which a mask 
originates unless local style is also taken into 
consideration.

Levi-Strauss discusses masks and masking in several 
publications (1963:261; 1979 ). He does not provide a 
definition of mask or masking but suggests that beside the 
masks per se (facial masks), face painting and tattooing are 
categories of masking. This proposal is problematic. Tattoos 
in my opinion should not be considered as masking, because 1) 
tattoos, like scarifications, tend to identify an individual, 
to situate him in his social context; 2) tattoos are 
permanent and so transform the wearer permanently. This can 
be contrasted with the use of masking. One of the 
characteristics of masks is their non-permanency, and in 
certain cases I would even call their ephemerality. By non
permanency I mean first, that a mask is not worn 24 hours a 
day, day after day, and second, that the masks were used and 
then stored until the next opportunity to use them arose. By 
ephemerality, I mean that in many contexts masks were made
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specifically for one ritual or one festival, used on that 
particular occasion, and then discarded, destroyed, or 
sold.20

Henry Pernet in a recent publication once again defines 
an object as a mask when "it covers all or part of the face 
in order to disguise the wearer or to conceal his identity," 
(1992:11).21 Included are cases in which a sculpted element is 
placed on the head of the wearer and then his face is hidden 
by a piece of fabric or fringe of fiber (this, according to 
Pernet, is a typical mask used by the Dan of Liberia and 
Ivory Coast), in other words a fringed headdress. According 
to his definition, the headdress has to be fringed to be a 
mask, as it must cover at least part of the face. Then he 
adds, "I shall thereby avoid considering a priori this 
'object with which one covers the face' as the most 
significant element of an entire ensemble consisting of the 
mask, the wearer, the costume, the accessories, music, song, 
and dance.” This is an improvement, as now, at least, the 
mask is considered in conjunction with its attributes. 
However, the fact remains that for Pernet the notion of face 
covering is still essential.

Somewhat earlier, a definition which departs completely 
from the views which I have presented above, and which in my

20 The definition of mask as "ritual masks" will be discussed later.
21 This definition is very close to what he calls the "narrow and usual 
sense of the word" which is a combination of the two dictionary 
definitions given earlier. A mask is seen as a "false face” behind which 
one hides in order to disguise oneself.
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opinion is a great step forward toward an understanding of 
the nature of the mask, was first proposed by Halpin 
(1979:43) and reiterated a few years later by Crumrine 
(1983:1) as working definition for a symposium on masks and 
masquerades. Masking or masquerade are defined functionally 
as "the ritual transformation of the human actor into a being 
of another order." Masks are seen by Halpin as any object 
used to effect this transformation. By using "masquerade" 
(Halpin) or "masking" (Crumrine) as opposed to "mask," 
placing it in its ritual context, Halpin and Crumrine 
introduce a dynamic element. We are now dealing with a 
process, with "masking" as ritual action.

At this point, it is necessary to give a few selected 
examples of mask conceptualization by the people who are 
using them. Germaine Dieterlen (1985) speaking about the Komo 

mask used by Bambara (West Africa) initiation societies says:

"...when an initiate speaks about "the Head of Komo" 
[what is usully referred in the literature as the Komo mask] 
he speaks about a set of elements constituted of the mask 
proper; the head borrows morphological elements of the 
swollen cranium of an old hyena, a trait that is associated 
with profound knowledge, the jaws of the crocodile which 
first stowed the ark of creation in the pond; and the horns 
of the antelope which, because of their sharp point, 
symbolise the original lightning of the creation; the tunic 
made of cotton strips on which are attached vulture 
feathers, which symbolically represent the 266 signs of the 
creation; the "elephant legs," tied on the dancer’s ankles 
which symbolize the "pillars, beams, or, struts of the 
universe; the iron or copper whistle which evoke by its 
piercing sound the "initial whistling of creation;" the 
thaumaturgic stiletto, the instrument by excellence of 
ritual executions, etc. But the initiate also designates
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the wearer of these objects as well as the dance he
performs," (1985:27, my translation).

And so, according to Dieterlen, the "Head of Komo" 
represents for the initiate a "real microcosm, a 'dynamic 
epitome' of the universe called in consequence of this 
quality "Charge de l'univers (Guardian of the Universe)," and 
by analogy "Profound Knowledge of the Universe." This mask is 
used only in initiation ceremonies. During the liminal phase 
of the ritual the youths are isolated in a sacred forest 
where their physical and moral maturity are tested. The "Head 
of Komo" is present. They are also instructed about the 
knowledge of the universe. One can.see readily the importance 
of the presence of Komo as he is himself the one in charge, 
the one who possesses the knowledge of the universe. This 
description fits particularly well with the analysis by 
Turner of the "sacra" or "holy things" as used in the 
liminal22 phase of initiatory rites. "Sacra" are objects or 
activities believed to be charged with supernatural power, 
and which are represented for worshipful attention in 
religious celebrations. Among the Ndembu (East Africa) the

22 Van Gennep (1960:11) has shown that rites of passage are marked by 
three phases: preliminal rites (rites of separation), liminal rites 
(rites of transition), and p o s tliminal rites (or r i t e s  of 
incorporation). According to Turner, during the liminal phase the 
characteristics of the ritual subject are ambiguous: "...he passes 
through a cultural realm that has few or none of the attributes of the 
past or coming state....Liminal entities are neither here nor there; 
they are betwixt and between the positions assigned and arrayed by law, 
custom, convention, and ceremonial," (1969:94-95).
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neophytes during the liminal phase of the ritual are 
instructed in such matters as "the revelation of the real, 
but secularly secret names of the deities or spirits believed 
to preside over the rites.... They are also taught the main 
outlines of the theogony, cosmogony, and mythical history of 
the societies and their cult, usually with reference to the 
"sacra" exhibited" (Turner 1967:103). This instruction is 
done through the use of sacra which may be communicated 
through ”1) exhibitions, 'what is shown;' 2) actions, 'what 
is done,' 3) instructions, 'what is said',” (ibid.).

Another example is the "Great Mask" or "Great Wood”, the 
"Sigui" of the Dogon (West Africa). He represents a mythical 
ancestor, Dyongou Serou, a snake who died in his old age. It 
is represented by a log sculpted in the shape of a snake, and 
resting horizontally. It is huge, unwearable, and is thought 
to be alive. The ritual of the Sigui is celebrated every 60 
years. A new Sigui representation is carved on the occasion 
of each new ceremony. After the ceremony of the Sigui, the 
new "Great Mask" (as well as the old one and any other masks 
used during rituals) is kept in a specially designed place. 
According to Griaule (1948:165), the Sigui provides for a 
double renewal: the renewal of the wood - as 60 years is the 
time it takes for the wood to deteriorate - and a renewal of 
the initiates: 60 years is considered to be the duration of 
life of initiates (who are chosen in a 15-40 age group). I 
believe it is also the rebirth of Dyongou Serou. He died at
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an age equivalent to that of the initiates when they are 
ready to pass over their knowledge to the new chosen group, 
i.e., 60. However, there is no general agreement as to what 
the "Great Wood" really is. Some authors characterize it as a 
mask, others as an effigy.

In Alaska, we know of several types of objects 
designated by observers as masks which most people at first 
sight would not include in the "mask" category. Those are the 
finger masks of the Inupiaq and Yup'ik Eskimos, the wooden 
headgear used by the various Alaskan Eskimo groups and the 
Aleuts in sea hunting, and the war helmets of the Koniags and 
Northwest Coast Indians. The latter also possessed wooden 
headgear but of a type different from that of the Aleuts and 
Eskimo groups.

Now the time has come to try to decide which elements 
should or should not be included in the definition. The first 
thing is evidently to get rid of the notion that masks are 
uniquely objects which cover all or part of the face. Listing 
all the known possibilities would be useful only as far as it 
would help us to understand the structural relationships they 
have in common. Then the result of such analysis could be 
included into the definition.

But first we have to tackle the concept of mask as 
disguise or concealment. A review of the literature shows 
that masks are in fact rarely used in that context. Most of 
the time, masks are representations of mythical events or
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beings, of spiritual entities, and the goal is not to hide 
the wearer (this is a consequence) but to "symbollically" 
bring to life, to objectify, and to make participants in the 
activitiy relive the mythical events in the company of the 
mythical heroes or spirits. I am not in any way denying the 
fact that ritual masks are on certain occasions used for 
concealment, but particularity cannot rank as generality. One 
clear example of a mask used for concealment is mentioned by 
Turner (1967:98). Among the Ndembu, masks are sometimes used 
in the liminal phase of initiatory rituals. During that 
stage, a neophite is considered "structurally invisible" to 
the rest of society. This invisibility can be expressed by 
either the physical removal of the neophyte to an isolated 
area, or by his symbolic removal, in which case he is made to 
wear a mask. He is more than hidden, he has dissolved.

One trait which is shared by all the masks under 
discussion is the fact that they all appear in ritual 
context. Thus, it is astonishing that Pernet (1992), 
considering the "ritual mask" as the subject matter of his 
research, did not even try to place masks in their ritual 
context. Ritual action will be defined here, following Black, 
as a "complex multifaced phenomenon realized as a form of 
symbolic behavior— a set of prescribed actions to which 
culturally defined meanings adhere— and which, from the point 
of view of the actors, simultaneously have aspects of 
communication: they are actions which 'say things '--and
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aspects of power: actions which 'do t h i n g s [ b u t ] ritual 
action not only serves to alter states, statuses and rela
tionships for the actors, but also that in effect it has the 
power to transform reality, to restructure it by adding a 
dimension ’empirically non-verifiable,' by translating expe
rience to a different level, where the inherent contra
dictions between the ideational norm and social action is 
overcome" (1973:52). It is in this sense that I will say 
that a masked performer and all the other actors, the state 
or situation, present or future, are transformed as well, 
through ritual action. In the chapter on the "Mask and its 
Wearer," Pernet discussed the possible relationships between 
a wearer and his mask, and rejected the possibility of any 
possible transformation (1992:117-135). But as he forgot to 
place the mask in its ritualistic context, he could not see 
the symbolic transformation involved.

I must now return to the definition proposed by Halpin 
and Crumrine of masking as "the ritual transformation of an 
actor into a being of another order." First some comments. I 
believe that this definition is not inclusive enough. It 
would be easy to replace "masking" with "tattooing," or 
"scarification," and many others. But, as we have seen, 
tattooing and scarification produce permanent transfor
mations, unlike masking. Another point is that ritual actions 
transforms both the actors and the audience. As written, the
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definition does not include the other participants (when 
present) in the ritual.

Tentatively, I define, operationally, a ritual mask as 
an object or activity imbued with supernatural or secular 
power and which symbolically transforms the wearer as well as 
the participants for the duration of the ritual.23 For all the 
participants, including the wearer, the ritual masking also 
transforms the state or situation, affecting the future. This 
symbolic transformation cannot be accomplished outside the 
ritual. Ritual action only has the power to transform 
reality.

Bearing this above consideration in mind, I will discuss 
in the next section the belief system and cosmology of the 
Koniags.

23 The degree of transformation is dependent on the degree of partic
ipation of the various participants.
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P A R T  I

M A S K E D  R I T U A L S  O F  T H E  K O D I A K  
A R C H I P E L A G O

CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION

Why did the Koniags make masks? During what kind of 
rituals were the masks used? Why did the Koniags start to 
perform elaborate festivals? When and where were they 
performed? Who organized them? To answer those questions, I 
will review the information available on the origins of 
Koniag masks and masked ritual as explained by the Koniags 
themselves. A presentation of past Koniag belief system and 
cosmology insofar as they can be reconstructed at this time 
will follow. This will provide the framework necessary for an 
understanding of the role and place of masked rituals within 
Koniag world view. A review of the different types of objects 
considered to be masks by the Koniags will then be presented. 
This in turn will allow for the definition of which rituals 
were masked and which were not. Finally, I will review 
briefly the various types of masked rituals known to have 
been observed, in the past, in the Kodiak Archipelago.

32
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Origins of Kodiak Masks

An answer to the question about the origins of the masks 
can be found in a series of legends collected by the pioneer 
French ethnographer Alphonse Louis Pinart in 1871-1872. The 
contents of those legends are of two types. The first type 
explains the origin of all the various masks as a single 
event, while the second type explains the origins of 
particular types of masks. An example of the first type is 
provided by the two following stories:

Story nQl
The origin of all the masks is as follows. They say 

that once a hunter belonging to a rich family could not kill 
anything. One day he went to Igak bay [Ugak Bay]24 and there 
he stopped, pulled his baidarka on the shore and carried it 
up to the top of a cliff. There he fell asleep and slept for 
two nights and two days. While he was sleeping he dreamt of 
all the different masks (ms.).

Story n9 2
They say that one man was a hunter and that following 

the way of his fellow hunters, he ate and drank very little 
but could only kill a few animals. He thus asked for help 
and said: "Who will come to my Help?” Then during the night 
he saw in dream masks which the Koniags afterwards used as 
if they were alive and heard songs sung by some unknown 
voice. As soon as he awoke he began to sing these songs and 
went hunting and killed a great many animals. [As he had 
become a very successful hunter], the other hunters asked 
him what talisman he possessed and he asked them to gather 
[in a group]. He sang them the songs he had heard and told

24 Ugak Bay extends NW 21 miles off the Gulf of Alaska, on the eastern 
coast of Kodiak Island (Orth 1971:1003).
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them that they had to sing them. Afterwards he made the
different masks (ms.).

In those two stories the actors are both hunters and 
both have a problem killing animals. The unsuccessful hunting 
of the second hunter occurs notwithstanding the fact that he 
followed the rules of conduct proper to a hunter, i.e., in 
this case fasting. The two protagonists fall asleep and 
dream, and in their dreams they see the masks. The hunter of 
the second story even hears the songs which are supposed to 
be sung at the time the masks are used. According to those 
stories, all the masks were created (or at least appeared to 
humans) at a single time. The reason for this appearance is 
not given in the first story but in the second story it is 
clear that the hunter who had specifically called for help 
received his visions from the spiritual world which had 
decided to come to his assistance.

The second story provides us with another very important 
element: the fact that the hunters will become successful in 
their hunting if they use the masks and songs the spiritual 
world has sent them. As such, this story is not simply about 
the origins of the masks but also about the origins of the 
masked hunting rituals which were observed in the Kodiak 
Archipelago. A story of the origins of the hunting festival 
was also recorded by G. I. Davydov (1977). In content, this 
story is very close to those collected by Pinart. The story 
is as follows:
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Once it happened that a hunter was unable to kill a 
single animal for a period of 5 years, although in earlier 
times he was a renowned hunter. Because of this misfortune, 
the hunter began to avoid people and went to live in the 
mountains. One night, on the top of the hill, he had a 
dream, and when afterwards he returned to his village, he 
organized a festival, exactly as the one he had witnessed in 
his dream. From then on, he became a successful hunter; 
therefore, the islanders perform those games [festivals] in 
the hope that they will hunt successfully.... (Davydov 
1810:209).

The second type of stories, those which explain the 
origins of particular masks, provide us with information on 
the entities some of the masks are supposed to represent. As 
most of the legends concerning the origins of particular 
masks will be included in a subsequent chapter, I will give 
here but one example:

One day, a man at sea in his baidarka capsized. He 
had a mother. He lived in the sea for a long time and on his 
head grew seaweeds. One day, while in his settlement [the 
village he used to live in] they [the villagers] were 
dancing, he came out of the sea and brought this mask. He 
entered the kazhim holding the mask in his hand. As soon as 
he did so the grass retreated toward the rear of the kazhim 
and the oil lamp retreated into a corner. The air of the 
kazhim became impregnated by the smell given off by the tide 
on a beach (nobody recognized him). In the kazhim he saw his 
mother and his father and as he asked them about the son who 
had capsized several years earlier, he placed the mask near 
the lamp, exited the kazhim, and went back into the sea 
(Pinart, ms.).

This particular mask, named Kugukuak, represents a 

hunter who drowned at sea. The stress is not here on his past 
or present activities but on his relationships to the persons 
inside the kazhim, and more particularly to his own parents. 
The mask of Kugukuak is there to remind the couple in
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question of their departed son. In other examples, as we 
shall see later, some of the entities represented by certain 
masks clearly perform acts which remind or teach the young 
people the proper code of behavior (see for example Paiulik, 

He who brings Food); others recall mythical events (see for 
example Aa~iiashukl; others again remind the participants of 

their departed, as does the mask of the story just mentioned.

The masked festivals, or games as they are usually 
referred to in the Russian literature, were thus much more 
than an opportunity to have a good time with one's neighbors 
and friends; they also provided the opportunity to relive 
mythical events, to reaffirm one's traditions, to reaffirm 
one's belonging to a particular group, in other words to 
reaffirm one's identity. Most importantly, the masked fes
tivals were masked ceremonials during which the Koniag people 
asked the spiritual world to come anew to their help and 
insure that the new hunting season would be successful. In a 
world where survival depended on successfully bringing home 
enough sea-mammals to feed everybody, this was important 
indeed.

Koniag World View and Belief System

We have just learned that during their festivals as well 
as in ordinary everyday life, the Koniags believed that they
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could receive help from the spiritual world, a spiritual 
entity or entities. In the cases mentioned, the solution to 
the hunters' problems appeared to them in dreams. Who were 
those entities, and how did they fit into the general schema 
of things? Before answering those questions it is necessary 
to review briefly how the Koniags used to interpret the world 
they were living in and how the various elements (animate and 
inanimate objects, animals, peoples, and the cosmos) which 
composed their world related to each other.

Little information on the belief system of the Koniags 
is available in historical sources. This is in part due to 
the fact that Koniags were and still are very secretive (for 
various reasons which need not be discussed here) about this 
particular topic. Already in 1802, Davydov commented on the 
fact that "the Koniagas [Koniags] are so secretive about the 
rites of their religion that it is impossible to find out any 
details about them" (1977:179). Some crucial data, however, 
are on hand. What is to be found suggests that at least some 
aspects of the spiritual world of the Koniags were very close 
to that of their northern neighbors, the Yupik.

Sua: Its P e r s o n

The Koniags, like the Yupik and the Inupiaq Eskimos, 
believe in the concept of sua. its person (called yua by the 
Yupiit, and inua by the Inupiat). In every inanimate object,
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natural phenomenon, animal, and even abstract constructs such 
as the universe, is supposed to be found a human-like aspect, 
or sua.

Many stories record animal transformations into their 
human-like aspects, and the retransformation of the latter 
into the former. In most cases these tranformations are 
accomplished by removing or putting back the skin appropriate 
to the animal in question. For example, in a story collected 
by Golder,25 five geese had transformed themselves into five 
girls by removing their goose skin. A young boy finding the 
skins hides one of them. When came the time to leave, the 
girls who found their skins put them on and flew away, but 
the one who could not find hers had to remain among humans at 
least until she recovered it, because without it, she was 
unable to retransform herself into a bird. Interestingly, 
this story also suggests that while the goose had transformed 
herself into her human-like aspect, she kept some goose-like 
characteristics. She fed for example only on the grasses that 
geese like to feed on and her mouth was somewhat goose-like. 
In another story the physical resemblance between the human 
aspect and its animal is also noted. There, a young boy is 
surprised to find himself in the land of the Eagles, among 
the Eagle People, and he observes that Eagle people have 
facial traits in common with the birds, traits which change

25 »The sad fate of Uchatngiak, " Journal of American folk-lore. 
16(2):98-103.
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through time as the eagle people grow older. There he sees 
that:

The full grown people, like the full grown eagles, had 
white faces and heads, while those of the young people, like 
those of young eagles, were dark. Eagle skins were hanging 
about all over the village; and it amused him to watch some 
of the people put on their eagle skins and change to eagles, 
and after flying around, take them off and become human 
beings again (Golder 1903b:93).

The animal had thus a human-like aspect, and the human
like aspect had in some sort "its animal" implying continuity 
rather than discontinuity between the world of the animals 
and that of the humans.

Another way by which animals can show their human-like 
aspect is indicated in a story narrated by Demidoff in 1962. 
Here a whale shows its human-like aspect by letting the 
latter appear as a separate being, i.e., both the whale and
its sua can be seen at the same time. At one point in the
story26 a whaler wants to show his apprentice how a whale 
drinks. They take their two-hatch kayak and stop near a 
little waterfall:

At daybreak a whale came to the surface and swam 
towards the shore. The tide was low and the waterfall was up
some ways from the sea. The boy wondered how it could get up
there to drink. As he watched, the whale slowly shoved its 
head up the beach and opened its mouth and a little man, 
with a leather bucket in each hand, came out and went up to 
the waterfall. He filled the buckets with water and went 
back down and into the whale's mouth. The whale closed its 
mouth and turned out to sea and disappeared (1962:11).

26 This story will be presented at length in the chapter "Private Masked 
Rituals: The Whaler.”
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Human beings could also transform themselves into 
animals by putting on the skin of an animal. For example in 
the story of "the Boy who became a mink" collected by Golder 
(1903b:95-97) and presented in its entirety in a subsequent 
chapter, a boy after overcoming many misadventures, survives 
the last one by putting on a mink skin and thus transforming 
himself into a mink. According to the story, only a shaman 
could differentiate between a real animal and a human 
transformed into one.

There are many stories depicting human beings who 
inadvertently find themselves in the abode of animals who 
look human to them.27 There they usually spend some time with 
their hosts until one day they decide to return to their own 
village. In some stories, the human being had turned without 
knowing it into the animal with whom he spent time, and in 
other stories he turned himself into the species of its host 
only to be able to return to where he came from. It seems 
that in Koniag conceptualization of the transformation 
process there are different possible outcome. In some cases, 
the human beings cannot retransform themselves into a human, 
and in others they can. For example, in the story "the land 
otter" (Leer, 1990) a land otter hunter runs inside a

27 In the stories collected in the Kodiak archipelago, usually, the 
human being never realized that he was not dealing with other human 
beings but with animals' sui [plural of sua]. According to Fienup- 
Riordan, in Yup’ik stories, the "hosts” invariably betray their animal 
identity (1994:50).
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barabara.28 There he finds some old men [who in reality are 

land otters] who invite him to spend some time with them. 
After a while he decided to leave and the old men give him a 
kayak [in reality it was an otter skin, but he could not see 
it]. He stepped into the kayak [he put on the otter's skin] 
and paddled home [he slapped his own tail against the water]. 
As soon as he reached land, he stepped out of the kayak [he 
stepped out of the land otter's skin] and became human again. 
In this story the human being had no idea about what really 
happened to him, he never realized that he had, in fact, 
spent some time with animals' sua and that he had temporarily 
transformed himself into one of them. In another story, that 
of "the one who turned himself into a marmot" (ibid.), a 
marmot hunter is transformed into a marmot. He did not 
realize that the transformation had taken place until other 
human beings (hunters ready to go after him) mentioned that 
he was a marmot. Then he looked at himself and saw that he 
had turned into a marmot. Apparently in this story he remains 
a marmot and returns to live in the dwelling of the marmots.

Animal/human and human/animal transformations can be 
found depicted in objects. An example of an animal trans
forming itself into its person (or vice versa) was recovered

28 "In Russian usage, a semi-subterranean storage structure, also used 
to designate a small summer dwelling or camp. In the American period the 
term began to be applied to the late 19th century-early 20th century 
native semi-subterranean small-size houses,” (Black in Gideon 1989:165).
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archaeologically by Jordan at the Karluk site on Kodiak 
Island. The sculpture represents a "siamese-like" pair of 
beings (attached through the back) depicting on one side a 
bird, and on the other side a human (Jordan 1994:159).

Inanimate objects, natural phenomena such as for example 
the winds, the aurora borealis, or volcanic eruptions, the 
stars, and planets, and even abstract concepts, were thought 
to have sua. For example, according to Pinart when a Koniag 
arrived at a place after a long trip, he lit a fire, cooked 
his food, and then threw a piece of food in the fire, telling 
the fire that he gives him [the fire's sua] a portion of his 
food (Pinart, ms.). Volcanic eruptions were supposed, again 
according to Pinart's informants, to be men fighting a war 
(ibid.).

In another story, the humanness of the winds and why 
they sometimes blow and sometimes are calm is clearly 
demonstrated:

In a far away place was a settlement: there the wind 
always blew very strongly and never abated. Nobody dared 
leaving the village. One man however dared. He built a one- 
hatch baidarka, covered the framework with 5 lavtaks, took 
five kamleikas and five paddles and left. He went toward the 
northwest. He reached a cape, and there he saw sitting on 
the top of a cliff, a man who was blowing air. His eyes were 
popping out of their sockets, and a violent wind was coming 
out of his chest. He then took his throwing board, threw an 
arrow at him, and struck him right through the chest. He saw 
the man fall, and he hurried toward the top of the cliff to 
remove his arrow. He reached the top, but nobody was there 
and he could not find his arrow. He searched for a long time 
but without success. While he was searching he came across a 
wide trail. He followed it for some time but as he did not 
find anything, he sat and waited for the night to fall. When 
it was dark, he took the trail again and soon saw a large 
settlement. There, there was a large kazhim. He walked left
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toward the kazhim and when he arrived there, he looked 
inside through the window. Inside he saw that there were 
many people and that in the center of the kazhim was lying 
the man that he had struck with his arrow and he also 
recognized his arrow. He entered the kazhim, and was asked 
to sit in the fore part of the kazhim. Those who were inside 
told him that the one who was lying on the lavtak had been 
struck by an arrow but that they could not see the arrow and 
so could not heal him. At this point, he told them to leave 
the kazhim and that he will by himself perform this function 
[i.e., to heal the hurt man]. They left and as soon as they 
had left he took his arrow and broke into a run. Soon 
thereafter, they started to run after him and so as to save 
himself he threw them some black color. Those after him 
picked it up and started to blacken a part of their face. As 
they were still after him, he threw them some red color, and 
they again started to redden their face. He finally reached 
the cape and his baidarka, and he left the shore.

[Because of these events, they now used black and red 
to paint their face when they dance. This story also tell us 
that they believe that the winds were humans].

After [these happenings] he still traveled for a long 
time at sea and went around the earth: he visited the 
different winds time and again [regularly] filled their 
mouth with moss. As a result of this, sometimes the wind is 
blowing and sometimes it is calm (Pinart, ms., my trans
lation) .

In two stories collected by Golder, "The girl who 
married the moon," (1930a:30) and "The girl who married a 
star," (ibid., 24-26) the stars are described as the 
sparkling eye of one-eyed men lying face down (1903a:30). In 
one of these stories, the husband star is a one-sided man 
with willow twigs for hair. During the day, he hunts birds 
and sea mammals and at night he becomes the star. The con
cept of the sun and moon is complex. Apparently, there exist
ed a primeval sun-man (male gender) but later, the sun became 
a female and the moon a male. In most legends, the sun and 
the moon were thought to be human beings who became, a woman,
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the sun, and a man, the moon due to incest. Five different 
stories explain their origins. In three of the stories the 
sun and the moon are the results of incest between a brother 
and a sister. In the first two versions, after committing 
incest, the brother became the moon and the sister became the 
sun (Chechenev, ms.; Pinart, ms.). In a third version their 
incestuous relationship resulted in the birth of twins, who 
became one the sun and the other one the moon (Pinart, ms.). 
Our fourth story differs radically from the previous three. 
Two brothers used to live in Cook Inlet. One of them killed 
the other and immediately he became the sun assuming femi
nity. The sun and the moon are thus supposed "to be one, one 
shining during the day, and the one shining during the 
night," (ibid.). Very different is the story collected by Pi
nart (ms.) which explains the existence of the primeval sun- 
man. He had several children with a girl whom he rescued from 
death (four boys and one girl-dog who can transform herself 
into a human being by removing her skin). He gave to his 
younger son and to his daughter (the other brothers disap
peared in course of the story) the power to transform them
selves. The brother became the moon, and the girl-dog, the 
sun.29 We also have several versions which explain the dif
ferent phases of the moon as well as its eclipse. In two sto
ries the different phases of the moon are produced by a man

29 This story has never been mentioned in the literature. It is included 
in its original text, in French (App. 1).
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who every evening puts on a mask corresponding to a 
particular phase of the moon (Pinart, ms.; Golder 1903a:28- 
31) and through it looks down upon the earth (Chechenev, 
ms.). The man in Pinart's story is also the man who produces 
an eclipse of the moon. To do so he puts grease on his face 
and thus becomes dark. An eclipse of the sun is mentioned by 
Pinart in the fifth story of the origins of the sun and moon. 
There, the primeval sun-man goes home during the day thus 
producing an eclipse of the sun. Interestingly, the 
appearance of the sun-man is different when he goes home at 
night or when he goes home during the day. In the first case 
he appears amidst a luminous light, but during an eclipse, he 
appears amidst darkness dressed in a ground squirrel parka. 
Eclipses were feared and were thought to bring death, 
epidemic, war, and various other calamities. Finally, a 
meteor was supposed to be a man flying within a sphere of 
light (ibid.).

All the stories cited above underline the double nature 
of every constituting element of the universe, their 
thingness or animalness, and their humanness. This in turn 
indicates the strong continuity between human beings and the 
world in which they are living. I have mentioned earlier that 
abstract concepts also had sua. For example, in the fifth 
story about the origins of the sun and moon, one of the sons 
of the primeval sun, the youngest one, is supposed to marry 
the daughter of death. Thus death is also personified. This
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brings us to the most abstract of all sui (plural of sua), 

that of the universe.

Liam S u a 30

The term 11am sua is supposed to represent one person, 

that of the universe. Liam sua was considered to be superior 
to all other persons. He could see and hear everything but 
was invisible to human beings (Pinart, ms.; Chechenev, ms). 
He could also mete out punishments (Chechenev, ms.). As a 
result the Koniags feared him and observed a set of 
"prohibitions" (ibid.). Liam sua lived in the skyland and was 
considered to be the purest of all beings and to be immortal 
(Pinart, ms.). This description of 11am sua is practically 
identical to that of ellam yua. its Yupik equivalent (see 

Fienup-Riordan 1994:190,262).
Interestingly, in the case of the Kodiak Archipelago, 

the first mention of 11am sua, as far as I know, appeared in 
historical sources only after the 1850's. Let's consider our 
ethnohistorical data chronologically and see if anybody 
before that time recorded information which could suggest 
that either 11am sua or a concept similar to it pre-existed.

30 Also found under the spellings L*am shva [Chechenev, ms.], L^am shua 
or Ishlam shoua [Pinart, ms.], or Hlam-choua [ Pinart's published 
articles], Shilam shoa [Holmberg 1985]. The letter "L"" corresponds to 
the modern transliteration of the sound "11."
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Shelikhov who spent the years 1784-178631 on Kodiak tells us 
that the Kodiak inhabitants had no conception of divinity but 
believed in the concepts of good and evil, represented either 
by two beings or two spirits (1981:56). In 1790, Merck 
recorded that the Koniags lacked any conception of a deity or 
of a being from whom all existence derives, but that they 
believed in evil beings (1980:107).32 An Orthodox churchman, 
Archimandrite Ioasaf Bolotov, on Kodiak 1794-1799, recorded 
that the Koniags believed in a supreme being (the Good 
Spirit) who teaches them to make baidarkas, aids them in 
hunting, etc., as well as in an evil spirit (in Black 
1977:80). This is in agreement with what Shelikhov noted 
earlier. If one keeps in mind that everybody’s interpretation 
and observations are subject to one’s biases, and that both 
Shelikhov and Bolotov were Christians, I believe that we can 
identify this "Good Spirit" or just "good being or spirit" 
with 11am sua, or person of the universe.

In two stories collected by Pinart which narrate the re
creation of either the animal world alone or human kind and 
the animal world have strong Christian overtones in their 
explanation as to why these recreations had become

31 It is necessary to remind the reader here that continuous Russian 
presence in the Kodiak Archipelago started only after the subjugation of 
the Kodiak inhabitants by Shelikhov in 1784. Until that time visits by 
Russian vessels had been only sporadic.
32 Merck’s stay on Kodiak was very short. He was there only on the 4th 
and 5th of July, 1790. It is thus not unexpected that he was unable to 
obtain information on a topic as sensitive to people as their belief 
system.
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necessities. For example, in the first story, 11am sua is 
supposed to have destroyed a people who originally lived in 
the west because they were bad, sparing only two individuals 
(AlAaxiakuak. a kas'aq [a ritual specialist], and Kugimaxtak, 

a shaman) who then started (at least the kas'aq) to create 
all the various animals (1872:88-89). In the second story the 
beginning is absolutely identical to that of the first story, 
but here people and then the various animals are created not 
by the kas'aq and a shaman but by a pair of human beings 
coming from the north, a man (A l 'axiakuak) and a woman 
(Kugimaxtak). This is interesting as the kas’aq was a man, 
while the role of shaman very often was taken on by a woman 
or a man with a woman's social status (see ft #79, p. 131). 
The destruction of humanity turned bad as well as the 
destruction of the animal kingdom and their subsequent 
reemergence has a strong biblical undertone.

In the story collected by Holmberg in 1851 (1985:61) 
Christian teachings are even more evident. In that story, 
Shilam Shoa (11am sua) is said to have created heaven and 
earth, but to have left the world in darkness. Heaven was 
inhabited by a brother and a sister. He forbade them to eat 
grass. The original sin is evidently perpetrated by the 
sister who eats some grass, because she thinks that this will 
bring light. Light came. Seeing each other naked they became 
ashamed of themselves. They first went in hiding, and later 
returned to heaven. On the steps leading to heaven, they met
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and fell in love, but of the five children that were born to 
them none survived. Shortly before the birth of their sixth 
child, Shilam Shua (11am sua) came to their help, sang a 
song, sent them to earth, and from them originated mankind. 
Later on, a flood is supposed to have destroyed mankind, etc.

Christian influences were also noted in the recent 
descriptions of ellam yua for the Yupik area (Fienup-Riordan 
1994:263; Sonne 1988:121). Fienup-Riodan notes for example 
that ellam yua is "reminiscent of a heavenly father and 
almighty, all-seeing creator," and suggests that while the 
concept of ella is probably an ancient Yupik concept, that of 
the person of the universe could be more recent (1994:263). 
This account agrees with the data from the Kodiak 
Archipelago.

R e i n c a r n a t i o n

Each human being was thought to be able to reincarnate 
himself five times.33 Pinart provided us with the description 
of different stages of the process:

33 Five is also the number of times a Yupik Eskimo could reincarnate 
himself (Fienup-Riordan 1994:212).
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Death # Name of death in Alutiiq Translation of the Alutiiq 
term

Death #1 toukounnitouk/tougannitouk34 
TUQUN1ITUQ

is dead but not totally35 
IS NOT DYING; HAS NOT (JUST 
DIED)

Death #2 t* « " "
Death #3 •• "

Death #4 Achioudank/Achouixtouk/Azhi-
uduk
AS111UTUQ

is becoming bad 

IS BECOMING BAD
Death #5 Toukououk/Tuguuk 

TUQU1UQ
he is totally dead 
IS DYING; HAS (JUST DIED)

After each of its deaths, the "soai/'shade" was supposed 
to move to a different place, either a planet, or the aurora 
borealis, or a star, to either await its rebirth, or to 
reside for eternity, after its final death. But one could 
move there according to Pinart, only if that person has been 
good, i.e., had followed the customs (see also Bolotov 
1977:80). On the other hand, if during his various 
reincarnations one had conducted himself poorly, then after 
his fifth and final reincarnation the "soul/shade" was said 
to rise from its grave, and fly off in the shape of a ball of 
fire, knyk atdaxtuk, toward the west to become iqauxtuk,36 an 

evil spirit. His head was supposed to lengthen, to become 
pointed, and a pair of eyes to appear on the back of it. The

34 The words written in lower case are the various spellings recorded by 
Pinart, those in upper case are the modern equivalent. The latter were 
all provided by Jeff Leer, Alaska Native Language Center, University of 
Alaska, Fairbanks.
35 The words written in lower case are the translations provided by 
Pinart, those in upper case are the translations of the modern 
equivalent, also provided by Jeff Leer.
36 In modern spelling, iiraurtuq. The term means, "is becoming an evil 
spirit" or "has (just) become an evil spirit," (ibid.).
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end of the universe, l^am ashil'qnunun.37 was supposed to be 
located in the west.

None of the available sources indicate any precise 
information about which aspect of the human being could get 
reincarnated. There is only one story about a dying shaman 
which suggests that something internal, a life force or a 
soul, or a shade was preserved after death. In that story 
(see p. 140) a shaman knowing that he was near death asked 
people not to bury his body but to leave it to putrefy 
outside so as to allow his "internal man" to be liberated and 
go to another land, in this case the aurora borealis. In 
Alutiiq there is a term, tanraq. which means either a soul, a 
shade, or a real shadow. In Yupik, the term tameq can also 

be translated variously as soul or shadow and describes a 
shadowlike being in human form (Fienup-Riordan 1994:212). The 
Yupik tarneq is also the aspect of the human being which 
could be reincarnated five times. Thus it does not seem 
farfetched to suggest that it was the Koniag's tanraq that 
could reincarnate itself.

E x t r a o r d i n a r y  Beings

Little is known of the extraordinary creatures who 
peopled the worlds of the Koniags and their relationships

37 This probably is, 11am asiilnauanun. that would mean "to/into/onto 
the evil/badness of the universe," (ibid.).
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with human beings. Here again, Pinart is our best source. He 
mentioned the existence of three different creatures: the 
giants or shuxpat:38 the little men or inucTal'xut (also 
spelled innualaut in another manuscript),39 and the great 
worm, pishixpak. Of the giants we know virtually nothing 

beside the fact that they were thought to live in the 
mountains of Alaska [Alaska Peninsula?] behind Katmai. About 
the little people somewhat more is known. In one story a 
couple of them help two sea hunters who were lost in the fog:

They have a tradition that there is somewhere a nation 
of very small men, dwarfs, inuq'al'xut. They say that they 
are very hairy and have very strong [powerful, loud?] 
voices. Once, they say, a baidarka went out a long distance 
to sea and was taken by the fog. They [2 hunters] did not 
know where they were and were much frightened. Soon 
afterwards, they heard a strong voice speaking not far from 
where they were but could not see anything. They heard the 
voice stronger and stronger, but still could not see 
anything. Looking more and more attentively they saw a very 
small baidarka with two men. They took the baidarka on board 
with the two men, and soon the fog disappeared. The men on 
the baidarka kept the two dwarfs with them, fed them, and 
did not say a thing to anybody. They were always very 
successful in their hunting (Pinart, ms.).

In another story (see the story of Abashala and the 
Kalalik, pp. 133-135) a kas'aq transforms successively a lit
tle man he encountered at several different places into 
various animals as the need arose. In the two stories 
mentioned the small men act benevolently. They help the 
hunters in the first story, and in the second, they let

38 Modern spelling suapak. plural sugpat (ibid.).
39 We do not have the modern equivalent or this word for Kodiak but it 
is attested in Chugach Alutiiq as inu'aaulluk. plural inu'aaullut (Jeff 
Leer, personnal communication).
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themselves be used and transformed into various animals. I 
agree with Lantis (1938:149-150) that it is possible that in 
the first story the dwarfs could either represent hunting 
talismans carried by sea-mammal hunters, or that they could 
be "spirit helpers." I do not, however, like the use in this 
context of the expression "spirit helper" as it usually 
refers to spirits who help shamans. I think that in view of 
the paucity of information we have on this subject, the 
expression "spiritual entity" (and in this case "benevolent" 
should be added) is more satisfactory. Lantis' explanation 
does not seems as applicable in the second story, because as 
we will see in a subsequent section, the kas'aq, who has the 
power of the "words" does not need the help of anybody. 
Alternative explanation suggests itself that the little men 
of this story could be "souls" waiting to be reincarnated.

Holmberg (1985:61) recorded that two little men 
representing respectively the lightning and the thunder were 
sent down to earth by 11am sua when he was angry with 
mankind. In this case it is clear that what is sent to earth 
is really the human aspects of two natural phenomena.

Stories about a huge man-worm, Ti-sikh-puk, that 

combines physical attributes of men and worm/caterpillar are 
found in Northwestern Alaska (Fitzhugh & Kaplan 1982:180; 
Nelson 1983:516). In the story recounted by Nelson, an old 
woman uses a strong charm to rid the community of the ti- 
sikh-puk. The ti-shikh-puk is a huge worm who possesses
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supernatural power, and who avenges his son's death by 
another man-worm who was a shaman by killing all the 
inhabitants of his village. A story about a multi-legged 
worm, called pishixpak in the manuscript version and 
pichexpak in the published version, has also been recorded by 

Pinart. In this story the creature possesses not only man and 
worm attributes but also eagle's. Eagles in Yupik folklore 
(occasionally called in the literature the thunderbird) had 
the power to kill both humans and animals, at sea as well as 
on land. The presence of eagle's claws among the other feet 
of the worm creature makes it much more dangerous.

They say that there existed in the land of Iliaski, on 
the Island of Afaguak, a huge worm (Pichexpak [pishixpak]) 
who killed and devored everything he encountered: people, 
animals, etc. His face was a human face; on the front of his 
body and on his belly, he had human feet, but toward his 
tail, he had eagle’s claws. His body reflected the different 
colors of the rainbow. After he had killed many men, a 
whaler killed him (Pinart 1872:90-91, my translation).

In this version of the story, the worm destroyed all 
living things apparently without provocation. In both 
stories, that of Nelson and that of Pinart, the worm is 
destroyed using supernatural means. The "strong charm" that 
the old woman of Nelson's story used suggests that she was a 
shaman using supernatural power. In Pinart's story, this role 
is taken by a whaler. But the whaler, as we will see later, 
was considered by the Koniags to be a special type of shaman.
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W o r l d  S u p e r p o s i t i o n s

The notion of world superpositions as part of the Koniag 
world view was recorded by a single source, Pinart. As such, 
it should be taken with caution. Such a notion is, however, 
not foreign to Alaska and world superpositions are also part 
of the belief system of the Yupik Eskimos (Fienup-Riordan 
1994:260-265). This does not prove the validity of the 
information given by Pinart but at least suggests that such a 
possibility, in view of the many elements found in common in 
the two belief systems, is conceivable.

According to the cosmological beliefs of the Koniags, 
there are five skies situated on top of each other above the 
earth and five worlds situated below the earth.40 All these 
worlds are thought to be inhabited by various people. The 
lower the sky, the less pure its inhabitants are supposed to 
be.

On the first sky (the one closest to earth) are found 
the Mittat.41 or "men-star [hommes-etoiles]. ” The term mittat 

seems to indicate a collection of sua possessing celestial 
bodies such as planets, stars, and other cosmic phenomena. 
For example among the mittat are found the sun (a woman), the

40 In another note, Pinart recorded that the sky was considered by the 
Koniags to be another earth that was at the beginning closer to earth 
and then rose higher up. The people who lived there are said to be 
immortals.
41 This name is close to the word for star recorded at Karluk, mit--'ao. 
meaning a star. Elsewhere, the word for star is aavaq (Leer 1989:101).
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moon (a man), the stars (one-eyed men), the aurora borealis 
(gender of its sua unknown). The first sky is also the place 
where shamans42 as well as people who have lived their live 
carefully during their five recincarnations, will go. On the 
second or perhaps the third43 sky are found the kashaxpak 
[found also under the spelling kasharpakl and its 
descendants, the kas' at [plural of kas'aq], who go there 

after they have passed away. The kas'at were ritual 
specialists and according to Pinart were considered sacred by 
the Koniags. I will not give any more details on these ritual 
specialists at this point because a comparison of their roles 
to that of the shamans' will be discussed at length in a 
subsequent section.

Pinart was unable to obtain any information as to who 
inhabited the fourth (and possibly the third) sky. On the 
last sky, the fifth one, resided the 11am sua, the person of 
the universe.

Pinart was also unsuccessful in obtaining any 
information on the five regions located below the earth. We 
do not have any direct evidence of what the regions were and 
who resided there but there is some indirect evidence 
suggesting that down below was the world peopled, at least in

42 In Yup'ik oral tradition, the shamans, as well as those who died of a 
violent death, were supposed to go to the skyland after death (Fienup- 
Riordan 1994:238).
43 In one published article by Pinart (1872a:89) the kashaxpak is said 
to live on the second sky, but in another published article (1873:677), 
the kashaxpak lives on the third sky.
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part, with the spiritual entities called upon and celebrated 
during the hunting festivals. Two sets of data seem to 
support such a hypothesis. The first set is to be found in 
Koniag oral traditions and the second arises from an analysis 
of content of the songs accompanying particular masked 
performances. At this stage of my presentation I will 
introduce only the first set of data. The analysis of 
content of the songs will be discussed in the analytical 
section that will follow the presentation of all relevant 
data concerning the known masked festivities celebrated in 
the Kodiak Archipelago.

In a story collected by Pinart in February 1872 at 
Karluk, we learn of the misadventures of two brothers, who 
having lost their way at sea, suddenly found themselves in 
another world. The story is as follows:

They say that at the extremity of the sea there was a 
large waterfall. Two brothers having ventured far away on 
the sea with their baidarka, reached this waterfall, and 
were thrown down without however suffering any harm. There 
they found fish who spoke a human language. They traveled in 
this new region and reached a land totally unknown to them.
There lived evil feminine entities. They took several of 
them [with them? ]. Then they left this place and went out to 
sea. They reached another land and found a settlement. There 
the same evil feminine entities lived and at night they 
killed one of the brothers. The one who survived ran away 
but reached a settlement where all the inhabitants wear the 
masks that the Aleuts fhere Koniaas are meant 1 use in their 
dances. Frightened he ran away and soon reached another 
settlement where lived men [and women] looking like those 
who live on the earth, and there he married... .44This man

44 The missing part of the story is about the fact that the brother who 
got married in this particular settlement taught its inhabitants how 
women could give birth naturally instead of being cut open. A similar 
theme is recorded in the oral tradition of Nelson Island (Fienup-Riordan 
1994:181).
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stayed in that settlement. It is located in the west (my
translation, my emphasis).

Several facts in this story are relevant to our problem
of spiritual worlds located below: the location of the
waterfall, the direction in which they were thrown (down), 
the fact that they survived the fall, the people they 
encounter in those to them unknown lands, and finally the 
location of the last land in which the surviving brother 
found himself.

Passageways - The notion of a place, where one could

enter or leave the human earth, located at the end of the sea
or at the end of the world but also associated with the sea 
is corroborated by another story, also collected by Pinart 
(ms.). In that story, the earth is thought to be surrounded 
by high mountains. There, at the edge of the sea and the 
mountains, used to be a passage between 2 cliffs through 
which humankind entered the earth. Now the passage is closed 
[the 2 cliffs have joined to form but a single one] and there 
the sea is breaking heavily. Our data are far too limited to 
suggest that the Koniags believe [or do not] in a single 
passageway through which one could, under certain conditions, 
move from one world to the next (upper/earth/lower), but 
point only to the location where such passage(s?) could be 
located. The Yupiit believed that the shaman could move to 
the upper skies through holes in the heavens, or stars 
(Fienup-Riordan 1994:260). They could also make their own way
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to the worlds below and people could sink through the ground 
or enter any openings found in the earth (ibid., 264).

Direction of their travel - If one compares the relative 

position of the underworlds to that of the earth and assumes 
their position to be not metaphorical but real, then the fact 
that the brothers fell "down" the cascade is important and 
suggests that the world they found themselves in was one of 
the worlds below. The fact that they arrived unscathed hints 
at the presence of a supernatural agency. In another story 
collected by Golder ( 1903a:26-28) a girl in search of her 
lover also falls down a waterfall and finds herself in a 
world where a shaman lives capturing human beings (usually 
young males) to provide as food for his sisters. Their falls 
down the waterfall is a means for the shaman to capture his 
victims who find themselves unhurt but unable to move after 
their descent.

Whom do they encounter? - They (or at least the brother 

who survived the encounters with the evil women) meet 
successively a fish who speaks a human language, evil women, 
people who wear the masks used during the festivals, and 
finally people who look like human beings.

The fact that they first meet a fish who speaks a human 
language is very interesting because it would suggest that 
animals, or at least some types of animals live in one of the 
worlds below. Do we have any corroboration from any other
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sources? In one story, a child who has been taken by a fish 
after he tried to spear it, finds himself, after a voyage at 
sea, in a land peopled with sea-mammals and birds (Pinart, 
ms.)* In two other stories the way to reach birds' land is 
through a voyage at sea. In the second of those stories, the 
land of birds is reached with the help of a fish (a salmon) 
which goes "through weeds and kelp, current and stream, along 
the bottom of the sea, then gradually in shallow and 
shallower water and sandy bottom" (Golder 1903b:101). This 
suggests (or the fish would not have needed to go to the 
bottom of the sea) that bird land is located in one of the 
worlds located below. By extension, then, fish and at least 
sea-mammal and bird lands are also located in the worlds 
below. Thus, it is not surprising that the first creatures 
they encountered were fish, and the fact that the latter 
spoke a human language is not surprising either as animals in 
their own lands usually look like humans and speak a human 
language.

The next land they reached was inhabited by evil women 
who succeeded in killing one of them. The only thing this 
fact suggests is that in the worlds below lived also some 
evil beings and that it could be dangerous for humans to 
venture in some of these worlds.

In the next land reached by the surviving brother lived 
people who wear the masks used in the dances. This is 
important as it suggests, at least at this point, that the
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spiritual entities, "the masks," are living in one of the 
worlds below. The reaction of our traveller was fear at their 
sight. This suggests clearly that he thought of them as 
powerful beings, capable if need be, of hurting him. However 
this does not mean that they were purely evil. Koniags used 
to invite those spiritual entities to their festivities, as 
participants in their hunting rituals, in the hope that 
during the forthcoming year they would be successful hunters. 
If those entities had been purely evil, then such an 
invitation would have been a waste of time as they would have 
been totally unable because of their evil nature to act 
positively and thus to provide the hunters with a good catch. 
Like the shaman, the "masks" appear to be double-faced and 
had the capacity to be either helpful or harmful to humans. 
It is this ambivalence which in my opinion makes human beings 
very fearful of them.

The last beings encountered by humans in the world below 
are those who look like regular humans and behave like them. 
Nothing can be said at this point for lack of information on 
the subject.

Cardinal location of the worlds below - In our story, 

the settlement which the human-like people inhabit is located 
in the west. Earlier we have seen that the west was the 
place were people went after their final reincarnation if 
they had not followed properly their customs and they had 
transformed themselves into "evil spirits." The west is also
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the place where the Koniags believed the original people 
lived but that they were subsequently destroyed by 11am sua 
because of their poor behavior. In this case, after their 
destruction they all went to the aurora borealis, which is 
located on the first sky above the earth. The west thus seems 
to be the place in which people who have acted poorly during 
their successive lifetimes either lived or went to but the 
fact that people, who had been considered to have acted 
improperly during their life, went to the aurora borealis 
suggests clearly that the opposition upper worlds/lower 
worlds is not indicative of the good or evil qualitites of 
those who inhabit them. This in turn is supported by the fact 
that we know that animals live in the worlds below.

Let's summarize our data on the worlds below. We have 
learned that at the edge of land and sea there was a place 
(or places) through which people could go to the different 
worlds below by going down. Human beings appear unable to go 
there by their own means. They are either thrown down the 
passageway by some unknown force or need to obtain 
supernatural help to be successful in their attempts. Some of 
the beings who inhabit the worlds below can be animals and 
their respective sua (at least sea-mammals, fish, and birds), 
evil beings (women in this case), and the ambiguous "masks" 
who can either act benevolently or negatively toward humans.
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Kodiak Masks

Until now I have used the terms masks, masked rituals, 
masked festivals without defining precisely what a mask 
really is. It becomes very important at this point to define 
the objects that the Alutiiq speakers of the Kodiak 
Archipelago think of as masks, as without this knowledge it 
is impossible to know which rituals observed by the Koniags 
were masked or not.

Doubtless, in many cases there is very little conceptual 
difference between, for example, a statue representing a 
specific supernatural entity, and a mask which you can wear 
in front of your face or that you can hold in your hand, a 
maskette (or just a small carved face) that you can keep in 
your pocket, or even one you can wear on a string around your 
neck, as long as they represent the same entity, or one of 
its aspects.45 The coexistence of several types of visual 
representations depicting the same entity is a common 
phenomenon. The only real difference I see between those 
various representations is in the use the maker(s) and/or 
user(s) of these objects make of them. What distinguishes the 
masks from other means of representation is their dynamic 
aspect. In a ritual context, by wearing the mask as well as

45 What I mean here is, for example, that certain entities, gods, 
heroes, have different aspects and those aspects can be represented in 
different ways. Those objects which represent the same aspect for the 
same entity would be considered to be equivalent.
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the costume, by carrying the accessories associated with a 
particular spiritual entity, by dancing its dance and singing 
its song in a specific environmental context, one brings the 
entity into the world of human beings in a dynamic way. The 
supernatural entity is suddenly there. It is alive. This fact 
is particularly well documented in the second story I gave 
above about the origins of the masks. There it is said that 
the masks were used by the Koniags as if "they were alive." 
The "mask" participates in the ceremony on its own terms, it 
is dancing and singing, and enjoying itself with everybody 
else. We are not dealing just with its spirit but with the 
entire persona it represents. This is corroborated by the 
fact that in one of the worlds located below the earth there 
live not shapeless spirits but people who wear the masks 
used in the dances. The masks are special people. The object 
mask was in effect the mask of a being from a transhuman 

world, who was itself conceptualized as a mask (we can speak 
of the "mask of a mask").

A mask (object) reduces the static nature of the 
representation of an entity to its minimum. By comparison, 
the representation of an entity in the shape of a statue is 
very static. If such a statue were to be present in a 
ceremony, one could say that the entity it represents 
participates spiritually in the rituals, one could sense its 
presence, its influence, but it could not physically move 
actively among the participants, as a mask can do with the
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support of human legs, hands, bodies, etc. So, depending on 
the form chosen by the makers to represent a certain entity, 
the latter will be able to participate in an active way (in 
the sense of physical human-like participation) in the life 
and ceremonies of the people who make them. For the Koniags, 
the masks (objects) were not really "objects." The "masks" of 
the transhuman world were entering the human world when the 
objects were used or worn.

Let us see now what are the objects which are thought of 
as masks by the peoples of the Kodiak Archipelago. To do so, 
I will follow Avdeev's method of classification (1957), and 
will classify masks according to their means of attachment. 
This type of classification is particularly useful for our 
purpose, as it will allow, as I have mentioned earlier— when 
taken in combination with ethnographic data— to establish 
which rituals were masked or not. On the other hand, it leads 
to the splitting apart of objects that are stylistically 
identical depending on whether or not a mask could be worn, 
and how.46

4o For example there is an entire group of masks (specimens #58-64, #73) 
which are stylistically very closely related. They only differ in their 
proportions (some are slightly higher, others slightly wider) or in 
their overall size. One mask, specimen #73, is much bigger than any of 
the other masks of the series, in fact, it is of such dimensions (53.5 
cm [height] x 32 cm [width] x 22 cm [thickness]), and weight that 
wearing it as a facial mask is totally excluded. In the classification 
which follows, specimens #58-64 are classified as facial masks (i.e., 
masks you can wear in front of your face), or type 1, while specimen #73 
belongs to type 3, or that of masks which are suspended from a rope. 
Interestingly enough, small carved faces or maskettes (a few inches 
long) similar to the specimens under discussion were also manufactured 
on Kodiak Island and probably acted as talismans.
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For the Kodiak area, five types of masks can be defined: 
1) facial masks; 2) masks carried in one hand; 3) masks which 
could either be attached to something47 or suspended with the 
help of a rope; 4) wooden hunting headgear;48 and 5) face 
painting. Each of those categories can then be discussed 
according to either style or context of use, depending once 
again on the focus of the research.

Type 1: Faci a l  Masks

The category of facial masks includes all the masks 
which could be worn in front of the face. Usually the Kodiak 
masks of this category are held in front of the face by a 
toothgrip, that is, by a prehension bar fixed at the inner 
side of the mask and usually situated at the mask's as well 
as the wearer's mouth level. This category comprises all the 
masks which a Westerner would consider, at first sight, 
without any doubt to be masks. But one must keep in mind that 
not all facial masks were automatically worn in front of the 
face for the whole time they were in use. Pinart gives us 
several accounts of masked dances in which the ostensible 
facial mask was attached to a string which was controlled by 
a man who made it swung to and fro, up and down, etc., over

47 I have yet to find information about where the masks were hung, if 
they were.
48 This category should also include headgear worn in war but our data 
on the subject are so limited that I thought it unreasonable to include 
them at this point in the classification.
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the performance area. Only at certain moments did the "mask 
wearer" grab the mask between his teeth, dance for a while, 
and then release it. Those cases suggest that in our 
classification an intermediary mask type be introduced, one 
which falls between facial masks traditionally worn (in front 
of the face) and masks, usually of very large size, that can 
be used solely suspended from a rope and swung about the 
dancing area. Masks of this latter type belong to what I call 
type #3.

One of the problems associated with ascription of a mask 
to a type is illustrated below. There is a series of small
sized polychrome masks Pinart collected on Afognak which 
poses such a problem. The masks are made out of plain wood, 
and possess neither a system of attachment nor traces that 
any such system ever existed. Their back is totally flat. Lot- 
Falck (1957:29) proposes that these masks were probably 
attached to a board in a way similar to several masks of 
identical size found in the Pinart collection, thus 
suggesting that these masks were in fact worn in front of the 
face. There is unfortunately no information available to 
corroborate her statement, and the masks do not bear, as I 
have just said, any marks (usually small holes in which 
pieces of wood were inserted and which were then tied to a 
board with the help of sinew thread) suggesting that this was 
so.
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On the other hand, Pinart in one of his manuscripts 
mentioned two dances in which one of the masks of this series 
appears (Shugishat). He noted that the mask was worn. 

Unfortunately, the method of wearing is not specified. In the 
second dance, as the dancer who wears this mask is holding in 
one hand a rattle and in the other a javelin, it seems very 
improbable that he was also carrying his mask. On the other 
hand, in another story that describes the origins of the mask 
of Kugukuak (see supra), Kugukuak is holding the mask of this 
series in his hand. However, this does not mean that in the 
ritual dance commemorating Kugukuak the dancer's performance 
followed in any detail that of the legend. In the absence of 
more precise information available for every one of the masks 
belonging to this set, I will have to include, albeit with 
reservation, the entire series in the category of facial 
masks.

Type 2: M asks C a r r i e d  in One's Hands

The second category, that of masks carried in one's 
hands, comprises two masks each provided with a handle (see 
PI. 76, p. 495). To my knowledge, those two masks (which I 
was unable to examine) have been illustrated only in Avdeev 
(1957). Examples of hand-held masks are known from the 
Northwest Coast (see, for example, the illustration of a 
Tlingit woman holding a mask of a similar type in her hand in
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Krause 1979:165). Stylistically, those two masks are very 
close to large masks collected in caves from the Shumagin 
Islands.

Type 3: Masks S u s p e n d e d  by a Rooe

The third category comprises the masks used exclusively 
suspended from a rope and swung about the kazhim. Those are 
usually huge masks that were far too big and heavy to be worn 
over the face. On their reverse side, located in the upper 
1/3 portion of the mask is a large handle through which a 
rope could be passed. The masks which belong to this type are 
usually an oversized version of smaller masks also present in 
the collection and which could be worn in front of the face.

Type 4: S e a - M a m m a l  H u n t i n g  W o o d e n  H e a d g e a r

The fourth category comprises all the wooden headgear 
worn by sea-mammal hunters. This category was defined by 
Black in her book "Glory Remembered: Wooden Headgear of 
Alaska Sea Hunters," (1991). According to her analysis all 
Alaskan hunting wooden headgear was "a mask which transformed 
the wearer into a mighty hunter...and which endowed him with 
special vision. The elaborate "hunting hat" was a very 
special mask. The wearer of this type of hat acquired the
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power to kill not only seals and other animals, but also the 
power to kill other human beings" (ibid., 13).

The closed crown hunting hats, the most elaborate form 
of wooden headgear, were the prerogative of the whalers and 
may have been also war hats (ibid.,23). Whaling on Kodiak as 
we shall soon see was a solitary occupation, a one-to-one 
confrontation between man and beast. By wearing the closed 
crown hat in a ritualized context (the hunt proper) the 
whaler was transformed symbolically into a killer whale 
(symbol of hunting and killing prowess) and whaling thus 
became the ritualized warfare between equals.

T ype 5; Face P a i n t i n g s

The fifth and last category of masking is represented by 
face painting. To the eyes of most of the Western Europeans 
who visited the area, face painting appeared only as a way to 
beautify oneself. Many designs are described, if in a 
somewhat unprecise manner, but to my knowledge, not a single 
source has recorded its ritual or symbolic meanings. This is 
unfortunate as many records suggest that face painting was 
used in ritual context and could as such have acted as mask. 
The context of use strongly suggests that symbolic meanings 
were associated with face painting. We know for example that 
during the "festivals," some people (men and women) painted 
their faces with various geometric designs while other
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individuals (men) wore masks. Other individuals, during 
particular dances wore face painting as well as a facial 
mask. Chechenev (ms.) mentioned that when men or young women 
were being initiated in the kazhim, their faces were painted 
with various pigments. Faces were also painted when one went 
to war (Gideon 1989:42), before going on long sea-voyage 
(Lisianskii 1814:150; Davydov 1977:150), when receiving a 
guest (Merck 1980:55; Lisianskii 1814:150), or at the death 
of a close member of the family (Shelikhov 1980:54; Gideon 
1989:58; Pinart, ms.).

Kodiak Rituals

Rituals, as I have said earlier in this paper, are a 
"set of prescribed actions to which culturally defined 
meanings adhere." Those prescribed actions are what Leach 
calls the "technically superfluous frills and decorations" 
(1977:12). I will somewhat paraphrase the example used by 
Leach to illustrate what is meant in considering an example 
from the Kodiak Archipelago, that of a sea-mammal hunter. A 
sea-mammal hunter desirous to go out hunting would first look 
at weather signs (direction of wind, its speed, the clouds in 
the sky, etc.), and then decide whether or not he should go. 
Having reached a positive decision, he would gather his 
weapons, ready his baidarka, and go to sea. If he were lucky, 
he would spot an animal, spear and retrieve it. Then after
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hunting for a while, he would come back home with his catch. 
These various actions represent a series of necessary 
technical acts. However, we know also that before hunting, 
the hunter fasted, and that he was not supposed to have had 
any relations with his wife. When he placed his weapons on 
his baidarka, he also placed a little bag full of talismans 
inside it. On his head, he wore a wooden hat, which is in 
fact a mask, etc. All those details represent Leach's frills. 
They are symbolic actions. They are ritualistic actions. In 
our example, the ritual actions accompany purely technical 
ones. Among the Alutiiq speakers of the Kodiak Archipelago, 
as well as among other native people of Alaska, this is the 
most common occurrence.

In the Kodiak Archipelago, ritual actions pervaded 
everyday life. One could find, for example, rituals 
associated with any type of food procurement activities, 
which included not only rituals directly associated with 
various aspects of the hunt proper, but with the conduct of 
the hunter before, during, and after the hunt, as well as 
the conduct of the hunters's wife. There were rituals 
associated with departure for wars, and return from the same. 
Other rituals were associated with the various social stages 
an individual went through (birth, naming, manhood/womanhood, 
marriage, death, etc.). We can also assume that the Koniags, 
as their northern neighbors, the Yupik Eskimos, also 
believed that one's thoughts and one's actions were signif
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icant and that they influenced one's future. The list of 
ritual actions is practically endless.

Ritual actions can be either private or public. For 
example, the whaler who alone in his secret cave rubs human 
blood on his spear blade before the hunt performs a private 
ritual and so does the wife of the hunter who fasts and 
remains inactive inside her house while her husband is at 
sea. Somebody who is praying alone, also performs a private 
ritual. On the other hand, all the participants in a hunting 
ritual perform jointy a public ritual, albeit with various 
degrees of involvment and understanding.

Rituals were numerous but which one were masked? In the 
preceding section I discussed the various types of objects 
which were considered to be masks in the Kodiak Archipelago. 
The number of types presented was entirely dependent either 
upon their having been recognized as such in the literature 
or whether the information surrounding them was rich enough 
to allow for their recognition. For our purpose, thus, in the 
Kodiak Archipelago, masked rituals are represented by those 
ritual actions where one or more of the participants wore or 
carried, or otherwise used any one of the five types of 
objects characterized as masks.

Travellers used to record what was the most outstanding, 
the most visible, the most exotically observable among 
activities and objects, or more precisely what the people 
they visited let them observe, and the information they
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agreed to share with their visitors. The personal interests 
and beliefs of the observers as well as their training, the 
area they were coming from, their gender, their age, the 
season during which they sailed,49 etc., also played an impor
tant role in the collecting of information. A consequence of 
such a state of affairs is that in the Kodiak Archipelago 
certain cultural domains have been described in detail while 
others have received but a passing attention. Hunting activ
ities, personal adornments, and winter festivities were given 
particular attention.

My goal in the next two sections is not to give an 
exhaustive list of every masked ritual we know, because in 
many instances the data which concern them is far too limited 
to allow for any kind of interpretation. I have chosen, 
however, to focus on two areas where information was partic
ularly plentiful. The first one concerns masked rituals of a 
very private nature, those associated with whaling, and the 
second one represents the most public rituals performed by 
the Koniags, the winter festivals.

49 Many of the visitors to the Kodiak Archipelago as well as the 
Aleutian Islands used to winter in a particular location and as soon as 
spring came they took off to pursue their activities.
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CHAPTER 2

In this section I will discuss the various ritual 
actions surrounding whaling. Whaling techniques will be 
mentioned only as far as they are accompanied by specific 
rituals. For a full discussion of whale hunting in 
Southwestern Alaska, readers should refer to Lydia T. Black's 
article "Whaling in the Aleutians" (1987:7-50).

I will first discuss the various rituals performed by 
the whaler in preparation for the hunt, during and after 
whale hunting. Then I will show that for the whaler, whaling 
was a ritual activity which proceeded in three different 
stages. He first ritually separated himself from the rest of 
the community. Then, endowed with supernatural power, the 
solitary masked shaman/whaler transformed himself into a 
killer-whale, and went alone after his prey. Finally he rit
ually reincorporated himself into the community.

I n t r o d u c t i o n

Whale meat has for a long time been a very important 
source of food for several native groups of Alaska and where 
the whales were hunted, they were deemed extremely tasty
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(Lisianskii 1814:174), and were very much sought after. One 
major distinction between Koniag hunting and that of any 
other Alaskan group (Eastern Aleuts excepted) was that on 
Kodiak whaling was a solitary occupation, a one-to-one 
confrontation between man and beast. Whalers were at the same 
time revered and feared and they, in their secret dealings 
with the spiritual world, were thought to be akin to 
shamans.50 During the whaling season, whalers were considered 
"unclean" by the other members of the community, and it was 
said that nobody wanted to partake of the same dish with them 
or even come near them (ibid., 174).

Whaling was hereditary. It was handed down to the sons 
judged to be the most adept at it (ibid., 202). According to 
Pinart, the candidate had to go through a number of 
initiation ceremonies before becoming a whaler (Pinart 
1873:679). Unfortunately, no account of such ceremonies has 
been recorded.

Ritual actions, as will soon become clear, were present 
at every possible step of the way. Rituals were conducted to 
symbolically prepare the tools for the hunt. They were also 
carried out at the time of leaving for the hunt as well as at 
the time of sighting the whale, at the time of throwing the

50 In the Prince William Sound area, informants described two types of 
whaling (each of them apparently independent of the other). The first 
type (several two-hatch baidarkas hunting in a land-locked bay) was 
accompanied by ritual actions. Informants who described the second type 
(Inupiak style) insisted on the fact that neither special rites were 
used nor spirit helper summoned for as they say "People would not eat of 
a whale killed by a shaman" (Birket-Smith 1953:35).
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weapon, and after striking the whale. Ritually prepared 
substances, such as human oil and fat were also ritually used 
to ensnare the whale. The whalers had to follow strict taboos 
before and after the hunt. Nothing was left to chance. Every 
step was prepared in such a way as to provide for maximum 
success. Like a shaman, whalers used ritual actions similar 
in nature to that of other whalers, but also like a shaman, 
every whaler had his own incantations, chants, and gestures. 
Their hunting power was increased by the possession of 
talismans, the most important of which were the mummies they 
made from the dead bodies of important people they 
disinterred soon after burial, and which they afterwards 
secreted in caves whose location was only known to them, 
along with whaling paraphernalia. Mummies, according to 
Pinart, were considered like some sort of tutelary divinities 
(1873:679).

Whalers practiced private rituals. Nobody else was 
supposed to see what they were doing, or to hear what they 
were saying. Even when a whaler was taking it upon himself to 
instruct a young man in the whaling art, the latter was 
supposed never to look at or listen to what he was not 
instructed to see or to hear. And this usually included all 
the whaler's ritual actions (Demidoff 1962). According to 
Pinart, whalers lived away from the home village, in villages 
of their own, located in remote and usually inacessible 
places, either on top of a high cliff or in the forest, and
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at locations only known to them (Pinart 1873:679). This 
statement suggests that the whalers lived isolated the whole 
year round or at least for the whole duration of the whaling 
season. This is only partially corroborated by other sources. 
In the account by Demidoff, the whaler lives with his trainee 
in a far away bay, in a hut located on a flat ground covered 
with trees and abutting against a steep bluff (1962:4-5). 
This is in agreement with Pinart. However, in Demidoff's ac
count, this isolation is only for the duration of the whale 
hunt proper (the killing of a single whale) and for the 
observance of the rituals directly preceding the hunt. Every 
time the whaler went hunting, he isolated himself. In 
Lisianskii we find that "...during the fishing [sic, whaling] 
season, the whalers were reckoned unclean, and nobody would 
eat out of the same dish with them, or even come near them" 
(1814:174). This statement agrees with Demidoff's and 
suggests that during the whaling season, whalers in between 
active periods of whaling lived or at least intermingled with 
the other members of the community even if certain rules of 
conduct toward them applied.
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Rituals Preceding Whale Hunting

R e m o v a l  of a Body from its G r a v e

As mentioned in the introduction, as soon as an 
important person was dead, the whalers tried to secure the 
body. We have two descriptions of how this was done. The 
first description was given by Pinart and the second one by 
Demidoff. In Pinart's version:

When the whalers learn that a person has died and that 
they are in need of human fat they go [one word unreadable] 
at night, wearing the costume [?] of a crab (pugovichnyi 
raki) and carry the body away (Pinart, ms., my translation).

And in Demidoff's :

The day there was a burial in the village burial 
grounds, the whaler told the boy to come to his hut...that 
they were going away the next morning...that he would be 
gone all night....Then said, "After a burial evil spirits 
are always out at night looking for the body....

...[the whaler] came to a big tree not far from the 
burial grounds. He stood under the tree for a long time 
looking around and listening, as if he were waiting for 
someone.

All at once the boy saw another form appear by the 
whaler. It had green eyes, when he looked at them he could 
see into deep caves where green flames were swirling around 
and they seemed to lead way into the mountain. He was so 
frightened he almost started to run back to the hut, but he 
wanted to be a whaler so bad he just lay quivering on the 
ground and watched.

When he saw that they did not notice him, he got over 
his fright and crept closer. The thing was whispering 
something to the whaler and the whaler kept nodding his head 
without saying a word. Making a motion with his hand towards 
the burial grounds, the thing disappeared in a green flash. 
Without hesitating the whaler went straight up to the burial 
grounds and stopped beside the fresh mound and after looking 
around and listening, started to chant and walk around the 
mound, slowly at first, then faster and faster until his 
walk became a weird dance.
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As the boy watched, a green mist began to come out of 
the mound and spread out till it covered the whaler. It 
began to spin around with the whaler, getting faster and 
faster, making a sound like a whirlwind. It spun the whaler 
around the mound so fast he barely touched the ground with 
his toes. At first, the whaler spun around like a top making 
weird motions with his arms. Then he stopped spinning and 
continued his dance facing the mound. Only his legs were 
moving. Now he danced around with his arms down before him 
holding his hands with the palms up as if about to pick 
something up.

Then the boy heard moaning in the ground. When the 
whaler heard it, he broke into a wilder dance, not once 
taking his eyes away from the mound. The whirling mist made 
so much noise that the boy could hardly hear the whaler's 
chant, and it came out of the ground with such force that 
the boy could see in its green glow that the whaler's 
eyelids were turned inside out and his upper lip curled over 
his mustache.

The mound began to rise and the moaning became louder 
and louder. Then, with one last moan, the corpse rolled out 
of the ground as if pushed out by something, right into the 
arms of the whaler. The mist disappeared and it was suddenly 
quiet. The boy could hear only the panting of the whaler.

After resting a while, the whaler started towards the 
beach carrying the corpse in his arms...(1962:1-3 ).

Pinart’s very succinct description is interesting in its 
mention of the fact that in order to remove the dead from its 
grave the whaler had to wear the costume of a crab. I have 
not been able to find any information to corroborate such a 
statement but if true the relationships between crab and 
"body snatching” could be interpreted at least in part on the 
basis of the feeding behavior of crabs. A crab is an animal 
which is believed to feed on dead matter. Like the crab, the 
whaler must go and get dead bodies to indirectly feed himself 
and the community, as he will use dead human bodies not for 
food but in rituals ensuring successful hunting of a major 
source of food. But the whaler must also be able to get the 
corpses without undue consequences for himself. This is done
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by getting the help of the crab. By ritually transforming 
himself into a crab (by wearing the costume of a crab), the 
whaler would obtain the power of the latter, that is, that of 
manipulating dead bodies with impunity. Particularly relevant 
to this discussion is the fact that there exists in the 
Pinart collection of masks one mask which possesses instead 
of a mouth, two crab claws. This mask (which appears to have 
been collected on Afognak where Pinart also collected all his 
information on whaling rituals) also possesses symbolic 
designs of a killer whale and the pierced hand whose opening 
allows the passage from the human to the spiritual world and 
vice versa. The claws were also painted blue-green, the color 
associated with supernatural manifestations (supernatural 
beings, supernatural powers, etc.). This suggests at least 
that there is a possible relationship between whaling and 
crab iconography. This relationship is strengthened by 
another reference to the symbolic use of a crab 
representation in a ritual context. In that story51 the hero 
is a young hunter who decides that he needs to kill an animal 
which lives in a particular geographical location and which 
capsized all the baidarkas (kayaks) coming to its proximity. 

One of the activities of the hunter before leaving for the 
hunt was to paint (among other things) a crab on his 
baidarka. The crab according to the account represented the 
power of the sea which could grab the animal. Here the crab 
51 A full account of the story in given on pp. 102-103.
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is not an ally who can help in obtaining dead bodies, but on 
the contrary, he can with the help of his powerful claws grab 
the beast, holding it fast and thus allowing the hunter to 
spear it.

There is agreement in the two accounts given by Pinart 
and that given by Demidoff that the removing of the body was 
done under cover of darkness. No eyes other than those of the 
whaler were supposed to witness this activity. Of particular 
importance in Demidoff's account is the description of how 
the whaler goes about getting the body out of its grave. 
Every detail of the description points to shamanic 
activities. The whaler uses chant (incantation?), he dances 
(faster and faster), spinning until he reaches a state of 
trance concomitant with the final arising of the corpse from 
its grave.52 And the whaler does so with the help of a spirit 
appearing as a green mist roaring like a whirlwind. Of note 
is the fact that the corpse has in a certain way become alive 
again as it is capable of moaning. This notion of the whaler 
as a particular type of shaman is corroborated in the Alutiiq 
spoken in the Kodiak Archipelago where the word arwarsulek 

designates "a shaman with power to kill sea mammals, a 
whaler" (Leer 1989a:94).53

52 Spinning, whirling, etc., were methods frequently used by shamans in 
their dealings with the spiritual world (see the stories given in the 
section on the differences between Kas1 at and shamans).
53 See also ft. 50.
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Oil P r e p a r a t i o n  and M u m m i f i c a t i o n

But what was done with the body, and how was it done?
According to Pinart:

They carry it to a waterfall and passing a rope by the 
shoulders, they place the body in an upright position in 
such a way that the water falls on the back of the head.
When the body is swollen up, they open the belly and removed 
the internal organs, and let afterwards the whole thing [the 
body] to dry. The organs they intended for boiling they 
removed to be boiled in a large pot. During this latter 
activity they [the whalers] danced around the pot and sing 
i-gi-gi so as to cover the sound made by the boiling pot 
(they say that if someone hears this sound, he becomes 
deaf). [During this activity] they were wearing a high 
pointed hat made of lavtak.54 Their clothing was also made 
of lavtak and their face rubbed [painted] with red. They are 
holding in their hands a rattle (kanglashat)55 as well as a 
stick with which they stirred the contents of the pot. Some 
whalers after the bodies have dried, replaced the guts 
inside and transformed them into mummies (ingut.),56 those 
were dressed in their best fineries (ms., my translation).

The whaler in Demidoff's account prepares the body in 
the following way:

A short distance across from him was a wide cave. A 
. little brook ran along the edge of the bluff forming a pool 

in front of the cave. The whaler was standing beside it with 
the corpse at his feet.

The sun was shining into the cave and the boy could 
see everything there was in it. There were ledges like 
shelves and on one were several human skulls, neatly 
arranged. On other ledges were spear shafts and spear 
points. Some of the points had their tips broken off.

54 Dehaired and processed sea mammal skin.
55 Elsewhere spelled kalnhait (1872b:24) but reported by Merck 
(1980:101) as kalkhmut. and by Voznesenskii (in Liapunova 1992:83) as 
kal’khnaiamyt.
56 Elsewhere Pinart (1873:679) gives two dialectical variations. Mummies 
are called inxut in the northern dialect, i.e., that of Afognak, and 
axat in the southern dialect, i.e., that spoken at Eagle Harbor. Inxut 
and axat are spelled repectively inaut and aaaaat in Pinart's 
manuscripts. He also mentioned that a place were mummies are kept are 
called llaxuit.
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The whaler reached up on one of the shelves and got several 
knives made of slate rock. After feeling the edges with his 
thumb, he picked one out, and getting on his knees astride 
the corpse, poked it in the belly a few times with the 
knife, then jabbed it in and slashed the belly open with one 
stroke.

The corpse moaned and screamed while the whaler was 
cutting its insides out. After getting the insides out he 
put it in the pool and put rocks over it and covered it with 
straw. Then he cut the stomach out and after cleaning it out 
blew it full of air...He would blow a little, then, holding 
the neck of the stomach between his fingers, he would hold 
it next to his ear and tap it with his finger and listen, 
then he would blow again. Finally, satisfied that it was 
blown just right, he tied the neck and after holding it and 
turning it around before him took it in the cave and hung it 
up to dry....

...[several days have passed] When he got through, he 
saw that the corpse was already out of the water. The whaler 
was coming out of the cave with a big vessel hollowed out of 
stone. He put two flat rocks a little apart from each other 
and set the vessel on them and started a small fire under 
it.

Then he cut all the flesh from the corpse and took the 
bones and the skull in the cave, throwing the bones on the 
ground and putting the skull on the ledge with the others.

He came out and started cutting the flesh in strips 
and put them next to the fire. Then he sat down and cut the 
strips in small pieces and dropped them into the stone 
vessel. As he dropped the flesh into the hot vessel the boy 
could hear it sizzle. When he finished frying the flesh he 
poured out the oil into the dried stomach with a wooden 
spoon and took it in the cave...(1962:8-9; 13-14).

The two accounts agree on the fact that the body was 
transported to a place where water is available; Pinart 
indicates a waterfall, and Demidoff a pool formed by a little 
brook in front of a cave (I will come back a little later to 
the subject of the cave).

In Pinart, no information is given as to how the whalers 
went about opening the bodies nor on how the corpses 
"reacted" to this activity. Demidoff on the other hand tells 
us about the tool which was used (a slate knife kept on one
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of the ledges of the cave), the position of the whaler's body 
vis a vis the corpse (the whaler is on his knees astride the 
body), how he goes about opening the body (poking the body in 
the belly, jabbing it and slashing it open), and how the 
corpse reacted to this (by moaning and screaming like a live 
human being would). While no interpretation of any of these 
activities is provided by the narrator, the killing of the 
corpse risen from the dead at least suggests a symbolic 
ritual killing by the whaler.

In both accounts, the whalers produce oil from the 
bodies they have taken away but the manner it is done as well 
as the disposal of the body present some differences. Pinart 
tells us that the fat is obtained by boiling down some of the 
internal organs removed from the inside of the body after 
soaking. According to Demidoff, the whaler removes first the 
internal organs from the corpse and thereafter simultaneously 
dries the stomach that he has previously inflated with air, 
and soaks the body. The fat in this case is produced from the 
melting of the flesh of the entire body. Elsewhere however, 
Pinart mentions that in order to obtain human fat, they also 
boiled the bodies of the deceased (1873:680), a technique in 
agreement with that described in the story by Demidoff. 
Pinart's whalers then dry out the bodies, and when ready, 
make (those who desired to) mummies out of them while 
Demidoff's whaler preserves the skulls of the corpses on a 
ledge in his cave. Pinart's very succinct description of the
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method of making mummies is somewhat further developed in one 
of his published articles (1873:680). When the body had been 
treated as previously mentioned, it was dried. First it was 
smoked then dried in the sun. Afterwards it was stuffed with 
moss and various herbs (whose names Pinart was unable to 
obtain) and dressed in their finery (ibid.).

In Demidoff's account, no particular ritual activities 
seem to surround the preparation of the oil. Not so in 
Pinart's version. He provides us with two elements which 
indicate ritual behavior. Firstly, Pinart mentions the fact 
that the whalers dance around the pot of melting human fat, 
and sing so as to cover the bubbling sound which would render 
the one who hears it deaf. This ritual behavior is also 
encountered among the Alutiiq speakers of the Prince William 
Sound area where the whalers during the process of boiling 
out human fat "shook rattles in both hands so that anybody 
accidentally approaching the place could not hear the fat 
crackling" (Birket-Smith 1953:34).57 Secondly, we learned that 
the whalers wear special headgear, a high pointed hat made of 
lavtak and totally different from the usual closed-crown 
bentwood headgear (a mask) they wear during whaling proper. 
These hats were called koloaki58 on Kodiak. Such hats were

57 According to Birket-Smith's informants it seems that whalers had not 
only had the reputation of boiling out the fat from human bodies, but 
also of killing people to obtain the bodies necessary for this task. Are 
we dealing with real or symbolic ritual killing such as I suggested 
above?
58 Russian word. Also found mispelled as kolbaki.
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known to have been used ritually by the Alutiiq speakers of 
the Kodiak Archipelago as well as the Aleuts of the Aleutian 
Chain.59 We also learned that the whalers painted their faces 
with red pigment. All those facts suggest that ritual 
activities accompanied the preparation of the body by the 
whaler.

The analysis of rituals accompanying whaling proper in 
the next section will soon provide information on the use of 
human oil and fat by the whalers.

W h o s e  B o d y ?

There is some variation among the sources as to whose 
bodies were in fact used for the manufacture of oil. 
Lisianskii (1814:175) indicates that the whalers stole the 
bodies of dead whalers who had distinguished themselves. 
Pinart in one of his manuscripts at first corroborates this 
statement but then adds: "...then if it is a woman they cut 
the lower part of the body: if it is a man, they take out

59 Several high pointed or tapering skin ritual hats collected in the 
Andreanov Islands are beautifully illustrated in the book of Pirjo 
Varjola The Etholen Collection ; The Ethnographic Alaskan Collection of 
Adolf Etholdn and his contemporaries in the National Museum of Finland. 
(1990:177-181). Few specimens are known for the Alutiiq speaking area. 
One specimen from the Kodiak area is illustrated in Lisianskii's Atlas 
(1812). Another one is found in Birket-Smith, Early Collections from the 
Pacific Eskimo (1941:129). This hat, as of 1941, was housed at the Dan
ish National Museum. It had acquired it in 1862 from the Imperial Acade
my of Science in Sankt Peterburg. The reader should also refer to the 
illustration of a similar type of hat collected at Ugashik, Bristol Bay 
by Fisher and whose manufacture has been reattributed to the Kodiak area 
by Crowell (1992:28).
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only the guts, clean the inside and suspend them for drying," 
(ms.)* This statement presents some contradiction as women 
never became whalers. In another article Pinart also mentions 
that the bodies were those of the village's ruling class 
(1873:680). Holmberg reports that a whaler once told Baranov, 
chief manager of the Russian colonies 1792-1798, that he 
would steal the latter's body after his death as he regarded 
him as an outstanding man ( 1985:49). The data at least in 
this case suggest that whalers stole the bodies of 
distinguished individuals. Demidoff does not give any 
specific information on either the sex or the social status 
of the body the whaler of his story removed from its newly 
dug grave. Some information about the contents of a cave 
visited by Pinart seems to support the interpretation that 
bodies of both sexes were stolen, as mummies of both sexes, 
positioned as if in the activity of making objects necessary 
for the hunt, were present within. In turn, these bodies 
could have been those of people from the ruling class. This 
does not preclude the possibility that whalers' bodies could 
also be removed from their graves as whalers often were, or 
were considered, high ranking individuals.

R i t u a l  W h a l i n g  Shri n e :  the W h a l e r ' s  Cave

The above discussion brings us naturally to the subject 
of the whalers' caves. The mention of caves as places where
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whalers secreted their talismans and hunting paraphernalia 
has already been noted in Pinart's and Demidoff's accounts. 
This fact is also corroborated by Lisianskii (at Kodiak 1804
1805). According to the latter, the son destined to become a 
whaler inherited the cave of his father and its contents and 
every successive generation endeavored to increase its 
contents (1814:209). Pinart's description of the contents of 
a cave as well as the description of rituals observed within 
the cave which follows will clearly show that the cave acted 
as a whaling shrine. Whaling shrines where rituals were held 
to ensure that dead whales would wash ashore were also well 
known among the Nootka of the Northwest Coast (Fitzhugh 
1988:171). We owe the detailed description of such a cave to 
Pinart:

"One of these caves existing on the Island of Kodiak 
was divided inside in several compartments. At the entrance 
area, and hidden behind a lavtak (cured and dressed sea lion 
skin) are found two old men with white beards, squatting, in 
the Eskimo way, and making the slate spear points that they 
use for hunting; another curtain made out of lavtak 
separates those two characters from the inside of the cave. 
The cave is roughly circular. In its center is a miniature 
lake on which are floating a whale and a baidarka; on [sic] 
the baidarka a man is throwing a spear toward the whale. On 
each side are many niches formed with lavtaks; and in each 
of them is to be found a mummy in the activity of making 
some of the objects necessary in whale hunting; here, on the 
right, there is a man shaving wood to make an arrow; in 
front of him, and to his left, is a woman in the act of 
preparing sinew thread which will be used in the sewing of 
the kamleika (waterproof piece of clothing made from sea 
mammal gut); there is another one, with a child at her 
breast, sewing the kamleika, and so on. The whalers brought 
offerings to these mummies which consisted of seal as well 
as other sea mammal meat; they pretend that in return, when 
they need a slate spear point, they only have to place a 
piece of unworked slate at the entrance of the cave, and a
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few days later they find in its place the spear blade ready
for use..." (1873:679-680, my translation).

If one compares the contents of the caves as described 
by both Pinart and Demidoff (see supra), one can but note 
what appears to be at first sight great variation. However, 
the main difference resides in the fact that there are 
mummies in the cave depicted by Pinart while they are absent 
from the cave described by Demidoff. In the latter's account, 
the mummies are replaced by a row of human skulls placed on a 
ledge (the other small bones having been thrown to the 
floor). Dead bodies (unspecified parts or state of 
preservation) are also mentioned by Lisianskii in association 
with caves (1814:209). The presence in the three accounts, 
stemming from different times (Lisianskii 1804-1805; Pinart 
1871-1872; and Demidoff 1962) of human remains underlines 
their importance for the whaler and his craft. Both Pinart 
and Lisianskii indicate that mummies (Pinart) and stolen dead 
bodies (Lisianskii) were powerful talismans but unfortunately 
no mention is made of why it was so. As I have mentioned in 
the introduction to this section, the Koniags thought that 
mummies were tutelary deities, whose roles were to protect 
the whaler in his endeavors, and, as their human remains were 
those of distinguished individuals and even possibly of 
whalers, they probably endowed their owner with the special 
qualities they originally possessed.
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Of primary importance is the presence in Pinart's 
account of a small lake on which float a miniature manned 
baidarka and a whale. This I will discuss in conjunction with 
Demidoff's description of the whaler ritually preparing his 
hunting tools for the coming hunt. The relationship between 
the objects and r.he ritual will soon become clear.

[The whaler has just finished blowing the human stomach and 
had hung it up to dry].

Coming out of the cave he scooped a hand full of blood 
and went back in and took a spear point that did not have 
its point broken and began to smear it with blood, mumbling 
something the boy could not understand. The boy noticed that 
the spear was grooved on each side about the width of one's 
four fingers from the tip, and that he smeared from the tip 
as far as the groove only. He did not smear the rest of the 
spear point.

He stopped mumbling, got up and put the spear point on 
another ledge away from the other, went into the cave and 
came out with a long spear shaft and stood it next to the 
point. He went back in and came out with a small wooden 
whale in one hand and a small spear shaft with a tiny point 
made also of slate rock in the other. Mumbling something 
again, he smeared the tiny tip with blood and stuck it on 
the side of the wooden whale and put it on the ledge next to 
the big spear point. He stepped back and looked at them for 
some time then turned around anu went to the pool and after 
sniffing his hands started washing them. After wiping them 
dry with straw, he started down the path....

...[The whaler has finished pouring the oil in the dry 
human stomach]. When the whaler came out [of the cave] he 
took the spear point and, mumbling something again, tied it 
to the shaft with sinew and stood it back where it 
was (1962:6-7; 10).

In this passage two series of ritual actions are taking 
place. Each gives us an inkling of how (but not why) human 
remains were used by whalers. There is first the ritual 
preparation of the actual hunting tools which the whaler will 
be using when hunting. This is done by smearing human blood 
over the tip of a point down to a groove (this is the place
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at which the spear point will break after having struck the 
whale), by "mumbling" [pronouncing an incantation], and by 
separating the smeared point from the others. Pinart (ms.) as 
well as Lisianskii (1814:175) and Father Gideon, on Kodiak 
1804-1807, (1989:60) observed that whalers sometimes greased 
their spear blades with human fat. The day before the hunt, 
the whaler ritually ties the point to its shaft. To do so, he 
"mumbles" again [pronounces an incantation]. Then the whaler 
participates in what I chose to call the symbolic ritual 
killing of a whale. To do so, he again smears human blood but 
this time on a miniature spear point and symbolically kills 
a whale by throwing the miniature point into the side of a 
wooden miniature whale in a way similar to that he will use 
during actual hunting. As he hits the whale now, so will he 
strike the whale later on. During these activities, he also 
"mumbles" [pronounces an incantation]. The objects used in 
this ritual are in agreement with those found in the cave 
depicted by Pinart, i.e., the miniature whale and miniature 
hunting tools. They differ only by the presence on the small 
lake of a miniature baidarka manned by a whaler in the act of 
throwing his spear in the direction of the whale. Perhaps in 
this case, it is a symbolically represented whaler (the 
miniature whaler in the baidarka) who is symbolically killing 
a symbolic whale. The description of the ritual itself gives 
a meaningful insight into the use of objects which taken only 
by themselves would have remained incomprehensible. This also
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will allow us to think about the many miniature baidarkas 
carrying a hunter ready to strike an animal as something more 
than just "models of baidarkas," or "toys," etc. (I am not 
suggesting that all "models" serve a ritual purpose, but that 
among all the "models" available in museum collections some 
must have functioned in such a way). In fact we will see that 
small weapons could also help one to magically extricate 
oneself from a difficult situation (see infra, the story of 
"the boy who became a mink," and App. 1) and we will also see 
that small paddles were used in public hunting rituals during 
the Koniag famed masked festivities.

T a l i s m a n s

It seems appropriate at this point to include in the 
presentation the various types of talismans used by whalers, 
despite the fact that their collection or manufacturing 
could be done at any times (or so it seems) during the year. 
Talismans represent an important class of objects for a 
hunter as they will protect him and help him in his 
endeavors.

Beside human mummies (or human skulls) that remained in 
their caves, the whalers possessed other types of talismans 
(Lisianskii 1814:210; Pinart, ms.). Pinart tells us that when 
a whale hunter leaves for the hunt he takes with him a small 
bag which contains talismans but unfortunately he does not
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specify the contents of the bags. Lisianskii is more definite 
as to what talismans the whalers used. At the beginning of 
spring, he says, they go into the mountains to collect 
eagle's feathers, bear's hair, as well as different stones 
and roots (1814:209). I could not find any other account 
suggesting that a whaler used eagle's feathers, but in a 
story collected by Golder (1903:90-95) a young boy survives 
the several attempts made by his uncle to kill him by using 
in one of his misadventures, eagle's down. The feather helped 
the boy to fly up and down a cliff without hurting himself, 
instead of falling and drowning. The use of feathers as 
talismans is also corroborated by Pinart. Those talismans 
(species of bird unprecised) were called Aiulaiaxpak and were 

thought to have been sent from the sky (Pinart, ms.).
Beside the various talismans I just mentioned, we do 

not know if any other types are used solely by whalers. Let 
us review briefly the different types mentioned in the 
literature that we know the Koniags used and see in what 
contexts (sea or land) such talismans appear, thus providing 
us with a very basic understanding of which talismans could 
have been used or not by a whaler.

According to Pinart, the Koniags had three types of 
talismans, 1) kangqalaik or green marble talismans; 2)
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punqgudit or small black, yellow, or red berries; and 3) 
chixmik60 or large red talismans.

We have already seen that the color green is associated 
with supernatural entities (see supra), but as we will see 
below, this is also the color of objects that act as 
talismans. Every time a green object or green entity is 
encountered in a story, it is always associated with a 
whaler. One particular story collected by Pinart on Afognak 
Island in January 1872 is very revealing.

Tradition is that a whale hunter going once at night 
to hunt seal saw at sea a baidarka from which sparkled a 
strong light. She was entirely luminous. He was afraid of it 
and asking himself what it was, took his bow and arrow and 
sent a shaft at it. Immediately the luminous baidarka 
disappeared and he found at [sic, in] its place a small 
green stone shining like phosphorous and floating on the 
water: he took it and kept it with great respect. At night 
it was very luminous, of a green tint and during the day 
looked only as a stone of greenish tint. So long as he had 
that stone or talisman he killed a great many whales. But 
having fallen in love with a young girl, he married her.
Going again hunting he looked for his talisman but could not 
find it and soon he saw that he had lost it. He must [sic, 
had to] go hunting without it but could not kill anything 
and soon, soon afterwards his wife died and he died also 
soon afterwards (ms.).61

The shining green stone of the story acts as a talisman, 
that is, it helps the whaler in his hunting as long as it 
remains in the possession of the latter. Interestingly, the 
talisman becomes lost or more precisely disappears as soon as

60 Also spelled by Pinart elsewhere chiamik. We do not have a modern 
Koniaq equivalent for this word but in Chugach Alutiiq there is the word 
chikmiq. which means a kind of talisman (Birket-Smith 1953:240).
61 This text was written by Pinart in English. I kept the original text 
but slightly changed the punctuation so as to make the text easier to 
read.
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the hunter associates with a woman and gets married. The 
story as stated above does not give any details as to why 
this is so but at least suggests that perhaps the whaler did 
not observe some of the rules of conduct a whaler was 
supposed to follow. As we will see, whalers (as well as other 
hunters) were supposed to avoid human contacts, and 
particularly that of women before and after the hunt.

Berries were also considered to be powerful talismans. 
Several stories mention their use by the hero trying to 
extricate himself from a particularly difficult situation. In 
the stories I reviewed, berries were always used on land and 
in connection with trees thus suggesting that this type of 
talisman was never used at sea. Two examples will I think be 
sufficient to show their use. In the story "Unnatural uncle" 
(Golder 1903:90-95) a boy escaped from the "mouth" of a log 
in which he was kept prisoner by slipping a sour cranberry 
into the "mouth." As soon as the berry touched the log, the 
mouth of the log opened. In another story collected by Pinart 
(ms., see App.l) at Eagle Harbor, a somewhat similar situa
tion arises. At one point in the story the heroes, the sons 
and daughter of the sun, found themselves near a large tree 
trunk the extremities of which ended in jaws inside which 
were teeth and blood. The sons of death pushed the sons and 
daughter of the sun inside and as soon as this was done, the 
jaws closed shut. The sons and daughter of the sun extricated 
themselves from this uncomfortable situation by using a
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talisman, blueberries, that they threw repeatedly on the jaws 
until they opened. It is clear from the examples given, that 
in the two stories, the berries are used to extricate oneself 
from life-threatening predicaments. In each situation, the 
berries are used when one is made prisoner by a tree (its 
mouth or jaws) and it seems that it is the taste (sourness) 
of the berry which makes the tree let go of its prisoners. 
No story, to my knowledge, mentioned the large red talismans 
(chixmir11) mentioned by Pinart.

In this section, we have learnt about the rituals the 
whalers observed during the period preceding whaling proper. 
Let us recapitulate briefly what those rituals are and on 
what occasions they were performed.

We first found out that whalers/shamans ritually 
disinterred bodies. Pinart tells us that they did so wearing 
the costume of a crab. Demidoff indicates clearly that the 
whaler did so with the help of a spiritual entity (the green 
mist) and using techniques similar to those used by shamans. 
From those bodies whalers obtained oil, oil containers 
(stomach), and probably chunks of fat. Some whalers mummified 
the remains, while others kept only the skulls. Pinart 
observed that ritual activities accompanied the preparation 
of the oil and that of the mummy. Whalers during this phase 
of their activities wore special clothing (ritual hats), and 
sang and danced.
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Next we learned that hunting tools were also ritually 
prepared. The spear point which was going to be used during 
the hunt was smeared with human blood and then let to stand 
by itself on a shelf for a while, and only later it was 
attached to a shaft. During each phase of the preparation the 
whaler mumbled, i.e., pronounced an incantation. Then the 
whaler observed a ritual which consisted in symbolically 
killing a whale. This was done with the help of miniature 
sets of objects (a wooden whale and a tiny spear, the latter 
of which had previously been smeared with human blood in a 
way identical to that used by the whaler when he ritually 
prepared the point that he is going to use in the actual 
hunt). This ritual action was also accompanied by a ritual 
incantation mumbled by the whaler.

We also know that during that period of time the whaler 
tried to increase his collection of talismans. Some made 
mummies (see above), or collected various stones (green), 
eagles's feathers , etc.

R i t u a l s  O b s e r v e d  D u r i n g  
the Hunt

L e a v i n g  the S h o r e

We know very little of the rituals observed at the time 
of leaving the shore. Pinart (ms.) is the only source to
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mention anything about that period of the hunt but very 
briefly. He says only that when the whaler is ready to leave 
the shore in his baidarka, he calls to his aid either the 
sun, the moon, the sea, and/or a bay, etc. Fortunately we 
have more information on the rituals the whaler performed 
during whaling proper. Those rituals centered around three 
types of activities: the symbolic trapping of the prospective 
whale into a defined area, the throwing of the weapon, and 
the beaching of the dead whale toward a particular shore.

E n s n a r i n g  the W h ale

According to various sources, it was believed that a 
whale could be trapped into a well defined area by using 
either human oil or a piece of human fat and by creating a 
symbolic barrier either at the entrance of the bay the whale 
was in or around the whale. The first mention of such a use 
by the Alutiiq speakers of the Kodiak Archipelago was made by 
Hrdlicka. In 1944 he reported that: "Farther in the bay 
[Kizhuyak62] is Craig Point from which, according to local 
legend, when one or more whales entered the bay, a shaman 
[our whaler/shaman] in a kayak dragged across the mouth of 
the bay to the opposite point, a pouch, made of intestines of 
some animal, filled with fat drawn from a dead male child,

62 Kizhuyak bay extends 20 mi. off Marmot Bay, East of Whale I., on 
Northern coast of Kodiak Island (Orth 1971:484).
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after which the whale or whales would not leave the bay and 
could be killed there" (1944:126). Some twenty years later, 
Demidoff described a symbolic ensnaring of a whale similar to 
that described by Hrdlicka:

"The bay was narrow at the mouth. When they got there 
they stopped. The whaler kept looking towards the head of 
the bay. When he saw the whale in there he said to the boy,
"You will paddle to the other side alone. Paddle as hard as 
you can and don't look back till you get across."

Since the whaler told him not to look back, the boy 
figured that the whaler was doing something that he did not 
want him to see. He was full of curiosity now and was trying 
to figure out how he could look back to see what the whaler 
was doing behind him when he heard a whale blowing behind 
them. Figuring that the whaler was looking back at it, he 
took a guick look back and saw that the whaler was holding 
the human stomach over the side of the kayak and was letting 
the oil drip out of it and they were leaving a shiny oil 
slick behind them.

They got across at last and the whaler told the boy to 
land on the beach and rest for a while. From the beach he 
could see the ook-wak (oil slick) stretched all the way 
across the bay and wondered what it could be for.

Soon he found out. The whale would head out toward the 
mouth of the bay, but when it got close to it it would turn 
back. He knew now that the whale was afraid to get near the 
human oil. It was trapped in the bay....

When they were ashore, the boy noticed that the whale 
came out of the same place each time it turned away from the 
oil slick....

Next morning they went out of the lagoon to the bay.
The whale was still there, going back and forth from the oil 
slick to the head of the bay.

After several days the whale appeared to be getting 
weak. Instead of going back and forth it was floating on the 
surface most of the time, going round in circles...” 
(Demidoff 1962:12,14).

In this account, the human oil slick makes a symbolic 
barrier which prevents the escape of the whale from the bay. 
The whale was thus made prisoner of a circumscribed area and 
could neither escape the blade of the whaler who was after 
it, nor escape after it had been struck. This ritual use of
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human oil was also reported by Birket-Smith for the Prince 
William Sound area but with a slight difference. There the 
oil appears to have been poured only after the striking of 
the whale: "Only one man speared the whale, and as soon as it 
was stuck...all baidarkas would then hurry to the mouth of 
the bay and pour "poison" made of human fat into the water. 
This would prevent the animal from escaping. Sometimes it 
might still live for two or three days, but it never went 
away, and finally it died and drifted ashore" (1953:33).

Pinart did not mention the use of human oil in either 
his field notes nor his published articles but he reported on 
March 14th 1872, from the village of Kalzinskii that after a 
whaler had noticed a whale, he painted a circle on his 
baidarka with a piece of human fat so that the whale found 
itself prisoner within the circle (ms.). Like the human oil 
poured across the mouth of the bay, the circle made with 
human fat acted as a symbolic barrier which prevented the 
whale from escaping.

T h r o w i n g  of the W e a p o n

At different moments of the hunt, the whaler observed 
specific rituals. He observed rituals just before throwing 
his weapon, at the time of throwing his weapon, and after 
throwing his weapon. Three sources provide us with rather 
detailed information.
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Pinart tells us that when the whaler is ready to cast 
his weapon, he first draws various figures on his baidarka 
and sings an incantation. A story which he provides gives us 
a clue as to the reason for such designs or at least as to 
the fact that Koniag whalers as well as other sea-mammal 
hunters made use of what I call "symbolic talismans." I 
define a "symbolic talisman" as the symbolic representation
of either a living thing or being or an object and which acts
as a talisman (object) would, that is in helping its owner in 
the pursuit of his endeavors. Under this term I include for 
example certain designs which used in particular contexts 
will act as talismans. The story collected by Pinart is as 
follows:

Every baidarka among the Aleuts [Koniags are meant 
here] bears on its framework [I think cover is really meant
here] either a star, or a half moon, or any other object.
The following legend was told to me by Nikifor Celeznoff:

Once upon a time there was at Cape Tolstoi, at the 
entrance of Kalginski a sea animal about as big as a cat and 
who capsized all the baidarkas passing around the cape. The 
Aleuts [Koniags] thought about this place with terror and 
did not dare anymore to venture but at a large distance from 
this cape. A young Aleut [Koniag] one day decided to risk 
his luck and to kill the animal. In consequence of such, he 
built a one-hatch baidarka, and on it drew the following 
figures (he had previously taken care to paint one side of 
the baidarka red, and the other one black). On the left 
side, near the bow he drew a large crab, on the right side, 
also near the bow, he drew a human hand, on the left side 
near the stern, a star, and on the opposite side a baidarka.
He drew the same figures on the back and the palms of his 
hands. Then, he took with him a spear with which he had 
killed five men,53 a n d  left without saying a word to

63 In the Kodiak belief system, the number "five" is an important ritual 
number. The main character of a story I quoted earlier (supra, pp. 42
43) took with him on an expedition five lavtaks, five kamleikas, five 
paddles. The hunter of this story has killed five men with a particular 
spear and we will see at the end of the chapter on whaling that when the 
whaler returns home, he makes five circles around the fire. Earlier we
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anybody. When he arrived at the location where he was 
supposed to find the animal, he heard a kind of whispering 
and soon in the water he heard a splashing and saw the 
animal coming toward his baidarka. "Against me, said he, 
speaking to the animal, you cannot do a thing,” and [then] 
showing the figures painted on his hands and on the baidarka 
he added: "this large crab, this is the power which comes 
from the sea and which can seize you;" showing the human 
hands, he said, "you see this hand, this is the power of man 
which can seize you"; showing the star, he said, "you see 
this star, it shows you the power which comes from above;" 
and finally showing the baidarka, "you see this baidarka, it 
shows you that it was built to contain you." While he was 
speaking, the animal was going in circle around the 
baidarka. The Aleut [Koniag] placed the spear [on the 
throwing board?] with which he had killed 5 men and throwing 
it killed the animal. He carried it on the shore and there 
he spent the night. When he returned to the village [he 
realized that] everybody thought he was dead. He did not 
speak about his having killed the animal and just asked who 
in the village wanted to venture in this [the cape's] 
direction. As everybody refused with terror, he then told 
them that he had killed the animal...(ms., my translation).

In this story, the symbolic talismans are the designs of 
the star, the crab, the baidarka, and the human hand. Each is 
a representation of a particular thing: a celestial body, an 
animal, a piece of hunting equipment, and a human body part, 
but their symbolic meaning is much more than their basic 
everyday meaning, and each of those figures, according to the 
hunter of the story, are not only symbolic of the power of 
the entity/objects they represent but are the power itself. 
Each symbolic representation is there to help the hunter in 
killing the dangerous animal he is after. In other words, 
they are symbolic talismans.

have also seen that men could reincarnate themselves five times, and 
that Koniags believed that there were five worlds above and five worlds 
below the human earth.
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Nikifor Celeznoff [Seleznev] suggested to Pinart that 
following the events described in the story, hunters started 
to draw various figures on their baidarkas. Is this 
corroborated in any way? We know that Koniag paddle blades 
were decorated with either geometrical or representational 
designs (see for example the specimens illustrated in Krech 
1989:96), but as far as I know there is no record of any 
baidarka's cover being ornamented in such a way. The only 
specimen we have on which a painted monster is painted on the 
prow, is an ivory model of a kayak collected in the 19th 
century on Kodiak Island by Fisher (Black 1991:34). Unfor
tunately, I did not have the opportunity to examine this 
specimen.

We know that the cover of the baidarka was painted in 
red and black (as were the paddles). In the story presented 
above, one side of the baidarka is painted red, the other one 
is painted black. Jacob Simeonoff of Akhiok, Kodiak Island, 
on the other hand suggests that the inside of the baidarka 
was painted red, and the outside black (Simeonoff 1992, 
personal communication). No mention is made of special 
figures being drawn on the covers. According to the story 
recorded by Pinart and to Nikifor Celeznoff, the painting of 
special signs on the cover of their baidarkas was supposed to 
be a ritual action performed by every sea-mammal hunter. 
Perhaps we can, however, get some understanding as to how 
this could have been done by examining some of the ritual
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actions performed by the whalers. We must recall here that 
nobody was supposed to hear or see the ritual activities of 
the whaler. A direct consequence of this whould be that if a 
whaler were to draw figures on his baidarka, nobody should be 
able to see them. We thus can ask ourselves the question, did 
the drawings have to be tangible, that is, designs that 
anyone could see or could they have been d rawn 
metaphorically. In the preceding section, I have mentioned a 
ritual action which I think sheds some light on the question. 
After striking a whale, the hunter was supposed to draw a 
circle on the cover of his baidarka with a piece of fat so as 
to symbolically entrap the whale in a particular area. I do 
not believe that any trace of the circle would have been 
visible after the application of the piece of fat as 
baidarkas were regularly oiled so as to protect the cover 
from splitting (following a succession of soaking and drying 
episodes) and to improve waterproofing. Thus, the circle had 
been drawn by the whaler but no tangible trace of it was 
visible. I suggest that the figures on the hunters' baidarkas 
could have been traced in a similar way (with or without the 
use of a piece of fat). They were metaphorically drawn on the 
cover of the baidarka (each time before the hunt?) and left 
no visible mark behind. Nobody but the whaler knew they were 
there.

Again according to Pinart, the whaler is supposed to 
have also sung an incantation (or different parts of one) at
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various moments: when he had cast his spear, during the
removing of the spear,64 and at striking the whale. Pinart 
collected on March 10, 1872, a whaler's incantation at
Afognak from a 74 year old whaler, Agan'auchik. I decided to 
include this incantation in the body of this presentation
despite the fact that it is still untranslated65 because I
think it is relevant to preserve it in its context of use (at 
least as recorded by Pinart) in a somewhat more accessible 
form.

It goes as follow:
Kitolovshei nagavory66 
Whaler's incantation

1 - Auchika auai an~ix'gann~a chiniga
Uneset/vot/ /mnie
carries away/there is/ /mine

2 - Nani nani kan‘a nanika tuiuiam kaiuaia usha aiuta
Gde/gde/gde-to//moi pomieshnik//potom[?]/bukyrovat' s more 
Where/where/where to//my helper/towed from the sea

64 The weapon was attached by a line to the baidarka. When the whaler 
struck an animal, the blade broke, and the whaler retrieved his weapon 
by pulling the line to which it was attached.
65 The difficulty in translating the verses is at least two fold. It is 
often difficult to recognize the words because of the way they are 
spelled and because there is also the distinct possibility that a 
ritual language was used. Three versions of this incantation were found 
among Pinart's manuscripts. The version given above was transliterated 
by Pinart from an original document written in the Alutiiq language by a 
celebrated Koniag whaler from Afognak. This version seems at first sight 
to be a composite of three sections supposed to be sung at various times 
during the hunt, but until the entire incantation is translated, the 
linkage of particular verses to specific whaling activities will remain 
unclear.
66 In his manuscript Pinart gave the original verses in Alutiiq and an 
interlinear gloss in Russian. (The latter, it was discovered, is not 
always an exact translation of the word it accompanies but sometimes an 
interpretation of the ideas expressed in the original). Words in English 
are translation of the Russian gloss.
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3 - Tuiuiam ushita tuiuiam kuigiam[?]
[moi pomieshnik]//moi pomieshnik/riechki/ 
my helper//my helper/of the small river 
tuiuiam iakan'a kuigmyn aiutan'a 
moi pomieshnik //potomf?] bukirovat' pred riechki 
my helper//then to tow near the river

L'am kuaxtyn tuttadyn
/kolotit ego 

/universe,world,outside//strike it

L'am alituxtyn tuttadyn
/kolotit ego/

/universe,world,outside//strike it

L ‘am kukkuan tuttadyn aliaxku
/"//kolotit ego/more ozerom sdielii (chtoby kit ni mozhesh'uiedit) 
/"//strike it/the sea made a lake (so that the whale cannot leave)

L'am kun'uan tuttadyn aliaxku 
/"/mogila/kolotit ego/more ozerom sdielii...
/"/grave/strike it/the sea made a lake...

L'am alan'agalian tuttadyn aliaxku
/"/drugoi a-iok/kolotit ego/more ozerom sdielii...
/"/another  /strike it/the sea made a lake...

L'am uguzhuxtyn tuttadyn aliaxku 
/’’//kolotit ego/more ozerom sdielii...
/"//strike it/the sea made a lake...

L'am alan'agalian tuttadyn aliaxku
/"/[drugoi a-iok]/[kolotit ego/more ozerom sdielii...
/"/another _____  / strike it/the sea made a lake 

L'am tukkuan tuttadyn aliaxku 
/"//kolotit ego/more ozerom sdielii...

L'am iugunaxpyn tuttadyn aliaxku
/”/iz /kolotit ego/more ozerom sdielii...

Two elements of this incantation at least seem 
understandable in the context of the rituals performed by the 
whaler. The first element represented by the text "the sea 
made a lake (so that the whale cannot escape)" is evidently
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reminiscent of the belief that it was possible to ensnare the 
whale in a circumscribed area. The second element which deals 
with the symbolic towing of the whale toward a particular 
spot will be discussed below.

Tik-nakaak, a native from Kodiak tells us how a whaler 
goes about choosing which side of the whale he will strike 
and what kind of ritual acts will be performed when the whale 
has been struck. His account is as follow:67

Russian oriqinal Enqlish translation
Kito lov'stvo sperva sobiraet’ 
vietra 0 i W kogda promyshliaiut' 
na 0. po pravoi boku kololi, i na 
W. po levoi boku kak Zakolit' to 
Zachniut' s razgovorom krichat 
posvoe tsermonie, i t a k  z h e  
pristavliaet karaznyia vietra i 
str e l ' k i  kogda vozmiut priamo 
z g l i a n e t  na N. chtoby kit ni 
u n i s l o  k morie. I v i e t r a m  po 
neviernosti vygavarivaet chtoby 
pomogli emu.

Na s t o i a s h c h i e  kito lovstvoe 
tsiermon nimozhna opisat', potomu 
kyt ix t e p e r ' vse ostavleny i 
broshenny s 1838-go goda.
S togo vremeni Kad'iak poiobra- 
zovalsia i stali priopshchatsia 
sviatym tainstvom.

in whaling [or The whalers] at 
first collect the wind from the 
east and the west, then they hunt. 
If the wind is to the east, they 
aim at the right side, and if 
toward the west, they aim at the 
left side. When they had a strike, 
they begin to shout their speech 
with their own ceremonies and also 
present the spear [or else] toward 
t he v a r i o u s  winds [in compas 
direction], when they lift the 
spear from the sea, they look 
directly to the north so that the 
whale will not be carried out to 
s e a  a nd s i n c e  the winds are 
unpredictable they talked to them 
asking their help.
R e a l  w h a l i n g  ceremonials are 
impossible to describe because 
they do not exist any more. They 
have been abandonned since 1838.68 
Since that time Kodiak has been 
t r a n s f o r m e d  and we b e g a n  to 
p a r t a k e  of the holy mysteries 
(ms., my translation)

67 I give the English translation parallel to the Russian original, as 
the text of the latter lacks grammatical precision and contains many 
words spelled phonetically. This sometimes results in a difficult 
translation which requires extrapolation.
68 1837-1838 were the years during which a smallpox epidemic decimated 
part of the population of Kodiak. The Russian administration tried to 
get the population vaccinated but without success. Kodiak natives like
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In this account the winds seem to play an important role 
as it is to them that the whaler first turns so as to decide 
which side of the whale he is going to strike and it is to 
them again that he presents his spear after striking the 
whale. After he has struck the whale, the whaler pronounces 
an incantation at the same time as he is performing certain 
ritual acts (undescribed).

In the account given a century later by Demidoff:
"While the boy was resting the whaler was getting 

ready. He moved the spear farther ahead on the rack and took 
a leather pouch out of the after hatch and put it in the
front hatch. When he was ready, he called, "You will do the
paddling when we get close enough to the whale for me to 
strike. I will be standing when I strike and you must steady 
the kayak so I can sink the spear deep. From the back you
will see every signal I give you. Watch me closely and do
everything I tell you." Getting in the front hatch, he 
called back. ”Kee-da!” Now! And they paddled out to the 
middle of the bay.

When they were ashore, the boy noticed that the whale
came out of the same place each time it turned away from the
oil slick. They were now waiting for it at about the same 
place. The whaler kept looking towards the oil slick. Then 
he cried out, "Igai-ya!" There it is! The boy heard it 
blowing behind and looked back. The whaler said to him 
quietly, "Don't look back. Just watch me!”

After paddling the kayak in the right position, he put 
his paddle on the rack, stood up, and picking up the spear, 
pointed it at (towards) the whale, and began to mumble. By 
watching where the spear was pointing, the boy could tell 
where the whale was. It was pointing in the water almost 
beside him when he saw the water swell up and break like 
surf right next to him and there was a shattering noise as 
the whale blew the air out.

Through all the noise the boy heard the whaler yell,
"Ung-lee!" Hard! He paddled as hard as he could. The whale
was so close now he could touch it with his paddle. The 
whaler stood up and, after motioning to the boy to dip his 
paddle deep to steady the kayak, struck with all his might, 
sinking the spear point deep into the whale. Then he pushed 
the shaft hard to the side and jerked it loose. The whale, 
feeling the spear in its side, threw its fluke high in the 
air and went down in a steep dive.

the Tlingit before them, preferred to turn to the ministrations of the 
shamans. As a result many died (Fortuine 1989:232-233).
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The whaler was still standing untying the spear point 
from the shaft, when the boy, believing that the whale was 
killed with one thrust of the spear, said, "We lost it." The 
whaler grinned, "No, we did not lose it. This one will get 
it." The boy noticed then that the tip of the spear point 
was broken off at the groove, and the whaler was pointing 
where it had been. When he got the point untied, he put it 
in the pouch, and they headed back to the hut (1962:12-13).

In this account the whaler pronounced an incantation 
with his weapon pointing at the whale but before striking. 
The next rituals which we need to examine now are those 
rituals associated with the proper beaching of the whale.

B e a c h i n g  of the W h a l e

At this point we know that the whale has been made 
prisoner in a defined area, has been hit, and cannot escape. 
An important task remained to be done. The whaler needed to 
ensure that the dead whale would beach itself on the shore, 
and preferably at a place where the hunter who had killed it 
could retrieve it.

Agan*auchik, the whaler from Afognak who gave 
information about whaling to Pinart, tells us that after the 
whaler has cast his spear, he spits into his hands and says 
that the whale should follow the direction to the shore which 
he points out. Then again, during the "towing” (I will soon
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come back to this point) of the whale, the whaler sang some 
of the verses from his personal incantation.69

It is evident that a single man could not tow an animal 
many times as big as he was, still alive, and angry at being 
hurt. Fortunately, the content of some of the verses, the 
incantation sang by Agan'auchik, give us some clues as to how 
this was done. In those verses, it is clear that the whaler 
is calling to his aid a spiritual entity to tow the whale 
from the sea and to carry it near [a particular?] river. The 
whaler thus once again requests supernatural help to 
accomplish a superhuman task. Through the intervention of his 
spirit helper, who magically tows the whale to a definite 
place, he will be able to retrieve the animal he has killed.

In Tik-nakaak's version (see supra, p. 108) the whaler 
after having presented his spear to the winds in compass 
direction, lifts his spear, turns to the north so that the 
whale does not drift out to sea, and asks the help of the 
winds. I have already noted that the winds in this version 
play an important role. As the winds possess humanness (see 
supra), one can address them to request their help. Here the 
whaler needed the winds to blow in a particular direction so 
that the dead whale would beach itself on the seashore 
instead of drifting out at sea, and so he called them to his 
help.

69 It seems that AgarTauchik during the "towing" of the whale is singing 
verses 2 and 3 of his incantation (see supra, pp. 106-107)
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Demidoff (1962:14) suggests rather than describes the 
successful result of the hunt and he does not tell us whether 
or not the whale drifted toward the seashore. However he 
indicates that the whaler here too summoned the winds. Soon 
after he started to pronounce an incantation, a light breeze 
began to blow and started to break the human oil slick, 
allowing the kayak [and the dead whale] to leave the bay. The 
boy and the whaler paddled on with the breeze to the village 
suggesting that the whale drifted on toward the village with 
the breeze too.

Let us summarize briefly what we have learned about the 
rituals observed by the whaler during the hunt. We first 
learn that whalers observed a specific ritual which focus on 
symbolically trapping a whale within a defined area. This was 
done by pouring human oil across the mouth of the bay in 
which one wanted to entrap a whale or the whale was ensnared 
by a circle drawn on the cover of the baidarka with a piece 
of human fat.

A second set of rituals was observed at the time of 
striking the whale. According to one source, the whaler 
pronounced an incantation and drew figures on his baidarka 
before striking the whale. He also pronounced an incantation 
while he threw his weapon, and then again after the whale had 
been struck. Another source mentioned that just before 
striking the whale, the whaler chose which side he was going
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to aim at depending on the direction of the wind and that 
after striking the whale the whaler pronounced an incantation 
and performed some [undescribed] ritual actions.

R i t u a l s  F o l l o w i n g  t h e  H u n t

Only one source, Demidoff, mentions any ritual actions 
following the hunt proper. He tells us that: "...the whaler 
was just getting the stomach out of the pouch. It was empty. 
He took it in the cave and buried it in the sand. Then he got 
the spear point out of the pouch and put it on the ledge with 
the other points that had their points broken off. After 
taking the shaft in the cave...” (1962:13).

One set of information remains to be presented. It has 
to do with the prescribed set of rules the whaler and his 
wife had to observe so as to ensure successful whaling.

P e r s o n a l  P r e s c r i b e d  A c t i o n s  
to be F o l l o w e d  

by t h e  W h a l e r  a n d  h i s  W i f e

In order to ensure success in the hunt, the whaler and 
his wife had to follow a particular set of prescribed 
actions. The whaler had observed prescribed actions before, 
during, and after the hunt, while his wife had to follow, as 
far as we know, strict rules only while he was out hunting. 
Few of those rituals have been described in the literature,
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and when they have been, it was usually done superficially, 
and the reports were practically never accompanied with an 
explanation as to what they meant.

There is a general agreement that whalers during whaling 
lived in a secluded area (see above) and that before leaving 
for the hunt they were not supposed to have relationships 
with any other human beings. In particular they were not 
supposed to have any sexual relationships with women, 
including their own wives. Pinart mentioned that this 
seclusion lasted for 3 days before whaling and 5 days after 
the hunt (ms.) but according to Tik-nakaak, the seclusion 
after the return from the hunt lasted only 3 days. He also 
provided us with some information about the behavior of the 
whaler on his return home. At that time, the whaler was 
supposed to enter the dwelling, make five cicles around the 
fire, and then seat himself to the left of the post [location 
of the post is unspecified]. He sat there for the whole 
duration of his seclusion and without food (Tik-nakaak, ms.). 
I could not find any other mention of fasting as part of the 
prescribed actions specific to Kodiak whalers but as fasting 
before the hunt is mentioned among the rules any hunter had 
to observe (Pinart, ms.), it can be assumed that this was 
true also for the whalers. Among the Chugach of the Prince 
William Sound area, the young hunters had to keep continence 
for 3 days whereas the old men did not have to follow this 
rule (Birket-Smith 1953:34). There, the whalers were supposed
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to have no food taboos except those during the preparation 
for the hunt (ibid.)* Unfortunately, those food restrictions 
are not discussed. But restrictions on food and sex 
associated with whaling are described for other areas of 
Alaska. Spencer, for example, reports for the North Alaskan 
Eskimos that the members of a whaling crew remained 4 days in 
the gasaiq [men’s house] before the hunt. The men were 

supposed to sit quietly and think about the whale or to sing 
the proper songs. During those four days, they had to abstain 
from sexual relationships and follow food taboos (1976:333
335) .

Why was the whaler obliged to stay away from others for 
a while before, during, and for some time after the hunt? 
Relevant to this problem is the story of the whaler who after 
having fallen in love and having gotten married, could not 
find his talisman, and as a consequence lost his power to 
hunt whales, and in the end his life (see p. 95). The story 
suggests that whalers were supposed to follow certain 
prescribed rules as to their relationships with their wives, 
i.e., avoidance, rules that the whaler of the story probably 
did not follow. A possible explanation for such an occurrence 
is given by Demidoff: "People, especially women, and the 
sick, give out ah-hee-hlat (vapors). That the vapors cling to 

the clothes and to the body and that the animals, especially 
whales, are very sensitive to these vapors" (Demidoff 
1962:10). Human "vapors," and in particular that of the sick
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and that of women70 who both give out more "vapors," acted as 
a deterrent to the coming of the whale (i.e., their first 
appearance), but could be used it seems to the whaler's 
benefit if the latter used them in the right context and 
according to a prescribed way. In effect, these human 
"vapors" which must have also been found in the human oil, 
and the piece of human fat used ritually by the whaler during 
the hunt, acted as we have seen as a repulsive barrier so 
that the whale could not escape. Every time it approaches 
this, symbolic to us but real for the whale barrier, the 
latter was repulsed by it. This becomes clear when we 
remember that the "vapors" emanating from human fat or blood 
must also have acted as the symbolic poison which killed the 
whale.

The notion of human "vapors" thus could explain why the 
whalers had to remain alone before the hunt. The whaler had 
to remain secluded so as to cleanse himself of all the human 
"vapors" which were attached to him. In Demidoff's account, 
the whaler and his trainee who had already been living alone 
for several days had to get rid of remaining human "vapors"

70 Fienup-Riordan reports that among the Yupik Eskimos, young men were 
cautioned against the polluting effect of the air emanating from 
sexually mature women. They were instructed to walk windward from them 
and when passing them to release their breath. In the same way, women 
were told not to walk downwind from men (1994:166). Yupik women also 
produced "vapor" which if breathed by a hunter would weaken his breath 
soul and his mind would become fuzzy and lose its power to focus on the 
hunt (ibid., 167). Among the Yupik Eskimos where sealing was as 
important to them as whaling was to the Koniags, men's direct contacts 
with women were also circumscribed because female odor was thought to 
repel the seals (ibid., 96).
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by airing their bedding, changing the straw from their bed, 
and washing themselves into a creek. In addition it is 
probable, as Spencer suggested for the North Alaskan Eskimos 
that the whaler had to prepare himself mentally for the hunt 
and could only do so by living away from other beings.

The question remains why the whaler had to remain 
secluded for several days after returning from whaling. If 
the whaler needed to cleanse himself from human "vapors" 
before going hunting, then it is logical that he needed to 
cleanse himself again after the hunt so he could be 
reincorporated into human society. We must not forget that 
the whaler was considered by the Koniags to be a particular 
kind of shaman who had the power to kill whales. He used 
supernatural means during his entire preparation for the hunt 
and during the hunt itself. During the latter, he had donned 
his bentwood hat (mask) and thus transformed himself into a 
killer whale so as to be on equal footing with his prey. In 
order to reenter human society, he thus needed, for his 
safety as well as that of the other members of the community, 
to cleanse himself from his contacts with the supernatural. 
This was accomplished by isolating himself for several days. 
To the initial period of seclusion marking his separation 
from human society corresponds another period of seclusion 
preceding his reincorporation into human society.

What were the women supposed to do when their husbands 
went out whaling? One description by Holmberg (1985:49)
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suggests that in the Kodiak Archipelago women had to follow a 
set of prescribed actions. He noted that the wives of the 
whalers had to remain in a lying position and to refrain from 
eating for the duration of the hunt. Women's need to fast 
while their husbands were at sea is also noted by Gideon 
(1989:56). Women's reduced activity and passivity are also 
recorded for other areas of Alaska where either whaling or 
sealing was the major subsistence activity. In the Prince 
William Sound area, the wives of the whalers were supposed to 
stay at home until their husbands returned, since: "the whale 
would leave the hunters, just as their wives left the houses" 
(Birket-Smith 1953:34). There were, however, no restrictions 
on their movements within the house and the women could go 
about their household activities although they had to take 
particular care of their clothes and everything had to be 
kept in good order (ibid.). Yupik women were supposed to wait 
quietly at home and not to tend to themselves. Through their 
inactivity they were supposed to evoke a comparable passivity 
on the part of the seals (Fienup-Riordan 1994:95). The rules 
I just mentioned show that there existed a direct 
relationship between the activities of the whaler's wife 
within the house and the ability of the whaler to be a 
successful hunter. Unless a woman followed the rules 
carefully, her husband would not achieve this status.
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W h a l i n g :  a S u m m a r y 71

Whaling for the Alutiiq speakers of the Kodiak 
Archipelago was much more than a search for food. It was an 
exhilarating, frightening, awesome enterprise intertwined 
with solitary ritual activity, and replete with danger, which 
placed the whaler in immediate contact with the spiritual 
world. The hunt was preceded and followed by rituals, and the 
hunt itself was from beginning to end enmeshed in rituals.

First the whaler had to isolate himself from the rest of 
the community.72 This was done so that he could cleanse 
himself of any possible human interference (human "vapor"). 
The Koniags like their northern neighbors the Yupik Eskimos 
believed that human "vapors" are unattractive to the whale in 
the case of the Koniags, and to the seal in the case of the 
Yupik Eskimos. According to Demidoff's account both the 
whaler and the objects he surrounded himself with had to be 
purified. This was done by airing the objects and washing 
oneself. In other ritual contexts (see for example the ritual

71 Table 1, pp. 122-125, summarizes the rituals performed by the whaler.
72 According to Demidoff's account, the whole ritual activity of whal
ing, from the removing of a corpse from its grave for the ritual 
preparation of several of the components necessary for successful 
whaling to the rituals performed to the proper beaching of the whale, 
appears as a single episode. In Pinart's various notes this is not so 
clear cut. Did the whaler go whaling only every time a distinguished 
villager passed away, or could he, when a body was available, ready it 
according to custom, and preserve the various ingredients until needed? 
In the latter situation it is to be expected that the whaler would have 
to perform rites of ^eparatiop and rites of reincorporation every time 
he used his shamanic power to contact the spiritual world.
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performed at the beginning of the masked festivals discussed 
in the following section) fumigation is the purifying agent.

From the beginning of his seclusion until his return 
home, the whaler leaves the common everyday world, and enters 
one, or one could say, creates one, where distinctions 
between the purely human and the purely spiritual become hard 
to define. It is neither, because it is during this period 
that the whaler really becomes the shaman who knows how to 
kill whales. Using the same techniques a shaman uses to 
communicate with the spiritual world, the whaler time and 
again requests the help of spiritual entities. It is also 
during that time that donning his magnificent high crown 
bentwood hat symbolizing a mighty predator the whaler 
transforms himself into a killer whale (Black 1991) so as to 
be able to face his mighty prey.73 This is a time and place 
charged with power, when and where no human eyes, no human 
ears but those of the initiated, could glimpse.74 Those 
activities appear to be dangerous even for the whaler 
himself. At the end of the account by Demidoff, the whaler is

73 We do not know the precise moment at which the whaler donned his 
ceremonial hat/mask. Is it at the time of his departure for the hunt or 
does he wear it also during the rituals preceding the hunt? Against the 
latter possibility is the mention by Pinart that during the ritual 
preparation of the human corpse the whaler wore a high pointed hat made 
out of sea lion skin (kolpaki) which we know are ceremonials hats (see 
ft. 58, p. 86).
74 Pinart suggests that not everyone who wanted to could become a 
whaler. A candidate had to pass a number of initiation ceremonies before 
being recognized as a whaler (1873:679). Nowhere, however, is the 
initiation discussed. There was a general tendency for sons of whalers 
to become whalers themselves (supra, p. 76).
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presented as having recurring nightmares about the sua of the 
whale he has killed.

Finally, when the whaler had successfully accomplished 
his task and the whale is on its way to the desired shore, 
and he has ritually replaced his hunting paraphernalia into 
his cave, the whaler is ready to come back to his community. 
To do so he must, however, separate himself from the world he 
temporarily belonged to and reincorporate himself into the 
everyday world of human affairs. Once again the whaler must 
live in seclusion and fast. Interestingly, the whaler as he 
enters his home makes five circles around the fire 
suggesting, if the comparison of a particular symbolic 
activity with one performed by the Yupik Eskimos is valid, 
that the whaler then created "a boundary against evil 
influences and a symbolic passage between levels of reality," 
(Fienup-Riordan 1994:279).
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Table 1 
Whaling Rituals: a Summary

Rituals preceding the hunt:
Pinart (February 1872) Demidoff (1962) Tik-nakaak (1871 or 1872)

Collection of talismans
In SECLUDED AREA :
[Seclusion of the hunter for 3 
days?]

Ritual associated with removina

Collection of talismans
In SECLUDED AREA :
[Seclusion of the hunter for 
many days?]

Ritual associated with removing
of the bodv from its arave : of the bodv from its arave :
-Wearing of special attire (crab 
costume).

Ritual associated with preDa-

- Use of various means to access 
the spiritual world
- Use of a spirit helper
Ritual associated with DreDa-

ration of human oil : ration of human oil :

- W e a r i n g  of special attire 
(hat), special dance and song.

- Ritual killing of the corps
- Preparation of human oil and 
oil container
Ritual Dreparation of huntina
tools :
- smearing of human blood on the 
blade of the weapon to be used 
during the hunt while singing an 
incantation at the same time.
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Pinart ct. Demidoff ct. Tik-Nakaak ct.

Symbolic killina of the whale :
- smearing of human blood on the 
miniature blade while singing an 
incantation
- striking of a miniature whale 
with the miniature blade while 
singing an incantation.

Rituals observed during whaling:

Pinart Demidoff Tik-nakaak

Seclusion of the hunter : for 3 Seclusion of the hunter : for
days?

Ritual observed at the time of

many days?

Ensnarina of the whale :

leavina for whalina :
- calling on various celestial 
objects or other for help

Ensnarina of the whale :
- in a circle drawn on the cover 
of the baidarka with a piece of 
human fat

- in an area of th sea closed 
off by a human oil slick
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I
I

Pinart ct. Demidoff ct. Tik-Nakaak

Ritual at the time of strikina Ritual at the time of strikina Ritual for choosina which side
the whale : the whale : of the whale the whaler will
- drawing of various figures on 
the baidarka's cover
- singing of an incantation

Beachina of the whale

- singing of an incantation 

Beachina of the whale

strike at :
- use of the wind direction 

Ritual after strikina the whale:
- present the spear to the wind 
in compass direction
Beachina of the whale

- the whaler spits in his hands, 
directs the palm of his hands in 
the direction he wants the whale 
to go and to beach itself all 
t h e  w h i l e  p r o n o u n c i n g  an 
incantation
- supernatural towing of the 
w h a l e  w i t h  the h e l p  of the 
whaler's helper

- summons the winds to break the 
human oil slick so as to let 
them pass and to push the whale 
in the direction wanted

- lifts his spear from the water 
and summons the winds so that 
the whale is not carried out at 
sea
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Rituals following the hunt:

Pinart Demidoff Tik-nakaak

SECLUSION OF THE WHALER : for 5

Replacina of the huntina para

SECLUSION OF THE WHALER. He must
phernalia into the cave

SECLUSION OF THE WHALER
days remain at the same place and 

fast for 3 days.
RETURN HOME
As he e n t e r s  th e  h o u s e  the 
whaler makes 5 circles around 
the fire and seats himself to 
the left of the post.
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CHAPTER 3

THE WINTER FESTIVALS

I n t r o d u c t i o n

Koniag ceremonial activities as postulated by Jordan 
(1994:151) can be divided into two types depending on when 
and why the festivities were organized. Festivities that were 
not regularly scheduled events would belong to the first 
type. In this type are included feasts such as those given 
for a wedding (Gideon 1989:45,50), to establish new relation
ships or to strengthen others (ibid., 45), a chief's succes
sion (ibid., 40), ritual preparation for war (ibid., 42-43), 
etc. The second type includes feasts that were regularly 
scheduled, such as for example the winter festivals, which 
are best documented in the literature.

In this section I will first present the general 
information available about these winter festivals. This will 
include data as to exactly when the festivals were held, 
where they were held, who organized them, how invitation was 
accomplished, and how one welcomed one’s guests. This will be 
followed by a presentation of the various performances that
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PUBLIC MASKED RITUALS:
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were witnessed by Europeans in the 18th and 19th century, and 
by a set of hitherto unknown data collected by Pinart. This 
set of information focuses on the songs, dances, and/or 
legends associated with specific masks. Then, I will try to 
show that the winter festivals were masked hunting rituals 
performed to insure the help of the spiritual world in 
obtaining game during the next hunting season. The festivals 
incorporated a succession of performances whose goals were to 
either attract or propitiate the different types of spiritual 
entities which inhabited the Koniag universe. For example, we 
will see that the first performance of the festivals (that 
following the purification rite, performed only by the 
hunters) focused on making oneself attractive to the game. 
This was followed by rituals given in honor of one's own 
forefathers. Good treatment and respect for one’s ancestors 
was important for the ancestors themselves because by these 
means they knew that they were not forgotten and it was for 
them the opportunity to participate anew in the life which 
they knew and liked. It was also important for the hunters 
and the whole community, because, in return for their good 
care, the ancestors could bring them luck in hunting. Other 
performances were given so as to propitiate entities which 
the Koniags feared very much. This was important, as these 
spiritual beings, if unappeased, could harm the Koniags by 
sending disease, death, and the like, and by bringing bad 
weather, and/or a poor catch.
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When ?

There is a general concensus among observers that the 
regularly scheduled masked winter festivals observed by the 
Koniags took place at the beginning of winter, after the 
various fall activities (berry picking and root collecting, 
oil making, etc.) had been executed. The festivals started 
thus either in November or December and lasted until 
approximately January or February or until all the food put 
aside for the occasion had been consumed.

W h e r e ?

Festivities and ceremonials could be held in a separate 
building especially built for this purpose, a kazhim75 

(Shelikhov 1981:55; Davydov 1977:107; Chechenev, ms.; Merck 
1980:100). When a settlement lacks such a separate building, 
the festivities were performed either in the front room or in 
one of the large sleeping compartments of a communal house 
(Gideon 1989:45). Usually the kazhim could house many 
individuals. Davydov indicates that the first time he visited 
such a building for a festival there were 60 people seated

75 Several variations of the name is found in the literature: kazima 
(Shelikhov 1981:55); khasu (Merck 1980:100); kaiime (Pinart 1872a:12); 
casine (Pinart 1872b:89), this is also the spelling recorded in his 
manuscripts. Kazhim is used in all other Russian sources. The modern 
equivalent is aasaia.
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either on benches surrounding the room or on the floor.
Holmberg increases this number to several hundreds (1985:44),
a number which seems considerably exaggerated. We must keep
in mind that most of the data obtained by Holmberg were
second or even third hand (his publication is a summary of
the literature of the time, supplemented by some personal
observations).76 On the time under consideration, we know for
sure that the information is second hand at best because he
himself tells us that when he was on Kodiak in 1851 not a
single kazhim could be found on the entire island.

The kazhim was usually square, with a rounded roof.
Merck tells us that they were conical on top, and were
constructed with fitted beams but did not possess any upright
supports (1980:100). The most detailed architectural
description of a compartment in a dwelling that functioned as
a kazhim is given to us by Gideon:

A rich toion77 who has a family has a square kazhim [as his 
chamber], eight to ten arshin long and about two and a half 
arshins high,78 lined with [thick unfinished] planks, with
an entry to the front room. In each corner thereof there is
a firmly placed thick support [post]. Upon these is 
constructed a square frame of crosspieces, up to six tiers 
in number, spaced just a bit less than one arshin from each 
other, and slanting inward in such a manner that a single 
square opening [hatch] is left on top. The latter is covered 
with sea lion or seal gut which makes the kazhim very light.
On the outside, it, too, is covered with grass and then with

76 Holmberg's competence in Russian is questionable, and he had no 
competence in Alutiiq. What he was told, was translated from Alutiiq to 
Russian to German.
77 The word "toion” is a word of Siberian origin used by the Russians to 
designate native leaders (Black 1977:105).
78 An arshin is 70 centimeters long. So the length of the sides of the 
square varies from 5.6 to 7 meters and the height of the walls is 1.75 
meter.
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earth. Inside, along the walls, there are benches for guests
(1989:40).

There is some disagreement as to whom the kazhim 
belonged to. According to Gideon, the kazhim was privately 
owned (1989:40) but Davydov tells us that the kazhim belonged 
to the whole village (1977:184). This problem cannot be 
solved at the moment for lack of evidence. Everybody (male) 
participated in its construction and when the building was 
finished, its owner gave a feast for all those who had 
participated in its erection (Gideon 1989:44).

The kazhim was not only used for the performances of 
festivities and ceremonials. It was also the place where 
matters concerning the community were discussed. Communal 
councils were held to discuss matters of wars, long journeys 
to distant places, chief's succession, etc. One source, 
Chechenev (ms.), informs us that in order to be allowed to 
enter the kazhim one had to have been initiated. According to 
the same source, for the initiation, the participants (young 
boys and girls) were dressed in their finery, their faces 
were painted, and their heads were decorated with feathers 
and bird down. They danced. The parents of the participants, 
according to their respective wealth, had to feast the other 
members of the kazhim. Davydov (1977:184) corroborates to a 
degree the information provided by Chechenev. He tells us 
that: "In order to have the right to be at such celebrations 
a young girl or boy must be brought by their father, who cuts
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strips from his garments and gives them to them. The 
fathers' s place is sometimes taken by the mother or a near 
relative." The initiated then had free access to the kazhim. 
This free access during the councils was however usually 
restricted to men. However, girls who had been given male 
names and had been brought up as males79 had the right to 
attend the proceedings (Gideon 1989:40-41). The initiation 
into the kazhim must have been, considering its nature, one 
of many regularly scheduled ceremomies which have not come 
down to us. Unlike Yupik Eskimo men and boys who lived in the 
kazhim during the winter season, the Koniag kazhim was never 
used as a men's house.

One source, Davydov, mentions the fact that at the end 
of the festival season, the kazhim was destroyed together 
with many of the objects (torches, wooden helmets, masks) 
used during the festivals (1977:184). We know that some masks 
were destroyed but the destruction of the building itself 
seems puzzling as it was used not only for the festivals but 
also for the communal councils I discussed above. If Davydov

79 O n  Kodiak, parents could decide the social gender of their 
offsprings. They could raise a boy as a girl, give him a girl's name, 
dress him like a girl. These individuals, variously called Ahanauchak 
(Merck 1980:104), or akhnuchiki (Davydov 1977:166), were given women's 
tasks to perform but they could also accompany other men during hunting 
expeditions. They could also get married to another man and the Koniag 
who was married to such a person was considered very lucky (ibid.). They 
were also thought to be endowed with certain supernatural powers. The 
information concerning the raising of girls as men is much more limited 
but we know that girls could be given male names and be brought up as a 
man. For their right of entry into the kazhim the fathers of the girls 
brought up in such a way had to give greater gifts than they would have 
for a boy (Gideon 1989:41).
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is correct, as soon as a kazhim was destroyed, it would have 
been necessary to build another one so as to allow for the 
carrying on of regular communal business.

K a s ' a q  or Sham a n :
W h o  O r g a n i z e d  the F e s t i v a l s ?

The role of the shamans in the belief system of the 
various Alaskan native groups cannot be overstated. What set 
the Alutiiq speakers of the Kodiak Archipelago apart is the 
existence of another social and ritual status unknown, to my 
knowledge, in any of the other Alaskan native groups, the 
kas'aq.

Lantis (1947:85) and Liapunova (1992:74) have been the 
only modern researchers to mention the kas'aq's existence. 
However, while I agree with Liapunova that Alutiiq ceremonies 
were organized and conducted by kas'at, I am in total 
disagreement with her equation of the role of the kas' aq to 
that of a shaman, or more precisely of her reduction of the 
kas'aq to a shaman. She says: "The ceremonies were organized 
and conducted by kasiats [kas’at], that is, by wise men, 
shamans who were custodians of the traditions and were 
composers of songs, performances, and dances," (1994:177). 
There are quite a few indications showing that, on the
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contrary, kas'at and shamans80 were separate statuses occupied 

by different persons, and perceived as being very different 
by the members of the community. Let us see what those 
differences are.

The first legend I will use, will illustrate very 
clearly that kas'at and shamans were two distinct statuses 
and that kas'at were considered hierarchically far superior 
to the shamans. One creation legend collected by Pinart in 
1871 shown in the following table format is very clear on 
this point.81

80 Various versions of those names are found in the literature. The 
s p e l l i n g  kas'aq ( p l u r a l  kasj_at) a n d  kalla'alek follow modern 
transcription. Other forms found are kasek(s) in Lisianskii (1804: 208), 
kashak(s) in Pinart (1870-71), kasiat(s) in Davydov (1977). The Alutiiq 
for shamans is rendered by kahahulik in Merck (1980), kahlalik in Che
chenev (ms.), and kalalik in Pinart (1870-1871).
81 Pinart offered two slightly different versions. One is found among 
his manuscripts (his field notes), and the other was published in his 
article, "Les Aldoutes et leurs ldgendes," (1872:88-89). I give here the 
two versions in parallel so that one can get the full extent of the 
story. In both versions, the legend is presented as a continuous text. I 
have separated the text into segments corresponding to particular sets 
of information. For example, one set may represent a change in activity 
by the characters involved as for example in segment 3, where the two 
characters are travelling to the north, while in segment 4 they arrived 
at a place where they found a little man; changes as to who accomplishes 
what action: what does the shaman do? and what does the kas'aq do?; the 
setting of the context of the story (segment 1), or some specific
information not directly related to the content of the story depicted in
the legend (segment 16 of the published version and 17 of the manuscript 
version). The numbering order is based on the order of activities in the 
manuscript version (the original text of the legend) and combines the 
elements found in each of the version (i.e., the numbering gives a
composite picture of the two versions). I translated both versions from
the French.
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s # Manuscript version S # Published version
1 In the beginning there lived 

in the West, a people who were 
bad. Toward the end. the Xlam 
Shua fllam s u a 1 tired [of 
t h e i r  behavior] destroyed 
them. O n l y  two men w e r e  
s p a r e d ,  A l " a x i a k u a k  and 
Kuqimaxtak.

2 There were two men a kashak 
and a shaman rkalalikl.

2 The first one was a kashak 
(the Aleuts [Koniags are meant 
here] so called a person who 
is supposed to know everything 
concerning their origins; such 
a person is sacred in their 
eyes). The second one was a 
kalalik or shaman.

3 They travelled a long time in 
the north.

3 They travelled together on the 
northern waters in a baidara 
(large canoe composed of a 
wooden framework covered with 
sea mammal skins).

4 One day they arrived to a 
p l a c e  w h e r e  they found a 
little man.

4 One day they reached a land 
where they found a very small 
creature lookinq like a man.

5 The kashak told the kalalik 5 The kashak told the kalalik
that they needed animals and 
birds and that they were going 
to transform the little man 
into either an animal or a 
bird.

that if they needed either an 
animal or a bird they could 
transform this little creature 
into the animal they needed.

6 T h e  kalalik whir l e d  and 
whirled around the little man 
without any success.

6 The kalalik thus started to 
w h i r l  a r o u n d  this little 
b e i n g ,  m a k i n g  different 
gestures, but all without any 
succcess.

7 So the kashak sa i d  to the 
kalalik: "You. man heavy and 
stupid, y o u  c a n n o t  do a 
t h i n g ! ” and while he was 
s p e a k i n g  the l i ttle man 
transformed himself into an 
animal.

7 Then t h e  kashak told him: 
"You, heavy minded and stupid 
man, you cannot do anything." 
T h e  kashak t a l k e d  to the 
little being and transformed 
him into an animal.

8 They went to various other 
places where they found those 
little men and thus created 
the different animals.

8 In various other places, they 
met with this same little man, 
and from him they made the 
different animals and men.

9 [To create the fish] they 
gathered wood, cut it and 
threw the pieces in the water 
and every [piece] transformed 
itself into a fish.

12 In another place, they needed 
fish, and after having cut 
[chunks] of w o o d  in small 
pieces, they threw them into 
the river.
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s # Manuscript version ct. S # Published version ct.
10 Another time they needed fresh 

water and the kashak told the 
kalalik: "Take this stick and 
hit the cliff and from where 
you hit water will spring.

9 Another day, as they needed 
fresh water, and being on the 
sea shore near a cliff, the 
kashak aave a sti c k  to the 
kalalik and told him to hit 
the cliff, and from the point 
where he hit, water would 
spring.

11 The shaman whirled and whirled 
hitting the cliff in various 
places but nothing happened.

10 The kalalik tried, hittina the 
cliff in different places but 
no water spranq.

12 Aqain. the kashak of sayina : 
”0h You, heavy minded and 
stupid man," and taking the 
stick from him he [threw?] it 
in a straight line at the 
cliff and from the center [of 
where he hit] sprang a strong 
stream of water.

11 Then, the kashak takina the 
stick, p u s h e d  it onto the 
cliff perpendicularly and from 
there abundant and fresh water 
sprang.

13 Soon after, they needed fire 
a n d  t h e  kashak t o l d  t h e  
kalalik: "The fire is ready, 
let's light it! ”

14 Again the shaman whirled and 
whirled but unsuccessfully.

15 Aaain. the kashak took onto 
himself [to light the fire] 
and blowing on the wood and 
saying some words, the fire 
crackled.

16 In such a way, they created 
the various sea mammals, human 
beings, etc.

16 W h e n  he ha d  c r e a t e d  the 
different animals and objects, 
the kashak flew toward the skv 
where he lives and is known 
under the name of Kasharoak. 
and left on the earth, his 
descendants, the kashaks. This 
Kashaxpak wh o  l i v e d  in the 
second sky, is supposed to 
transmit to the kashaks the 
words of Xlam Shua who lives 
in the fifth sky.

17 From these [events] come the 
f a c t  t h a t  for the Aleuts 
[Koniags are meant] of old the 
kashak was considered superior 
to the kalalik.
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I think it is unnecessary to discuss the fact already 
stated earlier that kas'at and shamans were two different 
individuals. This is self-evident from the story. Concerning 
the superiority of the kas’aq over the shaman, several 
observations can be made. Clearly, in this creation story the 
shaman never takes any initiative. Every time something is 
needed the kas’aq orders the shaman to do it. The shaman is 
here depicted as somebody who does not know how to do things, 
or I should say more accurately who does not know how to do 
certain types of things. What he does not know how to do are 
the prerogatives of the kas’aq. Every time the shaman tries 
to create something in his own way (usually using gestures, 
and movements), nothing ever comes of it. On the other hand 
the kas'aq takes initiative, gives orders, and "knows" how to 
do things, usually by using the right words, or the right 
gesture. This stress on the spoken words is also found in 
another legend where an old man dies as the result of a 
kas'aq failing to pronouce the right words. Further deaths 
were later avoided when a famous kas'aq pronounced "magical 
sentences" right at the moment when two spirits were on the 
point of opening the belly of an old man (see below, The 
Legend of AgAiiashuk, pp. 243-244). Interestingly, the kas'at 
were also for the most part reputed among their people for 
the poetry they composed (Davydov 1977:184).

Kas'at were supposed to 1) know about the origins of 

the Alutiiq people (Pinart, cited above); 2) to be the
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repository of traditions and religious faith (Pinart 
1873:677); and 3) to "teach the children the different 
dances, and superintend the public amusements and shows, of 
which they had the supreme control," (Lisianskii 1814:208). 
These statements are corroborated by Davydov (1977:109) who 
states that "kasiats. or wise men, knew about the traditions 

of those games [masked festivals], especially as they relate 
to the ideas of the spirits, and pose as the experts who 
created those festivals which interpret the events of the 
life of the populations of Kodiak and neighboring islands, 
the devils, and the like...." Not only did the kas'aq create 
the dances, songs, etc., used during the festivals but he 
also participated physically in the activities in his role as 
master of ceremonies "the kasiat came out and shouted 

something, then as the action continued he instructed them in 
what they should sing, and conducted the chorus" (ibid.). In 
short, the kas'at were ritual specialists and teachers, 
mentors of the young and probably moral arbitres. It is 
interesting to note that the term kas'aq came to be used by 
the Alutiiq people to denote a Russian Orthodox priest. One 
ritual specialist thus replaced another. This modern meaning 
of the word was already in use when Lisianskii visited Kodiak 
in 1804.82 Worth noting, too, is the fact that this "original 
mythical kas'aq," or kasharpak, who possessed the knowledge

82 The first spiritual mission in Alaska was established a decade before 
Lisianskii’s visit, in 1794, at St. Paul, the modern city of Kodiak.
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necessary to create live beings and inanimate objects and who 
now lives in the sky was followed on earth by his descendants 
who also possess the most important knowledge, ritual 
knowledge. Through the kas'at, people learn the proper 
rituals and can thus celebrate and bring back into their 
lives those mythical beings, ancestors, spirits and the like 
who can help them in their daily life. The kasharpak and the 
kas'at played the role of intermediary between 11am sua, the 
person of the universe, and human beings. The words of 11am 
sua needed to pass first through the mouth of the kasharpak 
or his descendants the kas'at to reach humans (Pinart, ms.).

The shaman's role on the other hand was confined to ac
tivities very different from that of the kas'aq. He had the 
power to predict, for example, the outcome of present or fu
ture events be they the outcome of hunting expeditions (Merck 
1980:107; Davydov 1977:170) or of quarrels (Merck 1980:107). 
Davydov notes that at the end of the masked festivals which 
we will see later were organized so as to propitiate spirits 
and the powers of nature and to insure present and future 
success in hunting, the shaman told "fortune and forecast[ed] 
whether the hunting will be good or not" (1977:170). The 
shaman was also thought to be able to change the weather and 
his efforts were required during a storm (Merck 1980:107). 
With the help of the shaman, general calamities could be 
prevented. According to Chechenev (ms.): "When an eclipse is 
noticed, the shamans petition their patrons to prevent
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misfortune, otherwise either a rich or otherwise important 
man will die in the village or there will be a great war or 
epidemic sickness."83 The shaman was also a healer fighting 
against sickness (Merck 1980:107; Lisianskii 1814:208; 
Chechenev, ms.). However, healing was not the sole 
prerogative of the shaman. There also existed on Kodiak and 
neighboring islands medical specialists who possessed the 
knowledge of healing. The healing techniques of the shaman 
were different from that of the medical specialists. The 
shaman danced, made gestures, pronounced incantations (Father 
Gideon 1989:59) so as to get in touch with the spiritual 
world and find out with its help the origin and cure of the 
sickness, while the medical specialists treated patients with 
herbs and/or roots, used acupuncture (?), blood letting, 
performed surgery, etc. Shamans were spiritual healers, while 
medical specialists used what we would consider more 
scientific methods. Shamans were healers but not all healers 
were shamans. Medical knowledge was supposed to have been 
kept secret, and its passing on was inherited by a close kin 
or by a loved one (Chechenev, ms.).

Of note also is the fact that shamans were thought to 
have the capacity to predict their own death. Particularly 
revealing is the legend of the shaman named Abashala [or 
Aouashala, as spelled in the published version of the same 
story] recounted by Pinart:
83 Translation from the Russian by Lydia T. Black.
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Manuscript version84 Published Version
Abashala was a celebrated shaman 
whose skull Voznesenskii took to 
Sankt Peterburg.
When he was on the point of dying 
from smallpox he said four days 
before [his intended death] that 
he would die on the fourth day and 
that he would join the Aurora 
Borealis rkiuaiiatl and be a man 
of those parts. He said that the 
day after he died there would be 
an Aurora Borealis and that they 
[the people] would be able to see 
him there. He said moreover that 
he did not like to have his body 
buried but left outside to putrefy 
for he said ”1 will leave my flesh 
but I will take the internal man 
[to] go to another country. He 
said that he would go first to the 
bottom of the sea and that there, 
there is a place for him under the 
[1 word unreadable] of a large 
crab, and if he is not received 
there, he would go to the Aurora 
Borealis, if not t h e r e  to the 
moon, if not there to the sun...

Ao u s h a l a  (whose skull has been 
s e n t  to S a n k t  P e t e r b u r g  by 
Voznesenskii).
Feeling that he was dying, he 
g a t h e r e d  a l a r g e  c r o w d  and 
predicted that he would die during 
the night and would go to the 
Aurora Borealis, advising them to 
keep awake that night, and that as 
soon as he will die, an Aurora Bo
realis would appear. Curiously, 
t h e  shaman died and an Aurora 
appeared, which event is respon
sible for the fact that until 
today, the name of Aouachala is 
venerated by the Koniags.

Abashala [Aouashala] died and went (at least in one 
version) to the Aurora Borealis. When a great shaman died he 
was also said "...to sometimes appear on the land as the sad 
form of a human being swaying by quickly. His feet will be 
crossed, the right hand in the neck, the left on his back 
(Tsakhaik)..." (Merck 1980:107).

84 I translated both versions from the French.
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There is a general agreement on the fact that 
"shamanising" was done by corresponding with the "devil(s)” 
(for a discussion of spirit helpers versus evil spirits, see 
below). Among the Alutiiq speakers of the Prince William 
Sound area, the spirit helpers of the shamans often appeared 
in the guise of an owl or a crane (Birket-Smith 1953:126). On 
Kodiak, the only mention I have found to date is in the story 
of the whaler recounted by Demidoff (1962:1,3,4). In that 
story, the whaler/shaman uses the cry of the loon to call on 
his spirit helper.

Few detailed descriptions of shamanic seances or general 
knowledge about Koniag shamanism are available. Father Gideon 
suggests that this was due in great part to the fact that 
many of the old shamans died during the epidemic which raged 
on Kodiak in 1804 .85 The most complete descriptions of 
shamanistic seances (however succinct they appear) were given 
by Lisianskii and Chechenev. The one given by Lisianskii goes 
as follow:

"The ceremony observed on these occasions, is this:—  The 
skin of a seal or other animal being is spread on the 
ground, in the middle of a barabara or elsewhere, and a 
vessel of water placed near it, the shaman enters, and, 
placing himself on the skin, takes off his ordinary dress,

85 This epidemic seems unexpectedly to have selectively killed most of 
the shamans as Gideon notes that "except for the shamans, very few 
died," (1989*60). The epidemic Gideon says was brought to Kodiak on the 
American-Bostonian-vessel O 'Cain (ibid.). A c c o r d i n g  to Fortuine 
(1989:200), this was the first mention of a respiratory disease epidemic 
in Alaska.
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and puts on a camleyka [kamleika]86 turning the fore part 
behind. He then disguises himself with a wig of human hair, 
to which two feathers are attached, one on each side, to 
resemble horns. Opposite to him stands the person who wishes 
to consult him about his affairs. The question to be solved 
being stated, the shaman begins to sing, the company joining 
in the song by degrees, till it comes to a chorus, or rather 
a yell. During this incantation, the shaman makes the most 
frighteful grimaces and twistings of the body, till at last 
he appears perfectly exhausted and falls to the ground. He 
falls, however, only to rise again; and he repeats this 
foolery several times before he gives the answer which, in 
his trance, he pretends to have received from the evil 
spirit (1814:207-208).

And Chechenev says that;
During the shamanistic seance the shaman is usually naked, 
his face painted with various pigments, the head with 
feathers and down, the chest with human hair. A raven skin, 
as the greatest sacred relic, is placed at the shaman's 
feet; there are usually two or three drums. During the 
singing by the multitude, the shaman, constantly undergoing 
contortions of face and body, reaches the state of 
possession. Returning to the normal state, he explains what 
he shamanised about; however, when he foretells events, his 
sayings are, for the most part ambiguous. When asked who 
reveals the future to him, he responded, the devil [or the 
devils]....The shaman, as mentionned above, during shamanism 
ordered that water be brought; if the petition concerns the 
sea - then sea water; if the petition concerned the land, 
then fresh water. This water was drunk after the conclusion 
of the shamanistic seance by the shaman himself (ms., 
translation from the Russian by Lydia T. Black).

Various elements found in Lisianskii's description are 
also found in Chechenev’s version. They include the presence 
of an animal skin, that of a seal or another animal in 
Lisianskii and a raven skin in Chechenev and the presence of 
water (fresh or sea water) in both accounts. The techniques 
of shamanising themselves, the singing, use of incantations, 
gestures, and movements of the body as well as the trance

86 Hooded waterproof garment made of sea mammal and sometimes bear 
intestines.
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like state reached by the shaman during the ceremony are 
similar in nature in the two descriptions.87 However there is 
what would appear at first sight to be some disagreement 
regarding the way the shaman is attired. According to 
Lisianskii the shaman wears a kamleika turned the fore part 
behind while Chechenev tells us that the shaman was usually 
naked. In both cases he wears feathers on his head and makes 
uses of human hair, either as a wig (Lisianskii) or on his 
chest (Chechenev, ms.). Data found in other sources add even 
more variety. The shamans were said by Merck (1980:107) to 
wear no special clothing, except that they painted their 
faces and adorned their head with feathers. Father Gideon 
recorded that the shaman was sometimes naked, sometimes 
dressed, or painted in the strangest manners (1989:59). How 
can we satisfactorily explain these variations? Shamans as we 
will see below were highly competitive. Each shaman was 
patronized by a certain number of people, and each shaman had 
to prove that his shamanising was the most efficient, the 
most powerful. Is it not then to be expected that each shaman 
while using techniques similar in nature with that of other 
shamans and symbolic objects recognized in the society they 
are operating in, will have his own particular attire (maybe

87 whistling was also an important means of calling on spirits, though 
not the prerogative of the shaman. Shamans, according to another legend 
recorded by Pinart and which will be presented later on, also had in 
their possession special whistles which they used in their shamanising. 
One such shaman's whistle collected by Fisher at Ugashik is illustrated 
in Crowell (1992:29).
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even several, depending on the type of question he was 
supposed to answer or the type of activities he was supposed 
to perform), his own set of incantations, his own personal 
gestures, his own spirit helpers, etc. Beside the face 
painting mentioned by Lisianskii, there is no record 
whatsoever indicating that Koniag shamans ever used masks. 
This is in contrast with Yupik traditions where shaman masks 
form an important part of the masking complex.

I would like here to include a shamanic song collected 
by Pinart at Karluk, on February 6th 1872. Unfortunately no 
linguist has been, to this date, able to translate it but I 
do believe it is important to preserve its text in the body 
of this section.88

Shamanstvo piesn'
[Shamanic song]

Adagaku angut'kuiak inglaxkina pitagaxkan
After/

chauiachaitan adagaku angut'kuiiak achygyk
/after/ /rays of the sun

tulakshidan.
on brali.
he took.

1 - angaiax'kik + long mask 
angaiakigi iyaga iagakaga

88 The incantation is written in Alutiiq of the Kodiak Archipelago, 
probably in a ritual language (Jeff Leer, personal communication). This 
use of a particular ritual language by the shaman is corroborated by 
Birket-Smith for the Prince William Sound area. The audience, according 
to his informants "could hear the conversation between the shaman and 
the spirits, but they were not able to understand what they said, as it 
was spoken in a peculiar spirit language," (1953:127).

The interlinear glosses, when available are either in English or in 
Russian.
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2 - kaullik
aiaia[m]l_iga

3 - axnang'uak

4 - kangalak
5 - shuaxtak
6 - kal'manikuk
7 - kal'magiutak
8 - chulik

ia-ia-ia (2 raz) [repeat twice] 
iaa-_angashaia -

The next point we need to look into concerns the 
possible competitiveness of kas'at and shamans. There are no 
records in the literature that the kas'at were competitive, 
and only one legend, that of the AgAiaashuks, suggests that 
some kas ’ at had more knowledge than others. On the other hand 
as I have mentioned previously, shamans were very competitive 
and suggestions of this competitiveness are found in many 
legends. In those legends, the competition usually takes one 
of two forms. Either two shamans enter in direct competition 
or they compete using intermediaries. In the first type we 
usually know from the start that the two characters competing 
are shamans. In the second type, a personage (which we learn 
later is associated with the strongest shaman) is subjected 
to various difficult situations, which he survives by using 
objects given to him by the shaman and which the latter had 
first empowered with supernatural power. A statement that two 
out of the three characters were shamans appears toward the
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end of the story. Belonging to the first type are two 
particularly revealing legends found in the Pinart manuscript 
collection.

Our shaman named Zhunan celebrated over Aliaska left 
Soutkhoum [Sutkhum] where the inhabitants [wanted?] to kill 
him and went to Katmay afoot in two days. He lived there for 
some time, but after some times had passed, he took fancy to 
go to the Island of Chernoburyi [Mt St. Augustine] and visit 
t h e r e  a celebrated shaman of Kodiak, the celebrated 
Abashala. They were two celebrated shamans and they tried 
[to find out] who was the strongest. Soon after that, Zhunan 
standing at the door of the casine [kazhim] looked outside 
and saw a ball of fire flying upon the island of Afognak in 
the direction of the place where they were and show[ed] it 
to Abashala. Abashala answered [explained] that the ball of 
fire was sitting near the door of the casine [kazhim].
Zhunan was much frightened at this apparition and Abashala 
then told him that he himself had the power to send it where 
he pleased and that he himself had the power to go to the 
bottom of the sea, or to the moon, or the sun, etc. Zhunan 
found himself beaten and soon left the hut (Pinart, ms.).

Here, the competition occured between not only two 
shamans but two very famous ones suggesting that very 
powerful supernatural means would be used. And so it is. 
Abashala succeed in outwitting his opponent by demonstrating 
that he has the power to manipulate a ball of fire89 and of 
going whereever he wants (the Aurora, the moon, the sun, 
etc.). The loser accepts his loss and leaves without further 
ado. The situation is very different in the story which 
follows:

89 It is useful to recall here that after his fifth death (see below), a 
man abandoned his grave and left in the shape of a ball of fire. This 
comment suggests that perhaps Abashala had the power to manipulate 
spiritual entities.
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They say that once when they were assembled in Chiniak90 in 
the casine [kazhim] with the celebrated Abashala for the 
shaman ceremonies, a man went out the casine [kazhim] and 
saw outside another man clothed in a bird skin parka and 
ressembling in everything the men of these parts:91 he 
reentered the casine [kazhim] and said that there was 
outside a man who had the same clothes as theirs but that he 
made him fearful, and that he was shaking [with fear] all 
over. Two young men were starting to go outside, but as they 
did so, the man entered into the casine [kazhim]. Abashala 
seeing him asked him who he was and was told that he was 
[sic, he had] come from the moon and had come down in the 
form of a (teng) fire. Abashala told the young men to seize 
him but twenty, thirty could not do it. Abashala then asked 
him why he had come and why he wanted to disturb them. The 
other answered again that he was a man from the moon. 
Abashala then announced that he also had an habitation on 
the moon and that he ought to know him. Then they met 
outside and the shaman told him that he would kill him. He 
[Abashala] started to shamanise and told him that he will 
send him in a part of the ground where from he would never 
be able to come to light again. He shamanised again and the 
man said that he was beaten and said that he would die (and 
he soon died) but said that everybody that had seen him 
would either become blind or die (Pinart, ms.).

In the second story, Abashala again enters in
competition with another shaman. In this case, the unnamed
competitor possesses like Abashala the power to travel to
places normally inaccessible to human beings during their
earthly stay (in this case the moon), he can also transform
himself into a "[?] of fire" (similar perhaps to the ball of
fire depicted in the previous story?), but he also possesses
limitless physical power. Abashala finally succeeded in

90 Former Alutiiq village located on the east end of Kodiak Island (Orth 
1971:211).
91 In Lantis (1947:146), the translation reads "...and ressembling in 
everything the men of the past..." (emphasis mine). I disagree with this 
reinterpretation of the manuscript. It should read as above "the men of 
these parts." What Pinart meant here is that a man saw somebody outside 
the kazhim looking like themselves and dressed exactly like themselves 
(i.e., of these parts). But notwithstanding those facts the man was 
scared (and he should not have been if the other man was really one of 
them).
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beating him after several bouts of shaminising. But while in 
the first story the result of the competition was harmless to 
either the losing or the winning shaman, in the second story 
those who have witnessed the defeat of the unnamed shaman are 
severely punished, as some of them will become blind and 
others will die, and the winning shaman will shortly 
thereafter lose his life. In this case while Abashala is 
strong enough to defeat the other shaman, he can do so only 
with difficulties, and his victory is but temporary as 
Abashala is neither strong enough to protect those who were 
with him from the punishment imposed on them by his opponent 
nor to protect himself against his own demise.

Elements of the legend "the boy who became a mink" 
described by Golder (1903:95-97) belong to the second type of 
stories. In this story, a young boy survives unscathed (but 
not unchanged, as he will be transformed into a mink and will 
never see again his grandmother, a shaman) three series of 
misadventures which could be briefly summarized as 1) the 
adventure of the barabara and its occupant; 2) the adventure 
of the shaman and his daughters; and 3) the adventure of the 
sea and the sea monster (all of them orchestrated it seems by 
another shaman). All along the boy is protected by the 
"objects (tiny bows and arrows, and a mink skin)" given to 
him by his grandmother, a shaman (a fact that he does not 
appear to know). The boy's grandmother, a shaman, competes 
indirectly (through her grandson) with another shaman. Her
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power is here symbolized by the objects she has given to her 
grandson after endowing them with supernatural power. The 
story is as follow:

"In a small barrabara [barabara], away from other 
barrabaras and other people lived an old woman and her young 
grandson. While the boy was small, the grandmother supplied 
both with food and clothing by hunting and fishing. She also 
taught him how to hunt and fish; and when nearly full grown, 
she surprised him one morning by telling him that a one- 
hatch bidarka [baidarka, kayak] (which she had made 
unbeknown to him) was on the beach ready for him.

It was there, sure enough, equipped and ready for 
hunting. He was supremely happy; for he had obtained that 
which for years he had been looking forward to. Every 
morning he went out hunting and fishing, and in the evening 
returned loaded with fish and game, in a little while he 
became very skillful in the handling of the bidarka, and 
daily ventured farther and farther out to sea.

His grandmother called him one morning, and said to 
him: "Son, you may go anywhere, except into yonder bay, and 
you will be safe; if you ever go there, you will never 
return to me. Take this mink skin, put it into the nose of 
your bidarka; this bag containing four tiny bows and arrows 
keep about your person. Should you ever be in trouble, turn 
to them, and they will help you.”

He promised never to venture inside the bay, accepted 
the gifts, and disposed of them as he was told.

In those days, when the boy lived, there were no winds 
at all; the waters were always smooth and calm. One could go 
long distances from shore, and not be in danger of the winds 
and the waves. Not so many days after the promise to his 
grandmother, the boy, while pursuing a seal, went much 
farther from shore than one would dare go now, and when he 
finally stopped paddling, after killing the seal, he found 
himself at the mouth of the bay.

The interior of the bay looked so inviting and 
alluring that he laughed at his grandmother's fears, and 
steered for the beautiful island in the middle of the bay. 
He beached his bidarka, took the mink skin, and started for 
the summit of a hill where he noticed a barrabara. As he 
began to ascend, large rocks came rolling down, blocking his 
way and nearly crushing him. The farther up he went the more 
difficult and dangerous it became. In order to save himself 
he jumped into a hole. The rocks fell over the hole, covered 
and blocked it.

He tried vainly to get out; the rocks were too heavy 
to be pushed off, and the openings too small to crawl 
through. While thinking over the situation, the mink skin 
occurred to him. Seizing it, he commenced chewing and 
stretching it until he pulled it over his head. As he did 
that, he changed into a mink. By scratching and squeezing,
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leaping and dodging, he escaped from his prison, and reached 
the summit, where he was surprised to see that all the rocks 
came from the barrabara.

Taking off the mink skin and becoming a boy again, he 
went into the barrabara. On the floor sat a very large woman 
making mats. When she saw him she screamed in a loud and 
angry voice: -

"Who told you to come here 1"
Reaching behind her, she pulled out a long, sharp 

spear and threw it at him. Before the spear reached him, he 
changed himself into a mink; the spear went over his head, 
sticking it into the wall. Quickly assuming his boyish 
shape, he grabbed the spear, and called to her: "Change and 
save yourself if you can 1" and hurled it at her, cutting 
her in two.

A loud report and earthquake followed his action. The 
barrabara trembled, tumbled in, and he was again a prisoner. 
His mink skin came into good use; by scratching and dodging 
he managed to crawl out and run down to the shore, and, 
after pulling off the skin, pushed the bidarka out and 
started homeward.

He had not gone very far when he heard some one 
calling, and on looking around saw people on the shore 
motioning to him. An old man greeted him as he landed, and 
taking him by the hand, led him into a barrabara where sat 
several girls. Pointing to one of them, he said : "You can 
have her for a wife."

This made him very happy, and glad he did not obey his 
grandmother. A dish of seal meat was placed before him, and 
after eating, they all lay down to sleep. The following 
morning the old man asked him to go to the woods, and bring 
wood for sled runners. In his position of prospective son- 
in-law he could not refuse any request of his prospective 
father-in-law, so he went.

A gruesome sight met his gaze on entering the woods. 
Human bones and skeletons were scattered everywhere; and he 
began to fear lest another trap was laid for him. He went 
about his work, however, and the woods soon rang with the 
reports of his axe.

A very frightful and horrible noise coming from the 
interior of the woods made him stop. The nearer it came the 
more terrible it sounded. "It must be a wild beast coming to 
eat me up," he thought.

Soon a very ferocious beast appeared and came running 
towards him. The boy looked for his mink skin; it was not 
about him, for he had left it in the bidarka; but still he 
had his bows and arrows. Quickly pulling them out of the 
bag, he sent one tiny arrow into the side of the monster, 
knocking him over; and with another arrow pierced the other 
side, he ceased kicking. Approaching him to withdraw the 
arrows, the boy found him dead.

On his return to the barrabara, after finishing his 
work, the old man looked surprised and uneasy - the old man 
was a shaman, and been in the habit of sending strangers
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into the woods to be killed by the monster, and then eating 
them - and asked the boy: -

"Did you see or hear anything strange in the woods?"
"No, I did not,” the boy replied.
The morning of the second day, while the boy was 

eating breakfast, the old shaman from outside called to him:
"The girls want you to come out and swim with them!"
To refuse would have been unmanly, so he went to the 

beach, undressed himself, taking, however, the mink skin; 
for he suspected trouble, and swam after the girls, who were 
some distance from him. As he advanced, they retreated; and 
when almost up to them, a big whale appeared between them, 
and before he knew what to do, he was in the whale's mouth. 
In there, the boy put on the mink skin, and when the whale 
appeared on the surface, the boy escaped through the blow
hole, and swam for the shore.

When the shaman saw him, he was vexed and troubled, 
saying to himself :"He is the first that I could not 
overcome, but I will."

That evening, he had again a supper of seal meat; his 
bride sat where he could see her, but he dared not talk to 
her.

Early next morning the old man called him to have 
another swim with the girls. On the beach was a large whale, 
and the girls were climbing on his tail. When they were all 
on, he switched his tail, sending them through the air some 
distance into the sea.

The girls dare the boy do likewise. Stripping himself, 
and unnoticed by them - they were quite a distance form him 
- he took a tiny arrow in each hand. Instead of at once 
climbing on the tail he approached the head of the whale. 
Sticking the arrows into the head, he asked the girls :

"Am I to go on here?”
"No, further down," they answered.
He stuck the arrows into the whale, as he moved down 

towards the tail, repeating the same question and receiving 
the same answer. When he finally stood on the tail, it did 
not move; for the whale was dead. The girls, after waiting 
some time, swam to the shore to report to the shaman, who 
returned with them only to find the whale lifeless. Furious 
was the shaman, and in his heart he swore he would yet eat 
the boy.

The following morning the old man asked the boy 
whether he had any relatives, mother or grandmother, whom he 
would like to go and see before he settled down with them.

"I have a grandmother," said the boy, and went off 
that day.

Paddling first on one side of the bidarka, and then on 
the other, he was making good progress, when all of a sudden 
the mink skin startled him by calling to him :"Look out, you 
are in danger!" He looked ahead; there was nothing dangerous 
there, so he paddled on. Again the mink skin called to him 
:"Look out, you are in danger!" Ahead everything was safe, 
but as he looked behind, he was almost overcome with fear; 
for a huge wave, high as a mountain, was coming his way, and
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soon would overtake and overwhelm him. As quickly as he 
could, he shot one of his arrows into the wave, breaking it, 
and he was once more safe.

Towards evening he steered for the shore, in order to 
eat and rest there, and when near the shore, a large sea 
monster appeared and swallowed him, bidarka and all. He 
pulled out and put on the mink skin, and when an opportunity 
offered himself, he escaped through the monster's gills, and 
swam to the shore.

His grandmother, who was also a shaman, had been 
watching the grandson's doings, though far away, punished 
the monster by sending tow large ravens to peck his eyes 
out.

Being on shore, and without a bidarka, the boy started 
to walk home. He did not take off the mink skin, and so was 
still a mink. On the way he came to a large lake abounding 
in fish; there he stopped, fed on the fish he caught, and in 
a short time became acquainted with the minks of the 
neighborhood. This easy life pleased him so well that he 
decided to remain there; and there (in the neighborhood of 
Kodiak) he is at present. The shamans, only, can tell him 
apart from the other minks.

This story brings us naturally to the dichotomy between 
"good" and "bad" shamans. Example of the latter kind abound. 
In most of the stories a "bad" shaman can be defined as one 
who uses his knowledge in a way not acceptable to human 
society and in particular one who hurts human beings instead 
of helping them. One typical example of a "bad" shaman is 
found in another of Golder's legends "The girl who went in 
search of her lover," (1903:26-28).

A terrible misfortune befell the people of a very 
large village. Of all the hunters that left the village not 
one ever came back, or was it known what became of them. In 
that village lived a very beautiful girl, who loved and was 
beloved by a brave young hunter and joyfully consented to 
become his wife; but the parents objecting, the marriage 
never came off. The disappointed lover decided to drown his 
grief in hunting, and, although cautioned by the old men, 
insisted on going and went. A week, a month, passed, and 
when he did not return, he was given up for lost. Not so the 
girl; she could not believe him dead, and concluded to go 
and search for him.

Secretly she made preparations, and one night, when 
all he other villagers were sleeping, stole out quietly,
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and, taking her father's one-hatch bidarka and kamalayka 
[kamleika] (waterproof shirt made of intestines), started 
off. After going some distance from the village, she ceased 
paddling, closed her eyes, and began to sing. She sang a 
verse, then opened her eyes, and on noticing that the 
bidarka was drifting with the current, shut her eyes again 
and continued singing. At the end of the second verse, she 
looked about again, and, seeing the bidarka drifting as 
before, only faster, closed her eyes and sang a long time. 
When she looked around the next time, the bidarka was going 
very, very fast. Becoming alarmed, she tried unsuccessfully 
to change its course. The speed of the boat increased each 
moment; and soon she heard the mighty roar of falling 
waters. Her life without her lover was not worth living, so 
closing her eyes, she resigned herself to her fate and 
awaited death. Very swiftly the boat rushed now; the roaring 
of the waters became dreadful; and her heart almost stopped 
beating when she felt herself going down, down, down, and 
suddenly coming to a standstill. She was not hurt, but could 
neither come out nor move. The bidarka was fast.

Dawn was approaching as she lay there, wondering what 
would become of her and what became of her lover. When it 
was broad daylight, she saw a bidarka, with one man in it, 
coming toward her. On coming closer, the man exclaimed, "Ha! 
ha! I have another victim,” and placed a bow and arrow, 
having a two-edged knife on the end, near him for immediate 
use. But as he came a little nearer, he put back his 
weapons, saying to himself, "Seems to me that is a woman. 
No, it cannot be," he added a moment later, and picked up 
his bow and arrow again, only to replace them, and crying 
out, "If you are a woman, speak up, and I will not kill you, 
and he came and took her out of the bidarka, seated her in 
his, and paddled off with her.

Reaching his home, a small barrabara, and occupied by
him alone, she noticed many human heads; and in one, not yet
badly decomposed, she recognized her lover's. She did not
say a word, but swore vengeance. The man told her that he
would have her for his wife, and ordered her to cook 
something for him to eat, which she did of deer and seal 
meat. At bedtime, he pointed to a corner of the barrabara, 
telling her to lie there, while he slept in the opposite 
corner. Although the arrangement seemed queer to her, she 
obeyed without questioning.

The following morning he led her to a little small 
barrabara, and showed her a number of headless human bodies. 
"These, said he, "I do not eat; but I have three sisters, 
living some distance from here, who eat human flesh only. It 
is for them that I killed these people. Each day I take one 
of these bodies to a different sister." He then lifted up a 
corpse, and, taking his bow and arrow, walked off. The girl 
followed him to the place where the road forked. One path 
led to the right, another to the left, and the third 
continued straight before her. Noticing which he took, she 
returned to the barrabara, and busied herself the rest of 
the day, removing two of the posts from one of the walls,
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and digging an underground passage out. All the dirt she 
removed and dumped into the sea, and cunningly concealed the 
passage. Towards evening she cooked supper, and when he 
returned, they ate it in silence and then retired; she in 
her corner and he in his.

After breakfast the next morning, he carried away 
another corpse. She, taking the bow and arrow which he left 
behind, followed him secretly. Where the road divided, he 
took the path to the left, while she followed the one in the 
middle. After keeping it for a while, she cut across to the 
left path, and by hurrying managed to reach the home of his 
sister and kill her before he came there. From there she ran 
to the homes of the other sisters, killing them, and then 
back to the barrabara. He, coming to his sister's, and 
finding her dead, hastened to the home of the other sisters, 
and finding them dead also, suspected the criminal, and 
determined to kill her.

She was sitting on the barrabara when he came. "You 
killed my sisters and I will kill you,” he cried. He rushed 
for his bow and arrow, but they were not in their places, 
and when he discovered them in her hands, he began begging 
them of her, promising to do her no harm. At first she 
refused, but he pleaded and promised until she, trusting in 
his promises, gave them to him. As soon as he had them, he 
shouted, ’’Now you shall die," and shot at her. But she, 
dropping through the smoke hole, was out of sight before the 
arrow could reach her; and while he was looking for the 
arrow, she crawled out through the underground passage, and 
perched herself anew on the barrabara. Again and again he 
shot at her, and each time she disappeared and appeared in 
the same mysterious manner. At last, seeing that he could 
not hurt her, he said, "Since I cannot kill you, take these, 
and kill me."

"I do not want to kill you," she said. "But I am 
afraid that you will kill me some day, when you think of my 
doings."

He swore never to hurt her, and she came down. They 
ate supper, and retired in the usual manner; but as he was 
about to fall asleep, she moved close to him, and commenced 
talking to him, keeping him awake the whole night. Five days 
and nights she tortured him in this way, giving him no 
opportunity to sleep. On the sixth day, in spite of all that 
she could do, he fell into a deep sleep. Although she pulled 
and pinched him, he could not be aroused. She then brought a 
block of wood from outside, and, placing it under his neck, 
cut his head off with a knife which she stole from one of 
his sisters.

In his bidarka she put his bow and arrow and knife, 
and, seating herself in it, started on her homeward journey 
by way of the fall. But the falls were there no more; for 
they existed through the evil power of the man, who was a 
shaman; and when he died, his influence ceased; the river 
flowed smoothly and steadily in the old channel. Her bidarka 
she found drifted on the beach, and after repairing and
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placing his weapons in it, paddled away, and in good time 
came home.

When the people of the village learned her adventures, 
and that she killed the shaman, they rejoiced exceedingly.
The old men decreed that the shaman's weapons, which the 
girls had brought along, should be thrown on the garbage 
pile where they would be polluted.

In this story the shaman is "bad" because he has not 
only been killing persons but hunters who are very important 
members of the community without which the latter cannot 
survive, so that he could feed his cannibal sisters but 
because he has also used his spiritual knowledge to the 
service of his personal interests before that of the humans 
he is supposed to serve. The fact that his sisters are 
cannibals set them totally apart as this behavior is 
unacceptable in Koniag society.

The next and last question we need to address is that of 
the passing of knowledge to future generations. Unfortu
nately, nothing is known about how a kas'aq passes his knowl
edge on or how one becomes a kas'aq, but some information is 
available on how one becomes a shaman. A shaman could be 
either a man or a woman (Merck 1980:107; Chechenev, ms.). 
Shamanic knowledge is said to have been passed to a close 
heir. First choice was given to the sister's children and 
second choice to the brother's children. One could also find 
volunteer shamans who dedicated their lives to learn 
shamanism. The latter were said by the Koniags to be more 
powerful than hereditary shamans (Chechenev, ms.). On the
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other hand, some children (either male or female) were also 
said to be designated at birth by their parents to become 
shamans. When the child was a boy he was given a female's 
name, was trained in female skills, and then became an 
apprentice to a well-known shaman (Gideon 1989:60). 
Lisianskii observed that some children were doomed to become 
shamans and that their destiny was made known in a dream 
(1814:207). How can we reconcile all those different 
statements? Which are inclusive or exclusive of any other 
possibilities? For example, who had the revealing dream, the 
parents or the child? In the former situation this could 
explain how parents could designate who will become a shaman. 
If shamanic knowledge was transmitted to an heir, then 
parents could as easily (perhaps with the help of the shaman) 
decide who of their children would inherit this knowledge. 
Unfortunately in the absence of more precise data, it is 
impossible to elucidate the problem of transmission of 
shamanic knowledge.

Shamans and kas' at both have the power to communicate 
with the spiritual world. The kas’aq communicates directly 
with 11am sua but also has dealings with other spiritual 
entities. The kas'aq is an intermediary between the world of 
the human beings and the spiritual world. The mean by which 
the communication is made are "words" pronounced clearly and 
loudly. Words in this sense are also the means by which the
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kas'aq transmits his knowledge to other human beings. He 
teaches them about their traditions, their origins, their 
cosmology, the spiritual world, he also organizes the 
festivals, etc. He is a ritual specialist and as such the 
kas'aq transmits what is important for the people to know so 
as to be successful in their chosen way of life. His words 
have also the power to change the "negative" actions 
performed by spiritual entities on human beings. For example, 
in the legend of AgAiiashuks which I mentioned previously, a 
kas'aq who knew the right words was able to halt a sequence 
of human killings by the spiritual entities in question, just 
by pronouncing these words. Human beings do not have to be 
afraid of him because he always acts positively, in other 
word he is benevolent. He was thought to be a wise man and 
considered to be "sacred" by the Koniags (Pinart 1872:88). 
This is not so for the shaman.

The shaman had also the power to communicate with the 
spiritual world (to the exception of the 11am sua?), and he 
did so by using certain means (spinning, mumbling of 
incantations, etc.). The shaman does not teach anything to 
human beings but keeps his knowledge to himself. Shamans, 
unlike kas'at, have the power to be either "good" or "bad." 
They can choose to be either one, whenever they want to, and 
noboby can ever be sure what a shaman is going to do. This 
Janus-faced quality of the shaman is what makes him so
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frightening. A shaman can never be trusted because people are 
at his mercy.

How did the kas'at and the shamans first came into 
being? No oral tradition has come down to us that would 
explain the origin of the kas'aq, but of the first shaman, it 
is said that:

...shamans were thus made: One man went out at sea and 
the sea becoming very stormy he invoked somebody to come to 
his aid. The baidarka capsized and he found himself under a 
high cliff. Then an old man came to him and sang a song. He 
then sang the same [song] and got up. This old man told him 
that he was a shaman and then he began to shamanise (Pinart, 
ms.; my translation).

I n v i t a t i o n  to the F e s t i v a l s

Gideon is the only source who gives us information on 
how the Koniags went about making their invitations for a 
feast. It is possible that the same procedure was followed 
for an invitation to a festival. According to him, the host 
of a feast first invited all his neighbors, who then came to 
the kazhim and sat on the surrounding benches in ranking 
order. He places in the center of the kazhim the dishes that 
are usually reserved for special occasions (tolkusha)92 and 

that will be consumed in order of seniority (starting with 
the host), at the end of the gathering. He then seats himself 
at his place (near the door) and everybody in the kazhim 
starts singing songs in praise of the host's kinsmen. When

92 In Alutiiq, Aaudak.
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the songs are over, the host sits on the floor and announces 
to the assembly who he is going to invite, when the guests 
will be summoned, and the types of gifts he will give away. 
Finally, he gives a gift to the owner of the kazhim and to 
the old man who will entertain the spectators during the 
breaks between songs and dances (Gideon 1989:44-45).

W e l c o m i n g  of the G u e s t s

Shelikhov (1981:55) is the only source who describes the 
welcoming of the guests. We do not know, however, when the 
welcoming took place or on what occasions. According to him:

They greet arriving guests covered in red paint and 
dressed in their best finery, beating drums and dancing with 
weapons in hand, while the guests approach as if ready to 
do battle. As soon as they near the shore, the hosts rush 
into the water to their chests. The baidaras and baidarkas 
are carried out of the water with all possible speed and 
then they rush to take out the guests, carrying them out one 
by one on their backs to the place which is designated for 
games. There, having seated them in their appointed places, 
they remain silent until all have eaten and drank. The best 
and greatest honor consists of serving cold water, after 
which boys serve food, oil, tolkusha, consisting of blended 
fat of seal, whale and sivuch or so called sea-lions, and 
crushed berries, i.e., partridge berry, cranberry, black
berry, brambleberry, etc., to which are added various roots 
and plain berries. Also dried fish which is called iukola. 
and flesh of animals and birds, whatever one happens to have 
best— .The host must eat every dish and beverage first.... 
The host, having tasted a dish, passes it on to the most 
important guest who, having served himself, sends it on to 
the next until it finally reaches the last one. All the 
remnants are returned to the first, who places them all 
together, and upon their departure the guests take it all 
away with them (Shelikhov 1981:55).
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Festival Performances

Several sources describe with a wealth of details some 
of the performances that take place during the masked winter 
festivals. The most important of those include in chrono
logical order Davydov (1810-1812, 1977); Voznesenskii (in 
Liapunova 1992, 1994); and Pinart (ms.). The data collected 
by Pinart on this topic have been hitherto unknown. Ad
ditional information can be gleaned from Father Gideon (in 
Black 1977, 1989).

In the course of the presentation of specific 
performances it will become clear that in the early Russian 
sources we find considerable information on the conduct of 
the festivals. Unfortunately, they do not provide any 
significant details on the uses and meanings of specific 
masks. Pinart, on the other hand, centered most of his 
descriptions around the mask and its meaning, providing 
information on the name of particular masks, the text of the 
songs associated with these masks, the dance in which the 
particular masks were used, and sometimes, also, the story 
about their origins. This set of data forms the subject of 
the section which follows the general presentation of
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information on festival performances.93 Some comments on the 
contents of the songs will help corroborate several of the 
points discussed in the section "Koniag belief system and 
cosmology," specifically that on worlds superposition, and 
bring new understanding to light.

Davydov tells us that at the beginning of the festivals 
a purification ritual from which women and children were 
excluded takes place in the kazhim: "They take a bundle of 
straw, and everybody present fumigates it with shishkuk,94 

then they light it, and the hunters ask the spirits to give 
them a good catch of animals. At the end of this ritual, the 
men come out of the kazhim and the inhabitants of the 
village, young and old, light torches and run shouting about 
the ground and around the houses. After that, the game 
[festival] started, during which everybody could be 
present..." (1812:96, my translation). In the course of the 
presentation we will see that fumigation was also used at the 
beginning of each dance (Voznesenskii in Liapunova 1992, 
1994) and during certain dances (Pinart, ms.).

Davydov witnessed three different performances and 
provided detailed descriptions for each of them.95 The first

93 The data collected by Pinart also includes the description of a 
performance similar to those described by Davydov and Voznesenskii. It 
will be presented together with the accounts provided by our other 
sources.
94 Shishkuk: Russian word which includes any number of aromatic plants 
(Dal' 1912).
95 However the first two performances he describes include only part of 
the ritual activities which took place on those occasions. At the close 
of the description of the first performance he tells us that there is
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one took place on the 8th of December 1802 at St Paul Harbor 
(modern Kodiak):

Two men holding drums sat in the middle of a room by a 
large lighted saucer [oil lamp].-.the drums were of differ
ent sizes, and the biggest one was in the hands of the 
performer who represented the chief. On both sides of the 
lamp stood two girls in kamleika. They were dressed in the 
most foppish way: they had a long bone piercing their nasal 
septum, beads in their lower lips and ears, and on their 
head were eagle's feathers. Beside them, standing, were two 
men each holding a rattle in one hand and a baidarka paddle 
in the other. The rattle consisted of two circular hoops, 
around which were suspended many bird bills called Topork 
[sea-parrot]. The paddles were decorated with representa
tions of fish, sea mammals, and amphibians. The face of the 
performers was daubed with red paint, and their heads and 
backs were also strewn with eagle’s feathers. Instead of 
caps they wore a sort of spiked helmet made of bent twigs, 
one of which ran into the m e n ’s mouth like a horse's bit. 
Various feathers and evergreen ferns covered almost the 
men's entire face. The ones sitting with their drums wore 
hats decorated with feathers. Suspended from the ceiling, 
just above the performance area were several arrows set 
crosswise and fastened to these were: 1) a baidarka; 2) 
stuffed skins representing different animals; 3) various 
hunting tools and a stuffed animals used by the Americans 
[Kodiak natives], for luring seals. A man sitting on the 
side on a bench, swings all of this in harmony with the 
voices with the help of a specially attached string. This 
man was also one of the performers as he was also wearing a 
kamleika...the whole ceiling was festooned with dry grass.

The man who performs the role of the chief is sitting 
with others by the lamp and they are all beating on their 
drums with a drumstick; the hunters, holding a small paddle, 
ring out their rattles in harmony with the music, and all 
are singing happily with a fair voice, changing the tune 
from time to time as directed by the chief. If the drum beat 
grew more rapid, then everybody suddenly would start to 
shout, for the spectators participated in the part. During 
all this time the girls are holding their kamleikas with 
both hands and rock only slightly from side to side. The 
chief is continuously shouting something, such as for 
example: there is the shore, let's put in! Wild animals will 
approach those who have not killed an animal yet. And so on. 
When he utters: Here are the animals! Everybody suddenly 
start shouting using different voices, in imitation of the 
cries of the different animals; blew their specially made

more to come but that he could not wait until the end and had to leave 
because of a splitting headache (1977:108), and at the end of the 
second performance he announces that another performance is to follow 
but that he did not want to wait for it (1977:109).
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whistles and in a word, they made a lot of noise. When the 
performance was interrupted for a few minutes, the hunters 
rocked, ringing their rattles, in time with each other.... 
There was also a red spotted stone representing the coffin 
of a man well known to them and in the memory of which the 
following performance is dedicated...” (1810:202-205, my 
translation).

The second performance took place on the 18th 
December 1802, also at St Paul harbor:

At the beginning five men entered one after the other 
and everyone of them wearing a different mask, some of them 
edged with fern. They blew little pipes hanging on a thread 
running in a hole through the nose septum, and everyone of 
them behaved in a different way. One of them was daubed with 
red pencil [sic], another one with charcoal, two were 
dressed in a parka, and the fifth one who was wearing a 
kamleika, held a rattle in his hands. The naked ones and the 
one in the kamleika were wearing something made out of bird 
skin reaching down to their knees. Sitting by the lamp, were 
two Americans clad in ordinary undecorated clothes. I could 
in no way guess the meaning of this performance. The 
interpreter said that those were devils deceiving people.... 
After the devils have cavorted about and left, the men began 
to drive out the women and children. When they had all gone, 
a man performing the role of an evil spirit appeared, clad 
in a kamleika, wearing a magnificent mask, and holding a 
rattle. He shouted and ran from place to place in harmony 
with a song sung by all of the spectators., and the beat of a
single drum. With this, the representation ended "
(1810:205-207, my translation).

Finally, Davydov witnessed a third performance on 
30th of December 1802 on Woody Island:

A large oil lamp burnt in the center of the kazhim and 
several smaller ones around the walls. The space for the 
performance and the roof overhead were covered with dry
CflTdSS ■ *  •  •

...Here too, two men are sitting near an oil lamp 
holding drums, and two others are standing on the sides, 
naked, with red stripes painted all over their body, wearing 
masks, with a small stick in their mouth, and holding small 
paddles and rattles in their hands. The masks were made of 
bent twigs, in such a way that the red and white decorated 
face of the men was visible through the mask. Above the
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lamp, from crossbeams connected crosswise with a quadrangle 
hung arrows, baidarkas, floats, and o t h e r  hunting 
equipments, and all of this is rocked by a man as before. 
Here, however, at each of the corner of the crossbeams, on 
suspended boards, a man sat, who like the previous 2, is 
wearing a mask and has his body decorated with different 
colors. These were also rocked....

The spectators consisted of native inhabitants, 
dressed in their finery. The women were wearing their best 
dresses such as cloth, parkas, or those made from marmot 
skin or eider down, almost all had bones piercing their 
nasal septum, or beads threaded on sticks, while on their 
arms and legs, their necks, and in their ears were as many 
beads as they could fit in, or all they had. Everyone was 
very pleased with the performance. During the rest of the 
festival the women kept bringing in food and serving it to 
people. They only had to look away for a moment and one of 
the young boys would grab the dish and run away; then the 
women would start chasing, and everyone roared with laugh
ter ....

.. .We left but came back when we heard the sound of 
the drums. Back in the kazhim we saw, jumping around the 
lamp, the four men who had earlier been seating on the 
crossbeams. All this, it would appear was only done so as to 
entertain the spectators with something while the next 
performance was being prepared, for the men in question did 
not dance for very long; they soon threw off their masks and 
sat down on the floor with the others.

Soon after this everyone sat down in their appointed 
place and the performance began. Two men started to beat the 
drum in harmony to the song which was sung by everybody, 
then one man appeared, his body painted, wearing a mask 
around which was attached a semi-circular arrangement of 
small painted boards, with eagle feathers added for 
decoration. The man appears with his back to the public, and 
stood for a long time on knees, looking away from the 
audience. He shook his rattles quietly and harmoniously and 
gradually turned around. Suddenly he jumped, his rattle grew 
louder and as though shivering all over, he thereafter was 
never still, and incessantely changed his position. Having 
danced for half an hour, he went out, and in his place, two 
men appeared, wearing masks similar to the one he wore, and 
between them was a woman, wearing around her head a semi
circular arrangement. These also entered their back first, 
kneeling. Then they stood up, turned around and made 
different body motions which harmonized very expertly with 
the sound of the rattle. They were replaced by a man wearing 
a masks with a semicircular array around the face and 
carrying a rattle. He entered, as previously with his back 
to the audience. He danced better than they; and that was 
the end of the performance..." (1810:208-212, my transla
tion) .
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It has been known at least since the 1950s (Lipshits 
1955:362-364) that Voznesenskii, who had been appointed by 
the Academy of Sciences in 1839 to collect specimens of the 
plants and animals found in Russian America, recorded what he 
had called a "six-act mystery." In 1992, the late Dr Roza 
Liapunova published for the first time the description of the 
opening part of one of the Kodiak festivals. Unfortunately, 
Voznesenskii's diary notation stopped just after the 
beginning of the 3rd dance of the first act:

Music: (during the Kodiak Aleut festivities): the 
whistling is now piercing, now weak, now frozen in time; 
they beat the drums loudly, quietly, etc. They sing in a 
long drawning manner especially on the words ee-ia-a; they 
shout ee-ar-ve (exactly like oxen when their throats are 
cut). At the beginning of every dance they burn or even 
fumigate with field incense (valerian). The one who is 
rocking the small arrows sits on a shelf especially arranged 
for him above the door; he is daubed with red graphite 
[sic], wears a new kamleika, and various devices including 
small bags and pieces of mica are hanging off his breast. 
The drummers and the whistlers are on the opposite side. 
Those who beat the drums set the tune. There were two of 
them; at first they were sitting on a seal skin on the 
ground in front of the oil lamp, but towards the end of the 
game, they sat on a bench which run around the barabara.

1st dance: In the center of the barabara an oil lamp 
is burning. On each of its sides, on a lavtak [sea lion 
skin] there is a dancer. Each dancer holds a rattle in his 
right hand and a stick in his left one around which they are 
turning in a circle, both in opposite direction: the dancers 
are completely naked. Their heads are decorated with 
feathers and they wear masks [underlined by Voznesenskii] 
looking like a knightly visor decorated with pieces of sea 
cabbage dipped in fat. On their arms they wear something 
like wings consisting of a bunch of white feathers. At 
first, they walk in two directions to the accompaniment of 
the song and the drum beat; then they stopped face to face 
and make incessant motions with the hand holding the rattle, 
shaking it to the right and then to the left. One bends down 
to the ground, while the oter straightened up and toss his 
head backward. These very comic movements are repeated 
several times. At the end, they whirl and begin running 
around the oil lamp, trying not to yield speed to the other,
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that is he is a fine fellow who does not get giddy and 
tired. The spectators cheers the winners, and that is the 
end. Within the circle is a stone on which sometimes the 
actors stumble while they are running in circle. This dance 
lasts 3/4 of an hour.

2nd dance: They begin to sing in an even and drawn 
way. From time to time they quietly beat the drums. The 
stage is empty. Sitting and rocking at the four corners of 
the barabora under the very roof, the whislers with rattles 
suddenly fall to the ground. They are naked as the actors 
before them, and having the same head decorations. Having 
spent several minutes sitting still they suddenly rise to 
their feet, ring out their rattles in harmony with the 
voices and the drums, then move to another place. They walk 
in circles, repeatedly bending down and then straightening 
up as if they were bowing to each other and stepping back 
somewhat faster. Now 4 men are dancing (first they walk, and 
then run until they get exhausted). They are dressed like 
the first ones.

During this dance, the women sing well enough with 
drawn and quiet voices. At the end when they go round the 
room somewhat faster, and the slow and rhythmical walk turns 
into a lively run, they start to push each other, trying to 
kick with their feet and even to overpower the other, so as 
to receive loud approval [from the spectators]. This dance, 
depending on how soon the dancers exhaust themselves lasts 
half an hour or more.

3rd dance: From the left side of the entrance of the 
barabara, a dancer crawls out from under the skin covered 
corner. His back is covered with a bird skin parka, and his 
front with a kamleika. On his head, he wears a pointed hat 
of huge height, and he is wearing a mask. There is music, 
the singing is low and even...(1992:81-82, my translation).

On February 4th 1872, Pinart witnessed a Koniag perfor
mance at the village of Uiak.96 No explicative notes, as to 
either the meaning of the performance or the occasion for 
which it was given, accompanied the description. However, its 
contents, when compared with the accounts given by Davydov 
and Voznesenskii, suggest that it was also a part of the

96 Modern Larsen Bay. The village is located near the mouth of Larsen 
Bay, on the western shore of Uyak Bay, northwestern coast of Kodiak 
Island (Orth 1971:565).
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festival. The performance is divided into 13 figures. The 
term "figure" corresponds to the term "dance" given by 
Voznesenskii. This description was recorded in English.

First figure
Two women dance making slow [?] motion of the body, 

sometimes raising the[ir] hands above the head, sometimes 
lowering them and placing them as [in a] disdainful way. 
When they have danced like this for a while, the music 
becomes louder and appears between them a man, bare [naked] 
and the face all tied with remni [Russian: straps, belts, 
thongs, bands]; he makes his appearance, crawls on the 
ground, and then disappears; the women resume their dance, 
and again the same man reappears and it ends. The women wear 
round the head a kind of allround [headband ?] of deerskin.
Second figure

Three women and two men make their appearance holding 
a gull-pen [feather?] in one hand. A boy makes [h]is 
appearance in the foreground and springs playing the 
castanets [rattle?]. Above their heads circulate a small 
baidara [umiak] ornemented with the same pen [feathers] 
which two men make go to and fro holding it by a small rope. 
They then dance, turning the body round and changing the pen 
[feather] from hand to hand, at times they make low 
prostrations.
Third figure

Arrive in [the] casine [kazhim] a man clothed in old 
garments and wearing a large belly. He dances around the 
room and at times makes some cries [shouts] showing with his 
hands the bottom side [the rear?] of the casine [kazhim]. He 
makes different contorsions [contortions], make another cry 
[shouts again] and leaves the room.

Fourth figure
Arrive in the casine [kazhim] a man with a bird parka 

and an allround [headband?] round the face. He first dances 
and then appears another personage clothed of lavtak, the 
face all tied with remni [Russian: straps, belts, thongs, 
bands] with a heavy belly and a large stick; they then began 
a run round the room but always dancing heavily and at the 
same time so much [so] that they cannot meet. The personage 
in lavtak at different times shoved the other man with a 
sharp and whisling cry. When the first has done his round 
[has gone around] the room, he leaves and is followed by his 
companion.

Fifth figure
Is a repetition of the first figure to the exception 

that at a [particular] moment the women come ahead
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[forward?], dancing [with] the whole body as a mass and the 
hand placed before [in front of them] in a way as to repulse 
something.

Sixth figure
Appear on the scene a man in parka, wearing a black 

mask with white strokes, having some pen [feathers] in his 
hair, and one in each eye [of the mask]. At a given moment a 
[sic, he] makes a call and five little ones go out of [from] 
behind the spectators wearing the same mask[s]. They then 
begin that same heavy dance round the room moving the body 
all in a mass; after they have gone round the room they 
leave for a while and then appear each separately, bare 
[naked], and make a particular dance [with] the legs 
crossed. The young ones appear the first and at last the 
oldest one; they are still wearing their mask[s].
Seventh figure

Same repetition of the first figure.

Eighth figure
A man appears in the casine [kazhim], bare [naked], 

the face tied with remni and a tail [pigtail] (in the 
Chinese style) on the top of the head: he seats on his legs 
[squats?] and then began to dance by moving his body to and 
fro in different ways but always keeping the same seating 
position.

Ninth figure
Three personages arrive in the room: one man and two 

boys; they are clothed with ragged parkas; the man stands 
bare legged, the [his] back to the spectators; the boys seat 
at yokki [in a yogi position?]. They then begin to talk to 
one another making for [sic, going toward?] the musicians. 
They then take one a tambourine (chauiak), another the 
castanets [rattle?] and begin to play; the man that until 
now has kept himself [sic, his?] back to the spectators 
turns himself [turns around]: the forepart of his body is 
all bare; he has that same kind of allround [headband] round 
the face and holds in his hands the castanets [rattle?]. 
They then all three giging ? [are jigging?] and make leaps.

Tenth figure
Repetition of the first.

Eleventh figure
A man appears with a grinding stone; he is bare 

[naked], his head is tied with remni: he sits on his feet 
[squats] and begins to sharpen a knife and sings (in 
Russianl). Then a boy comes in with a mask, a [one word 
unreadable] in his right ear, and disappears. The other look 
for him but find nothing and m a king a movement of
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incredulity [he] sets to work again. The boy appears again, 
the same and the same [repetition of the same sequence], 
[and] at last he throws him on the ground and [then] goes 
out followed by the man.
Twelveth figure

Repetition of the first one.
Thirteenth figure

A man appears with a boy: the man has some rope tied 
round his head and a bladder hanging by a rope [string] from 
his nose and that he makes revolve slowly. The boy has the 
face tied up with remni and beats on the chauiak [drum]. 
Soon another man appears and throws the other one to the 
ground. He is bare [naked], the face tied with remni and 
holds a large stick with which he menaces the other two. 
Then he disappears. Then the boy first looks and tells the 
other one to get up.So he does and same repetition. The 
other man makes again his appearance with a large bladder 
blown w i t h  w i n d  [an inflated bladder], [and] same 
repetition. The man makes at last a third appearance with a 
small whale gut blown with wind [inflated whale gut], then 
strikes the two fellows aside, and then the three disappear 
(Pinart, ms.).

Another Koniag masked performance was recorded by Father 
Gideon, an Orthodox priest, who spent 3 years on Kodiak 
(1804-1807). We do not know when he witnessed the 
performance, or the occasion for which it was given. However, 
Gideon is the only source who provides information on what 
the movements of the dances meant, at least in the context he 
witnessed them.

Everyone comes: men, women, and young girls, as well 
as the little ones. In the kazhim, the men sit on benches, 
the women on the floor beneath the benches, each wife at the 
place occupied by her husband.

The old men beat the drums and start to sing songs in 
honor of their ancestors and forefathers, remembering and 
reminiscing about how many baidara they used to own, how 
many sea otters they had, and so on. Following the old men, 
everyone sings, while the men, dressed in their festive 
little hats and embroidered hoods [kolpaki/kolbaki] made 
especially for such occasions, dance singly, with rattles in 
their hands, now jumping, now crouching down, or swaying
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their bodies from side to side, swinging the rattles in 
time. In these movements they represent their various 
hunting activities, for example, how a whaler spears a whale 
and then evades the animal, how a sea otter is being driven 
and so on. Later, having removed their festival caps and 
donning various kinds of strange disguises and all sorts of 
masks, they dance [again] also to the accompaniment of songs 
and carrying rattles, either singly or by twos, once again 
representing various actions.

Women and young girls always dance by themselves, 
whithout men. They solemnly line up in a row, tightly one 
behind another, and by slight, almost imperceptible move
ments, they crouch down, then straighten up in the same 
manner, now and then swaying to the right and then to the 
left. At the beginning of their dance they first of all 
extend slightly forward their left hands, and, with finger 
bent, hold them in this position as long as the singers sing 
without words. As soon as those who beat the drums and sing 
begin to sing about their dead ancestors, mentioning the 
name and the death of a particular kinsman, the women, 
immediately and in unison, turn their palms downard, toward 
the ground. During the w o m e n ’s dance, old men who are 
enjoying themselves make every possible effort to make some 
of them laugh, as according to their custom the father or 
husband of the woman who succumbs to teasing and laughs must 
pay a fine for the benefit of the old and the poor: it is 
enough for a wife or a daughter just to smile ever so 
slightly while dancing. I myself was given a gift of lavtak 
by a father and a sealskin by a husband when their daughter 
and wife respectively violated this ancient tradition....

Such festivities last all night - almost until dawn. 
At the end, the host gives to all whom he has invited 
parkas, amber and dentalium beads, and other riches he 
possessed. He also gives gifts to the owner of the kazhim, 
the speaker, and others, as he deems necessary. Then they 
disperse, without any kind of ceremeony, but in a restrained 
manner - without noise, in silence (Gideon 1989:45-46, the 
words in brackets were added by Lydia T. Black, the trans
lator) .

Another source, Merck (1980), is often cited. He gives 
some interesting information about the winter festivals and 
gives also details not provided by any of the other sources. 
However, Merck, a German physician and naturalist, and a 
member of the Billings-Sarychev expedition, visited Kodiak, 
Three Saints Bay, only for two days during the month of July
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(4th and 5th) 1790 and thus could not have witnessed a winter 
festival. No information at all is given as to the context in 
which Merck recorded his information. But while he probably 
obtained the information on winter festivals second hand, it 
is clear that he witnessed the performances he describes. 
What were those performances? At least two possibilities 
offer themselves. Either he was given one of the first 
"tourist demonstrations" (probably organized by the Russians 
in residence) or he witnessed a totally different type of 
masked festivities. The data supporting the first hypothesis 
is somewhat meager and comes from Merck himself. A note given 
at the end of his account could suggest that the represen
tation was given so as to entertain the visitors (Merck was 
with Billings at that time) and to show them what the dances 
were about. He says: "Once they felt that they had done 
enough to serve our curiosity, then the entire group started 
to dance around, beating their hand drums, and then the play 
ended," (1980:101). On the other hand, the performance he saw 
could be part of an hitherto unknown masked dance, totally 
different from those performed during the winter festivals. 
One song collected by Pinart in 1872 on Afognak suggests that 
some dancing activities, masked, took place in summer: "... 
in summer, when I am dancing...one can hear with the first 
catch the beat of the drum...look in summer the earth is 
dressing, the eagle is screaming... you the people, did you 
make the mask..." (Pinart, ms.). Simeonoff (personal commu
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nication, February 1995) also mentioned that masked 
ceremonial activities were performed during the summer. In 
consequence of the above, I will include here Merck's account 
but its contents need to be taken with caution and used 
mainly for corroboration of particular aspects also found in 
the other sources. These comments are valid also for the 
meagre information provided in published accounts by the 
other members of the expedition in which Merck participated 
(Billings, Sarychev, and Sauer).

Their faces are painted for the dance. White from the 
top down to the eyes, then black below that. The nose is 
sometimes kept white from the forehead down, and then red. 
Others wear masques (called Hayutl. They resemble those of 
the Aleuts. Their small hats are decorated with up to four 
rows of single white down-feathers, with one single feather 
on top. Others decorate their loose hair with feathers. 
Sometimes they wear on both sides of their hats a white 
pinion feather, which extends obliquely backward. They 
usually dance naked except for a covering in front of the 
groin. Their fur-shirt hangs open from the shoulder, or they 
go without it. Others tie their shirt around their hips. 
Some had it tied up, and the sleeves rolled up over the 
elbow.

One man jumped straighter than the others around one 
place. As he did so, he put one hand to the side, or he held 
his fur-shirt away from the body with that hand. The other 
hand held a knife, which he turned to either side with his 
forearm, away from himself or over his shoulder. Others had 
rattles made of bills from alcas (called Kalkhmut). They 
have one in each hand, or they might hold feather bushes in
stead. Thus they dance, usually bent over forward, with the 
upper body more straight; the feet under them pointing out
ward, the knees bent forward. They dance toward each other, 
hopping forward and to the side, the head nodding up and 
dow, and with frequent cheering. As they do so, they move 
their rattles, with the forearm pointing upward, fast, one 
to the front, the other to the back, or sometimes both the 
front and side. They do the same with the feather-bush, 
which they sometimes move as if aiming at something. All the 
others beat the rhythm on hand drums while this is going on. 
(The hand drums are called Tchauvak: the drumstick Mumuk).
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And they sing to it the reminiscence of their relatives, 
praising them.

Then come the dances of the women (Uyunungut) , who 
themselves sing only with a slow rhythm. The men accompany 
them with their hand drums with single beats and singing, 
which sometimes resembles rejoicing shouts.

First of all the beautiful ones [women] danced in a 
single row, holding each other by the hand. (Or each puts 
her forearm under the arm of her neighbor while holding up 
her neighbor's arm, with the palm of her hand alternately 
turned to her neighbor and toward herself). Then they bow 
sideways repeatedly first to one side, and then to the 
other. As they do so, the women on the outside hold up their 
free forearm, the upper arm pressed to the body with the 
palm of the hand turned outward. Then, keeping their line in 
order, they jumped up with their hands at their sides, and 
again they bowed down low. Now they bowed forward, as those 
on the outside put their hands to their hips (ibid., 100
101).

It is clear from these accounts that each of their re
spective authors recorded the performance[s] he saw according 
to his own interest and perception. For example, Voznesenskii 
and Davydov gave detailed descriptions of the decoration of 
the kazhim and of the performers other than the dancers, but 
Gideon included few. On the other hand, the latter (as well 
as Davydov) gives us data on the sitting arrangement within 
the kazhim that suggests ranking, type of information com
pletely absent from the other accounts. Despite this non-ho
mogeneity of data collecting and recording, comparisons that 
reveal striking similarities, can be made. For example, in 
each of the versions given by either Davydov, Voznesenskii, 
or Pinart, the stage description includes a rocking arrange
ment located above the performance area. What does it mean? 
It is clear also that one of the types of masks, described by
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Voznesenskii as a hunter's mask, was used during the perfor
mances witnessed by Davydov and Pinart. Both these facts as 
well as the subject of some of the songs and the movements of 
the dance suggest that each of the performances witnessed 
were part of a hunting ritual. Many other details, such as, 
for example, the use of whistles, the conspicuous presence of 
birds' feathers, etc., add to our understanding of Koniag 
masked festivals.

So as to make comparisons easier I have summarized the 
data from each source in a separate table (App. 2). Each 
table comprises 6 columns. The first column contains the 
number, in chronological sequence of execution, of the figure 
(term used by Pinart) or the dance (term used by Vozne
senskii). Davydov does not separate the performances he wit
nessed into units but his descriptions are precise, sequen
tial, and indicate clear breaks between sequence of events. 
In analyzing Davydov's data, I counted every such sequence of 
events followed by a clear break as a different figure. The 
second column, "Stage description (or decor)," includes all 
the elements of decoration or objects that were reported as 
used during a performance, excluding those used by either the 
dancers or the other performers. Column 3, "Performers other 
than dancers," includes the information available on all the 
characters who actively participate in the presentation, but 
excluding the dancers. This category includes the musicians, 
the whistlers, the man rocking the array set above the stage,
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etc. The music (type; who is playing) and the songs (type; 
who is singing) are included in column 4. The fifth column, 
"Dancers," includes all the information about the entrance, 
dance, exit of the various dancers (masked or not). The use 
of the term "dancer" is perhaps a misnomer because the 
dancers do much more than just dance. They "are" in fact 
somebody else, a spiritual entity, and they not only dance 
but act, and most of them play a musical instrument (usually 
a rattle) . In the sixth and last column, "Dancer's 
attributes," I have included all the dancing paraphernalia of 
the dancers (clothing; body decoration; the objects they are 
carrying with them, etc.).

Let us first review the elements of decor of the kazhim. 
The most striking element is the rocking by one man of an 
array of objects located above the performance area. 
Voznesenskii's description of the "rocking of the small ar
rows," is expanded by Davydov to include what seems to be the 
entire hunting equipment (see below) used by a hunter and his 
prey, i.e., his bairdarka, hunting tools, weapons, floats, 
lures, and various stuffed skins representing different 
animals. The presence of a baidara [sic, baidarka?]97 is cor

97 In Russian, the word baidarka is a diminutive of the word baidara. 
The latter was used to describe an ancient river craft and then adopted 
by the Russians for all craft similar to an umiak. Thus a baidarka is a 
kayak that has one or several (up to three) hatches. Alutiiq speakers as 
well as Aleuts never used baidaras for hunting activities. The baidaras 
are used to transport women, children, and the old, and during Russian 
colonial times, to transport passengers such as the administrators, 
priests, traders, and so on. Baidaras also transported war parties or
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roborated in Pinart's account. However, both Voznesenskii and 
Pinart suggest that those objects were not full sized: "small 
arrows" (Voznesenskii), and "small baidara" (Pinart). 
Davydov who describes full sized equipment for the rocking 
array reports the use of "small paddles" by several of the 
dancers (8th and 30th of December). The use of miniaturized 
hunting equipment is particularly interesting because we have 
seen earlier that the whaler during a ritual symbolizing the 
ritual killing of a whale used a small weapon previously 
ritually prepared. In Pinart's description of the whaler's 
cave, this was symbolized by a model of a baidarka in which a 
whaler, tiny weapon in hand, was in the act of striking a 
whale model.98 The rocking array used in the kazhim could thus 
represent the hunters in action, surrounded by game (stuffed 
skins representing various animals) or, in general, indicate 
dynamic quality of the human-animal spirit world interaction. 
As the catch is bountiful today so will it be in the future. 
Interestingly this image of game abundance is clearly rein
forced by the actions of all the participants (people on the 
stage and spectators alike) who are acting, under the direc
tion of a drummer impersonating a chief, so as to be attrac
tive to the game (Davydov, 8th December). Toward the end of 
the dance, they are successful, as suddenly the whole kazhim

large groups of villagers attending a feast. Often, the chief travelled 
in a baidara with a baidarka escort.
98 There is in fact no real need for the array to be composed of "small
sized hunting paraphernalia," but their small size differentiated them 
more profoundly from regular hunting equipment.
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echoes with the sounds of many different animals. This part 
of the performance seems unquestionably to be a hunting ritu
al focusing on the animals themselves. They, or their sua, 
are the ones who are here called upon.

Gideon mentions that during festivities songs were sung 
in honor of their forefathers. Gideon provided us with the 
texts of two songs (1989:47-48), one composed by a woman in 
honor of her brother's death, and the second one about the 
abundant game, riches, baidaras, and food one's grandfathers 
(i.e., one's forefathers) had. Davydov remarks that a red 
spotted stone placed on the stage of the kazhim represented 
the coffin of a man well known to the assembly and that the 
performance that just ended was to be followed by another one 
dedicated to that man in question. It was suggested in the 
literature (Jordan 1994:152; Liapunova 1994:176) that those 
features were indicative of memorials to the ancestors 
distinct in essence from the hunting rituals. I beg to dif
fer, however. In my opinion, the winter masked festivals were 
hunting rituals during which various ritual activities in
tended to honor, propitiate, or to appeal to various 
spiritual entities took place. Those hunting rituals included 
specific ritual activities that centered on ancestors (now 
transformed into spiritual beings) because one needed every
body's help in obtaining game. As the second song recorded by 
Gideon suggests, as one's forefathers possessed riches, game, 
etc., so will we if we honor them, because then they will
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feel good and they will bring us luck. It should be noted 
here that the people honored in the songs and the rituals 
were in each case, men, the providers, the hunters. We have 
just seen that at the beginning of the festival, the hunters 
as well as the rest of the community tried to be attractive 
to animals, so that during the hunting season, many animals 
would make themselves available to the hunters. Now, we know 
that they also honored and feasted their ancestors and that 
by so doing their ancestors could also bring them luck and 
good fortune. Later we will see that still other rituals were 
performed during the festival so as to propitiate other 
spiritual entities which the Koniags considered particularly 
dangerous.

Another element that we find recorded by each of our 
main sources is a certain type of mask worn by some of the 
dancers. This type of mask is described by Davydov first as a 
"sort of spiked helmet made of bent twigs, one of which ran 
into the men’s mouth like a horse's bit," (8th December) and 
then by saying that "the masks were made out of bent twigs, 
in such a way that the...faces of the men were visible 
through the masks," (30th December). It is highly probable 
that Davydov described the same type of mask, but even if 
this were not the case, his second description is in agree
ment with Voznesenskii's who said that the dancers wore masks 
"looking like a knightly visor...." When compared with the 
specimens (PI. 78) collected by Voznesenskii, those portray
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als appear very close to reality. Liapunova described the 
Voznesenskii specimens as follows: "the framework of the 
masks is an oval ring. . .made of a straw plait wrapped in 
black cloth. This frames the face. Running transversely in 
the lower part of this oval ring is a wooden toothgrip the 
dancer used to hold the mask in place.... Fixed to the oval 
ring are other straw plaits that are wrapped in reddish 
intestine strips and stand out in semicircles in front of the 
face..." (1994:188). Clearly, the masks that Davydov saw were 
of the same type but were not wrapped in either cloth or in
testine strips." The specimens as well as the above descrip
tions by Davydov and Voznesenskii were most helpful in 
understanding what Pinart meant when he described various 
dancers as having: " the face all tied with remni." (Figures: 

1, 4, 7-8, 10-13). Pinart when taking notes has a tendency to 
mix languages, and to use the word that either describes the 
best a particular feature, or the one that he remembers at 
the moment he needs it. The word remni, plural of remen’ . is 

a Russian word which means alternately straps, thongs, bands, 
or belts. Thus the impression received by Pinart when he saw 
the masks was that of bands tied around the face of the 
dancer. This image is somewhat closer to the description by 
Davydov than to that of Voznesenskii. Pinart and Davydov 
both suggest a less organized appearance than is seen in

"  The use of cloth emphasizes the difference in time and increased 
introduction of Russian goods.
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the specimens collected by Voznesenskii with their symmet
rical semicircles protruding in front of the face.100 I think 
that we can assume that they are all speaking of the same ob
jects. Voznesenskii indicates also in his diaries that those 
masks, were called atmal' chik in Alutiiq, that they repre

sented hunters, and that they were used during the first act 
of the six-act mystery. This suggests that our three main 
sources all witnessed the same type of performances, probably 
the beginning of the first of the six-act mystery. Thus 
Pinart's account must represent the totality of the dances 
performed on that particular, the first, day. It is interest
ing to note that the facial masks representing hunters are 
the only masks known in the existing collection which let the 
spectators see the face of the person who wears them. I sug
gest as a possibility that as the masks represented hunters, 
and that the wearers of those masks were also hunters, the 
wearers when donning these masks were in fact ritually repre
senting themselves in their hunting roles. Thus, the open 
framework was used, which let the spectators see who the mask 
is, i.e., the wearer = a hunter. But these masks represented 
hunters as a general undifferentiated category. Davydov men
tions the use of wooden headgear (mask, type 4) during the 
festival but does not specify their context of use. As no
body, including Davydov himself, describes any of the stage

100 Symmetry of features is a characteristic of masks manufactured in 
the Kodiak Archipelago (see second part of this thesis).
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performers as wearing this type of hat, it must be assumed 
that it was the spectators who wore them or performers in 
other ritual dances. Koniag (possibly all Alutiiq) hunters 
wore different wooden hats according to the prey they sought. 
This indicates that specific hunting activities were also 
represented (it is clear from the performances that the 
audience also participated in the representations).101

Other types of hats were worn on the other hand by 
various performers. Most interesting is the mention by Gideon 
that the dancers wear "little hats and embroidered hoods made 
especially for such occasions." The embroidered hoods were 
high pointed hats (sometimes the tip was rounded), called 
kolpaki (Gideon) or kolbaki (Pinart, ms.), made out of skin 

and used for ceremonial purposes (see supra). Most inter
esting is the mention by Voznesenskii in dance three, of a 
dancer wearing on his back a bird skin parka, on his front a 
kamleika, on his face a mask, and on his head a huge pointed 
hat. The latter has to be another kolpak (singular of 

kolpaki). Unfortunately, as the account of Voznesenskii 
stopped at that point we have no idea as to what seems to be 
a very powerful combination could mean. Finally, we know that 
beaded headdresses with long beaded tails were worn by young 
high ranking girls at dances and feasts.102

101 There are records of wooden hunting helmets being used ritually by 
the Yupik Eskimos during the Bladder Festival (Nelson 1899:383-384; 
Lantis 1946:184).
102 Two of those beaded hats are illustrated in Fitzhugh (1988:49). The 
first hat was collected by Fisher in 1883 at Ugashik from a Koniag
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Another element we need to discuss is the ubiquitous 
representation of birds in the festivals. Feathers (mainly 
those of eagles) were worn as body and head decorations, they 
were held in one's hands, and they decorated masks and some 
types of hats. They also decorated the rocking array above 
the stage (Pinart). Garments and various pieces of clothing 
especially worn at the festivals were made out of bird 
skins.103 Feathers were worn by dancers and other performers 
alike and either by men and/or by women. Voznesenskii tells 
us also in a separate note published by Liapunova (1992:82
83) that six feathered bands, kamuatet, were carried on the 

left arm of each of the actors in the first act and that 
beaks of fulmar, chukhet, were placed on the mouth of the six 

naked boys who opened the performance of the 1st act.104 The 
latter are particularly interesting because when worn on a 
face, they must make the face look exactly like the many 
masks from the Kodiak Archipelago that have a human upper and 
middle face but a bird-like lower face. Outside festivities, 
many other elements were also either made out of bird skins 
or decorated with bird feathers (parkas, hunting equipment, 
baidarkas, etc.). We have also seen earlier that feathers 
and particularly eagle's feathers were used by whalers.

Eskimo family and the second is an illustration of a painting made by 
Tikhanov, staff artist on Golovnin's round the world voyage in 1817
1819.
103 See for example the ceremonial bird skin parka made of cormorant 
neck skins, illustrated in Fitzhugh (1988:209).
104 Those six characters were not mentioned by Voznesenskii in the 
description of the performance.
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Finally, according to various ethnographic sources and to 
Jacob Simeonoff (personal communication, 1995), eagles used 
to be tamed and kept as pets. It is only after the 
classification of the eagle as an endangered species that 
this usage was abandoned, and that eagles are no longer 
tamed. All this suggests a profound link between men and 
birds but the exact nature of the relationship between man 
and bird is poorly known. Black suggests that the bird 
imagery found on bentwood hunting headgear was symbolic of 
the thunderbird (1991:36). The thunderbird (an eagle) had the 
power to kill on land and on sea, both animals and humans 
(Black 1991:36; Fitzhugh & Kaplan 1982:184). Their power to 
kill was enormous. Men invoke this power to go after their 
prey in hunt and in war (ibid.).

I have mentioned earlier that whistles were used by 
shamans during their shamanic seances but that they were not 
the sole prerogative of shamans. Ordinary human beings could 
also use whistles or could whistle during certain ritual 
activities. Whistles or the act of whistling are mentioned 
several times in the various performances above mentioned. On 
the 8th of December, Davydov observed that the whole assembly 
at the end of the performance "blew their specially made 
whistles," and on the 18th, that the five dancers "blew 
little pipes hanging on thread running through their nose 
septum." According to Voznesenskii, whistlers are omnipresent 
during the performance. First, in the description of the
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stage set, two are said to be standing near the lamp on 
opposite sides of the drummers. They accompany the drumming 
and singing with their whistling. Later four more whistlers, 
who were being rocked at each of the corners of the barabara, 
fall to the ground (suggesting that their position was higher 
up) and start dancing and whistling. These four characters 
bring to memory the four men described by Davydov in the 
performance of 30th December, being rocked together with an 
array of hunting equipment. In this case no mention was made 
of them whistling, but in the accounts of Voznesenskii or 
Davydov they wear the same masks as those of the two dancers 
(hunter's masks). It is thus possible that they also acted as 
whistlers and that this fact was not recorded by Davydov. 
Pinart records, in figure 4, that the man wearing the lavtak 
shoved the other man with a sharp and whistling sound. 
Whistling was a means for humans to call on the entities 
inhabiting the spiritual world and for spiritual entities to 
communicate with humans. It is thus very relevant that in my 
mask sample a large set of specimens possesses what I call a 
"protruding tronconic mouth’’ that represents the position of 
the lips during whistling (see, for example, PI. 18, 49).

Until quite recently, the Koniags of the Kodiak 
Archipelago used to organize a ceremony to feast their dead. 
It took place in December and lasted for three days. 
Simeonoff (1993, personal communication) explained the events 
as follows. The purpose of the ceremony was to call the ones
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who had passed away, to give them the opportunity to be again 
among their own people, and to participate in their life. 
This was considered to be a joyful event. The calling of the 
spirits was done by whistling with or without a whistle. 
Men, women and children wore masks of their own making and 
no one was supposed to wear their own clothes for the 
duration of the festivities. The ones wearing the masks all 
moved in a single group from house to house. As the people 
opened their doors, they would have to guess the identity of 
the mask wearers. If the identity of one or several of the 
members of the group remained unguessed, they had to leave, 
nobody was supposed to follow them, and they were not 
supposed to come back until the end of the festivities. If 
someone could not guess the identity of a masked individual, 
then it was thought that it could be a spirit masquarading as 
a human being and says, Simeonoff, this could be dangerous 
because you did not know if you were dealing with a good or a 
bad spirit. When you whistle you call on any kind of spirits. 
Whistling was a sacred act authorized only for the duration 
of that special feast of the dead and everybody, especially 
children, were expressively forbidden to whistle at any other 
times because they were thought to be more vulnerable to the 
spiritual world than adults.

During those three days no men went hunting and nobody 
was supposed to leave the village. This, I believe, was (as 
was the fact of moving always in a group) to protect the
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individuals from any dangerous encounter with spiritual 
entities. At the end of the feast, masks were destroyed. 
Interestingly during the same time period (i.e., sometimes 
during those 3 days) a small group of grown men (married 
men)105 performed a ritual dance which Simeonoff called the 
"Devil's Dance." After their performance the men went to the 
ocean, washed themselves, letting the salted water run over 
their body. This was a purification rite performed so as to 
remove any influence from the spiritual world which could 
have clung to them. After this they went and took a steam 
bath. This Devil's Dance recalls the mention by Davydov that 
during the performance he witnessed on the 18th of December, 
the dancers were supposed to represent evil spirits. This is 
our first mention that ritual activities were also performed 
so as to propitiate spiritual entities considered by the 
Koniags to be malevolent. Other examples will be encountered 
among the ritual dances collected by Pinart which I will 
present separately in a following section.

I have said that spiritual entities could also make 
their presence known to humans by whistling. There is a story 
collected by Pinart which illustrates that point.

They say that there was a young man who had recently 
married and he could not kill anything for the subsistence 
of his wife [was unsucessful in providing for this wife].
Once he was out at night near a small cape and he heard 
somebody whistling in the woods. He looked but did not see

105 According to Jacob Simeonoff this group was composed of men who 
despite their Christian faith still believed in Koniag traditional world 
view.
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anything: he heard the whistling again but again did not see 
anything. He returned to his baidarka and was about to leave 
when he saw a human head. He went ashore again and found a 
woman with long hair tied round her face: she asked him if 
he could stay there for the night and sleep with her. He 
said that he had a wife and that in the morning if he was 
not back they would send a baidarka after him, but he 
consented and went with her. In the morning she told him to 
keep it a secret and that he was not to sleep with his wife. 
As long as he would do that he would be successful, but in 
case he let the secret out, he would not kill anything. So 
he went and hardly had set the foot in his baidarka that he 
saw a big seal and killed it, soon another one, and another 
one. So he went home, and did not sleep with his wife. This 
went on and on, and he was very successful until one day he 
disclosed the secret to his wife. That same day he went to 
the place where he had met the woman and whistle for her but 
she did not answer: he was leaving when he heard her saying: 
Ugi Ugi, here is going the man that told his secret ugi Ugi 
Kuliakaiuli. After that he could not kill anything and his 
wife soon died (Pinart, ms.).

In this story whistling is used by the two main characters. 
The spiritual entity, a woman, whistles to get the attention 
of the hunter, and the hunter whistles to call onto the 
spiritual entity.

Whistling during a performance was thus to call upon the 
spiritual world to come to participate in the feast. But 
whistling could only be done ritually, lest one would put 
himself and the others in contact with dangerous powers.

Pinart: Masks, Songs, Dances, and Legends

In this section I present the data on specific masks 
recorded by Pinart. These manuscript data are separated into 
two sets. The first set includes the data on masks from 
Kodiak Island, and the second includes data on masks from
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Afognak. The two informational sets will be discussed 
separatedly.

The first set has data on 20 masks. For each mask, 
Pinart gives its name in Alutiiq and in most cases, trans
lation of its name in Russian, but in a few cases in French. 
He also indicates whether or not the masks are used alone or 
in company of another mask. Four such pair are recorded. In a 
fifth case a mask is first used in one dance, goes in 
hiding, and leaves the stage only while the mask of the 
following performance is dancing (see Chumugiiak and 
In^ylagiak, song and dance 4 and 5). For 18 masks, he 
describes the dance in which the mask appears and for the 
totality of the series he gives the song which accompanies 
the dance.106 The songs were recorded in two separated 
documents. In one document the totality of the songs are 
recorded in Alutiiq with interlinear glosses in Russian. In 
the second document which begins with song 6, the songs are 
in Alutiiq only. In four cases Pinart also recorded legends 
which accompany the masks.

In the second set of data, masks from Afognak Island, 
Pinart recorded the legends which accompany the masks and in 
two cases he recorded the dances in which the masks appeared.

When Pinart made his collection of masks from the Kodiak 
Archipelago he wrote on the back of 24 of them their names in 
Alutiiq. It was also possible to identify a few other masks 
106 All the dances are recorded in the French language.
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from descriptions he gave in his manuscripts. Of a total of 
27 named masks, 14 were matched with mask names given for 
masks of Kodiak Island, and 4 for masks of Afognak. Thus it 
was possible to combine the data on those 18 masks with the 
objects themselves to obtain a unique set of information 
which allows for a better understanding of Koniag festivities 
and consequently of Koniag world view.

Table 2 (p. 190) summarizes the data. In the first col
umn is found the name of the masks as they appear in the 
manuscripts. The names given in italic represent the pairs of 
masks which always appear together. In the second column the 
provenience of the masks is given. As the document which 
included all the songs in Alutiiq and Russian was not dated 
and did not include the place from where the data were 
collected, and the second document which includes these two 
types of information starts only at song 6, we do not know 
with certainty if the data collected on the first five masks 
were also from the old village of Eagle Harbor.107 If one 
follows the internal logic of Pinart's manuscripts, we can 
however assume with great degree of certainty that those 
masks were collected at Eagle Harbor. In the third column is 
found the number of the song in the order presented in the 
manuscripts. In the fourth column I show the recording of 
songs in Alutiiq with interlinear glosses in Russian. The

107 Eagle Harbor (locality) was located on Eagle Harbor, on south shore 
of Ugak Bay, East coast of Kodiak Island. This village is also known by 
its former Russian name, Orlovskoe selenie.
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Table 2
Pinart, Data on Masks: Songs, Dances, and Legends

MANUSCRIPT'S
NAMES PROV.

Song
# SONG AR SONG A DANCE 1 DANCE 2 LEG. 1 LEG. 2

C O L L E C T I O N 'S 
NAMES

Paiul^ik 1 X X X Paiulik
IUalxia 2 X X
Unnuiaiuk 3 X X X Unnuiaiuk
Chumuqiiak 4 X X X Chummuqiiak
In~ylagiak 5 X X X Inqilaqiiak
An * un O r l . 6 X X Anqun
Akxyl ''xia ii it II II

Itxiul^xia ti 7 X X X
IUaulik ii 8 X X X Iuaulik
Un^uaxtulik it M II II M Unaxtulik
IUilxia it 9 X X X X
Aqaiuxluak ii 10 X X X Aqaiuxluak
Shalqaiak ii 11 X X X
Ashiqik it 12 X X X Ashik
Nalumalik «i 13 X X X Nalumalik
Puqumalxia li 14 X X X Puqumalxa
Nakyxn^alik ii 15 X X X Nakishalik?
Kuauk ii 16 X X X Kuauk
An*alan~iak ii 17 X X X?
Chuial * ik ii " II II II Chuuialik
Aq^iiashiuk Afoq. X X X xi
Shuqishat II X X X Shuqishat(M/F)it it II II II II ii it

A g i t 'lik II X X A q i t 'f u ? 1l~ik
Iguixtulik II X X Iquixtulik
Kuqukuak ii X Kuqukuak

1 This legend appears in both the manuscripts and the catalogue written by Pinart. In the catalogue the 
name is spelled Axiasiiouk.
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first mask, Paiulik while belonging to the set of masks found 
only in one document included both Alutiiq and Russian 
interlinear glosses, and a reelicitation in Alutiiq. The 
presence of a reelicitation of the Alutiiq text of the songs 
is indicated in column five. This is followed in columns 6 
and 7 by an indication of the masks for which a dance was 
also recorded and in columns, 7 and 8, by an indication of 
the masks for which a legend was collected. In the final 
column, the names of the masks which match those of column 1 
is written as they appeared on the back of the specimens.

The data summarized in the table will be presented in 
full. The data on the masks from Eagle Harbor will follow the 
order of the songs given by Pinart while those dealing with 
the masks from Afognak will be given alphabetically.108 The 
presentation of the data will be followed by a discussion of 
certain of the elements in association with the information 
presented in the previous section.

108 The interlinear gloss in Russian was transliterated and translated 
by Dr. Lydia T. Black, University of Alaska Fairbanks and the Alutiiq 
text by Jeff Leer of the ANLC (Alaska Native Language Center, University 
of Alaska Fairbanks). See Jeff Leer, Mask Spirit Sonas; Retranscription 
and retranslation. (Unpublished Manuscript, 1989).
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S o n g  and d a n c e  1 

PaiulAik
Celui qui apporte de la nourriture 
He who brings food

SONG
1.1a IUguiak alinAunnilu unani aulatamgyn ugulit 
D 'iavol'/ ne nado boiat'sia/ na laidie/ ia s" toboi khozhu/ 
na lezhbishchie
Devil/ you don't need to be afraid/ on the tide flat/ I am 
going with you/ to the rookery
**** Wiugyak alingun’ilu unani aulatamken uglit puyuatni 
Helper spirit/ don't keep becoming afraid/down there/ I am 
taking you/ the seal rocks/ in their smoke

1.1b puuiutni. 
na dymu. 
in the smoke.
**** puyuatni. 
in their smoke.

First elicitation and free translation

IUguiak alinAunnilu unani aulatamgyn ugulit puuyiuatni unani 
aulatamgyn.
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Helper spirit, don't keep becoming afraid; I am taking you 
down there; in the smoke of the seal rocks there I am taking 
you.

DANCE
This mask arrives in the kazhim holding a large bowl filled 
with crowberries and Kamchatka lily. During the time that the 
song is sung, he dances holding this large bowl. When the 
song is over, he gives the bowl first to the elders and 
invites them to partake, then to the young, etc.
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Song and d a n c e  2 

IUalxia
On prishel'; Iskatel’?
He arrives; He who searches

SONG

2 - la Nani imna kuaxaka nani imna iuagaluku
Gdie zhe/ oni/ rieb’iati/ gdie zhe/ ikh"/ poidu iskat’
Where/ they/ the youth/ where/ them/ I will go search for 
**** Nani imna kuakaga nani imna iwaralaku
Where/ that absent one/ my lad/ where/ that absent one/ let 
me search for him

2.1b p ’yannituk iuag^alaku iiul^xiani iuagalaku imna. 
na verkhu/ ia poidu iskat’/ v ” igrushkakh”/ ia poidu 
iskat’/ikh”.
above/ I will go search/ in the feasts/ I will go search for/ 
them.
**** piani-tuq iwaralaku wiullrini iwaralaku imna.
up there, I wish/ let me search for him/ in those who whirl
around/ let me search / that absent one.
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Free translation

2.1 Where should I search for that missing lad of mine? up 
there I wish I could search for him; let me search for that 
missing one among those who whirl about.

DANCE

He enters the barabara looking in all the rows [of people] 
but without finding what he is looking for. When he has 
looked everywhere and when the song is over, he goes out.
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S o n g  and d a n ce 3

Unnuiaiuk
Noch’noi iezditel'
The night traveler

SONG
3.1a Chin'kua iuishak chin'kua uluayak[?] uluaiakl^ua 
Za chiem" zhe/ d 'iavol'(Sh)/ / ne khochiesh" gliedit'/ ne 
khochiesh' ty na menie gliedit'
Why/ devil (?)// you do not want to look/ you do not want to 
look at me

**** cin-ggwa yuishak cin-ggwa uluryak[?] uluryakllua
Why, now/ helper spirit/ why, now/ ? apprehensive/ being
apprehensive of me

3.1b ukulini pidaxkixnaian^amgyn. 
na kamniakh"/ ia by tebie dam dobychu. 
on the rocks/ I would give you the catch.
**** uglini pitarkirnayarngamken [?].
on the seal rocks/ because [?] I could give you game to be 
caught.

3.2a Aulal^xian^a l^am illuakun iuguiam kattum aiaku- 
IA nakhodilsia/ vo vsie/ sviete/ d'iavol’/vot" on/ pomieshal'
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I found myself/ in the whole/ world/ devil 
**** Aulallrianga 11am iluakun wiugyam kat’um ayaku- 
I went/ the universe/ through its inside/ the helper spirit/ 
that one down there/ is bothering [?] me

3.2b tanAa achiualAxianAa maiuiaxminunun xui. 
menia/ ia spustilsia/ v" igrushkakh"/ ia. 
me/ I descended/ in the feasts/ I.

**** taanga aciwallrianga mayuyaxmiunum ggwi.
I descended/ to the kazhim performers/ I.

Free translation

3.1 Why, now, helper spirit, why, now, are you apprehensive 
of me? because [?] I could give you game to be caught on the 
seal rocks.

3.2 I went through the inside of the universe; that helper 
spirit down there bothered [?] me; I descended to the kazhim 
performers.

LEGEND

They say that this mask during a travel looked at the devils 
and that this sight resulted in the burning of half of his 
face.
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DANCE
He enters the kazhim and places himself in the left corner, 
his back facing the audience. He so dances, kneeling, during 
the first part of the song. When the second song [sic, second 
part of the song?] begins, he gets up and still with his back 
facing the audience, he places himself in the center, jumps 
by leaps, and then disappears.
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Song and dan ce 4

Chumugiiak
S 'umashedshii
He who has left his senses; a lunatic, a madman

SONG
4.1a Innyka p'iai lAam'mi p'iai innyka p ’iai nalAuman
Moi dom/ na verkhu/ mira/ [moi dom]/ [na verkhu]/ ty ne
znaesh'
My house/ above/ the world/ my house/ above/ you do not know 
**** Enka pia'i 11am'i pia'i enka pia’i nallumaan 
My house/ up there/ in the universe/ up there/ my house/ up 
there/ your are unconscious-ignorant of it

4.1b macham ka pikkum kamlua p'iai. 
okolo solntsa/ na verkhu/ na zadi//. 
near the sun/ above/ behind/ [above].
**** macam-qaa pik'um kamlua pia'i.
the sun?/ that one up there/ the rear [?] of it/ up there.

4.2a IUishak ulAagaiakamgyn p ’iagyn taila'xiakamgyn 
D'iavol'/ ia k tebie khotiel priitti/ s" verkhu/ ia k tebie 
Devil/ I wanted to come to you/ from above/ I wanted to come 
to you
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**** Yuishak ullagayaaqamken piaken tailaryaaqamken
Helper spirit/ I almost [?[ keep approaching you/ from up
there/ I almost [?] keep coming to you.

4.2b iuishak nunam pikkum uam'shtainik.
//iz" zemli/ s" verkhu/ iz" igrushki.
[devil]/ from the earth/ from above/ from the feast.
**** yuishak nunam pik'um wamcestainek.

helper spirit/ the earth/ the one up there/ from its amusers 

[?]•

Free translation

4.1. My house up there, in the universe up there, my house up 
there, you are ignorant of it; it is up there, the place
behind [?] that sun up there ?

4.2. Helper spirit, I kept trying to go to you from up there;
I kept trying to come to you, helper spirit, from the amusers
[?] of that earth up there.

LEGEND
The legend says that one day a man who wanted to become a 
shaman withdrew in the woods. There he became inspired, saw 
the devils, and transformed himself into this mask.
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DANCE
Two persons enter one after the other, the second person is 
wearing the mask; the second performer places himself in the 
left corner [of the kazhim] and hides himself behind a 
kamleika. The first performer [one word unreadable] and 
during the first song [sic, the first part of the song], he 
dances kneeling. At the end of the first song [sic, the first 
part of the song] he gets up holding a rattle, and danced 
leaping around the kazhim, sometimes falling, getting up, and 
dancing again.
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Song and dance 5

InAylagiak
Prosmieshnik”
A clown [?]

SONG
5.1a Nagyn xua iuguiam tailuni ittxumagut iuguiam 
Otkuda/zhe/ot d'iavola/ prishel’/ k" nam” zashel"//
From where// from the devil/ came/ entered our place/ [devil] 
**** Naken-ggwa wiugyam tailuni itrumaakut wiugyam 
From where, now/ the helper spirit/ coming/ has entered our 
place/ the helper spirit

5. lb ux'xum ittxumagut iuguiak uguna igunaxpyt.
On"/ k" nam" prishel"// ego/ nachnem" vertit’ ego.
He/ came to us/ [the devil]/ he/ we start to spin him around.
**** ug'um itrumaakut wiugyaq ugna wiiguhnaarpet.
that one by the entrance\to the south/ has entered our
place/the helper spirit\to the south/let us wirl around with
him.

5.2a Unani ch'iami ch'ian puuiani iuguiak imikia nani
Na nizu/ na laidie/ laidinom/ v" dymu// izglieni na menia/
gdie
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Below/ on the tide flat/ by the tide flat/ in the smoke/ 
[devil]/ look at me/ where
**** Unani ch’yami ch'yaan puyuani wiugyaq iimikia nani 
Down there/ on the tide flat/ its tide flat/ in its smoked/ 
helper spirit/ cast your eye on me (in the future)/ where

5.2b imikia pidaxkixnamgin tauani. 
zglieni/ ia tebie dam" dobychu/ tut", 
look/ I will give you catch/ here.
**** iimikia pitarkirnaamken tawani.
cast your eye on me/ let me give you game to be caught/ 
there.

Free translation

5.1. From where, now, has the helper spirit come and entered 
our place? that helper spirit [by the door] has entered our 
place; let us whirl around with that helper spirit [by the 
door].

5.2. Down there on the tide flat, in the smoke of its tide 
flat, helper spirit, cast your eye on me; cast your eye on me 
somewhere, let me give you game to be caught there.
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LEGEND
They say that when the preceding [Chumugiak] was in the woods 
with the devils, the present character saw him from afar and 
started to laugh. This mask represents the latter.

DANCE
He dances around, then takes a rattle, dances and starts 
laughing. He dances around, stopping in the center of the 
room and jumps; during this time the other mask goes out.109

109 We know from the description of the dance in which the mask of song 
and dance 4 participates, that it is hidden behind a kamleika for the 
duration of the performance.
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S o n g  6 

AnAun
Starik": The old man 
Akxyl^xia
Kto na baraborie khodit': he who walks about the barabara 
Puteshestvennik": the traveller

SONG
Part 1: AnAun
6.1a Nani una iugyaka aulallaku kananituk 
Gdie zhe/ eto/ svoiu masku/ budu toskat'/ na nizu 
Where/ this/ my own mask/ I will carry/ below 
**** Nani una wiugyaqa aulallaku kanani-tuq
Where/ this/ my spirit helper/ let me take him/ down there, I 
wish

6.1b chaiami pidaxkanun aulallaku.
na laidie/ na dobychu/ budu toskat'.
on the tide flat/ to the catch/ I will carry.
**** ch'yami pitarkanun aulallaku.
on the tide flat/ to the game to be caught/ let me take him. 

Part 2: AkxylAxia
6.2a NalAumaimnik l^angiaxtuama nuiaxiat
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ia ne znal'/ v" chuvstvie prishel"/ prikhodiavshii
I did not know/ came to senses\regain consciousness/ he who
came
**** Nallumawimnek llangyartuama nuyaxuat
From my unconscious state/ when I am coming to my senses/ the 
•?

6.2b kaugkut kaiakuann^a. 
eti/ boius’ ia ikh". 
these/ I am afraid of them.
**** qaugkut kayaku'anka.
those inside there/ up the bay or inlet/ I am reluctant to go 
to/ with them.

6.3a Ch'iami tugumauimni inaxnauimni 
Na laidie/ byl" ia mertvyi/ kogda lezhal"
On the tide flat/ I was dead/ when I lie 
**** ch'yami tuaumawimni inarngawimni
On the tide flat/ at the place where I was dead/ at the place 
where I was lying

6.3b aulalxian^a xui ch'iam puiuakun unnakun. 
ia nakhodilsia/ ia/ na laidie/ na dymu/ s” nizu.
I found myself/ 1/ on the tide flat/ in the smoke/ from 
below.
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**** aulallrianga ggwi ch'yam puyuakun unaaggun.
I went/ 1/ of the tide flat/ through the smoke/ down there.

Reelicitation and free translation 
AnAun
6.1. Nani una iugyaka aulallaku 
kananituk chaiami pidaxkanun 
aulalAaku.

**** Where should I take him my spirit helper? I wish I could 
take him down there on the tide flat to the game to be 
caught.

Akxylxia
6.2. NalAumauimnik lAanAiaxtuama 
nuiaxiat kauxkut kaiakuuannAa.
**** When I begin to come to my senses, out of my unconscious 
state, I am reluctant to go those ? in there.

Again AnAun
6.3a.Ch'iami tugumauimni inaxnauimni.
**** On the tide flat where I was dead, where I lay.

Again Akxylxia
6. 3b. AulalxianAa xui ch'iiam puiuakun
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**** I went through the smoke of the tide flat down there.
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Sona and d a n c e  7

Itxiul^xia
Zakhodiavshii
The one who dropped in

SONG
7.la Kanai taiuika iuishak takuiaku imam-ima
Tam"/dom"/d'iavol"/vzglieni/ v" morie
There/ the house/ devil/ look/ in the sea
**** Kana'i taiwika yuishak takuyarru imaam-ima
Down there/ the place where I come/ spirit helper/ take a
look at the sea/ the sea, I guess

7.1b kyfl^iia takuiagu taiuiga. 
dal'nyi/ vzglieni/ moi dom". 
the far one/ look/ my house.
**** ketllia takuyarru taiwika.
its outer side/ take a look at it/ the place where I come 
from.

7.2a Aulan^axpit iugyak aulauiga nal^uman ch'iam kat- 
Ty nakhodish ’/d ' iavol" / moi doroga/ ty ne znaesh'/ 
laudinoi[?]
You find/ devil/ my way/ you don’t know/ by the tide flat
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**** Aulangarpet wiugyaq aulawika nalluaan ch'yam kat- 
When you went/ spirit helper/ the place where I go/ you are 
unconsciousXignorant of it/ the tide flat/ that down there

7.2b turn ulluxua kanna.
u pribyloi/ vot" on".
at the high tide/ there he is.
**** 'um ul'urwia kan'a.

the place where it keeps flooding/ that down there.

7.3a AgAa nalignyk iuguiam ugum agAix'tagut 
[?]/ otkuda/ [d'iavol"]/ etot"/ iedit"
[?]/ from where/ devil/ this/ goes 
**** Aga nalirnek wiugam ukum agix'takut
Agha/ from which parts/ the spirit helper/ that one out 
thereXto the south/ does he ? us

7.3b itykh'chinaxpyt kunAaiunAaxpyt kiualAa kiuguna.
pustim domoi my/ dlia nego gotovimsia/ kak" zhe/ on".
we will let in at home/ for him we get ready/ just like/ he.
**** itercihnaarpet qungayuhnaarpet kiuala kiugna.
let us let him enter/ let us prepare for travel withXfor him/
[?]/ that one inside thereXto the north.
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7.4a Kunakugaxludyn kan^ik auxkut maiuiaxmiut
Pora tebie sgotovit’sia/ davno/ tie kotorye uiexali/ v"
kashimie

It's time for you to prepare to go/ long ago/ those who left/ 
in the kazhim
**** Qungaquqarluten qangiq augkut mayuyaxmiut
Prepare for travel now/ long ago/ those absent/ kazhim
performers

7.4b kaiiait kitxuaxtai. 
ikhni baidarki/ unesli. 
their baidarka/ they took away.
**** qayait ketgwartai.

their baidarkas/ it moved them out [in front of the village].

7.5a Nalignyk iusham taiiakut maiuiaxmiunyk 
Otkuda/ [d'iavol1’]/ prishli/ iz" igrushki 
From where/ [devil]/ they came/ from the feasts 
**** Nalirnek uisam tai'akut mayuyaxmiunek
From which parts/ the spirit helper/ comes to us/ from the 
kazhim performers

7.5b iuilxianyk. 
kotorye vertiatsia. 
those who spin around.
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**** wiullrianek.

from those who whirl around.

Reelicitation and free translation

7.1. Kanai tauiuika iuishak 
takuiagu imamima kyt'l^iya takuiagu 
iuishak tayiuiga.
**** Down there, spirit helper, take a look at where I come; 
take a look at the outer sea, spirit helper, where I come.

7.2. Aulan^axpit iuguiiak aulauiga 
nal^uman ch'iam kattum ulluxuia kanna.
**** Where you went, spirit helper, you were ignorant of 
where I went, the place down there where the tide keeps 
coming in on that tide flat down there.

7.3. Ag"a nalignyk iuguiiam uxum ag^ix'tagut 
itix’chinaxpyt kun^aiunauxpyt kiual^a kiuguna.
**** Agha, from where does that spirit helper to the south? 
us? let us let enter; let us get ready to go with him, ?, 
that one to the north.

7.4. Kun~akugakAludyn kan^ik auxkut 
maiiuiaxmiut kaiiait kitxuaxtai.
**** Get ready to go now; long ago the baidarkas of those 
kazhim performers were moved out [in front of the village].
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7.5. Nalignik iuisham taiiakut 
maiuiaxmiunyk iuilxianyk.
**** From where did the spirit helper come to us ? from the 
kazhim performers who whirl around.

DANCE
In this dance, two men are seated at the rear of the kazhim, 
each one of them in a corner, and both playing drums; between 
them is seated a man donned in a bear gut kamleika, and 
wearing around his head an aureola [headband?] of deer skin. 
While they are singing the first part of the song110 he, being 
held by a rope, flies about and always lands back at the same 
place. At a precise moment, he jumps from the upper slope of 
the kazhim and goes out. During this time, the second song 
[sic, second part of the song] is sung and when the song is 
over, he appears wearing the mask, in the corner contiguous 
to the door where there are two other men also wearing an 
aureola [headband?], and the three of them dance together.

110 Pinart did not specify which part of the song is the first one, and 
which part is the second. However, the content of the text seems to 
indicate that the first three verses and then the following two form 
coherent whole.
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S o ng  and d a n c e  8

IUaulik
Iskatel'
One who searches 
UnAuaztulik
Tielo khranitel'
One who protects the body (talisman)

SONG
8.1a Chin'kua iuishak unani aiagaia
Za chiem" zhe/ d'iavol'/ na laidie/ ne khochesh' gliedit'
Why/ devil/ on the tide flat/ you do not want to look 
**** Cin-ggwa yuishak unani ayagayaa
Why now/ spirit helper/ down there/ do you repeatedly push me 
away

8.1b unani aiagan'nilnAa kiiaut aulatamgyn
na laidie/ ne brosai menia/ na severnoi storonie/ toskaiu 
tebia
on the tide flat/ do not throw me/ on the north side/ I carry 
you
**** unani ayagan'ilnga kia'ut aulatamken
down there/ don't repeatedly push me away/ toward inside 
there/ northward/ I am taking you
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8.1c lam-ima ikkuanun.
v" mire/ kontsu.
in the world/ to the end.
**** ilam-ima iquanun.

the universe somewhere/ to its end.

8.2a Natxun magun aulamait illuakun 
Otkuda/ otsiuda/ ty khodil'/ s" nutra 
From where/ from here/ you went/ from inside

**** Natgun maagun aulama'it iluakun
Through where/ through here/ did you go/ through its inside

8.2b aulamukuk chauan^axpydyk kiux'una takuiagu.
my s" toboi khodim”/ vy igraete/ na sievernom storonie/
vzglieni.
you and I are going/ you are playing [an instrument].../ on 
the north side/ look.
**** aulamuukuk cauyangarpetek kiugna takuyarru.
we both must have gone/ when you both drummed/ that one
inside there/ to the north/ take a look at it.

Reelicitation and free translation 
IUaulik
Un^uakxtulik Ils dancent ensemble (they dance together)
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8.1. Chinkua iuishak unani aiagaia 
unani aiagan'nilnAa kyiaut aulatamgyn 
lAam ima ikkuanun.
**** Why, now, helper spirit, are you pushing me away down 
there? don't keep pushing me away down there; I am taking you 
northward to the end of the universe.

8.2. Natxun magun aulamait lAam illuakun 
aulamukuk chauanAaxpydyk kiux'una takuiagu.
**** Through where are you going, through the inside of this 
universe? we both must have gone when the two of you drummed; 
take a look at that one to the north.

DANCE
These two masks dance kneeling, making motions from right to 
left, turning sometimes in one direction, sometimes in the 
other. During the second part [of the song], they get up and 
dance in a heavy way, jumping around the kazhim.
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IUilxia
Puteshestvennik 
The voyager

S o n g  a n d  d a n c e  9

SONG
9.1a Adaxam l~i iuguiak l~i ginka l^i takuiagu
Kazhet'sia taki kazh./ [d'iavol']/ moi dom"/ vz[g]lieni
It seems indeed it seems/ [devil]/ my house/ look
**** Adaxam-lli wiugyaq-lli enka-lli takuyarru
?f how about/ helper spirit, how about/ my house, how about/
take a look at it

9.1b imam ima tanAixna pidaxkanun shulalaxuiga. 
v morie/ m[oria]. koshka/ dobychu/ kotoromu ia proshu. 
in the sea/ sea sandspit/ the catch/ which I ask for.
**** imaam-ima tangimaa pitarkanun sulalarwika.
the sea somewhere/ its sandspit/ to the game to be caught/
the place where I keep beseeching.

9.2a Unai ch'iam ashig^uktai imyiaxki
Na laidie/ okolo vodi/ kotorye plavaiut”/ pogladivai
On the tide flat/ near the water/ those that swim\boat?/ take
a look
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**** Una'i ch’yam asgurtai [?] iimiarki

Down there/ the tide flat/ those who go against the current 
with regard to it/ keep your eyes on them

9.2b pidaxkanun shulalakut pidaxkixniamgyn.
dobychu/ kogda khochesh' dobyt'/ ia tebie dam" dobychu.
the catch/ when you want to get/ I will give you the catch.
**** pitarkanun sulalaquut pitarkirnia'amken.
to the game to be caught/ when you keep beseeching/ I am
about to give you game to be caught.

Reelicitation and free translation 

IUilxia
9.1. Adaxam lAi iuguiak lAi gAinka lAi 
takuiagu imam'ima tanAixna pidaxkanun 
shulalaxuyiga.
**** ?, helper spirit, why don’t you take a look at my house, 
the sandspit of the ocean, the place where I make entreaties 
to the game to be caught.

9.2. Unai ch'iiam ashigAuktai imiaxki 
pidaxkanun shulalakut pidaxkixniamgyn.
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**** Down there take a look at that which goes against the 
current of the tide flats [?]; when you make entreaties to 
the game to be caught, I will give you game to be caught.

LEGEND
This mask, they say, in the sleep of the man above 
mentioned111 told him: " If you cannot kill [any animals], do 
not fret, I will give you the catch."

DANCE

He who carries this mask enters the kazhim with an aureola 
[headband?] around his face and he dances during the first 
song [sic, first part of the song?]; during this time the 
mask is suspended by a string and sways from one side of the 
kazhim to the other. Dancing, the dancer, progresses to where 
the mask is located and at the precise moment when they begin 
the second song [sic, second part of the song?] he grabs the 
mask with his teeth and dances.

111 The man referred to in this legend is described in the legend of the 
origin of all the masks as the man who dreamed the various masks (story 
2) .
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Agaiuxluak
Bol'shaia maska 
Great mask

S o n g  a n d  d a n c e  10

SONG
10.1a Aualaiakakua ch'iami xuAi aualaiakakua 
IA nakhodilsia/ na laidie/ ia/ [ia nakhodilsia]
I found myself/ on the tide flat/ 1/ I found myself 
**** Aualayakakua ch'yami ggwi aulayakakua 
I ? on the tide flat/ 1/ I ?

10.1b puiulignun xuAi. 
na volkanie/ [ia]. 
on the volcano/ I.
**** puyulegnun ggwi. 
to the volcanoes/ I.

10.2a IUguiaman'lAi aulanAaumgyn udakinaxmyn 
Ty kazhesh'sia d’iavol’/ tebia nachnu toskat"/ na Chernaburoi 
You seem devil/ I will begin to carry you/ on Mt St Augustine 
**** Wiugyamaan-lli aulahnaumken Utakinermen
O my helper spirit, how about/ let me take you/ to Mt St. 
Augustine
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10.2b tushunaumgyn pidaxkanun tugumaxl^xianun 
ia tebia perevezu/ k" dobycham"/ k" mertvym 
I will transport you/ to the catch/ to the dead ones 
**** tus’uhnaumken pitarkanun tuqumallrianun
let me take you ashore/ to the game to be caught/ to those 
who are dead

10.2c aulanaumgyn. 
nachnu tebia toskat'.
I will begin to carry you.
**** aulahnaumken. 
let me take you.

Reelicitation and free translation 

Agaiuxluak
10.1 Auialaiakakua ch'iiami xui aualaia
kakua puyulignun xui.
**** I keep going [??] on the tide flats; I keep going [??] 
to the volcanoes.

10.2 IUguiiaman'li aulanaumgyn udakinaxmyn 
tushunaumgyn pidaxkanun tugumax'l^xianun 
aulanaumgiyn.
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**** O my helper spirit, why don't I take you to the volcano; 
let me take you ashore to the game to be caught; let me take 
you to those who are dead.

DANCE
He who wears this mask enters the kazhim wearing a puffin 
parka (toporki), with his arms inside the parka, but with one 
sleeve turned to the middle of the front and the other in the 
middle of the back. So he dances in place during the first 
part [of the song], and then goes out. When he reenters, he 
again dances but this time around [the kazhim?], dancing 
heavily and in place at every advance he makes.
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S o n g  and d a n c e  11 

Shalgaiak
Chasseur de l'aurore boreale 
Hunter from the aurora borealis

SONG
11.1a Piagyn ima achiuaxtua kiugiat pyngut 
Sverkhu/ ia spustilsia/ v" sievernoi siianie/ na verkhu 
From above/ I descended/ in the northern lights/ above 
**** piaken-ima aciwartua kiuryat pingkut
From above somewhere/I descend/the northern lights/those up 
there

11.1b nunaklitnyk iugu^imnyk achuaxtua.
iz” dal’nikh/ gdie ia vertilsia/ ottuda ia spustilsia.
from afar/ where I spun around/ from where I descended.
**** nunaqlliitnek wiugwimnek aciwartua.
from the earthward side of them/ from where I whirl around/ I 
descended.

11.2a Maiuiaxmiut kuaxaxait iugyuklugi 
V igrushkakh/ mal'chiki/ ia davno dumal" chto igraiut'
In the feasts/ the boys/ I long since thought they were 
performing a dance
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**** Mayuyaxmiut kuaxaxait wiugyuklluki
The kazhim performers/ their lads/ thinking they whirl about

11.2b achiuaxtua. 
ottogo spustilsia. 
from there I descended.
**** aciwartua.
I descended.

Reelicitation and free translation 

Shalgiiak
11.1 Piagyn'ima achiuaxtua kiugiat 
pyngut nunaklitnik iug^uimnyk.
**** From up there I descend, from the earthward side of 
those northern lights up there, from where I whirl around.

11.2 Achiuaxtua, maiuiaxmyiut kuaxaxait 
iugiuklugi achiuaxtua.
**** i descend, thinking that the lads of those who perform 
in the kazhim whirl about, I descend.

DANCE
He arrives on stage with a kamleika, the sleeves of which 
have been turned inside out, and his arms are covered with
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blood. The lowest part of the mask is also covered with 
blood. He dances around the kazhim turning round briskly.
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Ashigik [Asriq ?]
Durak 
The fool

S o n g  a n d  d a n c e  12

SONG
12-la Iuishak xua taixua l^am kxum
// zhe/ ia prishel"/ mirie/ v" etom
[devil]/ even/ I came/ the world/ in this
**** Yuishak-ggwa taigua 11am keg'um
Helper spirit, now/ I come/ the universe/ that one

12.1b ashxian xua tauiaxadyn. 
s" durakakh"/ ia/ vot" ia spustilsia. 
from the fool/ 1/ here I descended.
**** asruan-ggwa tauyaraaten. 
its fool, now/ tried to ? you.

12.2a Ashigym pikkum ul^agakiynn^ama puiulgit 
U duraka/ na verkhu/ kotoromu ia khozhu/ volkani 
The fool/ above/ to whom I go/ the volcanoes 
**** Asrim pik’um ullagakengama puyulget
The fool/ that one down there/ the one whom I keep 
approaching/ the volcanoes
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12.2b ungut naxaiiuxai. 
na nizu/ khochet" iest'. 
below/ he wants to eat.
**** unkut neryugai.
those down there/ he wants to eat them.

Reelicitation and free translation 

Ashigik
12.1. IUishak xua taixua l^am kxum 
ash'xian xua tauiaxadyn.
**** Helper spirit, I come; the fool of that universe out 
there is trying to ? you.

12.2. Ashigim pikkum ul^agakinn^ama 
puiulgit ungut naxaiiuxai.

**** That fool down there, whom I keep approaching, wants to 
eat those volcanoes down there.

DANCE
This mask takes a long time before coming in. The first part 
of the song is sung while he has not yet made his appearance. 
Then he enters with a helper whose face is covered and who 
sings the second part [of the song].
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Nalumalik
Kotoryi ne znaet
He who does not know/ is ignorant [?]

SONG

13.1a Tain^ama taixua ch'iak kanna kugyklugu
Kogda ia prishel'/ ia idu/ laida/ i eto/ podnial
When I came/ I am going/ the tide flat/ and this/ lifted
**** Taingama taigua ch'yak kan’a kewegluku
When I came/ I am coming/ the tide flat/ that one down there/ 
lifting it up

13.1b taiuimgum taixua taua.
po svoei dorogi/ ia idu/ budit".
my own way/ I am going/ it will be [?].
**** taiwimkun taigua tawa.
through the way I came/ I am coming/ that is it.

13.2a Tulagamyn itx^ama agaiuma unika kanna.
V kashimie/ kogda ia zashel'/ maska/ menia ostavliaet".
In the kazhim/ when I entered/ the mask/ is leaving me.

S o n g  a n d  d a n c e  13
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**** Tulagamen itrama agayuma uniqaqaanga.
Into the kazhin [?]/ when I entered/ my mask/ keeps leaving
me.

Reelicitation and free translation 

Nalumalik
13.1. Tain^ama taixua ch'iak'kanna 
kugyxlugu taiuimgun taixua taua 
taua.
**** When I came, I came and lifted up [?] that tide flat
down there; I came by the way I came, that’s all.

13.2. Tulagamyn itx^ama agaiuma 
unikakann^a.
**** When I entered into the kazhim [?] my mask kept leaving 
me.

DANCE

The man enters without a mask but wearing only eagle feathers 
on his head. The mask is suspended and sways from one side of 
the kazhim to the other. At a precise moment, he [the dancer] 
grabs the mask with his teeth, the part which holds the mask 
remaining fastened, and after dancing for a few minutes, the 
mask flies off again, flying in every direction, sometimes 
falling on the ground, etc.
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Song and dance 14 

Pugumalxia
Zhenshchina kotoraia platit' [sic, vsplyvaet, vsplivet?]112 
The woman who pays [surfaces?]

SONG
14.1a Aulauiga aulanAaxpyt iuguiak aulauiga 
Gdie ia khozhu/ ty xodi/"/"/
Where I go/ you go/ [devil]/ [where I go]
**** Aulawika aulangarpet wiugyaq aulawika
The place where I go/ when you went/ spirit helper/ the place 
where I go

14.1b nalAuman imam* ima tanAix'na pumauiga.
ty ne znaesh"/ v" morie/ koshka/ gdie ia zakhozhu.
you don't know/ in the sea/ the sandspit/ where I enter.
**** nallumaan imaam-ima tangirmaa pugumawika.
you are unconscious\ignorant of it/ the sea somewhere/ its
sandspit/ the place where I surface (from under water).

14.2a AulalxianAa lAam illuakun iugiak imiaxnAa.
Ia khodil"/ vo bes"/ sviet"/ "/ pomogi menia.

112 The word, platit': to pay, does not makes sense in this context. We 
must remember that Pinart was still learning Russian during his travel, 
and it seems that he mistook the verb plavat'/plyt or more precisely in 
this case vsplyvat'/vsplyt' (to surface) with the verb platit' (to pay). 
In the story, the woman does surface from an under water place.
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I went/ into the whole/ world/ [devil]/ help me.
**** Aulallrianga 11am iluakun wiugyaq iimiarnga.
I went/ the universe/ through its inside/ helper spirit/ keep 
your eye on me.

Reelicitation and free translation 

Pugumalxia
14.1. Aulauiga aulanAaxpyt iuguiiak 
aulauiga nalAuman imam’ ima 
tanAig'na pumauiga.
**** The way I went, when you went, helper spirit, you were 
ignorant of the way I went, the sandspit of the sea, where I 
had surfaced.

14.2. AulalxianAa lAam illuakun 
iugiuiak imiaxnAa.
**** x went through the inside of the universe; helper 
spirit, keep your eye on me.

DANCE
When he comes in the kazhim, he kneels down on the doorstep. 
He is holding a small oil lamp. Somebody covers him with a 
large bag made of bear gut. While he is so covered he burns 
inside of the bag some birch roots (young roots) and as soon 
as he does so an intense smoke diffuses in the kazhim.
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Somebody [then] removes the bag, and he [the performer] 
remains in a kneeling position, with his face painted and on 
his head eagle feathers. In one hand placed in front of him 
he is holding the lamp and in the other hand placed in his 
back he is holding a rattle. He goes out and while the second 
part of the song is sung he comes back with the mask and 
dances heavily around the kazhim.
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Nakixn^alik
Kornosei [?]
The sub-nosed one

S o n g  a n d  d a n c e  15

Song
15.1a Atxakama atxaiukua imam' ima
Kogda ia spuskaius'/ ia dumaiu spust[k?]at'sia/ v" morie 
When I descend/ I think I am descending/ in the sea 
**** Atra'aqama atratyukua imaam-ima
Whenever I descend/ I think I am descending/ the sea 
somewhere

15.1b illuakun magun. 
s" nizu/ otsiuda. 
from below/ from here.
**** Huakun maaggun.

through its inside/ through here.

15.2a Chaxua kattum iugiam unani kiaiutykkagu 
Chaxua/ etot”/ [d'iavol"]/ na laidie/ vsie khochet" plakat’ 
Chaxua/ this / [devil]/ on the tide flat/ all [?] want to 
weep
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**** Ca-ggwa kat'um wiugyam unani qia'utek'aku
What now/ that one down there/ the helper spirit/ down there/
is he weeping about it

15.2b aga agaiuka pidaxkanun ulixtuk.
// moia maska/ k" dobycham”/ drazhit".
//my mask/ to the catch/ is trembling.
**** aga agayuqa pitarkanun uulegtuq.
agha/ my mask/ to the game to be caught/ is trembling (in 
anticipation).

Reelicitation and free translation 

Nakixnalik
15.1. Atxakama atxaiukua imam' ima 
illuakun magun.
**** Whenever I descend, I think I am descending through the 
inside of this sea here.

15.2. Chaxua kattum iuguiiam unani kiaiu- 
tykkagu ag^a agaiuka pidaxkanun ulixtuk.
**** What is that helper spirit down there weeping about down 
there? agha, my mask is trembling in anticipitation of the 
game to be caught.
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DANCE
He enters the kazhim with the mask and during the first part 
[of the song] he kneels near the door and so dances holding 
in his hands a rattle. When the second part [of the song] 
begins, he turns around and he goes around the kazhim looking 
at every person separately. [Then] he returns near the door 
and once again dances around the kazhim, dancing heavily at 
every place and goes out.
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Kuauk
Nosastyi
The big-nosed one

S o n g  a n d  d a n c e  16

SONG
16.1a Naxiam agaiuua kanai puiulignun
(Gora bol'shaia i vysokaia v" Orlovom")/ maska/ na nizu//
(A large and tall mountain in Eagle Harbor)/ the mask/ below/ 
[to the volcanoes]
**** Nazyam agaya kana'i puyulegnun
Crown Mountain [?]/ its mask/ down there/ to the volcanoes

16.1b chaulaxtuk.
povernulsia.
turned.
**** caulartuq.
keeps turning [its face].

16.2a L^amnyk xui achiuagakama amin(n)itua [?]
Iz" mirie/ ia/ kogda ia spuskaius'/ sebie skuru ne mogu naiti 
From the world/ 1/ when I descend/ I cannot find myself a fur 
**** Llamek ggwi aciwaraqama amingenitua
From the universe/ 1/ whenever I descend/ I do not get a fur
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16.2b mannakik aulaiak amix'chauluku tuxchagiukua. 
i etot" by/ per’ia/ nadiel" by na sebie/ perinosom" nozhu. 
and this/ the feathers/ would don/ I portage.
**** man'a-kiq aulayaq [?] amicaulluju [?] tugca'aryukua. 
this (extended), I guess/ coat of feathers [?]/ making a fur 
with it [?]/ I think I am portaging.

Reelicitation and free translation 
Kuauk
16.1. Naxiam agaiuua kanai 
puiulignun chaulaxtuk.
**** The mask of Crown Mountain [?] down there keeps turning 
to the volcanoes.

16.2 L^amnyk xui achiuag^akama 
amin^itua mannakik* aulaiak 
amixchauluku [?] tuxchagiukua.
**** When I descend from the universe I cannot get myself a 
fur; this coat of feathers, perhaps, I make myself a fur out 
of it and think I am crossing the portage.

DANCE
He dances during the first part [of the song] with his back 
facing the audience; in the second part [of the song], he
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faces the audience turning around from time to time and goes 
round the kazhim.
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An*alanAiak
Khoroshaia maska 
Good mask

Chuial^ik
Gubastyi
The big-lipped one

S o n g  a n d  d a n c e  17

SONG
17.1a Nani una minxaka agaiul~aku kananituk 
Gdie/ etot"/ svoiu masku/ toskat" budu/ na nizu by 
Where/ this/ my mask/ I would carry/ below 
**** Nani una minxaqa agayullaku kanani-tuq
Where/ this/ my mask [?]/ let me dance with it/ down there, I 
wish

17.1b ch'iami agaiul^aku. 
na laidie/ igral" by.
on the tide flat/ I would perform a dance.
**** ch'yami agayullaku.
on the tide flat/ let me dance with it.
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17.3 Auxt'am agaiuua agaiuni iulaxa anAuiagnun.
Ot" zviezdi/ ego maska/ svoiu masku/ snimaet"/ k" voinam.
From the star/ his mask/ his own mask/ keeps taking it off/ 
to the warriors.
**** Aux'tam agayua agayuni yuularaa anguyagnun.
?/ his mask/ its own mask/ keep taking it off/ to the 
warriors.

Reelicitation and free translation

AnAalanAiak 
Chuialik
17.1. Nani una minxaka agaiulAaku 
kananituk ch’iami agayilAaku.
**** Where should I dance with this my mask [?] I wish I 
could dance with it down there on the tide flat.

17.2. Nani una agaiuka nani una 
agaiulAaku kananituk ch'iami pidaxkanun 
agaiulAaku.
**** Where should I dance with this my mask? I wish i could 
dance with it down there on the tide flat to the game to be 
caught.

17.3. Auxudym[?] agaiua agaiuni iulaxa 
anAuiagnun.
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**** p's mask keeps taking off its mask to the warriors.

DANCE
The two masks dance together.
Before the dance: the first verse of the song is sung.
The two masks enter [the kazhim] together: the second and the 
third verse of the song are sung [while they dance].
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Aq^iiashuk (recorded by Pinart in the French language)

The data concerning the AgAiiashuk comprise two different 
sets of data. Each set includes a legend and a ritual dance 
which was supposed to be performed every year during the 
winter festival. The dances are clearly identical but the 
legends differ widely. It is possible however that the first 
legend relates the origins of the AgAiiashuks while the 
second relates the behavior of those spiritual entities after 
their transformation. In the two stories the two main 
characters (either the two girls or the two spirits) are 
hungry. The fact that the two spirits of the second story eat 
human flesh seems to balance with vengeance the starvation of 
the two young girls by their fellow villagers.

Afognak, January 25th 1872

Legend #1
They were two and had [2-3 words unreadable] in the shape of 
a lightning.
Two young girls were poor and had nothing to eat. In the 
settlement [where they lived] everybody took turn to feed 
them but soon they got tired [of the situation] and chased 
them away. They wandered about for a long time when one day 
they flew away and became the thunder and the lightning.
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Dance
When they arrived in the kazhim everyone in the audience asks 
oneself whom to give away: so if somebody had an internal 
disease, the masks made him lie down on a bed of lavtak and 
having placed in advance in their sleeves everything they 
needed (blood, intestines, etc.) they pretend to open his 
body in different places; then the blood runs and they start 
eating the intestines as well as the flesh which they had 
hidden in their sleeves and soon thereafter they leave: no 
song, and no drums (chauiak).

Afognak, 31st March 1872 
Legend #2
Two men used to live by the confines of the earth in the 
west, and were called Agiiashuk: they appeared for the first 
time to the Aleuts [Koniags are meant here] on the top of a 
mountain. When came the time to sing, they flew onto the roof 
of the kazhim, and sat down on each side of the smoke hole. 
As soon as they sat, blood started to drip into the kazhim. 
Those who were inside got scared and asked each other from 
where this was coming from. Soon in the kazhim, two men 
appeared and from their body blood is streaming. As soon as 
they entered the dry grass moved away from them and the lamp 
retreated in a corner. There, they stand [the people of the 
kazhim] on their feet not knowing what to do. Then an old man 
said that they will leave only at the condition that food be
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brought to them and that this food must be human flesh. One 
of the oldest one said that he had lived a long time and gave 
himself in sacrifice. They make him lie down on a lavtak and 
made two cuts on the side of his belly and one in the middle 
and as soon as their hands are placed in the wound, the flesh 
disappeared leaving only the bones. As soon as this happened, 
they disappeared. The following year, they reappeared at the 
times of the games to an unclean [menstruating] woman (ne 
chistiia [sic, chistaia]— zhenshchina). The woman told them 
that the preceding year they had eaten a man, and they 
answered that it was because the kashaks did not know the 
correct sentences to use: they did not eat the man but only 
seal intestines and that if intestines (potrakha [potrokha] = 
alternately insides) were placed on the chest or on the belly 
of the victim they will not harm him. At the time of the 
dance they reappeared, and an old man was laid down with a 
bare belly, but this time in the audience was a well known 
and knowledgeable kashak from south Kodiak. The AgAiiashuks 
acted as before and just as they were opening the belly, the 
kashak pronounced magical sentences: they then covered the 
body with the lavtak and vanished....
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Ritual dance: 
Manuscript's version

Ritual dance:
Catalogue's version113______________
Those uludaks were used by theAfter this occurence they operated 

i n  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  w a y  to 
commemorate this event and this 
was repeated every year on the 
fifth day of the games:

"When the individual who had been 
c h o s e n  b e f o r e  the ce re m o n y  
unbeknownst to him for the role of 
the victim was brought into the 
kazhim, the light was dimmed by 
placing the lamp in a corner and 
by placing a screen in front of 
it. Then the Axiiashuks placed the 
i n d i v i d u a l  on  a l a v t a k  and 
k n e e l i n g  i n  the d a r k n e s s  
pretending to cut the belly of the 
victim, and then got up eating 
seal intestines meant to represent 
h u m a n  o n e s  ( w h e n  t h e y  were 
surrounding the body, the kashak 
pr on o un c e d m ag i c al  sentences). 
Then they covered the whole [body] 
with the lavtak and carried it 
outside the kazhim. After that, 
the lavtak was thrown into the 
sea. During this ceremony neither 
music nor song were heard.

Koniagmiuts for two very different 
purposes: 1) they were used for 
the cutting up of whales, and 2) 
they were used in one of their 
shamanic or religious dance:

"Having placed inside the kajim 
(hut where religious ceremonies 
and other meeting took place in 
any Eskimo village) a lavtak skin 
(processed sea-lion skin), they 
make one of the old men lie down, 
taking care of choosing the oldest 
one: they undress him completely 
and ask for the lamp to be taken 
away so as to create a dark and 
mysterious atmosphere. The two men 
w h o  p e r s o n i f y  the Axiashouks 
[Axiashuks] (legendary characters, 
devils or evil spirits in honor of 
which the ceremony is given so as 
to appease them), holding these 
aludaks [sic, uludaks]114 pretend 
to open the belly of the old man 
and to eat his intestines. The 
blood runs, and one can see the 
Axi ash ou ks  feast ing  o n  t h i s  
uninviting food; but all that is a 
trick that the average man cannot 
comprehend; the light is placed in 
the kazhim in such a way that only 
the upper part [of the kazhim] is 
lighted while the lower portion 
remains in obscurity.

113 The dance which is described here is included in entry 82-83 of 
Pinart's Catalogue (1872b:11-12):

Two large "Ouloudak [Uludak]"
Provenience: Gavan' Sviatovo Pavla [St Paul Harbor], Kodiak 
Island, Kodiak archipelago.

114 Uludak is meant here, an aludak is a wooden ceremonial platter.
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Ritual dance: 
Manuscript's version

Ritual dance: 
Cataloque's version
The blood and the intestines that 
the Akhiashuks pretend to eat are 
in fact the blood and intestines 
of seals which they had previously 
hidden.The legend from which this 
ceremony takes place has been told 
to me with great terror by the 
K o n i a a m i u t e s . The t w o  aludaks 
Tsic. uludaks 1 counted under the 
above numbers [82-83] were used 
for the latter purpose, and were 
made of slate found in English 
bay, in the Gulf of Tchiviak [sic, 
Tchiniak], on Kodiak Island.
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Shuqishat (Recorded by Pinart in the French language) 

Afognak, January 25 1872

Large mask which is thought to have originated from the sea. 
The Koniags were very much in fear of it.

Legend
The legend for this mask is as follow: one day while they 
were dancing in the kazhim, a woman who was not frightened 
asked why during the games, they did not go down to the 
shore. Alone she went there holding in her hand a wooden 
spear (used to spear fish)115 and as soon as she did so, she 
saw on the sea a color red, as red as fire, and from it two 
men and a woman appeared. The two men wore on their head a 
kolpak [high ceremonial hat] while the woman was bare headed. 
The woman was holding a human hand in her mouth. They came 
closer and soon were on the shore. The woman who had left the 
kazhim was holding the wooden spear at the ready. The three 
individuals came out of the water, and then took the 
direction of the mountains. They fell, and only their 
skeletons could be found, but their belly was still carrying 
some flesh and was blown up like a bladder. Soon afterwards, 
they got up and flew toward the mountains. A man then came

115 This is the only mention in the literature and otherwise of a woman 
handling a weapon!
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out of the kazhim and went after them and soon he as well as 
the three individuals came back; they did not stay very long 
and soon totally disappeared.

Dance #1
The person who wears this mask enters the kazhim with a 
flipper in his mouth. He first presents his right elbow on 
the right side and then the left elbow on the left side, 
placing his hands each time on the opposite breast, then in 
front.
During this time two men and a woman played the drum,116 and 
the person wearing the mask sings: 

i-gi-i, o-go, i-gi-i

Another dance in which the mask Shugishak performed was 
collected by Pinart:

Dance #2
When the person who wears this mask enters the kazhim he 
holds in his hand besides a rattle, a whale javelin the point 
of which is made out of a human bone. He advances to the 
center of the kazhim and threatens those who [one word 
unreadable] when the kashak gets up and intervenes. The 
person who wears this mask is thought of as a kind of devil.

116 This is the only mention in the literature and otherwise of a woman 
playing the drum!
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After the dance he does not eat for 20 days and wears a parka 
made of puffins.

In Pinart's mask collection there are 3 masks named 
Shugishat, one is a female, and the other two are male. This 
number of masks corresponds to the number of spiritual 
characters participating in the events mentioned in the 
legend. In each of the dances recorded by Pinart, only one 
character wears a mask.

In the first dance, the person wearing the mask enters 
with a flipper in his mouth. In the legend it was the woman 
coming from the sea who was holding a human hand in her 
mouth. Both objects were held in the mouth but the flipper 
comes from the sea (where the three creatures come from) 
while the human hand comes from the earth (where human live). 
In the second dance, the mask wearer is holding a rattle as 
well as a javelin whose point is made of a human bone. In the 
legend, it is the woman who came out of the kazhim who is 
holding a javelin while the human bone is associated again 
with the human hand found in the mouth of the female sea 
creature. In each case, the most distinctive attribute of the 
masked dancer/wearer is one originally associated with a 
woman in the legend. On the basis of the available data it is 
impossible to decide which mask was used during which dance.
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Similarly, we do not know if the dances were given one after 
the other.
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Aqit'lik & Iquixtulik
(recorded by Pinart in the French language)

Afognak, April 10th 1872 
Collected from Chimliiak?

Legend 
Part 1

Those two masks are said to be men who lived far away in 
a cave where the current is strong. A man named Kigilak 
during a voyage reached this location (in the north) where 
lived a great many men. He returned there [on a regular 
basis] and for a while he spend the winter there and spent 
the summer somewhere else. One day he got the idea to bring 
back those two masks to show his fellow villagers how the men 
with whom he lived look like. Arriving home, he killed the 
[two] women who were in the first two-hole baidarka 
(dvukhlozhnii) that he encountered and afterwards he also 
killed two men that he encountered in the forest. Because of 
these events, on the masks were [painted?] a man and a 
baidarka.
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Part 2
There was in a large kazhim two natural brothers [1,2 ]117 

who became those masks. They had been there for several 
years. One day arrived another man, brother of the two above 
brothers. One of the brother [ 1 ] grabbed him [ 3 ] and told the 
other [2] that he [1] was going to kill him [3]; his brother 
[2] answered that he should not do this because he [3] was 
his natural brother. He [1] answered something vague, and 
again said that he wanted to kill him [3], Again his brother 
[2] reproved him and as he [1] was hesitating, he [2] told 
him [1] that if he really wanted to kill him [3] it would be 
better to take him away and to abandon him on the seaside. So 
they did and after having dressed him with a parka they 
abandoned him on a rock near the sea.118 This brother [3] who 
was still very young started to cry. Soon he heard a human 
voice asking him why he was crying. He looked around and 
seeing nobody started crying again. Again he heard the voice 
asking him why he was crying, and again looking around he saw 
a bird standing near him (this was Kigilak who had 
transformed himself into a bird [see legend, part 1]). The 
bird asked him if he was hungry. He then gave him a piece of

117 The brothers are not given any name in the story and as a result the 
succession of events can seem confusing at time. I decided to give a 
number to each of the brothers as they appear chronologically in the 
story so as to simplify the reading.
118 The original text in French is not very clearly expressed. It seems 
that they abandoned their brother at a place from which he could not get 
away by his own means. Thus the rock need to be at sea and not by the 
seaside. This interpretation is corroborated by the mention at the end 
of the account that the rock was located between two islands.
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seal and told him that he would take him as a fellow 
companion and that with him he will go to the place where he 
lived in the north. He then told him to put his head in his 
parka and then whirling around him, and whistling (with a 
type of a special whistle used by shamans) they both flew 
away. Soon after they took a rest on a mountain top and there 
the bird gave him again something to eat. They flew up to the 
settlement where Kigilak lived. There he saw that the 
dwelling was made of a large rock filled with various animal 
skins. There they lived. When summer arrived, Kigilak said 
that it was now time to go back to his [3] settlement. They 
flew on a mountain top and Kigilak said to his companion to 
pick wild raspberries because here it is summer but where 
they are going it is still fall. They flew in this way from 
mountain to mountain, taking rests. Then they arrived to the 
mountain near the settlement where his brother and the uncle 
[sic] who had wanted to kill him lived. There they saw a 
large number of baidarkas at sea. It was the season for the 
games and they were ready to dance with the masks mentioned 
above. Kigilak told his companion that there lived the 
brother and the uncle who had wanted to kill him. They then 
made a bow and arrows that he hid away. He told him: "You are 
now going to fly onto the kazhim. Your brother is on the 
right side of the door, and your uncle on the left side." 
When he heard the first sounds of the drum (chauiak) he flew 
away, and went and rested on the kazhim. As soon as he did
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so, the kazhim shook and those who were inside became 
terrified and ceased any kind of motions. He entered the 
kazhim through the smoke hole and started to dance. As soon 
as he landed on the ground of the kazhim, the grass which was 
there retreated by itself while the light retreated in a 
corner. He danced around the kazhim and at a point in time he 
showed the raspberries that he had brought with him and as he 
was asked where he was living, he answered on the mountain. 
They shot arrows at him but he was invulnerable, and the 
arrows glided off his body. He at once took his bow and 
arrows and shot an arrow straight to the heart of his 
brother, and a second to his uncle. From there they [Kigilak 
and he] flew away toward the shore of Kodiak and there he 
started to dance with the two masks. His companion flew away 
and never again did he see him.

The bird disguise was that of a hawk (iastreb).
The name of the settlement is Agnaluk on Afognak Island 
opposite Evraishechei (Marmot Island).
The rock on which he was abandoned is located between the two 
islands and is called Chashauakhlik.
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Kuqukuak (Collected by Pinart in the French language)

Afognak, April 10th 1872 
Collected from Chimliiak?

Legend
One day, a man at sea in his baidarka capsized. He had a 
mother. He lived at sea for a long time and on his head grew 
kelp [varec]. One day, while in his settlement they [the 
villagers] were dancing, he came out of the sea and brought 
this mask. He entered the kazhim holding the mask in his 
hand. As soon as he did so the grass retreated toward the 
rear of the kazhim and the oil lamp [zhirnik] retreated in a 
corner. The air of the kazhim became impregnated by the smell 
given off by the tide on a beach (nobody recognized him). In 
the kazhim he saw his mother and his father and as he asked 
them about the son who had capsized several years earlier, he 
placed the mask near the lamp, exited the kazhim, and went 
back into the sea.
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C o m m e n t s  on P i n a r t ' s  data

What kind of information did we learn from these two 
sets of data? First, a close look at the various sets of 
information available for each mask reveals that in at least 
7 instances there is a direct relationship between elements 
belonging to the song, the dance, the legend (when 
available), and even sometimes the name of the mask. For 
example, in Song and Dance 2, the mask is called Iualxia or 
One who searches. The text of the song is about somebody who 

is searching for a youth without finding him, and wants to be 
allowed to search for him among those who whirl around, i.e., 
among the people who participate in the festivals in the 
kazhim. In the dance, the mask is searching for somebody 
among the spectators without finding the person, thus 
physically acting out what the mask's name and the song mean. 
In this example we have total agreement between the three 
sets of data. Thus we can gain some kind of understanding 
about what is happening, based solely on the internal logic 
of the material presented. This level of understanding is, 
however, somewhat superficial. In the above example we do not 
know really who is the one who is searching, for whom is he 
searching, why, and how. This superficiality of under
standing, will be a recurring problem for any of the examples 
which will follow.
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In another example, that of Song and Dance 3, Unnuiaiuk. 
the Night traveler, the contents of the song and of the 

legend are found to be in agreement with the physical 
characteristics found on the mask itself (specimen #21). The 
song tells us that Unnuiaiuk went through the inside of the 

world, met an evil spirit, and that the latter bothered him. 
We learn in the legend what the bother was about: the mask 
got half of his face burnt because he looked at an evil 
spirit. The mask itself [the object] shows clearly this 
physical characteristic because on one side of its face, the 
facial features are marked but on the other half there are no 
features at all and the entire area is painted black with 
white circles. Thus the mask [object] expresses, at least in 
part, what happened to the mask [character].

Above, in the brief introduction before the presentation 
of the songs and dances, I mentioned that certain masks were 
used in pairs. In one instance, Song and Dance 4 & 5, the 
masks do not really dance together as is the case in the four 
other pairs, but during one dance, one mask hides on stage 
behind a kamleika, remains in hiding during the beginning of 
the following performance, and finally leaves while the 
second mask is still performing. This series of actions is 
clearly explained in the legends which accompany each of the 
two masks involved. In the first case we learn that somebody 
wanting to become a shaman retired into the wood, saw there
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the devils, became inspired, and became the first mask. While 
this was happening, the second mask saw from afar this mask 
with the devil and started to laugh. The hiding of the first 
mask during the first part of his dance represents his 
withdrawal into the woods while his hiding during the first 
part of the second performance followed by his departure 
represents the fact that the second mask saw the first one 
while he was withdrawn in the woods and in company of the 
devils. Interestingly, the name of the first mask, One who 
has left his senses would correspond to his newly obtained 

shamanic status while the name of the second, the clown, 
would correspond to his being one of the amusers from above.

In Song and Dance 11, the name of the mask is explained 
by the location from where the mask is coming from, i.e., the 
aurora borealis, and in Song and Dance 13, the meaning of 
certain happenings during the dance is indicated by a verse 
of the song. In the last verse it is said that "when I 
entered the kazhim, my mask keeps leaving me.” In the dance, 
the mask is not worn by the dancer on a continuous basis. On 
the contrary, it is attached by a rope and is moved about the 
kazhim, then, at one point, the dancer grabs it between his 
teeth, dances for a little while, and then lets the mask fly 
away. Thus, the mask keeps leaving the face of the dancer the 
same way it is leaving the face of the mask [character] in 
the song.
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In a last example, Song and Dance 9, we learn that one 
mask was in fact responsible for the Koniags starting to make 
masks and performed festivals so as to ensure future good 
hunting. IUilxia is the spiritual entity who sent visions of 

masks and songs to the hunter who could not kill anything 
(Story # 2 of the origins of Kodiak masks). In this case the 
behavior of the mask in the song explains what the hunter 
must do if he cannot find game, i.e., appeal to IUilxia. This 

is confirmed by the contents of the legend on the origins of 
the masks and that of the legend associated with IUilxia.

According to Jeff Leer, the language used in the songs 
is not ordinary Alutiiq language but a "shamanistic" language 
(1989b). I would prefer to use the term "ritual" rather than 
"shamanistic" because we know that despite the fact that 
shamanism was a major part of Koniag belief system, shamans 
had apparently nothing to do with the festivals themselves. 
We know on the other hand that a ritual specialist called 
kas' aq did organize the festivals and that the various 

performances succeeding each other were in fact rituals. 
Thus, to me the term ritual language seems more appropriate.

One of the major difficulties in understanding such a 
ritual language is that it usually contains many metaphors 
which cannot be decoded unless one knows what they stand for. 
In our situation, unfortunately, neither is known. Despite 
that fact, however, certain observations as to the possible 
meanings of those performances can be made. First it is clear
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that each song and accompanying dance and sometimes legend 
focus on the activities of a particular spiritual entity, a 
mask. I agree with Leer that each song depicts a particular 
spiritual journey and that each song is addressed to the 
traveler's spirit helper. The analysis of the various 
journeys portrayed in the songs provides us with a unique set 
of information on the location of the worlds where the 
spiritual beings referred to in the songs are coming from and 
the ones where they are going to, in other words, the various 
worlds thought by the Koniags to be inhabited by spiritual 
beings, the five worlds above and the five worlds below.

Let's review first the elements of the songs which 
provide us with direct and precise information on Koniag 
world superposition. In Song and Dance 11, Shalqaiak tells us 

that he comes from above somewhere, from the aurora borealis, 
from where he whirled around. Thus, Shalqaiak comes from one 

of the worlds above, the world where the Mittat live too, 
i.e., world #1 (cf. p. 55). "Whirling" in the context of the 
songs appears as a metaphor for ritual dancing in the kazhim. 
This suggests that on the world where Shalqaiak lives, there 

is also a kazhim where people are dancing. This again is in 
agreement with the notion that the inhabitants of the various 
worlds above and below live like human beings do on earth. 
Chumuqiiak. Song and Dance 4, also lives in one of the worlds 

above. He tells us that his house is located up there, in the 
universe up there, behind the sun. Thus, Chumuqiiak too is
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coming from the first world above, that of the heavenly 
bodies. Coming from the worlds below is Nalumalik. Song and 
Dance 13. Nalumalik tells us: "when I came, I came and lifted 

up that tide flat down there...." This corroborates the no
tion expounded earlier that to visit the worlds below or to 
visit the earth from the worlds below one has to travel
through the sea. From the worlds below is also Itxuil^xia.

Song and Dance 7, who says that "down there, the place where 
I come, take a look at the sea...." In Song and Dance 14, 
Puqumalxia is said to surface from an under water place, thus 

suggesting at least a journey back from the worlds below if 
not a residence there. Leer, in his analysis of the 
vocabulary, and in particular of the use of demonstratives
utilized in the songs, especially underlines the opposition
between the "realm above" and the "realm below." According to 
him "the world below consists of the beach and the sea; the 
realm above is loosely referred to as the world [or universe, 
or heaven in some instances]," (Leer 1989b). This is in 
agreement with the data presented above and Koniag worlds 
superposition.

Thus the series of performances discussed in this 
section suggests that various spiritual entities were called 
upon to participate in the festivities. They came from either 
the worlds above or the worlds below. This is also reflected 
in the data contained in the legends collected on Afognak 
where we learned for example that Shuqishat and Kuqukuak were
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masks coming from the sea, i.e., the worlds below. We do not 
know where the two AcTiiashukfs] come from exactly. We just 

know that they came from the west which is where evil spirits 
are supposed to be. In the same way we do not know where 
Aqit’lik and Iquixtulik are supposed to live. We just know 

that they live in the north.
The texts of the songs do not give any indication as to 

the qualities, good or bad, of the various spiritual beings 
which participate in the performances described above, nor do 
they seem to mention any events which could be unfavorable to 
human beings if not acted upon by the latter. In fact, at 
least eight of the spiritual entities act as providers of 
food (mainly game) to those who perform the festivals. In 
seven songs (3, 5-6, 9-10, 15, 17) special mention is made 
about game. In the first five of them, the mask either 
provides directly the game to be caught, or bring the spirit 
helper to the game to be caught.119 In the last two songs, the 
mask [object] reemphasizing the mask [character] is trembling 
in anticipation of the game to be caught and in the last 
song, the mask [character] wishes he could dance on the tide 
flat to the game to be caught. In the first song, Paiulik, 

brings not game but vegetal foods which is also an important 
element of Koniag diet. The ritualistic aspect of the songs 
and dances is also underlined by the numerous mentions of the 
kazhim performers of the earth and their whirling around as
119 The identity of who is acting in the song is not always very clear.
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well as those of the world from which the spiritual entities 
are from (Songs and Dances 2-3, 5, 7-8, 11, 13, 17).

While the spiritual entities described in the songs seem 
to act in general quite favorably toward human beings if 
given proper honor and care, there are at least two sets of 
spiritual entities, Shuqishat and Aa^iiashuk, described in 

the legends from Afognak which were clearly feared by the 
Koniags. The reasons why Shuqishat were fear e d  is 

unfortunately unclear and neither the legends nor the dances 
provide the necessary information for us to understand. On 
the other hand, the contents of the legends of the origins 
and actions of the Aq^iiashuk after they became spiritual 

beings are more easily understandable. We learn that two 
young girls became the Aq^iiashuk after left to die of 

starvation by their fellow villagers. Following these 
happenings, the Aq^iiashuk started to come back and every 
year killed and ate a human being until a kas'aq broke the 

cycle by pronouncing the right words. However, this cycle 
will remain broken only if people performed a special ritual 
dance during the festivals. Clearly spiritual entities like 
Shuqishat a n d  Aq^iiashuk w e r e  neither benevolent nor 

favorable in any way to human beings and their honoring 
during the festivals were not so much an attempt at ensuring 
the abundance of game for the future hunting season rather 
than an attempt to appease dangerous beings which could harm 
human beings. The fact that this should be done during a
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hunting festival is suggestive of the power of the spiritual 
entities we are dealing with.

An interesting feature which appears in several of the 
legends collected on Afognak should be mentioned here. In 
three of the legends, AaAiiashuk. Agit'lik and Iquixtulik. 
and Kugukuak. as soon as the spiritual entities enter the 

kazhim, the dry grass in the kazhim is said to either move 
away from them or to move to the rear of the kazhim while the 
oil lamp is said to retreat into a corner. Unfortunately, to 
this day I have been unable to find any explanation for the 
movement of the grass or what grass may have symbolized for 
the traditional Koniag. On the other hand, we can surmise 
that the retreating in a corner of the oil lamp has to do 
with supernatural presence and vision. Spiritual beings, like 
shamans, have supernatural vision. They can see, figuratively 
or spiritually, without the use of their eyes, they can see 
in darkness. According to Pinart, a shaman was also called a 
man of darkness, Shanak. a man who can see in the dark. There 

is a legend collected by Golder, "The white-faced bear" which 
suggests the same idea (1907:296-299). In the story, a shaman 
was first thought by a human being not to be at home because 
his was the only house in a village without a light. He was 
asked to open the door forcefully by a bear and he found out 
that the shaman was there in the obscurity. Fienup-Riordan 
speaking of a Yupik shaman in the process of locating a 
disease in a patient also notes the same element. She says:
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"...devoid of the light required for normal vision, the 
angalkuq [shaman] employed supernatural sight to determine 
the location and character of the patient's complaint," 
(1994:131).

K o d i a k  W i n t e r  M a s k e d  F e s t i v a l :  
a S u m m a r y

Koniag winter masked festivals were hunting festivals 
whose function was to ensure prosperity and abundance of game 
for the next hunting season. The hunting festivals comprised 
a series of ritualized performances, each focusing on a 
particular set of spiritual beings that were recognized in 
Koniag cosmology. Father Ioasaf Bolotov suggested that 
Koniags performed masked dances to appease evil spirits (in 
Black 1977:86). This is in part true. We have seen for 
example that on the fifth day of the festival, the Koniags 
performed a propitiative ritual to AaAiiashuk. two spiritual 

entities the Koniags feared very much. Performances devoted 
to evil spirits were also described by Davydov. The Devil's 
Dance performed in December until quite recently by a group 
of Koniags who still believed in the old ways probably 
referred to the same group of spiritual entities the Koniags 
thought to be evil. Because of their inherent malevolence 
those spiritual entities were not sought after for their help 
but one only tried to appease them so as to prevent them 
doing any harm to human beings.
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Another set of spiritual entities is represented by 
those who can offer their help to human beings if they are 
treated and honored accordingly. Many spiritual entities seem 
to belong to this category. They had the power to act either 
benevolently or not toward human beings. Their invitation for 
them to participate in the festivals was essential. Finally, 
animals will come to those who can make themselves attractive 
to the game, attractive to the animals and their respective 
sua. All the entities mentioned above were prominently 

represented in the various rituals performed during the 
hunting festival.

Interestingly, all the individuals described in the 
various performances and wearing masks were men despite the 
fact that some of the characters they acted were female. For 
example we know that at least one out of the three Shuqishat 
was female and that Puaumalxia. Song and Dance 14, is 

supposed to represent a woman who surfaces from an underwater 
location. This observation can be extended to all the masks 
we know represented female characters or maybe female aspect 
of specific spiritual beings.

No record exists for the Kodiak Archipelago of masks 
worn by women. Such records, while not very numerous exist 
for the Aleuts, the Chugach, a mixed Eskimo Indian site in 
Kachemak bay, and the Yupik. For example, Merck tells us that 
among the Unalaska Aleuts, women dance with masks, and for 
each mask they sing a particular song (1980:71). Speaking of
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the same population, Pinart in one of his published articles 
mentioned that: "A mythical rite was performed at the time of 
the eclipse of the moon. They [the Aleuts] sang specific 
songs and lamented themselves incessantly during the whole of 
the eclipse. During the same period of time they had dances 
where women dance naked and masked. No man was allowed to 
participate under death penalty," (1873:679, my translation). 
I have found no other report to corroborate such a happening 
but we can at least accept the part about women dancing and 
wearing masks as this is corroborated by Merck's evidence a 
century earlier. Speaking of the Chugach, Birket-Smith tells 
us "that women had their own masks and rattles which the men 
took care of as well as their own, hiding them in caves to 
keep them away from the young girls..." (1957:108).

Masks worn by women in the above mentioned groups were 
diminutive in shape. For example, among the Yupik, women's 
masks took the form of facial masks composed of several fine 
hoops linked together at the base, and through which the 
entire face of the woman could be seen (Fienup-Riordan 1994: 
cover of book, and illutration facing the title page). Two 
masks collected at Ugashik by Fisher sometime between 1880
1882 and possibly made at Kodiak or made by Koniags show the 
same diminutive shape. The two masks are made out of a plank 
of wood, pierced in its center. The planks are painted blue 
and a red design runs down along the two vertical and upper 
horizontal edges. The center hole is large enough to allow
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for most of the face to appear behind the mask. 
Interestingly, at Sooroodna, an old abandoned village site 
located in Kachemak Bay, Jacobsen120 in June 1883 recovered in 
a small cave used as a burial site, "a staff similar to those 
used in ceremonial dancing and also a figure of a woman and a 
square piece of wood with a hole in the center," (1977:198). 
I examined this square piece of wood at the Volkerkunde 
Museum in Berlin where the Jacobsen collection is housed and 
found that it is similar to the pieces collected by Fisher in 
Ugashik.121 Its shape and association with the figure of a 
woman suggests that this is probably mask used by a woman. 
In view of the evidence available for other Alaskan native 
groups it is probable that Koniag women also had their own 
masks, their own performances, and their own songs.

The Koniag winter festivals were also the opportunity to 
reinforce one's own tie with one1s community and neighboring 
villages, one's identity, and one's social positions. During 
the festivals, entire communities could meet, have fun, and 
enjoyed each other company. Even the calling upon of the 
spiritual world to participate in the festivities was a way 
to show the continuity between the world of the living and 
the world of the dead, between the spiritual and the

120 Captain Jacobsen undertook an expedition to Alaska between 1881 and 
1883 at the request of Professor Bastian, director of the Royal Museum 
fur Volkerkunde (Ethnological Museum) in Berlin.
121 One of the masks collected by Fisher is illustrated in Crowell's 
Postcontact Koniag Ceremonialism (1992:25).
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terrestrial realms, and between the past, the present, and 
the future.

During the entire festivals, food was given away 
lavishly. At the end of the festivals, the hosts distributed 
gifts to all those who had been invited. Gift giving, which 
included very valuable items given in accordance to the 
social rank of the guests, reminds of the potlatches given by 
the Northwest Coast Indians. Often the host dispossessed 
himself of many things he owned and found himself poorer in 
material things but richer in prestige and it often took 
several years for a guest to accumulate enough goods and food 
to be able to reciprocate the invitation on an equal level.

The end of the festivals were also the times when young 
boys were supposed to show their elders how strong and 
fearless of pain they could be, thus reinforcing their social 
status. According to Davydov:

...at the end of a festival a young boy was ordered 
into the kazhim. He carries a jagged piece of broken shell. 
He goes up to one of those watching and asks: ’Am I brave?’ 

The person normally replies, "Yes, brave, and your 
father and grandfather were as brave."

Then with the sharp edge of the shell the lad cuts his 
arm from shoulder to wrist and then he begins to dance, 
boasting of his brave act, worthy of his ancestors. As a 
result, on many of them you can see scars on their arms, 
chests, and backs and some (especially among the Koliuzhes 
[Tlingit]) have so many that there hardly seem three square 
inches of unmarked skin anywhere (1977:158).
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Finally, at the end of the festival, the shaman was for 
the first time consulted. Had the festival been successful? 
Will the game be abundant? Will the weather cooperates? The 
winds?....
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PART I I

KODIAK MASKS: AN ANALZSIS 
OF FORM

INTRODUCTION

The first part of this thesis focused on the ritual 
aspects of the masked performances that were conducted in the 
Kodiak Archipelago, and in particular the masked rituals that 
were associated with whaling and those that accompanied the 
winter hunting festivals. In each case, I attempted to 
analyze the rituals in the context of the Koniag world view 
and cosmology. This type of presentation allowed us to 
understand better not only what ritual masking meant for the 
Koniags but also to build and refine our knowledge of the 
Koniag belief system. However, one aspect of the masked 
rituals has been purposely left aside, the masks themselves. 
In this second part I propose to analyze the collection of 
objects that we call masks.

In the Kodiak Archipelago, mask making was a forgotten 
art until a few years ago when some carvers desirous of 
reestablishing some ties between themselves and their past
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started to carve masks again. Workshops in mask masking were 
soon organized, and a renewed interest in mask making arose. 
There was, however, a major obstacle to such an endeavor. 
Most Kodiak masks were collected, as we have seen, during 
the 19th century by Western and Eastern Europeans. This 
resulted in the preservation of numerous specimens that would 
have, for the most part, been destroyed by the Koniags 
themselves. II also resulted in worldwide scattering of the 
specimens leaving non available to the people themselves. 
Very few people know what a mask manufactured in the Kodiak 
Archipelago is supposed to look like, and those few who know 
either deny their knowledge or refuse to talk about it.

The presentation that follows is a first step toward 
filling this particular gap in our knowledge. Its focus is an 
attempt at understanding the visual elements that make a mask 
a Kodiak mask. In other words, what were the 19th and early 
20th century Koniag designs when they manufactured masks, and 
what were their visual preferences in terms of combination of 
colors, volumes, shapes?122

122 According to Maquet, one can discover those visual preferences only 
after one has removed what he calls the "instrumental forms" from the 
objects under study (1979:30). He defines an instrumental form as a 
means to an end, anything that is re qu i r ed  by an object's " 
commemorative, magical, or ritual purpose," (ibid., 22). I find this 
distinction invalid. A mask is a highly specialized ritual object and 
every single one of its components (shape, color, decoration, etc.) has 
meaning, i.e., has a function. By accepting Maquet's proposed dichotomy 
one would have to reject any notions that Koniag masks possess aesthetic 
qualities.
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The visual components of Kodiak masks will be analyzed 
at various levels. I will first show that most masks display 
what I call a tripartite division of the face and that Kodiak 
carvers had an overwhelming preference for symmetry (of 
shape, location, and color of either facial traits or 
designs). The following sections will focus on an analysis of 
the use of colors and designs. I will first show that certain 
colors were specific to the Kodiak Archipelago and that 
Koniag color visualization is not limited to the four color 
terms present in their language. To do so I will study the 
spatial distribution of the colors I encountered on the 
various Kodiak specimens and show that Koniags use specific 
colors to paint and decorate particular areas of the face. I 
hypothesize that if a color for which there is no basic color 
term in Alutiiq is used in a way so specific that its use 
cannot be confused with any of the color group to which it 
belongs (for example blue and green, or red and reddish 
brown), then the Koniags made a distinction between the two 
colors. For each color, I will also provide, whenever 
possible and however small, all the ethnographic data that 
could enhance our knowledge of Koniag color symbolism. Then, 
I will present the various types of designs (geometric and 
representational) exhibited on Kodiak masks and show that 
when Kodiak polychrome masks are decorated, they are much 
more highly decorated than masks from either the Alaska 
Peninsula or the Prince William Sound. This will be followed
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by a discussion of the various frames and appendages that 
ornamented some of the masks and finally by a review of the 
various shapes of facial traits (eyes, brows, nose, and 
mouth) that Koniag carvers used most.

However, before starting my discussion of the various 
visual characteristics displayed by masks from the Kodiak 
Archipelago, I need to present the sample of Alutiiq masks I 
used in this research, and discuss the various problems of 
geographical attribution I encountered.
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CHAPTER 1

THE SAMPLE 

Specimens

The sample of Alutiiq masks used in this research 
comprises a total of 157 specimens. The bulk of the specimens 
is housed in Museums located in Western Europe (France, 
England, Spain), and the Russian Federation. The rest is 
found in collections housed in the United States (Anchorage, 
Juneau, Sitka, Seattle, Washington DC.).123 Pictures of 
several masks now belonging to private collections were found 
in the catalogues published by various auction houses 
(Sotheby in America, and "La Salle Drouot," in Paris) and in 
a report on archaeological and historical investigations at 
Nuka Island and Kenai Peninsula (McMahan & Holmes 1987).

The 157 masks represent specimens from the entire 
Alutiiq speaking area, i.e., the Kodiak Archipelago, Alaska 
Peninsula, and Prince William Sound. After analysis of the 
sample, I came to the conclusion that out of this total, 114

123 I recently came across a picture of two masks collected from the 
village of Ugashik on the Alaska Peninsula by the Stoll-MacCracken 
expedition of 1929. Ugashik is a village located along the Northern 
shore of the Alaska Peninsula, at the edge of the Alutiiq and Yupik 
speaking areas. A consequence of this is that its population is composed 
of people from both areas. As I have been unable to this day to either 
examine or find any information on the masks in question I decided not 
to include them in my sample.
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masks are from the Kodiak Archipelago, 16 masks are from the 
Alaska Peninsula, 21 masks are from the Prince William Sound 
Area, and the provenience of six is undecided. In several 
cases, some authors, as we shall soon see, had previously 
ascribed some of those masks to an Alutiiq area different 
from the one to which I have decided the masks should belong. 
There still remains in a very limited number of cases some 
doubt as to the provenience of particular masks. I will 
discuss those few cases as need arises.

Table 3: Provenience Attribution of Masks

Museums Kodiak Katmai PWS Und. TOTAL
Alaska State Museum, Juneau 0 7 0 1 8
Alutiiq Center, Kodiak 5 0 0 0 5
Anchoraqe Museum of History & Art 0 0 1 0 1
Burke Museum, Seattle 7 3 0 2 12
Chateau Mus6e de Bouloqne/Mer 72 0 0 0 72
Kunstkamern, St. Petersburq 11 0 0 0 11
Musde de 1'Homme, Paris 9 0 0 0 9
Museo de America, Madrid 0 0 2 0 2
Museum of Mankind, London 0 0 1 2 3
Sheldon Jackson Museum, Sitka 3 0 3 0 6
Smithsonian Institution 4 6 11 0 21
Auction Houses' Cataloques 3 0 0 1 4
Archaeoloqical Report on Nuka Isl. 0 0 3 0 3
TOTAL 114 16 2 1 6 157

I was hoping at the beginning of my research that I
would be able to record all the Alutiiq masks I could locate
in a homogeneous way so that systematic comparisons between
the specimens could be made. This has not always been
possible. Several problems arose. Sometimes the specimens
were on display and the curator decided that they should
remain where they were. In those cases I was able to take
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photographs (to the exclusion of the back of the objects) but 
was unable to record the dimensions and the colors with 
precision. In specific cases I had to rely on published 
information as I was unable to analyze the specimens myself 
either because I could not trace the whereabouts of masks 
which have disappeared from the collections to which they 
used to belong (Musee de Boulogne sur Mer, Musee de l’Homme) 
or I was unable to visit the museums where they were housed 
(Kunstkamern in Russia and Museo de America in Spain). For 
those masks for which I have found references in the 
catalogues published by auction houses, the only record I 
have is composed of the photographs which were published.124 
Moreover, most of these photographs are available only in 
black and white, a fact that precludes any analysis based on 
color. In addition, in one case (see specimen 129, PI. 75), 
the original specimen had been clearly "repainted," thus here 
too precluding any possible comparison based on design and 
color. Fortunately, notwithstanding these few problems, the 
sample is big enough, and my data detailed enough to allow me 
to make an in-depth analysis.

124 Information on ownership was not released by the auction house and I 
was unable to contact the owners.
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Problems of Provenience

I have mentioned that occasionally I disagreed with the 
provenience some authors assigned to some masks. Assigning 
provenience to an object is a difficult task. To do so one 
must have a minimum of data available to back up one' s own 
classification. It will become clear I hope in the following 
discussion that it is impossible to assign provenience to 
masks of the Alutiiq speaking area on the basis of a single 
physical attribute, even when the data which could 
tentatively give meaning(s) to that particular feature are 
available. Alut i i q  speakers were closely related 
linguistically and culturally. Their belief systems share 
many features and one could expect this close relationship 
to be reflected in their mask making and mask using. We can 
thus expect a widespread distribution of particular features, 
but interpreted in the local style. In the chapters that 
follow I will discuss the problems of geographical 
misattribution peculiar to tho Pinart Collection in Boulogne- 
sur-Mer and at the Musee de 1’Homme in Paris, and then I will 
focus on the few specimens housed in various museums of the 
United States for which the attribution seems doubtful.
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The P i n a r t  C o l l e c t i o n

In the late 1950s, Evelyne Lot-Falck, a French 
researcher, published an article summarizing her analysis of 
the masks belonging to the Pinart Collection.125 She 
attributed a large proportion of the masks to a sub- 
geographical area of Alaska (Prince William Sound) using her 
own criteria for classification, disregarding data provided 
by the collector. In this section I outline my disagreements 
with her classification.

According to museum records, the Pinart collection 
contained originally 87 masks126. The bulk of the collection 
is now housed in France at the Chateau-Musee de Boulogne-sur- 
Mer, Boulogne-sur-Mer, and the rest at the Musee de 1'Homme, 
Paris.

Table 4: The Pinart Mask Collection

Boulogne Paris Total
Masks in Coll. 77 7 84
Masks missing 2 1 3
TOTAL 79 8 87

125 Evelyne Lot-Falck, "Les masques de la collection Pinart," Journal de 
la Soci6t6 des Americanistes. 46:5-43.
126 Six of the masks were collected by Pinart in a cave on Unga, one of 
the Shumagin Islands and one on the Northwest Coast. Those seven masks 
were excluded from the study but included in Table 4 to show the extent 
of the mask collection.
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It is clear that some masks had already made their way to 
private collections before Lot-Falck studied the collection 
and since then three additional masks disappeared (#15, #16, 
and #31)127 and could not be located. In the first situation 
we have some evidence provided by Pinart himself indicating 
that additional specimens originally were in the collection. 
In one manuscript Pinart tells us that he had collected four 
specimens of a very particular type of masks called Al~aiak 
(PI. 34-35). Two masks (one deemed to represent an Al~aiak 
female and the other an Al~aiak male are present in the 

Boulogne collection. Another one (representing a woman) is 
also housed at the Musee de 1'Homme. The fourth however is 
absent from either collection. A mask in every way similar to 
the female Al~aiak is illustrated in the 1982 catalogue of 

the famous Parisian auction house, the Salle Drouot. This 
suggests that at some time the mask was removed from the 
collection of one or the other of the museums and sold. I 
have observed that there is a general tendency for Museums to 
split collections when they possess several stylistically 
identical or closely related specimens. The Pinart Collection 
is a point in case. Originally, the collection of artifacts, 
which was exhibited in 1872 at the Museum of Natural History 
(now Musee de 1 ’Homme), Anthropology division, resided in

127 See Appendix 3 for a complete listing of the specimens comprising 
the sample. The table lists the specimen number, their museum accession 
number when relevant, the museum in which they are housed or the book in 
which the photographic reference was found, and the name of the masks 
when known.
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Paris. Three years later, Pinart donated it to the Museum of 
Boulogne sur Mer128 (the largest town in the district of 
Pinart’s birthplace). Some of the masks remained in Paris. It 
is clear that all the masks which remained in Paris are 
stylistically very close, and similar to several masks housed 
at Boulogne sur Mer, thus suggesting that the splitting of 
the collection was done on the basis of stylistic similarity 
between specimens. However, I have demonstrated in one 
earlier section of this thesis that the number of specimens 
of a particular type collected was, as a rule, not arbitrary 
but had some basis in the belief system of (and in the way 
they were used by) the people who made them. For example, 
three Shuqishat masks, representing according to the notation 
on the back of the mask one Shuqishat female and two 
Shuqishat males, were collected at a single location on 

Afognak (Iliaski bay). A legend associated with the masks 
states that three characters named Shuqishat were two men and 

a woman. Thus the three masks represent the three characters 
of the legend and should not be separated. It is often 
difficult to know whether or not several specimens of the 
same mask should be grouped together or not.129

128 Now Chateau Mus§e de Boulogne sur Mer. The collection was moved from 
its previous location to the local fortified castle which now functions 
in part as a museum.
129 Very often, one does not possess the information necessary to make 
this kind of decision. This is due to the fact that few collectors 
provided the context in which the masks were used and even fewer of them 
placed the masks within the general framework of the belief system which 
produced them.
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Having briefly introduced Pinart's mask collection it is 
now time to present my objections to Lot-Falck's attribution 
of a major part of the collection to the Prince William Sound 
area. To her credit, she had less material to rely on than I 
have at my disposition. She did not know for example about 
the collection of Pinart's manuscripts at the Bancroft 
library which contained, as we have seen in the first part of 
this research, numerous references to masks, mask names, mask 
uses, etc., manuscripts to which I will refer extensively to 
show that certain specimens had really been collected in the 
Kodiak Archipelago and not in the Prince William Sound area 
as she suggests. On the other hand, in her article, she 
refused to acknowledge the veracity of the information 
provided by Pinart and which was available to her, as if 
Pinart had no idea whatsoever about what he was doing. She 
also sometimes made sweeping statements which in my opinion 
have absolutely no basis in reality. For example, she says: 
"One fact commands attention: Pinart did not collect himself
those masks from Eskimos, but from Russian collectors, 
merchants, or missionaries, though the latter were generally 
iconoclastic. He did not himself write, on his own specimens, 
their native names" (1957:6, my translation). First, there 
is no mention anywhere that Pinart acquired his collection in 
the way she describes nor were there Russian merchants 
remaining in the area at the time Pinart was there. True, he 
does not state from whom and under what circumstances he
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acquired the masks. As there is no information on this 
subject whatsoever, the question remains open. Most museum 
and private collections of native artifacts lack information 
of this type, i.e., how and from whom the objects were 
collected. Secondly, I have read hundreds of pages of 
manuscripts written by Pinart in French, English, Russian, 
and Native languages, and I have no doubt whatsoever that the 
names at the back of a number of specimens were written in 
Pinart's hand. Lot-Falck's speculative and unwarranted 
statement appears to have been a very useful tool by which 
she was able to dismiss any attribution made by Pinart which 
did not fit her own interpretation.

She assigns, out of a total of 82 masks,130 43 masks to 
the Kodiak Archipelago, 32 to the Prince William Sound area, 
6 to the Shumagin Islands, and 1 to Vancouver Island 
(Northwest Coast of America). In my opinion, all the masks 
she assigned to the Prince William Sound area as well as the 
single mask she assigned to the Northwest Coast are from the 
Kodiak Archipelago,131 but the burden of proof is now mine. 
Lot-Falck attributes masks to the Prince William Sound area 
on the basis of a single criterion, that of pointed heads. I 
will first show that this criterion of pointed heads is not

130 Four Alutiiq specimens, #48, #49, #52, and #55, and a specimen 
definitively from the Northwest Coast are not mentioned in her article.
131 The masks which were recovered from a cave in the Shumagin Islands 
will be omitted from the discussion because their provenience not only 
does not pose any problem but their geographic location is outside our 
area of study.
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enough in itself to allow for the classification of a mask 
from the Alutiiq speaking area to one of its three subareas: 
Kodiak Archipelago, Alaska Peninsula, or Prince William 
sound. Then, I will show that in his manuscripts, Pinart 
clearly stated the provenience of some of the masks Lot-Falck 
attributes to Prince William Sound as Kodiak Archipelago 
(regrettably, Pinart did not record information on every 
single specimen he collected). Finally, using recently 
uncovered archeological specimens, I will show that the type 
of masks that Lot-Falck assigns to the Prince William Sound, 
were well known to and used by the proto-historic populations 
that inhabited the northern shore of Kodiak. The latter 
evidence provides a solid basis for reattributing the 
specimens assigned by Lot-Falck to Prince William Sound to 
the Kodiak Archipelago.

As stated above, Lot-Falck interpreted all the masks 
which are characterized by a pointed head as originating from 
the Prince William Sound area. In support of her theory she 
first mentioned the relationship of similarity between the 
masks in the Pinart collection characterized by a pointed 
head and a "cone-like" mouth and a single mask illustrated by 
William H. Dali, said to have been collected near Port Etches 
in Prince William Sound (#123, Pi. 72 ),132 as well as a

132 To complicate the problem further, Birket-Smith (1953:109) suggests 
(unfortunately he does not discuss his supporting evidence) that this 
mask is in fact Aleut. This type of mask with a high pointed head and a 
cone-like or as we will see later with a bird-like mouth is well 
represented both on the Alaska Peninsula and in the Kodiak Archipelago,
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statuette collected by Dali from a shell heap at Port Moller 
on the Alaska Peninsula. It is true that among the masks of 
the Pinart collection she ascribed to Prince William Sound 
there are in fact ten masks (#9, 32, 36, 39, 74, 75, 76, 77, 
78, 79) which, if one focuses only on the two above mentioned 
traits as criteria of similarity (shape of the upper head, 
proportions notwithstanding, and shape of the mouth) could be 
considered somewhat similar to the mask collected by Dali. A 
closer look reveals that their stylistic resemblance is quite 
superficial.

Lot-Falck specifically compared #123 (PI. 72) and #79 
(PI. 50) which she considers to resemble most closely the 
Dali's specimen. I shall discuss the features of these masks 
in detail. Specimen #123 has a high pointed head (or 
headgear).133 The lower part of the brows (or hat edge) starts 
on each side at a level corresponding to the area located 
between the nose and the mouth. The nose is long and flat, 
triangular, and springs from under the cross-section of the 
brows. The nose has large nostrils pierced through (and 
through which the wearer of the mask could see) and bears 
remnants of red paint. Traces of red designs are also found 
on and along the upper portion of the mask. The general

but each area shows clear stylistic differences. Specimen #123 as we 
shall soon see shows little or no stylistic relationships with masks of 
the same general type carved in the other two Alutiiq speaking area.
133 It is in my opinion impossible at this stage to decide whether the 
head of the mask is really pointed or the character represented is 
wearing a pointed headgear.
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outline of this mask is strongly triangular, and its finish 
is very crude. On the other hand, #79 (16/150)134 is elongated 
and ogive135 shaped, with smooth contours and smooth surface. 
The lower part of the brows (headgear edge) begins on each 
side at the level of the base of the nose. The nose is long, 
flat, trapezoid-shaped, and is a clear extension of the upper 
part of the mask (it extends upward to the top of the head). 
There are 2 small round eyes located on a raised ridge 
parallel with the outside edge of the visor-shaped brows. At 
the top and the lower edge of the mask are two knobs which I 
hypothesized are evidence that the mask at one time was 
surrounded by a frame which was attached to the knobs in 
question. At the time of my visit, no traces of pigments 
remained. However, according to Lot-Falck's descriptive fiche 
of the mask, there was black paint on the right (left on the 
picture) side and red paint on the left (right on the 
picture) side. Notwithstanding the overall elongated shape of

134 It is not clear if the catalogue numbers used by Lot-Falck pre-dated 
her analysis or if they were given by her (the accessioning system used 
at the Mus6e de 1 'Homme is different from that used at the Musde de 
Boulogne). At the time of my visit to the Museum in Boulogne-sur-Mer in 
1989, all the artifacts pertaining to the Pinart collection had been re
accessioned. As I have myself given a number to every specimen of my 
sample I thought best to indicate in parentheses to which catalogue 
number, old and new, my specimen number refers, so that the reader who 
so desires can compare my discussion with that of Lot-Falck with more 
ease and at the same time be able to relate the specimens to more recent 
information. The first number in the parentheses is formed by the last 
two digits of the old catalogue number (the catalogue number was 47-13 
followed by the specimen number). The second number is formed by the 
last 2 or 3 digits of the new catalogue number (988-2 followed by the 
specimen number). The artifacts housed at the Museum of Man are usually 
accessioned with the numbers 81-21 followed by the specimen number.
135 Here used in the sense of a pointed arch.
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the two masks, their pointed heads, and their cone-like 
mouth, those two masks are in my opinion stylistically quite 
different. On the other hand an analysis of those same traits 
as to content would probably reveal close affinity of 
meaning. But this would not in any way prove that they come 
from the same geographic area. The same comments are valid 
for the relationships of specimen #78 (12/146) and specimen 
#123. Specimen #78, is very close stylistically to #79 
(16/150) but for the eyes which are not located on a ridge, 
and the fact that the lower part of the eyebrows (headgear 
edge) starts on each side slightly higher up (about 1/3) the 
nose. Red pigment traces were visible only on its left (right 
on the picture) side.

The presence in my sample of two masks collected by 
Fisher at Douglas on the Alaska Peninsula, the two of them 
with high pointed head/headdress, one with a cone-like mouth 
(#112, PI. 67), and the other with a bird-like mouth (#124 
PI. 73) suggests that this type of mask was widespread in the 
Alutiiq speaking area. Another specimen, #95 (PI. 75) 
collected in Prince William Sound, is practically identical 
in shape and traits to specimen #124 but is polychrome, while 
#124 is painted red only on the lowest part of the face, from 
the nose down.

Somewhat related are two other masks which were 
collected on the Alaska Peninsula (#100, and #113). Those two 
masks have a pointed head/headdress but are somewhat shorter
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and #113 in particular appears more squarish than those 
discussed above. Specimen #113 has a bird-like mouth, and 
#100 a regular trapezoid-shaped mouth. In summary, it appears 
that a particular type of mask, the high pointed head mask, 
was widespread in the Alutiiq speaking area. Without well 
documented records it is often impossible to establish from 
which specific Alutiiq speaking area a mask of this type 
originates. Use of specific colors as well as their spatial 
distribution could provide valuable information about the 
area from which a mask originates (see the section on 
analysis of color, infra) but unfortunately, few of the masks 
of this type are polychrome, and colors on older specimens 
have faded to the point of being almost invisible to the 
naked eye.

We should not be surprised that a particular type of 
mask is found with little variation over such a large area. 
As I have said earlier Alutiiq speakers were closely related 
culturally and shared many religious beliefs. The fact that 
this type of mask is widespread underlines the importance of 
its symbolic representation.

There are two additional series of pointed head which 
Lot-Falck attributes to the Prince William Sound. The first 
series comprises 4 masks (#74-77; #73-74, and #77 are 
illustrated on PI. 48-49). All the masks are characterized 
by a cone-like mouth and a short hat-like pointed upper 
head. The nose is triangular with a somewhat rounded surface
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and springs either, like #123, from the cross-section of the 
brows or hat edge (#75 [13/147], 77 [17/151]) or from under 
the cross-section (#74 [14/148], 76 [15/147]). The nostrils
are marked very slightly. On each mask, the eyes are formed 
by curved slits parallel to the edge of the upper head. The 
general outline of the masks is that of an oval with a 
pointed end. Each mask of this series is much smaller than 
mask #123 from Prince William Sound with a size of 67 cm. Two 
masks, #76 (15/147) and #77 (17/151), respectively 38 and 40 
cm high, are close in size to two high pointed head masks 
(#78 and #79) discussed earlier. The other two masks, #75 
(13/147) and #74 (14/148) are much smaller than the others. 
Each of them is 31.5 cm high.

The second series which Lot-Falck also associates with 
the high pointed head mask from Prince William Sound 
comprises 10 specimens (#58 [26/160], PI. 42; #59 [20/154]; 
#60 [21/155], PI. 43; #61 [27/161], #62 [19/153], #63 
[22/156], PI. 43; #64 [23/157]; #68 [30/164] and #69 [8/142], 
PI. 45; and #73 [31/165], PI. 48). This series is fairly 
homogeneous. The head shape is usually pointed. Only one 
specimen (#58) has a rounded head. The brow ridge slopes 
toward the outside of the mask. The nose which is a clear 
extension of the forehead area is flat, varies in shape from 
rectangular to trapezoid, and has straight sides. The mouth 
is bird-like and the edges of the "lips" are either straight 
or curved. One remarkable feature of this series of masks is
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the variation in size of its components. This variation is 
not uniform. Sometimes the mask is wider, sometimes taller, 
and sometimes both, giving to the mask a more square or a 
more rectangular aspect. The smallest specimen measures 31 cm 
in height and 21.5 in width and the largest specimen is 53.5 
cm high and 32 cm wide. This specimen is particularly massive 
as its thickness is also 22 cm.

Intermediate between the two series are two masks, 
specimens #68 (30/164) and #69 (8/142) which Lot-Falck also 
attributed to Prince William Sound. The two specimens have in 
common the short hat-like feature found on masks of the first 
series, and the bird-like mouth (albeit of a different type 
for specimen #68) found on masks belonging to series 2. The 
nose of specimen #68 is an extension of the forehead. Its 
upper surface is curved and flat. On specimen #69, the nose, 
bulbous with large nostrils, springs from under the hat-like 
forehead.

It is, I think, clear that notwithstanding some general 
similarities between the masks of the series mentioned above 
and specimen #123 (pointed head [proportions disregarded], 
cone-like or bird-like mouth, and placement and shape of nose 
[if seen on a plan but not if observed three-dimensionally]), 
stylistic differences are very pronounced. These stylistic 
differences are the size and shape of the pointed head, the 
overall shape of the masks, and the treatment and shape of 
facial features. In addition, the high pointed head/headdress
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so characteristic of the masks previously discussed (#78-79, 
#112, #124) is replaced in the series of 4 masks discussed 
above by a small and low pointed hat giving the masks a 
totally different aspect. Thus, in the Alutiiq speaking area, 
the criterion of pointed heads is insufficient in itself to 
allow the assignment of a mask to one of the three Alutiiq 
sub-areas. This leads us to the second criterion used by Lot- 
Falck in support of her interpretation: the meaning of the 
pointed head.

According to Birket-Smith, the Chugach shaman recognizes 
shamanic spirits by their pointed heads. So, says Lot-Falck, 
the masks which have pointed heads must be from Prince 
William Sound and must represent the shaman's spirit helpers, 
or tunaat. However, pointed head spirits were present not 

only in the belief system of the Chugach but also of the 
Koniags.135 Pinart is very clear on that point. He wrote that 
men could be reincarnated five times but that if "during his 
first four lives a man has conducted himself badly, he 
becomes an evil spirit, or ioak. His head stretches out 
excessively and becomes pointed, eyes grow at the back of his 

head, and he goes West..." (1873:678, my translation, 
emphasis mine). As it is impossible to determine whether a 
mask really has a pointed head or is wearing a headdress, the

135 A statuette, the Lady of Amaknak, recovered archaeologically from a 
site located on Amaknak island (Fox islands, Unalaska Bay) and dating 
from prehistoric time also displays a pointed hat (see illustration in 
Black, 1982:10). Pointed head spirits are also reported from other parts 
of Alaska and from Siberia.
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well known fact that in the Kodiak and Aleutian Archipela
goes, high pointed hats were used during rituals could also 
be used as a possible explanation of this particular feature. 
In this case, the criterion of pointed heads would underline 
the ritualistic qualities associated with the entities repre
sented by the masks possessing such a physical character
istic. However, until we find more precise information on the 
subject, those possible explanations will remain just sug
gestions. On the other hand, those observations make clear 
the fact that the use of pointed heads (either the physical 
representation and/or the meaning associated with the 
physical representation) as a criterion for the determination 
of the geographic area to which a mask belongs is 
unsatisfactory, especially if used only in isolation.

How then can we differentiate the masks from the Kodiak 
Archipelago from those made in the Prince William Sound area? 
Several problems should first be raised. First, Lot-Falck 
disregards totally the information provided by Pinart and 
available to her. When the collection was exhibited in 1872, 
Pinart provided a catalogue describing the objects in the 
exhibition. The masks are listed under numbers, #181-217. 
Pinart indicated that all the masks listed under these 
numbers were from the Kodiak Archipelago, either from Kodiak 
Island or Afognak. But this is problematic. Pinart did not 
list the masks systematically. Under one number he listed 
sometimes a single specimen, and under another number a
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series of masks. As it is not stated whether or not all the 
masks collected by Pinart were exhibited (which they probably 
were) we can not on the basis of the catalogue alone decide 
that the masks were all from the areas specified in the 
exhibit’s catalogue. Statistical evidence helps us out 
somewhat. The presence in a collection of a few misidentified 
items is always possible, but 32 out of 80137 (or nearly 37% 
of the total) seems very unlikely, especially when one knows 
that there is absolutely no evidence whatsoever of Pinart 
having ever set foot in Prince William Sound. We will have 
to rely on other types of data.

The first type of data that will prove to be useful in 
attributing masks to particular geographic area is once more 
provided by Pinart himself. It consists in correlating some 
of the information written by Pinart on the masks themselves 
with data provided in his manuscripts. Pinart provided us 
with the names of 27 masks (either written on the back of the 
masks and/or mentioned in his manuscripts). In his 
manuscripts, Pinart mentioned for example the legends 
associated with two masks called respectively Aait ’ l~ik and 
Iquixtulik. The legends in question were collected on Afognak 

on April 10, 1872. Fortunately for us, the names of those 
masks were also written at the back of two specimens (#36 
[59/189], #37 [60/190], PI. 33). One can see that those two

137 The number of 80 comprises only the masks I believe are from the 
Kodiak Archipelago.
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masks have high pointed heads; on this basis they were 
interpreted by Lot-Falck as coming from Prince William Sound. 
In addition, in another manuscript, Pinart made a list of 
some of the masks he collected from Afognak, and those two 
masks are again mentioned. The combined data leaves no doubt 
that those two masks are from the Kodiak Archipelago. Two 
other masks identical (but for their very large size) to 
those of Aoit' 1 ~ik and Iquixtulik are also present in the 

collection (#38 [25/159], #39 [18/152], PI. 33). I suggest 
that they too belong to the Kodiak Archipelago.

In the same way we know that four other masks previously 
ascribed to Prince William Sound by Lot-Falck are in fact 
from the Kodiak Archipelago. The first two were collected on 
Afognak, and the last two at Eagle Harbor. The first mask, 
Kaniktuk (#9 [52/182], PI. 16), is a small sized, polychrome 

mask with a high pointed head, made of plain wood, and which 
resembles closely #79 (16/150).138 The second mask is called 
Tunvxpak (#71 [33/167], Pi. 47). It is hard to understand how 

Lot-Falck could have linked this mask to any one of the 
pointed head masks she had discussed previously as pointed- 
headedness seems to have been her only real criteria of 
selection to Prince William Sound and this mask has a rounded

138 Lot-Falck finds this mask closer in style to #78 (12/146) because on 
both specimens the angle at which the eyebrows slope is less pronounced 
than on 79. This is true, but if one considers the overall shape of the 
mask as well as its various other physical traits, it is in my opinion 
closer to specimen #79.
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top with a bulging forehead. According to Pinart, this mask 
is supposed to represent a whaler (kitlok).

The third mask, An~un "The Old Man" (#27 [36/168], PI. 

27), is also a small polychrome mask, with an overall ovoid 
shaped head, pointed at each (upper and lower) end, and with 
a carved out back. The carved out almond shaped eyes provide 
a field of vision for the wearer of the mask. Data on this 
mask are more abundant. Pinart gave us, beside its name and 
provenience, information about the dance in which the mask 
appears (usually in the company of another mask named 
Akxylxia and which I have so far been unable to identify), 

and the song which accompanied the dance.
The fourth mask, Chuuialik (#32 [40/172], PI. 300), is 

again a pointed head mask, with a carved out back, and a 
frame circling the face. The brows slope outwardly and are 
slightly receding. The eyes have the shape of a half moon 
with its flat side facing upward. The nose is flat and has a 
somewhat intermediary position between being a clear 
extension of the forehead area and springing from the 
intersection of the brows. This mask is polychrome. Black is 
used as the background color of the upper part of the head, 
the upper flat surface of the nose, and the lowest part of 
the face (from just under the nose down). It is also used to 
underline the eyes on the white background of the middle face 
area. A reddish brown pigment is used to color the under brow 
area, the side of the nose, and a sort of triangularly shaped
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design with curved sides starting from under the nose, in the 
center of its base, and running down under the face to the 
lower edge of the mask. A design of alternating bands of 
black, blue, and reddish brown runs from about one inch above 
the tip of the nose down, along the base of the nose where it 
splits so as to follow the sides of the reddish brown 
triangle. Small white circles decorate the upper part of the 
head. In this case also Pinart provides us with specific 
information about the dance in which the mask was used and 
the song which accompanied the dance.

Another specimen, #33,139 housed in the Musee de 1'Homme 
in Paris is very similar to the one described above, but the 
two specimens differ slightly. Specimen #33 has a more 
pointed head that #32. In addition, many tiny holes 
perforated along the edge of the mask (absent on specimen 
#32) seem to indicate that feathers and maybe appendages were 
attached directly to the mask (or could have first passed 
through holes perforated in a frame surrounding the mask.)140 
The colors and designs are identical on the two masks but for 
the presence on specimen #33 of white circles on the lower 
portion of the face instead of the upper portion of the 
face.141

139 This mask is not part of the Pinart Collection. There is no record 
of when and from whom the museum acquired the mask but on its inside it 
carries a label indicating that the company "Wingate and Johnson" 
(English or American is not known) shipped the specimen to Paris.
140 See below the section discussing frames and appendages.
141 Interestingly, there is at the Burke Museum in Seattle a mask, 
specimen #88, attached to a pedestal which is a clear amateurish copy
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Inconsistencies in Lot-Falck's own classification can 
also be solved. For example she ascribes to Prince William 
Sound a mask, specimen #67 (24/158, PI. 46), with an ogive
shaped head, a nose made of a projecting band with a 
rectangular cross-section, running from the top of the head 
(making the top of the head resemble some kind of medieval 
war helmet), a bird-like mouth, and painted with black paint. 
On the other hand, she ascribes to Kodiak a mask, specimen #7 
(53/183, PI. 16), which is an identical replica, except for 
its smaller size and its polychrome painting, of specimen 
#67. She should logically have ascribed the two masks to a 
single geographic area. Which one? Luckily, the name of 
specimen #7, N'axlainak. is written on its back and Pinart 
tells us in one of his manuscript that N'axlainak. is a mask 

from Afognak. I suggest that the two specimens are, indeed, 
from the Kodiak Archipelago.

In the same way Lot-Falck assigns #57 (9/143, Pi. 42) to 
Prince William Sound and #9 (70/200, PI. 16) to the Kodiak 
Archipelago. As one can easily see those two masks are almost

of either mask or as the presence of white circles on both the upper and 
lower portion would suggest, a combination of both. If one considers the 
workmanship involved this is a poor copy of the original. All the proper 
features are there, but the proportions are all wrong (shape, size, and 
designs). The hand which carved the mask feels amateurish and the carver 
made a mistake which at once shows the mask to be a copy. The back of 
every Kodiak mask I have handled shows thick walls and clear marks of 
the tool used for its carving. On this copy, the finish is typically 
"Northwest Coast,” that is, the walls are extremely thin and polished 
smooth. It seems that the carver used a picture to carve the front part 
of the mask but never had the opportunity to see the back of a mask made 
on Kodiak (or for that matter in Prince William Sound or the Alaska 
Peninsula), and used a specimen from the Northwest Coast as a model of 
what the back of a mask should look like.
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identical albeit their difference in size. They have most 
features in common. The brows slope toward the center of the 
face and are underlined with black paint. The nose, which is 
flat, is a clear extension of the frontal area. The mouth, 
projecting and in relief, has the very distinctive shape of 
an upside down triangle with curved sides. Both have the 
characteristic tripartite division of the face. A clear 
distinction between the middle face area and the lower 
portion of the face is indicated by a change in color and by 
an incision. Colors, distribution of colors, and designs are 
also identical. The two masks have a little inverted triangle 
at the top of the head (on specimen #18, the left side of the 
triangle is reddish brown and the right side black, and on 
specimen #57 the colors are reversed). Parallel to the line 
of the brows and crossing horizontally the nose is a narrow 
black band. Finally, on the two specimens, the lower part of 
the face is painted reddish brown. I did not describe the 
shape of the eyes because specimen #57 in that particular 
area is too damaged to allow for reliable identification of 
eye shape. They only differ in three areas : 1) their size; 
2) the background color used on specimen #18 for the coloring 
of the upper and middle portions of the face is white while 
on specimen #57 the background of those two areas has 
remained unpainted; 3) the back of #57 is carved out (the 
wearer could see through the eyes), while #18 is made of a 
piece of plain wood with no carved out openings. Specimen #18
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is very small (13.3 cm high and 9.3 cm wide) and if carried 
in front of the face, the wearer could have seen above the 
upper edge of the mask. The comparison between those two 
masks allows me to conclude that they are stylistically 
closely related. As Pinart in one of his manuscript tells us 
that #18 come from Kodiak, and more particularly from the 
settlement of Eagle Harbor142, I must conclude that #57 came 
also from the Kodiak Archipelago.143

While I can never prove with certainty that the remain
ing specimens in the collection that Lot-Falck ascribed to 
the Prince William Sound area are without any question from 
the Kodiak Archipelago, I think that I can at least show 
successfully with the help of archaeological data that most 
of the various types of masks represented in this portion of 
the collection were types already well known and used by the 
proto-historic populations inhabiting Kodiak Island.

Between 1983 and 1988 on Kodiak, the late Richard H. 
Jordan and his crew of archeologists conducted a series of 
surveys and excavations on the Karluk River and Lake system

142 See ft. 107, p. 189.
143 Interestingly enough, Lot-Falck did not notice the c l ose  
relationship between those two masks but saw on the other hand 
similarities between specimen #57 (9/143) and specimen #27 (36/168) 
which she attributed to Kodiak. The inverted triangular shape of the 
mouth is common to the two specimens but on #27 it is much narrower and 
it has straight sides. The mouth of specimens #57 and #18 is equal to 
the width of the lower portion of the face. This is not true for 
specimen #27. The designs, and background colors are also different. The 
only feature which is similar and on specimen #57 and on specimen #27 is 
represented by straight brows sloping toward the center of the face. 
This is hardly enough to suggest close relationships between two masks.
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as well as in Uyak Bay- Many well-preserved wooden objects 
classified by Jordan as objects that relate to feasting and 
ceremonials were recovered in one particular site, KAR-1 at 
New Karluk. This site is composed of a succession of 10 
housefloors above a basal midden. Those wooden objects were 
recovered from Housefloors 8-1.144 Housefloors 8 and 6 have 
been radiocarbon dated respectively to AD. 1470 + 80 and AD. 
1660 +70. Jordan rejected the date of AD. 1405 + 70 obtained 
for the upper layer (Housefloor IA) on the basis that it is 
too old and in conflict with the dates obtained from the 
lower layers (Jordan 1994:154). For the purpose of our 
investigation, i.e., to show stylistic similarity or at least 
stylistic relationships between masks collected in the 19th 
century and objects produced several centuries earlier, the 
discrepancy in dating is irrelevant. What is relevant is the 
fact that from circa 1500 on, objects bearing strong 
resemblance to some of the masks in the Pinart collection 
were made by the populations living on the northern shore of 
Kodiak Island.

In this context, we are especially interested in the 
fairly common miniature carved faces145 and the four masks

144 The numbering of the housefloors starts from the surface down. The 
higher the number, the oldest the housefloor is.
145 Jordan interprets those miniature faces as similar to the figures 
that have been found on the distal end of drum handles. I disagree with 
his interpretation. All the drum handles I have seen show clearly that 
figure and handle were made from a single piece of wood. The figure was 
never lashed to the handle but part of it. The handle was lashed to the 
drum rim in such a way that the figure was on the inside of the drum, 
out of sight. One specimen (from the Pinart collection), shows at the
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(varying in size from about 15 cm to slightly over 20 cm) 
which are part of the archeological collection. First, we 
need to compare them with some of the types of masks we have 
discussed previously. One trait that is very common on many 
of those specimens is their pointed heads. Some have, 
(specimens #11, #iv, #XXIV, #XXVII),146 what I have called 
previously a high pointed head, while others (specimens #V, 
#XI, #XII, #XVII, #XXVIII) have only a somewhat pointed head 
(cf. PI. 88-93). We need to examine the first set, that which 
comprises carved faces with high pointed heads. Specimen 
XXVII is of particular interest, notwithstanding its broken 
lower face. The figure shows a clear relationship with mask 
#78 (12/146). The maskette147 (5.5 cm to tip of nose) like its 
large counterpart is elongated and ogive-shaped, with smooth 
contours and surface. The trapezoid-shaped nose with a flat 
upper surface is a clear extension of the upper head area. On 
the two specimens the upper extension of the nose is under-

back of the figure a rectangular-like protrusion pierced through its 
center (like a handle) through which a string could be strung and which 
could be thus tied invisibly to the rim of the drum. There is no 
evidence that the miniature carved faces recovered at Karluk were pieces 
broken off a handle. All the figures found on drum handles are finished 
with care and have a smooth surface. All the specimens I know (7) are 
painted. This is not the case for the miniature carved faces recovered 
at Karluk. In addition, some of those faces have their back carved out 
like their larger counterparts, the masks, suggesting that they were 
miniature masks. All the figures on the drum handles were made of plain 
wood. Some carved faces also have in the center of their upper edge a 
hole pierced through which could clearly have been used to suspend the 
object from a string. A very good example of a Koniag drum handle with 
figure is illustrated in Varjola (1990:241).
146 gee Appendix 4 for a complete listing of the Karluk maskettes.
147 In order to facilitate the discussion, from now on I will use the 
term "Maskette" when referring to one of the miniature carved faces.
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lined on each side by an incision. Seen from profile, too, 
the relationship is very strong. In my opinion, this maskette 
is almost a replica of the mask (or vice versa). Even if 
somebody should disagree with this observation, they would 
have to agree with the fact that #78 and by inference #79 are 
much more closely related to each other and to maskette XXVII 
than any of them is to specimen #123 (collected in Prince 
William Sound). In consequence, I will classify masks #78 and 
79 as belonging to the Kodiak Archipelago.

Among the pointed head maskettes, there is one maskette, 
#XVII, which is particularly valuable for the present 
discussion. It shows strong resemblance to the series of 
masks of the Pinart collection characterized by a pointed 
head and a bird-like mouth (# 58 [26/160], #59 [20/154], #60 
[21/155], #61 [27/161], #62 [19/153], #63 [22/156], #64 
[23/157], #68 [30/164], #69 [4/142], and #73 [31/165]) and 
more particularly to the last specimen, #73, the largest 
specimen of the series (and of the entire collection).

We will first discuss the traits that the mask and the 
maskette have in common (size notwithstanding), and then we 
will see how they differ from each other. Both the mask and 
the maskette have a pointed head, which is slightly more 
pronounced on the maskette. The nose is flat and trapezoid in 
shape. The brow ridge slopes toward the inside and the mouth 
is a wide semi-circle projecting forward. The general aspect 
is somewhat rectangular and the proportions are massive even
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in the maskette. The two specimens differ slightly on several 
points. The brow ridge (or hat rim) of the mask recedes 
slightly while that of the maskette slightly overhangs. The 
shape of the maskette's brow ridge (or hat rim) is thus 
stylistically located somewhere in between that of specimen 
#73 and that found on the series of masks characterized by a 
short hat-like upper head and a cone-like mouth (see supra). 
What differentiates the shape of the upper head of the 
maskette from that of the masks in the series is the fact 
that the upper head of the maskette is proportionally about 
three times as high as that found on the masks. The nose of 
the mask is a clear extension of the forehead. On the 
maskette it is again located somewhere intermediary between a 
clear extension of the forehead and a "springing" out from 
under the forehead position, a position that is also 
characteristic of the series of masks with the short hat
shaped upper head. The nose of the maskette is also closer 
in shape (despite its flatness) to the masks of the series 
just mentioned. However, despite minor differences, I do 
believe the maskette to be a smaller representation of the 
entity physically represented by the large mask. As it was 
clear that the series to which specimen #73 belongs was 
stylistically homogeneous, despite its internal variations in 
size, I see no problem in assigning this entire series to the 
Kodiak Archipelago.
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It is somewhat more difficult to show that the series of 
4 masks (with short hat-like upper heads) which has also been 
classified by Lot-Falck as originating in the Prince William 
Sound Area is really from Kodiak. By its combination of 
features, shape of the upper head and cone-like mouth, this 
series (#74-77; #73-74 are illustrated on PI. 49) is unique 
in itself. The short hat-like upper head is found on two 
other specimens (a mask, specimen #110 collected by Fisher on 
Sitkinak, Kodiak Archipelago, and one of the maskettes 
recovered at Karluk, specimen #XXX) but in each case the 
mouth to which it is associated is clearly bird-like. The two 
specimens are hybrids of 2 series of masks. They have the 
upper head (hat-like shaped) of the series of 4 masks I just 
mentioned148 and the lower portion of the face (bird-like 
mouth) characteristic of the series of 10 masks I discussed 
in conjunction with maskette XVII.

If one keeps in mind that the only specimen from Prince 
William Sound which could be at all stylistically compared 
(and in my opinion such a comparison seems unreasonable) to 
the masks under discussion is #123, then it is absolutely 
clear that they, as well as the maskettes, are more closely 
related to each other than they could ever be to specimen 
#123. I have analyzed (the results appear in a later section) 
the physical attributes of each mask, and from this analysis 
it emerges that in the Kodiak Archipelago, specific features
148 For a description of the specific features of this series see above.
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(particular shape and location of nose, brows, eyes, mouth, 
etc.) appear in various combinations. For example, the cone
like mouth which is second only to the bird-like mouth as the 
most represented type of mouth in the entire sample, is 
found in association with round, slightly pointed, high 
pointed, or helmet shaped heads, etc. The same type of 
comment could be made for the bird-like mouth. In other 
words, the combination of cone-like mouth and short hat-like 
upper head represents only another combination of features 
that are used extensively in other combinations by the mask 
carvers of the Kodiak Archipelago. It is my opinion that 
despite a lack of specimens exactly similar to the masks 
under discussion, the features the series of masks possesses 
(if combined differently), their overall proportions, and 
their finish make them very Kodiak. In consequence I will 
assign this series of four masks with a hat-like upper head 
and a cone-like mouth to the Kodiak Archipelago.

There is another mask in the collection, #72 (29/163), 
which I think can be assigned to the Kodiak area on the basis 
of its resemblance to another one of the maskettes recovered 
at Karluk (#XI). Mask #72 is somewhat egg-shaped, with its 
widest width up. The upper portion of the head is composed of 
two flat rimmed discs meeting in the center of the forehead. 
(The edge of the discs could possibly indicate slightly 
overhanging brows.) The mouth projects forward but instead of 
ending in a circle (like the cone-like shaped mouth) it ends
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in an open rectangle. The nose is flat and "springs" from the 
intersection of the two discs. It somewhat resembles an 
inverted nail with a flat and square head. The mouth of the 
maskette (XI) is identical to that of the mask. The upper 
portion of the head while not formed by two discs, still 
overhangs over the middle portion of the face. The nose which 
"springs" from the intersection of the brows is unfortunately 
too damaged to be recognizable in shape. The mask and the 
maskette both have the unmistakable tripartite division of 
the face so common on Kodiak (see infra). I realize that in 
this particular case my data are somewhat meager. However, I 
do believe that this mask has physical features which are 
treated in typical Kodiak style, and I cannot see on the 
basis of the evidence available how this mask could be 
considered to be in any way stylistically related to any of 
the masks collected in the Prince William Sound area. There 
are absolutely no masks, beside the high pointed head mask 
discussed at the very beginning of this section, collected in 
the Prince William Sound area which could be even remotely 
compared to #72 or for that matter to any other masks found 
in the Pinart collection, as I have repeatedly noted. On 
this basis alone, the 4 remaining masks (#54 [28/162], #65 
[10/144], #70 [7/141], and #80, (the first three specimens 
are illustrated respectively on Pi., 40, 44, 46) which Lot- 
Falck assigned to Prince William Sound must belong to either 
the Kodiak Archipelago or to the Alaska Peninsula.
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In my sample I have 14 masks from the Alaska Peninsula. 
Twelve of those have physical features found only on masks 
collected in the area (#83, #84, #85, #97, #98, #99, #100, 
#101, #102, #103, #113, #116). The remaining 2 (#114 and 
#115) have features which are also found commonly on Kodiak 
masks. Without the provenience provided by Fisher, it would 
have been impossible to know whether those two masks were 
from the Alaska Peninsula or from Kodiak. Clearly, there is 
no way at this point to know with certainty whether or not a 
mask is from the Alaska Peninsula unless it possesses some of 
the features which characterize masks of the area (see 
below). We will have to see if some or every single one of 
the 4 masks under discussion possess features specific enough 
to allow for their attribution to the Kodiak Archipelago. 
Unfortunately for our present purpose, these four masks are 
very distinctive in themselves and are unique in the 
collection. The traits they have in common with masks of the 
Kodiak Archipelago are also found on the 2 masks from the 
Alaska Peninsula, and the traits which differentiate them 
from the rest of the Pinart collection and the entire sample 
for that matter set them so sharply apart that there is 
little room left for comparison as no other specimen 
possesses such traits.

All the masks show for example the clear tripartite 
division of the face so characteristic of Kodiak masks but so 
do all the specimens collected on the Alaska Peninsula.
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Specimen #65, which is the most Kodiak-like is painted in 
black and reddish brown, 2 colors very commonly used on 
Kodiak masks. Those colors are also found on specimen #115 
attributed to the Alaska Peninsula. However, the distribution 
of the colors, i.e., black used as the background for both 
the upper head area (minus the nose extension) and the lower 
portion of the face starting from under the nose down, is 
fairly common on Kodiak masks (cf. App. 7). Also, the chevron 
like designs found on the upper part of the specimen from the 
Alaska Peninsula is totally unknown in the Kodiak Archipelago 
sample, but there is no other specimen from the Alaska 
Peninsula with such spatial distribution of color and design. 
However we must keep in mind that I am comparing those 4 
masks to only 2 specimens, hardly a big enough sample to 
allow for the isolation of representative features. The nose 
which is flat and rectangular and a clear extension of the 
forehead area belongs to a type very commonly found on 
Kodiak. This type of nose is, however, also found on 
specimens #114 and #116. The mouth is cone-like but so is the 
mouth of one of the specimens with a high pointed upper head 
collected on the Alaska Peninsula (#112). Mask #65 has a few 
features which are not shared by any other mask from the 
Alaska Peninsula: 1) small pierced circular eyes (a very 
common type on Kodiak); 2) straight brows which slope toward 
the center of the face; and 3) a circular shape. All these
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features are on the other hand quite common in the Kodiak 
Archipelago.

Specimen #70 (7/141) possesses some features which give 
it an indubitable Kodiak appearance and another one which is 
on the other hand frequently encountered on the masks from 
the Prince William Sound area. If this mask is really from 
the Kodiak Archipelago then it is the only specimen which 
possesses asymmetrical traits, i.e., the left eye (right on 
the figure) is a slit and the right eye (left on the figure) 
is small, circular, and carved out (see infra for an extended 
discussion, of symmetry). This would make it unique in our 
sample. On the other hand, asymmetry is a common feature of 
masks from the Prince William Sound area. Besides this 
outstanding feature, this mask has very Kodiak-like features. 
It is somewhat rounded. The tripartite division of the face 
is well marked principally between the middle face and the 
lower portion of the face where a deep groove separates the 
two regions. The eyes are located on a ridge (two other 
specimens #79 & #80 possess the same feature). The mouth 
which is wide (width of the lower face) is separated in two 
in its center. This feature is very common on Kodiak masks, 
which have either this type of mouth or the typical bird-like 
mouth. Two maskettes (#111 and #VI, PI. 87, 89), despite the 
lack of asymmetry, recall the mask under discussion. The two 
of them are somewhat round, with a wide mouth spreading in 
one specimen almost from side to side. Proportionally, the
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width of the mouth of the mask is in between that of the two 
maskettes. The eyes on one of the maskette (#VI) are 
represented by slits cut into large protrusions recalling in 
a crude way the ridge of the mask. The nose of the three 
specimens is very similar. It is short, flat, with curved 
sides, and is an extension of the forehead area. The 
nostrils, which are proportionally quite large, are not 
represented on the maskettes, but are merely suggested by the 
wide base of the nose. If one were to outline the shape of 
the nose of the mask one would obtain a shape of nose very 
similar to that found on the maskette (albeit somewhat more 
rounded at the base). The brows of the mask and maskette #VI 
are what I would called "Symmetrical, separated and 
horizontally placed curved brows" but that of maskette #111 
are "Symmetrical, separated, and sloping toward the center of 
the face straight brows." As can be seen, the three specimens 
have several important features in common, but the most 
outstanding one, the asymmetrically shaped eyes, is not found 
on either maskettes known from the entire Kodiak area or on 
any other Kodiak mask in my sample.

Specimen #80 looks at first sight very different from 
the other masks of the sample. It shares characteristics with 
two of the Karluk maskettes (#XV, PI. 90; #XXIX, PI. 93). The 
nose of the three specimens is trapezoid-shaped and on the 
mask and on maskette #XXIX, it extends upward to the top of 
the head. On specimen #80, this upward extension resembles
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that described previously for specimens #7 (53/183) and #67 
(24/158) both attributed to the Kodiak Archipelago, where the 
ridge gives the masks a medieval helmet-like quality. On 
specimen #XXIX, the extension forms a ridge. On specimens #7 
and #67 the nostrils are carved out from the base of the nose 
without deforming the shape of the latter. Maskette #XV has 
no nostrils. The brows of the three specimens slope toward 
the outside of the face, but on the mask they recede while on 
the maskettes they overhang slightly. The eyes are 
represented by slits cut parallel to the brows. In addition, 
on the mask and on maskette #XV, the slits are placed on a 
ridge. The three specimens have a prognatic lower face with a 
mouth running from side to side. However, on the mask and on 
maskette #XV, this protrusion seems much more pronounced due 
to the position of the upper lip which varies from relatively 
perpendicular to perpendicular to the surface of the mask. On 
maskette #XXIX, the effect is much more rounded, with the 
upper lip curving out more progressively. The lips of the 
mask and of maskette #XV are straight with a flat outer 
surface. On maskette #XXIX, the lips are curved with no 
exterior width. The face represented on the mask shows a 
clear tripartite division marked between the middle and lower 
portion of the face by a ridge passing just under the base of 
the nose. On the maskettes this division is defined but not 
underlined. The general shape of the mask is rectanguloid, 
somewhat rectangular for maskette #XV, but oval on maskette
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#XXIX. Specimen #80 shares many features with both maskettes, 
but particularly with specimen #XV. In addition, the mask's 
proportions, finish, and overall aspect are very Kodiak. In 
my opinion this mask is from the Kodiak Archipelago.

The last 2 masks attributed to the Prince William Sound 
by Lot-Falck are specimens #54 (28/162) #56 (11/145). These 
masks are unfortunately for the purpose of this discussion 
unique in my sample and presently I do not have in my 
possession any means to show that they are from the Kodiak 
Archipelago. I have a somewhat similar problem with another 
mask, #81 (35/210), which Lot-Falck thinks is "maybe not even 
Eskimo but from Vancouver Island" (1957:18). No information 
is given as to why she thinks so. This mask is totally 
different (even more so than the two above mentioned masks) 
from any other mask collected by Pinart. It has a somewhat 
death like quality which is also found on another mask, #109, 
collected by Fisher on Woody Island, Kodiak Archipelago. 
Interestingly, the two masks are among the very few masks (a 
total of 4)149 from the Kodiak Archipelago for which the face 
is not divided in three well defined sections. In those 4 
cases, the face is divided only in two sections. In the case 
of specimen #81 (35/210), #109, and #143 one section is 
composed of the upper and middle portion of the face down to

149 I did not include in this total the masks which I describe elsewhere 
as either plank or board masks which are usually made from a wooden 
board either round or elongated in shape, and in which slits had been 
cut to indicate the eyes.
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the level of the base of the nose (#143) or about 1 inch 
lower (#81, and #109). And the second section from the lower 
edge of the first section to the base of the mask. In the 
second situation, that of specimen #19 (76/205) which 
supposedly represents a killer whale, the first section is 
represented by the upper portion of the head down to the brow 
ridge and including the nose considered to be an extension of 
the forehead, and the second section includes the middle and 
lower portion of the head. Even more interesting is the fact 
that specimens #81 and #143 lack a nose. In the case of #81, 
a triangle has been carved out at the place of the nose. I am 
unable at this point to describe how the nose of #143 is 
really represented as I was unable to visit the Kunstkamern 
in St. Petersburg where this mask is housed. Judging by the 
photograph at my disposal, the nose appears as either a cut 
flat triangle or as a slightly rounded protrusion. It is 
painted reddish brown, the color also used to paint the lower 
portion of the face. The upper portion of the head is painted 
black. This mask collected by Voznesenskii on Kodiak is 
supposed to depict a "noseless invalid." The same color 
contrast is found on specimen #81. There the upper portion of 
the face is painted white, and the lower pinkish. The latter 
color is also used to outline the missing nose. The mouth on 
both specimens is a short slightly curving carved out arc. 
The two specimens are stylistically very different but they 
share features which could be expressing the same idea, i.e.
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that of a noseless invalid. Unfortunately, this does not 
prove in any way that #81 is from Kodiak.

In the above discussion, I tried to demonstrate that 
Lot-Falck erroneously reattributed part of the Pinart Kodiak 
Archipelago collection to the Prince William Sound area. She 
did so on the basis of one and only one criterion, that of 
pointed heads (in conjunction with either a cone-like or a 
bird-like mouth). Only the feature's shape was taken into 
account, with a total disregard for the style used to 
represent it. Lot-Falck tried to support her reclassification 
by proposing a possible explanation for the shape of the 
feature itself as representing evil spirits, as recorded in 
the Prince William Sound by Birket-Smith, without realizing 
that identical explanations for such a feature are to be 
found in the Kodiak Archipelago as well as among other 
Alaskan and/or Siberian groups. Lot-Falck also totally 
disregards the data provided by Pinart himself and presents 
some of her speculations as facts. I was able to show above 
that the majority of the masks she attributed to the Prince 
William Sound area are in fact (by reason of style, designs, 
and coloration) without any doubt from the Kodiak 
Archipelago. I was unable to do so for a few specimens which 
are so unique that it is impossible at this stage to 
establish their provenience on purely stylistic grounds. 
However, despite this problem, my personal inclination would 
be to accept them as originating in the Kodiak Archipelago
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because, 1) I do believe that Pinart knew what he was doing 
and to disregard his data is in my opinion totally 
unwarranted; 2) none of the masks collected in the Prince 
William have any stylistic resemblance with those of the 
Pinart collection; and 3) we have absolutely no evidence 
whatsoever that Pinart ever set foot in Prince William Sound 
and collected artifacts there. I conclude that the Pinart 
collection is the only large documented and representative 
collection of Kodiak Archipelago masks.

M i s c e l l a n e o u s  C o l l e c t i o n s

Geographical attribution of a number of masks housed in 
several museums of the United States and at the Museum of 
Mankind in London is also problematic. There are for example 
two masks, specimens #104 and #105, housed at the Sheldon 
Jackson Museum in Sitka which have been attributed to the 
Prince William Sound area on the basis of the data and 
illustrations provided by Birket-Smith (1953:109-111) but 
which I find resemble more closely the masks manufactured on 
the Kodiak Archipelago.150 Those two masks are ogive shaped, 
medium-sized, unpainted specimens. The top surface of the 
nose is flat, ending in a point at the tip of the nose of

150 The illustration contains specimen #123 which I have quoted at 
length when I discussed the problems of Lot-Falck's geographical 
reattribution of masks of the Pinart collections and 6 very large, flat, 
and somewhat rectangular masks which are altogether totally different 
from any of the masks manufactured in the Kodiak Archipelago.
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#105 and as a straight line in #104. The lower part of the 
face projects forward and the mouth is made of two incisions 
running horizontally and separated in the middle by a narrow 
band. Specimen #104 in particular is very similar, albeit 
somewhat larger in size, to the small polychrome masks called 
Shuqishat (#4-6). I believe that those two specimens should 
be reattributed to the Kodiak Archipelago.

Out of a total of 8 masks I examined at the Alaska State 
Museum in Juneau, 7 are supposed to have been collected in 
the village of Old Savonoski, on Brook River, within modern 
Katmai National Monument, in 1926. Three of them were donated 
to the museum in 1926 and the remaining 4 were donated either 
in 1927 or 1928. According to the museum catalogue records, 
one series includes specimens #96 (PI. 59) , #99 (PI. 60), 
#100 (PI. 61), #103 (Pi. 63) and the second series specimens 
#97 (PI. 59), #98 (PI. 60), #102 (Pi. 62). The catalogue 
excludes the eighth mask (#101, PI. 62) from this particular 
collection on the basis that "they are notes in the accession 
books of only seven masks from Mrs. Anderson, and the other 
group of three and group of four seem more closely related 
than this one." I disagree. I believe that a much more 
homogenous collection could be organized if one were to 
remove specimen #96 and include specimen #101. In my opinion 
#96 bears little resemblance to any of the masks in the 
collection. The overall shape of the face as well as nearly 
every single one of its physical features is different. Let
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us first examine the masks excluding #96 and point out what 
they have in common and then how they differ from each other. 
Masks in those two series have very distinctive features. 
Some of those features are found on all the specimens and 
others are associated with masks belonging to one of the 
series only. These features are in fact so characteristic 
that they can be used to determine with a certain amount of 
certainty whether or not a mask is from the general Katmai 
area. I am not suggesting here that all masks made in the 
Katmai area should possess those features but only that if a 
mask possesses them then it is from the Katmai area.

Let us first examine the shape of the nose. The nose of 
those seven specimens is wide and short, with a rounded 
surface, and with large nostrils pierced through that give to 
the nose an even more rounded aspect. It appears as a 
separate object somewhat "springing" from under the forehead, 
giving the mask a more human aspect. This location is rare. 
There are a few specimens in my sample from the Kodiak 
Archipelago which have a nose so placed but in 98% of the 
cases, the nose is a direct extension of the forehead area. 
Secondly, the position of the eyes in all specimens but #100 
is located at mid-eyelid, position also closer to that of a 
human face. To my knowledge, this feature is absolutely 
unique to the Katmai area. I have never seen a single 
specimen from either the Kodiak Archipelago or Prince William 
Sound sporting such an eye location. On all the specimens
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which sport the eyes located in mid-eyelid the shape of the 
eye itself is what I have called crescent-like, without 
pupils, with the convex area facing upward, and placed 
horizontally. Specimen #103, which is asymmetrical, has one 
eye as described above and the other one is a raised circular 
disc with a carved out round pupil, located under a 
horizontally placed brow. Thirdly, all the masks (including 
#96) have a horizontal tripartite division of the face. Each 
section is distinctly separated from its neighbor (see 
infra). It is a characteristic feature of the masks produced 
in the Kodiak Archipelago and in the Katmai area but only a 
few specimens from the Prince William Sound Area151 possess 
this characteristic.

In the second series (#97, 98, 102) the presence of a 
flat rim pierced at regular intervals and circling the masks 
on 3 (possibly 4) sides is characteristic. This rim gives to 
the masks a somewhat plank-like quality. Anthropomorphized 
plank mask, and plank masks (either a facial mask attached to 
a board or a board with a face carved out at its lower 
extremity) are well known types in the Kodiak Archipelago. 
None however possesses a rim such as described above. This 
feature seems to be particular either to the Katmai area or

151 Originally as the number of masks considered from the Prince William 
Sound area was much larger and comprised many masks which in my opinion 
are really from the Kodiak Archipelago, this feature seemed to be an 
important characteristic. However, as the number of masks from that area 
got reduced following reassignation of provenience, accordingly this 
feature lost its diagnostic importance.
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at least locally, to the village of Old Savonoski. We do not 
know the shape of the mouth as every one of the specimens of 
this series has a damaged area located either below the nose 
or from the upper lip down. However, the remaining part of 
the mouth of specimen #102 suggests that originally the mouth 
must have had a shape closely resembling that of specimen 
#100, i.e., a regular trapezoid. Like the location of the 
eyes, this particular mouth shape seems to be also specific 
to the Katmai area.

Let us see now how mask #101 (the mask which has been 
considered by the museum as not belonging to this particular 
collection) compares with the other masks, and in particular 
with mask #99. Specimen #101 has at least two of the 
characteristics found on most of the other masks of the set: 
the shape and location of the nose, and the location of the 
eyes in the mid-eyelid area. The mouth is in one piece, 
symmetrical, rectanguloid in shape, and open (but not pierced 
through).152 The mask also has a chin. The shape of the head 
itself is an ovoid, somewhat wider at the top. The general 
aspect of the face is very human-like. As soon as one 
compares this mask with specimen #99 one cannot be but struck 
by the resemblance between the two masks. On the latter 
specimen, the remaining portion of the mouth (which is 
broken) still suggests a shape very close to that of specimen

152 In the Kodiak Archipelago this type of mouth is usually associated 
with face possessing a chin, both of which give to the masks a very 
human-like quality.
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#101. The shape of the eyes153 and their location is similar. 
The overall shape of the head is also an ovoid with a wider 
top even if somewhat narrower that the other specimen (but 
this specimen is badly damaged). Finally, the two masks have 
traces of red paint around the nostrils. The only real 
difference resides in the shape of the lower part of the 
nose. On specimen #101, the nostrils are well marked and 
their presence gives a somewhat rounded appearance to the tip 
of the nose while on specimen #99 nostrils are less prominent 
and as a result the tip of the nose appears pointed. This is 
not enough to warrant the attribution of one mask to the 
Katmai area and the other to the Aleutian Islands.154

How does specimen #96 which had been included by the 
museum in the first series compare with the above 
observations? The only feature that this mask has in common 
with the others is its tripartite division of the face. The 
eyes are round, and pierced through. They are located on the 
upper cheek. The nose is flat and a direct extension of the 
forehead. In other words if there is one mask which does not 
belong to either of the series discussed above, this is it.

153 The museum catalog record says for specimen #99: "One eye (left) a 
slit and the other one large and nearly round.” There is no evidence 
that this was really so. The mask is badly damaged, and after examining 
the mask I do believe that in this case, the different shape of the eye 
is unintentional and a result of breakage. In fact, the upper part of 
the opening is cleanly cut and oriented in an identical way to the upper 
part of the crescent-like eye.
154 On the museum record of specimen #101 they say "Possibly Aleut" 
without any other type of specification. I supposed here that they meant 
Aleut of the Aleutian Chain.
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In summary, I do believe that the two series should comprise 
the following specimens. Series 1, should include #97. #98, 
and #102 and Series 2, #99, #100, #101, and #103. Specimen 
#96 is unfortunately not characteristic enough and at this 
stage it is impossible to determine with any accuracy from 
which geographic area it came from. It could belong either to 
the Kodiak Archipelago or to the Katmai area because these 
two geographic areas have produced masks displaying the same 
type of physical traits as those described. For lack of 
evidence which would allow for an attribution of #96 to a 
specific geographic area, I placed it in the "undecided" 
provenience category.

Two other sets of masks remain to be examined. The first 
two masks, specimens #92 and #93 (Pi. 57), are housed at the 
Burke Museum in Seattle and the other two masks, specimens 
#144 and #145 (PI. 81-82) are housed at the Museum of Mankind 
in London. The overall shape of specimens #92 and #93 is 
somewhat rectanguloid. The two masks have a tripartite 
division of the face.155 Both specimens have a projecting 
bird-like mouth, but that of #92 projects downward while that 
of #93 projects forward. The two masks differ the most in the 
shape of their nose. On specimen #92 the nose is a flat 
circle pierced in its center by two rounded nostrils, while 
on specimen #93, the nose is a flat extension of the forehead

155 On this subject see the chapter on characteristics of Kodiak masks 
(infra).
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ending at its base in a point. The nose and its upward 
extension, as well as the eye brows of #93 are painted black. 
On #92, a black band marked what would be the upward 
extension of the nose if the nose was not a circle, and the 
brows. The eyes of both specimens, two narrow slits parallel 
with the edge of the brows , are pierced through and 
underlined with red paint. The lower part of the face on the 
two specimens is painted reddish brown. Both specimens sport 
a frame which starts on one side just below the intersection 
of area 2 (middle of the face), and area 3 (lower face) and 
ends at exactly the same location on the opposite side of the 
mask. Those two masks are unmistakably Alutiiq, and both must 
come from the same geographic area, but which one? In the 
museum catalogue their provenience is indicated only by 
"Arctic Alaska." Ray considers #92 to be "without any doubt 
from Prince William Sound," (1967:204) but does not elaborate 
on why she thinks so. Krech III on the other hand believes 
that it might have been collected on Kodiak Island 
(1989:197). Krech III based his interpretation on the 
examination of two masks, specimens #144 and #145 that were 
collected by the Earl of Lonsdale in 1889 either at Katmai or 
on Kodiak Island.156 Those two masks have several 
characteristics in common with the first two specimens. They 
are oblong and somewhat rectanguloid, but less so than #92

156 Lonsdale’s stay on Kodiak is well documented. It is uncertain if he 
was in the Katmai area, though he crossed the Alaska Peninsula from 
Bristol Bay to the Pacific side.
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and #93. The face of the two masks is also separated in three 
distinct areas. The mouth of #144 projects downward in 
exactly the same way as the mouth of specimen #92, while 
that of #145 is formed by a narrow groove making an inverted 
triangular shape, slightly rounded at the base. Despite the 
difference in mouth shape, the overall shape of the lower 
face is almost identical because the contour of the lower 
face of #145 has nearly the same shape as the shape of the 
mouth of #144. The nose on our two specimens is a flat 
extension of the forehead. The lower face of both masks is 
painted reddish brown. The nose of #145 is painted light blue 
and its brows are black. On #144, the nose has the same color 
as the forehead (a darker slip over a pinkish layer) and the 
brows are black. Besides the shape of the mouth, the other 
difference between those two masks resides in the eye shape. 
The eyes of #144 are like those of #92 and #93, narrow slits 
underlined with red and white, but on #145 they are formed by 
two small red pegs. The frame of #145 is identical in shape 
to those of our two first specimens, but the three frames 
that totally encircled specimen #144 recall to mind the 
frames sported by Kodiak specimens. But for the eye brows of 
our specimens that slope toward the center of the face 
instead of toward the outside of the masks, these two masks 
are stylistically very close to a high pointed head mask 
collected by Fisher at Katmai (#124). The main difference 
between those three masks and #92 and #93 is found in the
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high pointed head of the first three masks while the other 
two have a more rectanguloid upper head. This particular 
upper head shape is found on masks from the Katmai area and 
from Prince William Sound, but not on those of the Kodiak 
Archipelago. However masks from Prince William Sound with 
such a rectanguloid upper head either show strong asymmetries 
or a spatial distribution of color not to be found on any of 
the specimens from Katmai.

For lack of definitively conclusive evidence I have 
included those 4 masks in the "undecided" provenience 
category although on the basis of the information available I 
feel that specimens #92 and #93 are closer to specimens from 
the Katmai area than to those of the Prince William Sound, 
and that #144 and #145 are definitely closer to specimens 
from Katmai.

The last mask which needs to be examined is #134 (PI. 
77). This is one of the masks sold by Sotheby. In the cata
logue in which this mask is illustrated (1987, PI. 239), the 
mask was attributed to the Kodiak Archipelago. However, even 
a cursory look at this mask shows that this cannot be so. 
None of the elements which characterize this mask: the shape 
of the mask (rectanguloid with a pointed tip); the large 
protruding eyes and brows; and the wide open, curving 
downward, large mouth with ridged lips, are found on any of 
the specimens from the Kodiak Archipelago and for that matter 
from the Katmai area as well. On the other hand, a series of
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2 masks out of series of 4 attributed to the Prince William 
Sound area show some of these characteristics. Specimens #155 
and #156, display a similarly made mouth albeit with upward 
curve on #155 and horizontal orientation on #156. The latter 
specimen also sports large protruding eyes. The other two 
specimens of the series (#154 & #157) also have a wide open 
mouth but of a much smaller size. On the other hand, none of 
the specimens of this series have the same outline shape. On 
the basis of the data at hand, I feel that I cannot attribute 
this mask with any kind of certainty to the Prince William 
Sound area and therefore prefer to place it in the 
"undecided" provenience category.

Provenience attribution, at which I arrived by careful 
analysis of style, technique, and diagnostic features, com
bined with data supplied by collectors, was presented in 
summary form in Table 3 (p. 276).
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CHAPTER 2

FACIAL COMPOSITION 
OF KODIAK MASKS

Tripartite Division of the Face

The first feature that is commonly found on most Kodiak 
masks (81.98%-91%) as well as on masks from the Katmai area 
(100%) but to a far lesser degree on masks from Prince 
William Sound (50%) is the tripartite division of the face.

Table 5: Tripartite Division of the Face

+ 0 sub-Total j 157 Total
Kodiak 91 9_20158 100-111 3 114
Katmai 14 - 14 2 16
PWS 9 9 18 3 21
Undecided pr. 5 1 6 - 6
Total 119 19-30 138-149 8 157

What is meant by tripartite division on the face is the 
fact that the face is clearly divided into three well-defined 
horizontal areas:

157 This column includes the masks for which the presence or absence of 
a tripartite division of the face was impossible to assess because the 
masks were either broken or had been repainted.
158 The total of masks which do not show a tripartite division of the 
face varies greatly according to whether or not one includes in that 
total plank masks (cf. PI. 37) or a particular type of hunter's mask 
(cf. PI. 78) which do not possess a face proper.

326
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1

2 
3

Area 1 comprises the upper head down to the brow ridge 
as well as the nose when the latter is a clear extension of 
the forehead (as in the figure above) or seems to spring out 
from the forehead. Area 2 comprises the middle portion of the 
face from the brow ridges down to either the base of the nose 
or slightly lower than the base. Finally, area 3 comprises 
the lowest portion of the face from either the base of the 
nose or slightly lower than the base to the underside part of 
the head.

This tripartite division of the face is indicated by the 
use of several techniques. On Kodiak, two adjacent areas are 
separated either by a change in the color of the background 
of each of the area under consideration (specimen #2, PI. 
13), or a carved out line (specimen #3, PI. 14), a slight 
ridge (specimen #70, PI. 46), a strip of leather (specimen 
#23, PI. 25), or even sometimes a combination of several of 
the means described above such as for example a carved out 
line and a change of color (specimen #35, PI. 32) or an added 
painted line that contrasts sharply in color with the 
background color of either area. On specimen #11, PI. 19, the 
middle area is painted blue-green, the lower area is painted
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red, and a thin white line underlines the contrast of color. 
The strongest separation indicators are usually found between 
area 2 and area 3. Often when a thin painted line is used to 
underline the contrasting background colors of area 2 and 
area 3, a similar line, albeit sometimes different in color 
(depending on the color of the background on which it is 
painted), is also found along the brow ridge edge. For 
example on specimen #11 (PI. 19) there is a red line [on a 
white background] drawn along the brow ridge edge. Despite 
the fact that most of the above means of contrasting two 
adjacent areas are used at some time or other to delineate 
between area 1 and area 2, it is usually the shape of the 
brow ridge that fulfills that function.

On the masks from Katmai the separation between middle 
and lower face is more commonly indicated by either a 
contrast in color,159 a carved out line, or the surface of the 
middle face area that projects slightly over the lower part 
of the face (specimen 113, PI. 66). In the Prince William 
Sound area, the most common contrast is provided by change of 
color, and sometimes, as on Kodiak, a thin line is added to 
underline the contrast of the change in background color. 
Carved out lines are also found on a few specimens.

159 Unfortunately most of the masks from Katmai are very weathered and 
colors have faded to the point that only small patches of pigments are 
found here and there. It is frequently impossible to determine whether 
or not the entire background of an area was painted or not.
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Symmetry

A mask is a finite figure composed of many elements that 
can be studied either separately or in combination. One of 
the possible ways of analysing the relationships between the 
various components that make a mask is to study their dis
tribution. Does a particular group favor symmetric or asym
metric features, symmetric or asymmetric location of colors, 
symmetric or asymmetric geometric or representational de
signs, etc.? The results of such an analysis applied to all 
the known specimens of the entire Alutiiq speaking area prove 
to be particularly enlightning. It indicates clearly that in 
each geographic sub-area, i.e., the Kodiak Archipelago, the 
Alaska Peninsula, and the Prince William Sound, there is a 
marked aesthetic preference for either symmetry or asymmetry. 
In the Kodiak Archipelago and on the Alaska Peninsula, 
symmetry is clearly preferred while in the Prince William 
Sound area on the other hand, the preference is for asym
metry. I will soon return to a detailed presentation of re
sults of symmetry analysis but it is first necessary to 
provide a definition of the mathematical concept of symmetry 
itself. In this I will follow closely the definitions 
presented by Washburn and Crowe in their book "Symmetries of 
Culture: Theory and Practice of Plane Pattern Analysis," 
( 1988).
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A plane figure160 will be said to be symmetrical if it 
admits one or more of four basic motions: 1) reflection (in a 
line in the plane); 2) translation; 3) rotation (about a 
point in the plane; and 4) glide reflection.

A reflection across a line L moves each point A to point 
A ’ obtained by drawing a perpendicular from point A to line L 
and by extending it to the same distance on the other side of 
L. In other words a reflection in line L is "the isometry 
which takes each point of the plane into its mirror image" 
(Washburn & Crowe 1988:46). If a figure admits a reflection, 
it is said to be bilaterally symmetric or to have a mirror 
reflection.

A translation of the plane is defined as a displacement 
by a certain distance "d” along a certain line L. "If the 
tail of a vector "v" is placed at each of the point P and 
Q,... and the head is labeled P ’, Q ’,... then the rigid 
motion of the plane which takes P, Q,... to P ', Q',... is a 
translation by vector 'v'" (ibid., 48).

A rotation is completely specified when we know its 
center, the angle of rotation, and its sense, clockwise or 
counterclockwise (ibid.).

A glide reflection is "a translation followed by a 
reflection in a line parallel to the direction of 
translation," (ibid., 50).

160 It is a s s u m e d  that the f i g u r e s  d i s c u s s e d  he r e  are plane 
representations.
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For our present purpose, i.e., the analysis of the 
symmetry of the composition of a finite object, in this case 
a facial mask, the most useful concept is that of bilateral 
or mirror symmetry. This is so because a human face usually 
admits a vertical reflection across a line L that bisects the 
face.161 On the other hand when in a further section I 
describe the various geometric patterns that decorate some of 
the masks, then the four motions bear equal weight.

An analysis of the bilateral symmetry of Alutiiq facial 
masks must take into consideration the various visual 
elements that composed the mask. Those basic components 
include facial traits (eyebrows, nose, eyes, and mouth), 
designs (representational and/or geometric), and background 
color(s). I propose to analyze each of the facial components 
and designs on the basis of their location, shape, and color. 
Of course, the last component, background color(s), can only 
be analyzed on the basis of color(s).

I think it would be useful at this point to give some 
examples so as to illustrate exactly what I mean. Let's 
consider the first category, i.e., that of facial traits, and 
more particularly the eyes. I said above that to have 
bilateral symmetry a figure must admit a reflection. In the 
case of an eye, the eye must thus admit an exact reflection 
of itself in its location, shape, color, etc. However, if one

161 It will be assumed here that the two sides of the face are 
symmetrical and not slightly asymmetrical as every human face really is.
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were to analyze bilateral symmetry of the eyes without 
distinguishing between the various visual elements that 
compose the eye (location, shape, color), then one would miss 
all the subtlety expressed in their representations. For 
example, two eyes could have the exact same shape, the same 
mirror location on each side of the nose, but be of different 
colors. Another pair of eyes could be of the same color, of 
the same shape but could be located at different locations on 
each side of the face, etc. The same observations can be made 
for all the facial traits as well as the designs incorporated 
in a mask. It becomes clear that in order to get a more 
precise idea of how Alutiiq speakers visually composed their 
masks it is necessary to analyze the symmetry of each feature 
not globally but according to its various components, i.e., 
location, shape, and color. Such a type of detailed analysis 
will allow one to understand more precisely the degree of 
symmetry or asymmetry of a particular mask. Ultimately, a 
mask will be considered symmetric only if each of its sides 
is an exact mirror reflection of the other (allowing 
evidently for slight discrepancies due to the fact that masks 
were handmade and that no measuring tools were used).

We have seen in the preceding section that horizontal 
tripartite division of the face was an important visual 
feature of masks made in the Kodiak Archipelago and Katmai 
area. I have thus decided to incorporate also this locational 
criterion into the analysis of symmetry to see if whether or
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not there is a relationship between the zone (1, 2, or 3) 
where a feature (facial traits, designs) is located and its 
degree of symmetry.

Appendix 5 summarizes the data. A few observations about 
the table itself should be made. The table is divided into 
four sets of columns: facial traits, columns 1-9; represen
tational designs, columns 10-18; geometric designs, columns 
19-27; and background color(s), columns 28-30. Each of those 
categories (but for the last one) is divided into three sub
categories: location, shape, and color. Those sub-categories 
are in turn divided into 3 areas: 1, 2, and 3 corresponding 
to the horizontal tripartite division of the face. When the 
criteria of tripartite subdivision of the face cannot be 
applied to a particular mask, then an opening bracket "[" in 
one cell of the table, followed by a closing bracket "]" in 
another cell indicates the area of the face under discussion. 
For example, specimen #143 has only two well-defined 
horizontal divisions. The first division incorporates what 
would be described under the tripartite division of the face, 
as the upper portion and middle portion of the face, and the 
second corresponds to the regular lower portion of the face. 
On the table the first feature is indicated by an opening 
bracket starting in the column indicating "area 1" (1st 
horizontal section of the face) and a closing bracket "]" in 
the following column indicating "area 2" (or 2nd horizontal 
section of the face). The second section of the mask that
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corresponds to the regular lower portion of the face or "area 
3" is described in the ordinary fashion. In the case of masks 
(such as for example the plank masks) which do not have any 
horizontal division of the face, the brackets encompass the 
three areas.

In the first unnumbered column of the table the specimen 
under analysis is indicated by its sample number (1-157). In 
the Kodiak Archipelago some facial masks were either attached 
to a plank (#40, #41) or carved out of a piece of wood which 
also included a vertical and horizontal plank extensions 
(#43-44; #52, #135). In the first case the masks are repre
sented by two separate pieces, and in the second case only 
one. All but #52 (which is entirely undecorated and 
unpainted) have polychrome decorations on both the board and 
the facial mask itself. I thought it important that the 
analysis should reflect this particularity and decided to 
subdivide each of those specimens into two parts "a" and "b." 
Portion "a" represents the facial mask, and "b" the board.

Several signs have been used to indicate different an
swers. A positive answer, i.e., one that indicates symmetry, 
is noted by a "+" sign; a negative answer, i.e., one that 
indicates asymmetry, is noted by a "0." When one feature in 
one particular area is asymmetric, while another feature in 
the same area is symmetric (or vice versa), the resulting 
notations will be "0/+ (+/0)," to indicate the various possi
bilities. When there is doubt about a particular answer, then
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a is indicated. For the masks which do not have a
tripartite division of the face, I decided to place the 
answers as if there was a tripartite division of the face but 
within the appropriate brackets as described above. This was 
done so as to allow for present and future easy comparisons 
between the various specimens of the sample. Using again 
specimen #143 as an example, and more particularly the 
location of traits, we find that between the two brackets, 
there are two "+" signs. This indicates that the facial 
traits within this section of the mask (which, I repeat, 
encompasses the upper and middle section of the face) are 
symmetric.

There is a different table within Appendix 5 for each of 
the Alutiiq speaking sub-areas (Kodiak Archipelago; Alaska 
Peninsula: Katmai, Douglas; and Prince William Sound). An 
additional table includes the specimens for which the 
provenience could not be ascertained with confidence.

Symmetry and its counterpart asymmetry will be discussed 
at different levels. At each of those levels, I will stress 
particularly those criteria which help in defining the degree 
of symmetry or asymmetry of the masks in each of the 
regional collections. I will first determine the proportion 
of symmetrical masks in each geographical collection. Then I 
will discuss the asymmetric loci, stressing more particularly 
the area(s) of highest asymmetry. Finally, I will discuss the
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possibilities of ranking the masks by degree of asymmetry 
using quantitative as well as qualitative means to do so.

S y m m e t r i c  versus A s y m m e t r i c  Masks

The first most noticeable difference among the three 
Alutiiq speaking areas is the percentage of symmetric versus 
asymmetric masks found in the collections of each area. 
Kodiak has by far the highest level of symmetric masks (98 
masks out of 114, or 86%), closely followed by the Alaska 
Peninsula (with 13 masks out of 16, or 81.25%). On the other 
hand, in the Prince William sound, there are practically as 
many symmetric masks as there are asymmetric ones (10 masks 
out 21 masks, or 47.62%, are symmetric).

A s y m m e t r i c  Focus

Another distinguishing factor is the repartition of the 
various asymmetric elements among the various analytical 
categories. Of particular interest are the areas where 
asymmetric features are more highly concentrated. Those areas 
of heightened level of asymmetry or asymmetric focus are of 
particular interest because they provide us, at this level of 
the analysis, with valuable information on one of the aspects 
of the style preferred in each of the various Alutiiq 
speaking areas. I define the asymmetric focus as the
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analytical area possessing a particular type of asymmetry 
wherein the highest number of masks is encountered. As is 
evident in Table 6 (p. 338-339), which summarizes the data on 
asymmetry, in the Kodiak Archipelago, the focus of asymmetry 
(10 masks out of 15, or 66.6% of all masks displaying 
asymmetrical features) is represented by the analytical 
category: color of a geometric design located in area 1 
(upper portion of the face). Interestingly, in 9 of those 
cases, the asymmetry in question is represented by a small 
triangle divided vertically in two and located on the upper 
portion of the mask. The left side of the triangle is black 
and the right side reddish brown (or vice versa). Even more 
revealing is the fact that for 7 out of those 9 masks (or 
46.6% of the total of masks that display asymmetric 
elements), this is the only asymmetry encountered.

This is not so in the Prince William Sound area. There, 
the focus of asymmetry is found in the analytical categories 
of location and shape of facial traits located in area 1 and 
area 2 (upper and middle portion of the face). Altogether, in 
area 1, 9 masks (or 90 % of all masks displaying asymmetrical 
features) show asymmetry in the location of their facial 
features, and 7 of those (or 70% of the total of asymmetrical 
masks) also display asymmetry in the shape of those same 
facial traits. In area 2, 7 masks (or 70% of the total of 
asymmetrical masks) display asymmetry in the location of 
their facial features, and 8 (or 80% of the total of
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Table 6: Asymmetry, a Summary

Kodiak Archipelago
TRAITS

Location
REPRESENTATIONAL DESIGN GEOMETRIC DESIGN

Color Location Color Location Color
BACKGROUND 
Color

Sp# 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 32 0 0
3 08 0
9 0 0 1° ° l12 011 0
15 0/
16 0/
18 020 0/21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 022 0 0 0 0 0 0
23 0
44b f° 0 °145 1° 0 ° l 1° 0 °1 1° 0 ° l 1° 0 °157 0
1 6  | 2 | 2 | 2 I 1 I 3 I 2 | 2 I 1 I 1 | 0  I 0

11  12

| l  l l  l l  l l  | 0  \ 2  I
14 16 17 18 19

2 <2  1 2 I 2 I 1 0  I 2 I 2 I 3 | 3
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Alaska Peninsula: Katmai, Douglas
TRAITS REPRESENTATIONAL DESIGN GEOMETRIC DESIGN

Location Color Location Color Location Color
BACKGROUND 
Color

Sp# 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
85 0 0 0 0 0 0
103 0 0 0 0
112 0 0 0
3 I 2 I 2 I 2 |l I 2 |l I 0 I 0 I 0 10 lo |0 |o lo |0 |0 |0 |0 |1 l l  l l  1Hl

10 13 14
0 I 0
15 17 IB 20 22 23 24 28 29
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Prince William Sound
T R A IT S REPRESENTATIONAL DESIG N GEOMETRIC DESIG N

L o c a t i o n C o l o r L o c a t i o n C o l o r L o c a t i o n C o l o r
BACKGROUND 
C o l o r

sp # 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
106 0/ 0 0 0/ 0 0 0/ 0 0
108 0 0 0 0 0 0 0/ 0 0 0 0 0
117 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
118 0 0 0 0 0/ 0/
119 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
120 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
121 0 0 0
122 0 0 0
127 0 0 0
147 0 [° ] 0 (° 1

I 9  | 7 | 7  I 8 I S I 3 I 5 | 0  I 2 | 1  | 0  | l  | 1  | 0  | 0  | o  | p  | l  | l  | l  | l  | l  | 0  | l  | l  j O | l To~10
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
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asymmetrical masks) display asymmetry in the shape of their 
facial traits. If we combine the two sets of data, we find 
first that out of 10 asymmetrical masks we have 6 specimens 
that display asymmetry in the location of facial traits in 
area 1 & 2, and 5 that display asymmetry in the shape of 
their facial traits also in area 1 & 2. Furthermore, 4 
specimens have asymmetries in each of the categories 
mentioned above (location and shape of facial features), in 
area 1 & 2.

Asymmetry in the location and shape of the mouth (area 
3) is more rarely found. Only 4 masks display an asymmetry in 
the location of their mouth, and 5 in its shape. The masks 
which show asymmetry in the location and shape of the mouth 
display also asymmetry in the location and shape of their 
other facial traits (eyebrows and eyes). In other words, in 
those 4 cases, the brows, eyes, and mouth are totally 
asymmetric. Interestingly, the nose never displays asymmetry 
of either shape or location. The only asymmetry recorded for 
a nose is an asymmetry of color displayed by a single 
specimen (#106).

Out of the 3 specimens from the Alaska Peninsula 
exhibiting asymmetrical elements, 2 of them (#85, and #103) 
are identical in style but for the fact that one of them 
(#85) is in some sort a 1 1/2 duplication of the face of the 
second specimen. Specimen #85 has 2 asymmetrical brows and 
eyes, 2 asymmetrical noses, 3/4 of a mouth on the right side
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and 1/2 mouth on the left side. Every facial trait located on 
this mask is thus asymmetric. Specimen #103 differs from 
specimen #85 in the fact that its nose is symmetric. 
Asymmetry on the Alaska Peninsula is thus an asymmetry of 
facial traits in regards to location and shape. These results 
tie the specimens from the Alaska Peninsula to those of the 
Prince William Sound.

O t h e r  A s y m m e t r i c  Loci

Generally speaking, asymmetry in background color is 
rare: only two specimens from the Prince William Sound, one 
from the Alaska Peninsula, and three from the Kodiak 
Archipelago are found with such a feature. However what is 
interesting is the way in which this asymmetry is produced. 
The two specimens from the Prince William Sound area have 
asymmetry in background colors in the upper and middle 
portion of the face. Each horizontal half contrasts sharply 
with its neighboring and opposite sections. In other words, 
in this case, the asymmetry is vertical and horizontal. On 
the other hand, on the specimens from either the Kodiak 
Archipelago and the Alaska Peninsula, the color on each side 
of the mask contrasts only with that of the opposite side, 
the asymmetry is only vertical. In other words, the level of 
asymmetry of background colors is more pronounced in the 
Prince William Sound area, where it is recorded at two
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different levels, vertical and horizontal, than it is in 
either the Kodiak Archipelago and/or the Alaska Peninsula 
where it is found at only one level (vertical).

Unfortunately, an inter-regional comparison of the 
symmetry of representational and of geometric designs is 
somewhat less reliable because many of the designs have faded 
to such a degree that it is often impossible to know 
precisely either their exact shape or their exact location. 
In some cases it is even impossible to know if they were 
really of the same color. For example, because of the 
problems of preservation just mentioned, it was impossible to 
analyze the symmetry of geometric designs of three of the 
specimens from the Prince William Sound area (i.e., about a 
third of the specimens with asymmetrical features). This 
uncertainty has resulted in their exclusion from the total 
asymmetry count, and has in consequence greatly reduced our 
chances to make useful comparisons. Despite this problem, one 
can make a few observations. In the Prince William Sound area 
at least 50% of the masks display asymmetric geometric 
designs either in their location or in their shape. This 
proportion is reduced to 13.33 % in the Kodiak Archipelago 
and to 0% in the Alaska Peninsula. Representational designs 
which are altogether rarely displayed on Alutiiq masks (only 
found on 10 masks from the Kodiak Archipelago, and 5 masks 
from the Prince William Sound area) never display any 
asymmetry of location in the Kodiak Archipelago. There the
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asymmetry seems to focus on the shape of the designs. Out of 
4 masks exhibiting this type of asymmetry, only one displays 
it in more than one sub-categories. On the other hand, the 
two specimens from the Prince William Sound area that display 
asymmetry of representational designs, display it in each of 
the analytical subcategories. Asymmetry of location of 
representational design is more common in the Prince William 
Sound area.

D e c r e e  of A s y m m e t r y

I have just discussed the various types of asymmetry 
represented on the specimens from the three Alutiiq speaking 
areas, and more particularly I have tried to show the focus 
of asymmetry for each region. It remains now to see if there 
is a way to rank the masks of the various regions according 
to their degree of asymmetry. Degrees of asymmetry could in 
my opinion be ascertained in two ways: quantitative and 
qualitative. One can for example calculate the total number 
of asymmetrical features each mask possesses. The higher the 
number, the more asymmetric a mask is. One can also calculate 
the proportion of single and combined asymmetry to the total 
of possible asymmetry. The higher the number, the more 
asymmetric the total sample from a particular geographic area 
is. This is the quantitative way. The second possibility is 
to try to understand whether or not one particular type of
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asymmetry makes a mask look more asymmetric than another 
type. This is the qualitative way. Let us see how this method 
of asymmety ranking could be applied to our present 
situation.

Let's first examine Table 7 (p. 345) which orders asym
metric masks on the basis of the number of asymmetry each 
mask possesses. The number of aymmetries is calculated as the 
sum total of asymmetrical features encountered on any one 
mask. In the Prince William Sound area, the totality of the 
specimens (i.e., 10) possess a minimum of three asymmetrical 
features. In the Kodiak archipelago, 9 masks out of a total 
of 15 (i.e., 60%) display only one type of asymmetry.

By the time we reach 3 asymmetrical features, 
cumulatively, 73.3.% of the asymmetrical masks (11 out of the 
15 masks) have been accounted for in the Kodiak Archipelago 
against only 30% (3 out of 10) in the Prince William Sound 
Area. This suggests that masks from the Prince William Sound 
area display more asymmetry than those from the Kodiak 
Archipelago. Interestingly the mask with the largest number 
of asymmetric features belongs to the Kodiak Archipelago 
(specimen #21 with 21 asymmetries). This mask is somewhat 
particular. It has regular facial traits on its left side of 
the face whereas the entire right side of the face is black 
and painted with small white circles. At first sight the 
mask is thus clearly asymmetric. However, in the first part 
of this thesis I have noted that there was a direct
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Table 7: Degree of Asymmetry 
a Summary

T r a i t s  R ep . D e sig n s  Geo. D e sig n s  B ack.
S p .# Loc. Shape C o lo r Loc. Shape C o lo r Loc. Shape C o lo r C o lo r

K o d iak  A rc h ip e lag o
. 1 a sy n m etry

3 2
8 1
11 1
12 1
15 1
16 1
18 1
20 1
23 1
57 1

. 2 a sy m m etrie s
2 1 1 1 1 1 i  I I I I. 3 a sy m m etrie s
M b | | | | 1 - 2 - 3 1  1 1 1 " I

. 4 a sy n rn e tr ie s
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l [ 2 - 3 ]

. 6 a sy n rn e tr ie s
22 1-2-3 2 -3  | | 1 1 1 i  1. 12 a sy n rn e tr ie s
45 | | | | 1 [1 -2 -3 ] r>1CM1r-4 r i - 2 - 3 ] [1 -2 -3 ]

. 21 a sy n rn e tr ie s
21 1-2-3 1 -2 -3 1 -2 -3 mli 1 -2 -3 miCM1

T O T A L 16 6 5 4 6 2 6 6 14 6

A la s k a  P e n in s u la  
• 3 a sy n rn e tr ie s

112 1 1 ~ 1 1 1 1 1 1 -2 -3
. 4 a sy n rn e tr ie s

103 1-2 -3 2 1 1 I I I I I
. 6 a sy n rn e tr ie s

85 1-2 -3 1 -2 -3
T O T A L 3 6 4 3

P r in c e  W illia m  S . 
. 3 a sy n rn e tr ie s

121 1 1 2
122 1 1 2
127 2 2-3

. 4 a sy n rn e tr ie s
147 1-12] 1-12] 1 1 1

. 6 a sy n rn e tr ie s
118 1 1-2 2 I I 1 1 1 1

. 8 a sy m m etrie s
120 1-2-3 2-3 1 1 2 2 2 I

. 9 a sy n rn e tr ie s
106 1-2-3 1 -2 -3 1 1 1 1-2

• 12 a sy n v n e tries
108 1-2-3 1 -2 -3 1-2 | | 1 1 1-2

. 14 a sy n rn e tr ie s
117 1-2 2 1-2 1-2 2 1-2 1-2 1-2 I

• 19 a sy n rn e tr ie s
119 1-2-3 1 -2 -3 1-2 1-2 1-2 2 1-2 1-2 1-2

T O T A L 10 2 0 2 0 8 4 4 2 7 6 6 4
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relationship between this particular physical feature and the 
whereabouts of the hunter who became this mask (see supra). 
The legend provides us with an indication that the face was 
in fact originally symmetric, that of an ordinary human's 
face. In the legend it is explained that a hunter one day 
left his village. During his travels he encountered an evil 
spirit. He looked at it, and this sight resulted in the 
burning of half of his face. This burning which resulted in 
the obliteration of half of the facial traits, is thus 
indicated on the mask by the black painted side of the mask. 
So, the asymmetry we encounter here is in fact a symbolic 
symmetry of another order.

Another way of apprehending quantitatively differing 
levels of asymmetry is to calculate for each analytical 
categories (facial traits, etc.) the percentage of single and 
combined asymmetry (location; shape; color; location / shape; 
shape / color; location / color; location / shape/ color) in 
relationship to the totality of asymmetry possible. The data 
are summarized in Table 8 (p. 3 4 7).162 From this table it is 
clear that when maximum combined asymmetry is considered, the 
collection of masks from the Prince William Sound exhibits 
invariably the highest level of asymmetry. For each mask

162 The percentages are calculated as follow: [£ Xj_j /3NSj_] x 100
where Xj.j = total number of asymmetric elements for single or 

combined subcategories
Si = number of subcategories (1, 2, or 3)
N = total number of specimens with asymmetry
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Table 8: Asymmetry 
Percentage of Single and Combined Asymmetry 

to Total of Asymmetry Available 
for Each of the Analytical Categories

1 Kodiak Archipelaqo | Alaska Peninsula | Prince William Sound
Traits
. location 12.5 66.6 66.6
. shape 10.4 44.4 66.6
. color 8.3 0 26.6
. location/shape 11.5 55.5 66.6
. shape/color 9.4 22.2 46.6
. location/color 10.4 33.3 48.3
. location/shape/color 10.4 37 53.3

REPRESENTATIONAL DESIGNS
. location 0 13.3
. shape 12.5 13.3
. color 4.2 6.66
. location/shape 6.3 13.3
. shape/color 8.3 10
. location/color 2.1 10
. location/shape/color 5.5 11.1

GEOMETRIC DESIGNS
. location 12.5 23.3
. shape 12.5 20
. color 29.1 20
. location/shape 12.5 21.6
. shape/color 20.8 20
. location/color 20.8 21.6
• location/shape/color 18.1 21.1

BACKGROUND COLOR
. color 12.5 33.33 13.33
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of the collection, the highest level of single asymmetry 
corresponds to the area of asymmetric focus (see infra).

To summarize, the degree of asymmetry, calculated as the 
relationship between a certain number of asymmetries 
(ordered in increasing number) and the corresponding 
cumulative number of masks possessing such a number of 
asymmetries, indicates clearly that masks from the Prince 
William Sound area are more asymmetric than those from the 
Kodiak Archipelago. When the asymmetry of a particular mask 
collection is calculated as a percentage of the totality of 
possible asymmetry, again the masks from Prince William 
Sound show more asymmetry than those from any other Alutiiq 
speaking area. This is the quantitative way of ranking 
asymmetry.

Another element that should be taken into account is the 
"quality" of asymmetry. The "quality" of asymmetry can be 
defined as the degree to which a mask could be visually 
transformed when a particular type of asymmetry is applied. 
For example, does the asymmetry in the location and shape of 
an eyebrow, an eye, a mouth, etc., give an impression of more 
asymmetry than for example, the presence of two differently 
shaped representational or geometric designs located on the 
forehead. In other words, does a structural asymmetry seems 
more asymmetric to our eyes than a cosmetic asymmetry. To 
someone who belongs culturally to the Western World, the
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answer seems obvious. A structural asymmetry (i.e., like that 
represented by the asymmetric focus of masks from the Prince 
William Sound Area) will appear more asymmetric than a 
cosmetic asymmetry. Having two noses, half a mouth, or one 
straight brow and the other one sloping sharply will be more 
striking to our eyes than having either two different designs 
on the forehead, or one side of the face painted one color, 
and the other side painted another color. But does this hold 
true for an Alutiiq speaker? Unfortunately, this question is 
impossible to answer because there is no discussion 
whatsoever about symmetry in any of the ethnohistorical 
sources that mention mask and masking. Further enquiries 
into this subject will however have to take those criteria 
into consideration.

Miscellaneous Facial Characteristics

Masks from the Kodiak Archipelago also share some other 
common characteristics. No masks from that area have either 
ears or teeth. This seems true also for the Alaska Peninsula 
but there is one mask from Prince William Sound (#147) that 
exhibits a huge ear. Many of the masks from the Kodiak 
Archipelago which have either what I called a beak-like mouth 
or a wide horizontally placed mouth display a vertical 
separation in the middle of the mouth. Interestingly 
sometimes this feature cannot be seen easily from the front
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of the mask but is clearly visible on its reverse. Early in 
this study I had noticed this feature on large masks with 
carved out mouth and thought that it could have been a 
physical feature carved in such a way as to strengthen the 
overall structure of the mask. Through time this explanation 
appeared less and less adequate as I realized that many masks 
of various sizes and manufactures had the same feature. 
Moreover, several of the small plain wooden masks also 
possess this mouth separation. Clearly, the reason for its 
presence will have to be searched in a totally different 
direction (see infra).
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CHAPTER 3

ANALYSIS OF COLOR

Most masks manufactured in the Alutiiq speaking area are 
either polychrome or unpainted. We find that 74 out of 114 
masks in the Kodiak Archipelago are painted, against 9 out of 
16 in the Alaska Peninsula, and 14 out of 21 in the Prince 
William Sound Area. However, we know very little about either 
Koniag verbal expressions of colors, about the pigments they 
used before the arrival of commercial paints in their area, 
or the precise symbolism they attached to each color.163

At present, in the Kodiak Archipelago, there are only 
four basic color terms: kawisqaq for red, qatesoaa for white, 
tamlesaaq for black, and cunqasqaq for either green or 

blue.164 Other expressions were also used to denote pigments

163 Appendix 6 summarizes all the data I have encountered for each of 
the color mentioned in the literature.
164 The definition of a basic color term follows that of Berlin and Kay. 
According to them, English expressions of colors such as (a) crimson, 
(b) scarlet, (c) blond, (d) blue-green, (e) bluish, (f) lemon-colored, 
g) salmon-colored, and (h) the color of the rust on my aunt's old 
Chevrolet are not basic color terms because a basic color term should 
exhibit four characteristics:

1) It is monolexemic, i.e., its meaning is not predictable 
from the meaning of its parts. This criterion eliminates 
examples (e)-(h) and perhaps also (d).
2) Its signification is not included in that of any other 
color term. This criterion eliminates examples (a) and (b) 
which are both kinds of red for most speakers of English.
3) Its application must not be restricted to a narrow class 
of objects. This criterion eliminates example (c) which may 
be predicated only by hair, complexion, and furniture.
4) It must be psychologically salient for informants. 
Indices of psychological salience include, among others, (1) 
a tendency to occur at the beginning of elicited lists of
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of a certain color made from specific raw materials. The word 
qetaq means for example a red ochre paint. However the number 

of terms which have trickled down to us are few and in most 
cases their modern equivalents have not been identified. For 
example, the word uaulak is supposed to represent a stone 

obtained on cliffs and from which a black pigment was 
extracted (Chechenev, ms. ) . Merck gives us the term 
kutkhlioak for a white paint made out of limestone, while the 
word akhsak is supposed to represent a blackish copper ore 

used to make black pigment (1980:103). According to Leer 
(1995, personal communication) akhsak could possibly come 
from the Aleut word axsiqis. "hematite" (iron ore).

Modern Alutiiq does not differentiate between green and 
blue. Pinart is the only author who recorded two slightly 
different terms for both colors. For green he gives the word 
chugnashkak [cungasqaq] and for blue he obtained the term 
chuqnaq^iuushkak [ cungagyu ' asqaq], where the suffix -vu' ar- 
has roughly the same meaning as -ish in English and would 

thus mean greenish. So blue in this particular case is 
conceptualized as a greenish color. Another expression, 
kaqi?xnashkak [qakirngasqaq], which Pinart translates as 

yellow, means according to Leer, the color of rancid [oil by 
extension]. According to the definition of basic color term,

color terms, (2) stability of reference across informants 
and across occasions of use, and (3) occurrence of in the 
ideolects of all informants. This criterion eliminates all 
the examples (a)-(h), most particularly (h) (Berlin & Kay 
1991:5-6)
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this expression for yellow would not be considered one of 
them because its meaning is predictable from the meaning of 
its part. Finally the color gray glossed by Pinart as 
kaqixgnf ? laiuuashkak [qakirngayu' asqaq] contains the word for 
yellow (as given above), plus again the suffix -vu'ar-. So 

gray in this case, would be conceptualized as a yellowish 
color, which is itself not a basic color term. If Pinart was 
correct in his recording of color expressions, then Koniag 
Alutiiq contains four basic color terms that include white, 
black, red, and green. This color conceptualization is in 
agreement with the rule of distributional restrictions of 
color terms across languages established by Berlin and Kay 
which states that:

1. All languages contain terms for white and black.
2. If a language contains three terms, then it contains a 
term for red.
3. If a language contains four terms [like Kodiak Alutiiq 
does], then it contains a term for either green or yellow 
(but not both).
4. If a language contains five terms, then it contains terms 
for both green and yellow.
5. If a language contains six terms, then it contains a term 
for blue.
6. If a language contains seven terms, then it contains a 
term for brown.
7. If a language contains eight or more terms, then it 
contains a word for purple, pink, orange, gray, or some 
combination of these (1991:2-3).

When I examined the various specimens of my mask sample 
I noted that to my Westerner's eye 12 different colors 
appeared to be used: white, black, red (primary), pink,
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reddish brown, orangey, green, dark green, blue (primary), 
and light blue. The colors most commonly used on masks from 
the Kodiak Archipelago were white, reddish brown, black, 
primary red, green, and primary blue. The last two colors, 
green and primary blue are not used anywhere else in the 
Alutiiq speaking area. Pink is displayed on one specimen from 
the Kodiak Archipelago and on 2 specimens of undecided 
provenience (either from Kodiak or the Alaska Peninsula). In 
the Prince William Sound, the order varies significantly. 
There, primary red is the most predominant color, followed by 
black, and in third position we find white. One particular 
shade of color, light blue, is found on specimens for the 
Prince William Sound and on a single other mask of undecided 
provenience (either Kodiak or Alaska Peninsula). On the 
Alaska Peninsula reddish brown is used predominantly.

Table 9: Number of Specimens Displaying Specific Colors

Colors Kodiak Alaska Pen. PWS Undecided
White 47-51165 0 6 3
Black 41-42 3 7 4
Reddish brown 41 9 2 2
Red (primary) 28-32 0 12 2
Green 27-31 0 0 0
Blue (primary) 10-12 0 0 0
Blue (light) 0 0 3 1
Pink 1 0 0 2
Oranqey 2 0 0 0
Green (dark) 2 1 1 0

165 Some of the numbers show a range. The first number represents the 
number of specimens that display a particular color to the exclusion of 
the boards on which a few of the masks are attached. The second number 
also includes the boards when relevant, i.e., when the board also 
displays the color under analysis.
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As we have just seen, Alutiiq speakers of the Kodiak 
Archipelago recognized only four basic color terms and few of 
their other expressions depicting other colors have come down 
to us. If the terms we know today were the only color 
expressions used, then several of the colors I identified in 
the above table would have to be grouped together. For 
example in the category "red" we would find red (primary), 
reddish brown, orangey, and pink. Green (and all its various 
shades) and blue (and all its various shades) would also be 
combined in a single category. One way to verify that the 
various colors I have identified represent any kind of visual 
reality for the Koniags is to study their spatial 
distribution. I hypothesize that if a certain color is used 
in such a specific way that it cannot be confused with any of 
the colors belonging to the same basic color category, then 
we can assume with some degree of certainty that the Koniags 
made some distinction between that particular color, and the 
other colors of the same category. On the other hand, if its 
spatial distribution is identical to that of another color of 
the same color category, then we can assume that no 
distinction was made between the two colors, and that they 
should be grouped together under the same heading.

Data on the spatial distribution of colors are presented 
in Appendix 7. I examined the spatial distribution of each 
color according to its use as a background color, as a
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component of designs, and/or as a color used either to 
pigment or underline particular facial features. In this 
case as before, the analysis also takes into account the 
tripartite division of the face characteristic of masks from 
the Kodiak Archipelago, and each category of analysis is 
subdivided into three areas, each corresponding to the 
appropriate portion of the face as defined earlier (p. 327). 
The use of brackets "[" and "]" as well as interrogation 
marks "?" in these tables is identical to that found on the 
tables summarizing data on symmetry as is the subdivision of 
some of the specimens into two part "a" and "b" where "a" 
represents the facial mask and ”b" the board.155 In the 
category "background," two consecutive slashes found
near the separating line of two consecutive columns indicate 
that a line of the color under analysis was used to either 
separate or to underline the separation of two adjacent 
facial areas. For example, for the color "white," on the line 
for specimen # 11 we find one "/" at the extreme right of 
column 2 of background, and one "/" at the extreme left of 
column 3 of background. This means that on that particular 
mask, a white line was used to separate area 2 from area 3.

A few notes about the vocabulary I use to describe the 
utilization of color to pigment facial features are in order. 
I divided the brows into three subcategories: the brows 
proper, underside of the brows, and outlining of the brows.
155 See supra, p. 334.
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When I say that a color outlines the brows (or any facial 
feature for that matter), I mean that a line of a contrasting 
color follows the shape of the feature under analysis. When 
two separate lines of contrasting color outline the brows, 
the first one appears on the tables as "brows, first outline" 
and the second as "brows, second outline." However in the 
final count of a specific color outlining the brows, no 
subdivision has been made. The underside of the brows would 
be what we would consider to be our eyelids. I did not want, 
however, to use the word "eyelid" as a descriptive category 
because most Koniag masks have their eyes located on what is 
for us the upper cheeks, and so the "underside" of the brows 
does not play the role of eyelid to the eyes of the masks.

The facial features (nose, eyes, mouth) are compared on 
the basis of characteristic aspects. This requires the 
establishment of minimal units for comparison. These are set 
out below.

As we have seen, the nose can be totally flat or 
rounded. In the first situation, the shape of the nose can be 
decomposed into several sections: the top surface, sides, 
base, and the nostrils. Quite often those several sections 
are painted with different colors. When the nose is rounded, 
there is usually only a single color to pigment its 
background. The nose can also, although more rarely, be 
outlined by one or two contrasting lines following its 
outside limit. Sometimes a line underlines the ridge or the
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nostrils’ edge. When this happens, I included this particular 
type of outlining in a general category of "nose outlining" 
so as not to complicate the picture unduly. However, on the 
various tables, the outlining of the nose is described as it 
is displayed on the mask.

The facial feature "eyes" is analyzed in terms of the 
following aspects rendered by artists differently: eye (two
dimensional surface), pupils, eyeballs, and in some rare 
cases, when the eyes are constructed as a projection - a peg 
- its sides. In the latter situation, the sides are counted 
as such only when their color is different from that of the 
rest of the eye. When the color is the same, then I do not 
make a distinction between the sides and the top surface of 
the eyes and count them into the general category "eyes (two
dimensional surface)." The eyes are also often outlined.

The mouth is considered in respect to salient char
acteristics analytically as follows: the general category 
"mouth surface" when no distinction whatsoever has been made 
by the artist between the various elements that can 
constitute a mouth; the lips (top surface); inside of the 
mouth; and underlining of the mouth. In very few cases the 
mouth like the pegged eyes discussed earlier is represented 
by a peg-like protrusion and can be considered to have sides. 
Those rare cases are treated like the sides of the nose or of 
the eyes (see supra).
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Finally, it must be noted that while I have included 
tables for every Alutiiq speaking geographic area for the 
sake of completeness, I focus my presentation of the 
analytical results on the masks from the Kodiak Archipelago.

An overview of the spatial distribution of colors on 
masks of the Kodiak Archipelago reveals that some colors are 
used for very specific purposes (Table 10, p. 360). We find 
that some colors, such as for example reddish brown, are used 
mainly as a background color while others such as primary 
blue are never used for such a purpose. On the other hand, 
primary blue is used as a component of designs on every 
specimen on which it is displayed. None of the colors seem 
to be used exclusively to either color or outline the masks’ 
facial features. Usually, as the table indicates, when a 
color is used on facial features, it is also used for another 
purpose. For example, discounting the colors "pink" and 
"orangey" whose sample size are far too small to allow for 
any useful comparisons with the other colors, the highest 
proportions of specimens (76.1-78%) evidences the color 
"black," in marking features or in designs, but black is also 
heavily used as a background color. The same is true of 
green, and to a lesser degree, of primary red. The use of 
other colors differs. For example, the color white is used in 
about the same proportions as a background color or as a 
component of designs. However, its use as a pigment to either
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color or outline particular facial features is proportionally 
much more restricted.

Table 10: Spatial Distribution of Colors on Kodiak Archipelago
Masks, a Summary

Color Total
sp.187

BackG.188 Designs Features

WHITE 47-51189 32 29 21
62.7-68% 56.8-61.7% 41.1-44.6%

BLACK 41-42 29-30 13 32
70.7-71.4% 30.9-31.7% 76.1-78%

GREEN 27-31 18 15-19 19
58-66.6% 55.5-61.2% 61.3-70.3%

GREEN DARK 2 1 2 1
50% 100% 50%

BLUE PRIMARY 10-12 0 12 4
0% 100% 33.3-40%

REDDISH BROWN 41 33 16 26
80.5% 40% 63.5%

RED PRIMARY 28-32 16 24-28 21
50-57% 85.7-87.5% 65.6-75%

PINK 1 0 0 1
0% 0% 100%

ORANGEY 2 0 0 2
0% 0% 100%

Let us review now the spatial distribution of colors in 
more detail and see if my subdivision of certain color 
categories into various components is sustainable. I begin 
the discussion with the colors green and blue (primary).

187 In this column are found the total number of specimens that have 
traces of a specific color.
168 In the next three columns are found respectively the number of 
specimens that have at least the background of one of their three facial 
areas painted in the color under study, the number of specimens that 
have at least one of their designs painted with the color under study, 
and finally the number of specimens that have at least one of their 
facial feature partly or fully painted also with the color under study. 
For each category the number of specimens as well as the percentage of 
the total they represent for a particular color is given.
169 See ft. 165.
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Green/Primary Blue - On the basis of the specimens I 

have examined, it appears undeniable that the color "green" 
and the color "primary blue" are used very differently. 
Earlier I stated that primary blue is never used as a 
background color but always found as an element of designs on 
all the specimens that displayed that particular color. On 
the other hand, green is used heavily either as a background 
or as a design color. The use of green is also propor
tionally much higher (61.3-70.3%) than primary blue (33.3
40%) to color or outline facial features on a mask.

Table 11 : Use of Green or Primary Blue to Pigment or Outline Facial
Features

Area Green Blue
Area 1 17 4

Nose 13 2
surface 11 1
sides 1 0
nostrils 1 0
outline 0 1

Brows 11 4
brows 1 1
underside 6 2
outline 4 1

Area 2 3 1
Eye 3 1

surface 0 1
pupils 1 0
white 2 0
outline 0 1

Area 3 4 1
Mouth 4 1

inside 3 1
outline 1 0

The detailed analysis of the spatial distribution of 
green and primary blue on the analytical category of facial 
features also revealed some differences albeit less dramatic
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than in our first two previous categories. Green is more 
often used to color the nose area than primary blue and 
primary blue is used more often to pigment the brows area. 
Both colors are used proportionally in about the same way for 
the eyes and mouth, but green is the only color used in the 
whole sample to pigment the eyeball area of the eyes. Even if 
there do not exist in the Alutiiq language a basic color term 
for what we call "blue," it is clear that on masks, the 
Koniags made a clear distinction between the two colors in 
their use. Thus I deem the distinction into two different 
colors to be appropriate and revealing of the visual 
perception of color of the Koniags.

Red (primary)/reddish brown/pink/oranaev - The situation 

in respect to the red color grouping is not as readily 
apparent as green and blue but I think a case can be made for 
distinguishing the two colors "red (primary)” and "reddish 
brown.” Unfortunately, the size of the sample for the colors 
I defined as "pink” and "orangey" is far too small to allow 
for any kind of comparison and will not be considered in this 
discussion.

The most distinguishable feature between red (primary)170 
and reddish brown is the fact that red is used mainly as a 
component for designs (85.7-87.5%) while reddish brown is 
used principally as a background color (80.5%). Interestingly 
when one consider the category background color alone, both
170 Thereafter called simply red.
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red and reddish brown are more heavily used to pigment the 
lower portion of the face (area 3).

Table 12 : Use of Red or Reddish Brown to Pigment or 
Outline Facial Features.

Area | Red Reddish Br.
Area 1 17 23

Hose 13 19
surface 4 7
sides 4 7
base 4 4
outline 5 0

Brows 14 16
brows 1 0
underside 8 16
outline 6 0

Area 2 9 2
Eyes 9 2

pupils (center) 2 0
sides 0 1
outline 6 1

Area 3 8 15
Mouth 8 15

surface 2 10
lips surface 3 1
sides 0 1
inside 2 3
outline 1 0

When one considers the category design, both red and 
reddish brown are utilized more often in the upper portion 
(area 1) and secondly on the middle portion (area 2) of the 
face than on the lower portion (area 3). However in 8 out 
the 10 cases displaying reddish brown in the upper portion of 
the face, the design is represented by a single small two- 
colored (reddish-brown/black, and vice versa) triangle 
pointing downward. Red is never used in this specific 
context.
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In the category facial features, area 1, the proportion 
of specimens that display either one of the colors is about 
the same. However, reddish brown is never used to outline the 
nose, but red is, and reddish brown is used more intensively 
than red to pigment the underside area of the brows. The eyes 
(area 2) are commonly outlined with red but only a single 
specimen displayed reddish brown for such a purpose. On the 
other hand reddish brown is used more intensively than red to 
pigment the mouth and more particularly its surface.

Though there are specific uses of red and reddish brown,
both were used in the same facial areas, even if for 
different purposes. The differences in use of red and reddish 
brown are subtle and difficult to assess in comparison to the 
use of green and blue respectively. Nevertheless, there is a 
marked difference in focus of use of the two colors fcr 
either background painting or component of design. This leads 
me to believe that the separation of those two colors into 
different units is appropriate.

White and black - These two colors are designated in

Alutiiq by basic color terms and their use on masks is 
frequent. It is useful therefore to examine as precisely as 
possible how they were used by the Koniags. Both colors were 
used as background colors. More masks (87.2-88.2%) display 
white as a background color than they do black (70.7-71.4%). 
White is more frequently found to color the middle portion 
(85.3-86.6%), and the upper portion of the face (68.2-71.1%).
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Black, on the other hand is more common on the upper (89.6— 
90%) and lower [bottom] portion of the face (63.5-66.6%). It 
is not used frequently on the middle portion.

Neither white nor black are used extensively as a 
component of designs. However, the use of white for this 
purpose outdistances easily that of black (56.8-61.7% against 
30.9-31.7%). When used in the composition of designs, white 
is more commonly found on designs located on the upper and 
lower portion of the face and black on designs on the upper 
and middle portion of the face. Interestingly, on 6 out of 
the 7 specimens, black is used exclusively in the small 
triangle described above, and located at the apex of the 
"forehead" .

Table 13 : Use of White and Black to Pigment or Outline
Facial Features.

Area White Black
Area 1 16 30

Nose 12 17
I surface 12 17

Brows 5 15
brows 0 12
underside 4 2
outline 1 1

Area 2 4 17
Eyes 4 17

eye surface 0 10
pupils 2 0
outline 2 7

Area 3 8 2
Mouth 8 2

mouth surface 0 2
lips 4 0
inside 1 0
outline 3 0
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Black is clearly used more often (76,1-78%) than white 
(41.1-44.6%) to pigment or outline facial features (Table 13, 
p. 365). In the upper portion of the face, white is used more 
often to paint the nose than black is but on the other hand 
black is used extensively to paint the brows. In the middle 
portion of the face white is never used to paint the eyes 
while black is used most often. In fact, most eyes which are 
painted, are painted black. In the lower portion of the face 
white is used more often than black.

Color Symbolism

Green and primary blue are never mentioned in the 
literature as part of any facial or body paintings (ritual or 
not), and primary blue, or simply blue, is never mentioned in 
any context whatsoever. On the other hand, in the first part 
of this thesis we have seen that green was the color 
associated with the spiritual world. Two types of talismans 
used by sea mammal hunters were green colored: a green marble 
talisman, and a shining green stone. When the whaler, most 
often in a cave, called upon an entity from the spiritual 
world, it appeared in a green haze and in its green eyes 
could be seen deep caves where green flames were burning 
(Demidoff 1962). When the whaler shamanized to unearth the 
corpse he wanted he became enveloped by a green mist (ibid.). 
Thus the presence of green on masks of the Kodiak Archipelago
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could express a particular connection or reference to the 
spiritual world, but what types of connection or which part 
of the spiritual world is unclear. In the few cases of green 
bearing masks, when certain inferences could be made about 
their origins (as for example the crab-mouthed mask, specimen 
#8) or when we have on hand legends explaining their origins 
(Kugukuak, Shugishat) the masks (characters) came from the 
sea. As sea green (blue-green) was also used to decorate sea 
mammal hunting wooden hats/masks and as the green talismans 
were also used at sea, it is probable that the color green is 
connected to the worlds below.

Ethnographic sources do not make any distinction between
red and reddish brown and as a consequence all the data
available refer solely to red as a general category. We have
seen that during the hunting festivals the body and face of
the dancers, as well as the face of the man who rocked the
array above the performance area could be painted red. Hosts
welcoming their guests for a feast also painted their face
red (Shelikhov 1981:55; Gideon 1989:58-59; Davydov 1977:150)
and so did hunters leaving for the hunt or undertaking a long

*
sea voyage (Davydov 1977:150). One of the hunters' talismans 
was also described by Pinart as being large and red (ms.). 
Side by side with this information is the fact that it was 
noted by several witnesses that the dances of the Koniags
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were warlike.171 Shelikhov relates that the hosts welcomed 
their guests as if ready to do battle. Black has also noted 
the relationship between the power to kill sea mammals and 
the power to kill human beings and she hypothesized that 
wooden hunting headgears were originally war hats (1991:13). 
Killing either animals or human beings results in blood 
shedding, and blood is red. It is thus possible that red used 
in those contexts symbolizes blood, or more likely, a whole 
spectrum of meanings associated with it. This connection 
would be strengthened if the color used by warriors to paint 
their faces was also red, but to my knowledge, unfortunately, 
such use was never recorded. However, association with blood 
is reported by Davydov, but in this case menstrual blood. 
Women were not supposed to pick or touch wood of a red color 
because they feared that such an action would cause heavy 
menstrual flow (1977:150). Finally, Davydov also reported a 
red spotted stone supposed to represent the coffin of a dead 
hunter (1810:205).

We have few references to the use of white. White, black 
and red have been described by Sarychev as the three colors 
used for face paintings worn during festivities (1807, 
v.2:18). Unfortunately, as I have already mentioned in the 
first part of this thesis we do not know which festivities 
were alluded to by Sarychev. In one of the performances

171 Unfortunately this was recorded by several of the members of the 
Billings-Sarychev expedition who were but a very short time on Kodiak 
during the month of July.
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witnessed by Davydov, December 30th 1802, the face of the 
first two dancers were painted red and white (1810:209).

Merck reports that women painted their faces for the 
dance black and white (1980:104) but Gideon insists that 
black was never used during festivities (1989:58-59). 
However, Gideon’s assertion is also in contradiction with 
some of the information contained in the legend of the 
calming of the winds recorded by Pinart (see supra, pp. 42
43) which explains also how red and black pigments started to 
be used to paint faces for the dances.172

When a close family member died, the mourners daubed 
their faces in black (Shelikhov 1981:54; Lisianskii 
1814:200). According to Pinart, when a rich man died the 
Koniags used to "paint his face red on the forehead, the 
cheeks to the jawbones and the low part of the face [sic],173 
and five black lines on the eyes and the forepart 
[orientation of the lines not specified] of the cheeks," 
(ms.).

On the basis of the evidence I examined, meager as it 
is, it is possible to conclude that while white and black 
could be used on their own, white was always used with 
another color.

172 rp̂ Q legend does not precisely say who painted their faces with red 
and black pigments, the dancers or everyone?
173 The description of the various portions of the face that were 
painted red is unclear. It seems that if a color is painted on the 
forehead, the cheeks to the jawbones and then again on the low part of 
the face, the entire face to the exception of the underside brow area, 
nose, and maybe mouth would be red!
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DESIGNS

The polychrome masks from the Kodiak Archipelago display 
two types of designs: geometric and representational. Usually 
each decorated mask exhibits a combination of several 
geometric designs and sometimes one or more representational 
designs as well. Most designs are poorly preserved, in 
particular those that were painted with green paint, and I 
was able to reconstruct most of them only with the help of a 
magnifying glass. A consequence of such a state of preserva
tion is that many of the original designs I discuss in this 
section will not be visible on the illustrations provided at 
the end of this thesis. To circumvent this problem I have 
supplied plates on which the various designs, geometric and 
representational,174 are summarized (PI. 1-3, pp. 376-378; Pi. 
4-6, pp. 389-390). For each type of representational design, 
I have given the specimen number on which the design is 
found. My presentation of the various types of band designs 
exhibited by Kodiak masks follows the order assigned on the 
plates.

174 I have not included the representational designs which are clearly 
visible on the photographs of the masks (see for example, specimen #44) 
or those that I could not reconstruct in their entirety.
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Geometric designs are of four types: bands, finite 
designs, areal designs covering the whole of one of the 
facial sections, most commonly area 3, and circles, circles 
and dots, and oblong shaped motifs. The most common among 
those designs are band patterns.

B a n d  P a t t e r n s

Band patterns are usually found along the edge of the 
upper and middle portions of the face (area 1 and 2), and 
arranged either vertically or horizontally (the latter is 
more frequent) on the upper or middle portion of the face, 
and on the nose and its upward extension. Examples of bands 
painted along the edge of the masks are displayed on 
specimens #7, #10, #42, #43, #44, #130. Those painted across 
the middle portion of the face can be found on specimens #1, 
#26, #43, #44, while examples of bands centering on the nose 
and its upward extension can be seen on specimens #2, #3, 
# 1 1.

The band patterns found on Kodiak masks show 
considerable variation. The most common are bands constituted 
of either parallel straight lines of same or varying width, 
dotted lines, or a combination of straight (also of same or

G e o m e t r i c  D e s i g n s
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varying width) and dotted lines. Parallel lines can be linked 
or not. When the background color is different from that of 
any of the lines, then I consider them to be adjacent. For 
example, on specimen #141, a band composed of three lines 
crosses the middle portion of the face. The colors of these 
three lines are respectively green-red-green. They are 
painted on a white background. I define such a design as a 
band that is composed of three linked (or adjacent) straight 
lines. If the band had been painted on a red background, I 
would have described it as being constituted of two straight 
and non linked (non adjacent) parallel lines. The minimum 
number of lines exhibited is 1 (#11, #17, #18, #20, #57, #82, 
#135, #147 and the maximum is 7 (#44). Only one specimen (#1) 
displays a combination of a dashed line parallel with two 
dotted lines.

Usually the color of each line contrasts sharply with 
that of neighboring lines. For example red and white lines on 
a green background (#1), or red and blue lines on a white 
background (#137). When the band is composed of 3, 5, or 7 
lines, they admit a mirror reflection through their center 
(horizontal) line (#43, #44). In most other cases, the 
designs on the bands admit a mirror reflection across 
vertical lines. The lines of dots are most commonly found in 
between straight lines, and when they do so they are usually 
painted in contrasting color, either blue-red, or blue-green-
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red. The lines of dots are always found on a white 
background.

Another type of bands is constituted by spurred lines. 
Short equidistant lines run from a base line (or imaginary 
base line) and when the base line is straight, they are 
parallel to each other. They car be of the same or of a 
different length, they can be found on one side only of the 
base line or on both, they can start or not on the same level 
on each side of the line, and they can be of the same or of a 
different color.

One band of this type in my sample is composed of short 
and equidistant lines extending from only one side of a base 
line. The lines are of two different sizes. At the extremity 
of the longer ones is a red dot and above the shorter ones 
there is a green dot. The two sizes alternate regularly. The 
lines as well as the dots are painted red on a white 
background. Two examples of this band are displayed on two 
specimens (#42 and #130). In one situation, the short lines 
extend upward from an imaginary straight base line and in a 
second occurrence they start from an arc (brow edge) . In the 
first case the lines are parallel and perpendicular to the 
base line and in the second they are neither.

The second band found of this category is represented by 
short lines, parallel, equidistant, and extending diagonally 
in opposite direction from a central real or imaginary line. 
The lines are all of the same length. This category consists
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of two subcategories. In the first, the shorter lines are 
placed at the same level on each side of the base line. On 
two specimens (#42 and #130) the base line itself could be 
said to have substance, i.e., it has a width. On another 
specimen (#8), the band looks like the one displayed on the 
previous two specimens but without the central line (i.e., in 
this case the short lines never touch). Above each of those 
lines, themselves painted red, is located a small blue dot. 
In two other cases (#11 and #36) the lines are running from a 
ridge located on the center of the nose and form a chevron 
pattern. On both specimens, the points of the chevrons face 
downward. If one were to unfold the sides of the nose of the 
first specimen (#11), then one would obtain chevrons of a 
larger size, still facing downward. On the other hand, the 
same action performed on the second specimen (#36) would 
reveal not one chevron but two, and now facing upward (or a 
central chevron facing downward with on each of its side a 
half chevron). In the second subcategory the shorter lines 
are placed stepwise along the central line which is either 
straight or curved (#4, #5, #6). The first subtype admits a 
mirror reflection across the central line. The second 
subcategory admits a glide reflection (see supra) when the 
central line is straight and a mirror reflection across the 
center of the face when it is curved.

Our next type is constituted by two parallel lines 
forming the outer edge of a band. From each of them, and at
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different level on each of the lines, shorter lines are 
running inward. The point of each shorter lines reaches 
between the lines of the opposite side. Between two 
consecutive short lines is found a blue dot. The resulting 
design possesses symmetry by glide reflection. Finally, the 
last type of this category is represented by a simple zigzag 
pattern. It is exhibited on specimens #36 and #37 and is 
located on the top surface of the flat ridge which runs along 
the edge of the mask. This ridge constitutes the entire 
upper portion of the face (see PI. 33).

The third and final type of band pattern is represented 
by lines of triangles adjacent to one another. Slightly above 
the point of each triangle is either a small dot (specimens 
#42 and #130) or a circle (specimens #7 and #10). In each 
case the triangles are painted alternatively in one of two 
colors. The dots are painted a color contrasting with that of 
the triangle above which they are located. This pattern when 
located along a straight line admits a mirror reflection 
across a vertical line. On specimens #42 and #130 the design 
is located along the edge of the upper portion of the face 
and thus along a curve. There, the designs include triangles 
of varying and increasing size (the smallest located at eye 
level, and the longest and widest on the summit of the head). 
The pattern in these cases admits a mirror reflection
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Plate 1: Geometric Designs

BANDS

Straight lines

1) 1 narrow or wide straight line

2) 2 straight lines, parallel but not linked

C

3) 3 straight parallel lines 

a-not linked

b-linked

2 colors

Straight and dotted lines

1) 1 straight line, 1 line of dots
••••••

2) 2 straight lines, 1 line of dots

••••••
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Straight and Dotted lines, ct.

3) 4 lines

a - 3 straight, parallel, non linked lines, one dotted 
line

Plate 2: Geometric Designs, ct.

b - 2 straight, parallel lines alternating with two 
dotted lines

V.feHiV

4) 5 lines: alternating straight and dotted lines

5) 7 lines: 5 straight lines alternating with two dotted 
lines
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Plate 3: Geometric Designs, ct.

Spurred lines

1) Spurs on one side of the line only
• • • •
i;iri i i;

2) Spurs on each side of the line

a - Spurs are parallel, equidistant,non-linked,
mirror across the center line • • • • •

b - Two series of parallel, equidistant, and non
linked spurs. Each run inward from one of two 
parallel lines

• • • • 

/ / / / /
\\\\\

• • • .

Zigzag

Triangles o o
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across a line separating the face in two. In this particular 
case, the band pattern has become a finite design.

Finite D e s i g n s  :
Non R e p e t i t i v e .  Free S t a n d i n g  S h apes

This category is quite limited but it includes several 
designs of particular interest as five of them seem to repre
sent tattoos, and two of those seem to symbolize the eyes of 
the face. Specimens #8 and #11 (see PI. 17 and 19) do not at 
first sight display any eyes, but in each case, at what would 
be the normal location of an eye for a Kodiak mask, is a 
series of short diagonal lines running outwardly. On specimen 
#11, the design is made of six short lines extending from a 
straight line running from the nose to the side of the mask. 
The short lines alternate in color from blue to red and at 
the end of each is a small dot of the color opposite to that 
of the line. Specimen #8, exhibits on each side of the nose a 
series of three short red lines extending from a short 
diagonal red line. At the end of each of the three short 
lines is also found a blue dot. Those designs suggest a 
symbolic representation of eyes not only because of their 
locations but also because of their shape. Once again, Pinart 
provides us with some helpful information. In the manuscript, 
dated Kalzinski the 14th of March 1872, he recorded the
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Alutiiq word aluianuat [ aluwinguat? ] for tattoos located 

around the eyes. According to Leer who provided also the 
possible modern orthography, this word literally means 
"little tear lines" (personal communication). I have no 
direct evidence that the series of short lines described 
above really represent those tattoos, but I think it is 
fairly safe to assume that they do. The lines look exactly 
like tears running from the eyes down along the cheeks. This 
association between the tattoos and the eyes is clearly 
indicated on several other masks where the design is located 
just under clearly marked eyes. On specimen #146, a series of 
eight lines extends from under each of the eyes represented 
by short carved out straight lines. On specimens #40, #41, 
#42, and probably #130 175 the three lines are made of dots 
alternating in color (red and green).176

Another finite geometric design is found over the upper 
lip of specimens #40, #41, #42, and again probably on #130. 
On #40 and #41, the design is constituted by a series of 7 
short lines running fan-like toward the lips. The lines 
alternate in color from white to green on a red background. 
Slightly below the end of each line is a small dot painted 
either white or green but of the opposite color of the line

175 I have only a picture of #130, a mask that was sold in Paris by the 
auction house "La Salle Drouot." As this mask is identical (but for lack 
of any appendage) to #42 , I assume that the designs were also the same.
176 Specimens #41, #41, #42, were collected by Pinart on Afognak. They 
are called Allaiak. The first two specimens are men, and the other one, 
as well as #130 are women.
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it crowns. On specimen #42 and #130, the design is composed 
of three vertical lines of 4 dots each. Could this design 
also represent a tattoo?

Besides the eye tattoo I mentioned earlier, there are
several mentions in the literature of other facial tattoos.
We do not know if eye tattoos were sex specific (they were
mentioned only once by Pinart) but other facial tattoos seem
to have been worn only by women while body tattoos are
reported for both sexes. The most commonly mentioned tattoo
is that found on the chin (Shelikhov 1981:53; Merck 1980:103;
Lisianskii 1814:195; Davydov 1977:149; Gideon 1989:58;
Pinart, ms.) and reported to be called by Merck (1980:103)
and Pinart (ms.) respectively as tamlon and tamlaudit [modern

orthography provided by Leer, tamluutet?]. According to Merck
this type of tattoo indicates a change of status, from girl
to womanhood, after "they had undergone their cleansing as
girls," (1980:103). Tattoos located on cheeks are mentioned
occasionally. Merck (ibid.) reported that cheeks could be
marked with little round spots and Davydov mentioned that
some women had also two designs running from their ears to
their chin (1977:149). On one of the paintings by the Russian
painter Tikhanov177 representing a woman breast-feeding her
child, the woman sports a line crossing the middle portion of
the face from side to side. On each cheek, running downward

l-77 Mikhail Tikhanov (1789-1852) was the staff artist accompanying the 
round-the-world expedition (1817-1819) under Golovnin, on the sloop 
Kamchatka.
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from the line is a series of three, somewhat undulating 
lines. This could be a tattoo, but as no accompanying 
explanation is provided we have no way of knowing if it is so 
or if it is a face painting. Not a single source mentioned a 
tattoo above the upper lip. It is thus impossible to know if 
the design discussed above is really a tattoo or not. The 
possibility that certain tattoos were reserved for human 
beings while others were used by spiritual entities (the 
masks) should also be kept in mind.

Specimen #2 and #8 display two other types of finite 
geometric designs located in both cases across each of the 
cheeks. On specimen #2, a figure formed by two curved 
parallel lines joined at the top by a horizontal line runs in 
a downward direction toward the edge of the mask. It is 
parallel with the brow line. Above the short line that joins 
the two curves, is a smaller three sided design. The longest 
side (the closest to the brow ridge) curves toward the nose. 
The small design is blue, while the underlying motif is 
white. They are painted on a red background. On specimen #8, 
the motif is represented by a series of three curved lines 
running from the edge of the mask toward the center of the 
face. The first two curves are adjacent. Their colors are 
respectively red (above) and blue (below). This line ends 
with a blue dot (there is no space between the dot and the 
end of the line). The second curve located further down is
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parallel to the previous two. It is painted green and ends 
with a red dot.

A small three-sided figure is also found on two other 
masks. The figure looks somewhat like a half parallelogram 
with a somewhat curving longest side and hypotenuse. On 
specimen #14, the design starts from the edge of the mask 
(slightly lower than the center of the middle section of the 
face) and curves toward the center of the face. On specimen 
#137, it is located symmetrically on the upper portion of the 
face and runs downward with the curving sides toward the 
outside of the mask. Liapunova (1994:193) describes the 
pattern found on #137 as horns without indicating her reason 
for doing so. On both specimens the motif is red.

The last finite geometric design is found on masks #32 
and #33. Starting at mid-nose and reaching the tip of the 
nose is a chevron-like design with alternating lines of 
reddish-brown, greenish, black, and again reddish-brown (from 
outside to inside). Then, these 7 lines become parallel and 
extend to the base of the nose. From there, still parallel, 
they separate in two, and curve downward toward the outside 
of the mask. The reddish-brown line that was in the center of 
the triangular motif spread out to include the entire area 
forming the mouth.
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D e s i g n  C o v e r i n g  an E n t i r e  Facial S e c t i o n

This type of design is found on two specimens only (#2 
and #10). In each case it covers the lower portion of the 
face. The design is essentially the same on the two specimens 
but they appear quite different because of the shape of the 
mouth. On each mask the size of the mouth is that of the 
entire lower portion of the face and on each mask the mouth 
projects strongly forward. On specimen #2, the projection 
ends in a curve that runs from one side of the mask to the 
other while on specimen #10 the mouth is shaped like a 
truncated cone (like lips in a whistling position). On each 
specimen the design is composed of a series of lines running 
toward the edge of the lips. On the first specimen, the lines 
are parallel and the pattern is a repetition of the colors 
red-blue-red-green. Placed on top of every blue and green 
line is a small dot of a different color. Over the blue line, 
the dot is red, and over the green line the dot is blue. On 
the second specimen, all the lines are white.

Circle. C i r c l e  and Dot, 
and O b 1 o n g - S h a p e d  M o t i f s

After band patterns, this type of decoration is the most 
frequently found on masks, and the circle and dot motif is by 
far the most common. This motif is widespread among the 
various Eskimo groups. We have no direct evidence of its
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meanings for the Alutiiq speaking area but Fienup-Riordan 
discussed at length the various meanings attached to this 
motif by the Yupik Eskimos (1990:49-67). She sees it as "a 
concrete metaphor for and means to achieve a dynamic between 
worlds, be it spiritual circling, supernatural vision, or so
cial transformation," (ibid., 55). In particular, she men
tioned that in Yupik oral tradition, black circles around the 
eyes indicate spiritually or socially transformed individuals 
(ibid.), while the multiple frames encircling masks are 
metaphors for the different levels of the Yupik universe and 
the mask itself is thus a ringed center (ibid., 59).

If the circle and dot motif has the same meanings in the 
Alutiiq speaking area as it has among the Yupik Eskimos, then 
it is displayed on Kodiak masks not only by the circles and 
dots found scattered over the surface of the masks but also 
by the ringed eyes found on many masks178 and by the masks 
that, like their northern neighbors, are also surrounded by 
frames (see infra). In addition, as we will see shortly, one 
of the representational design found on one mask is a pierced 
hand that symbolized the willingness of spiritual entities to 
impair their grasp so as to allow for the passage of animals 
(Fitzhugh & Kaplan 19 8 2 : 2 0 2) 179 to the earth.

178 In the section discussing the spatial analysis of color we have seen 
that black and red were used to underline the shape of the eyes thus 
transforming a regular eye into a ringed eye (see supra).
179 This meaning of the pierced hand was originally given for the Eskimo 
of the Bering Sea region but was confirmed to me for the Alutiiq 
speakers during a presentation I made in 1994 at a carving workshop 
(anonymous, verbal communication).
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Most representational designs exhibited by Kodiak masks 
depict either animals or human beings in various activities. 
Particularly striking are the human figures painted red found 
on specimen #3. Their hands are disproportionately large, 
and their legs are curved as if they were floating, in the 
same way many of Chagall's characters do. If we recall that 
human beings could under certain conditions travel to the 
spiritual world and that spiritual entities could visit the 
human realm, then it is possible to suggest that those 
figures could represent either one of them during a spiritual 
journey. On the cheeks of the same mask is found a bird 
standing on top of what has been interpreted by Lot-Falck on 
the mask's museum accession card as a tree [?]. I have 
unfortunately no alternative suggestion to offer.

The pierced hand just mentioned in the preceding section 
is found on specimen #8. Also on the forehead of this mask, 
and placed symmetrically on the other side, is a pierced 
killer whale. The pierced center of both the hand and the 
whale are painted green, the color associated with spiritual 
worlds. In the section on whaling, I suggested that this mask 
could have been used by a whaler in association with the 
ritual of unearthing a newly buried corpse. In the same 
section, I also mentioned that the whaler by ritually donning

R e p r e s e n t a t i o n a l  D e s i g n s
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his wooden hat/mask transformed himself into a killer whale. 
In addition, we have just seen that the pierced hand 
symbolized a passageway through which animals could reach the 
earth. We may perhaps press the analogy a step further and 
suggest that a pierced whale may symbolize the passage or 
transformation of a man into a killer whale.

Two masks, IUkshacT iluki. exhibit besides their many 

geometric designs, numerous representational designs (PI. 
36). Each of those masks, collected on Afognak by Pinart, is 
composed of a facial mask on a board carved all in one piece. 
Most of the geometric designs are located on the facial masks 
but the representational designs are found only on the 
boards. The preservation of specimen #43 is unfortunately 
quite poor and it is impossible to identify the animals 
depicted with any certainty. On the other hand, on specimen 
#44, it is possible to identify (clockwise from lower left): 
a caribou, a moose , 2 unidentifiable figures, a whale?, 2 
other unidentifiable figures, a two-hatch baidarka with two 
characters paddling [?], a caribou or a deer, a moose, and 
another caribou.180 In the center of the board is a two-hatch 
baidarka with two personages fishing for halibut. Here, then, 
the focus of the representational designs is on the various 
animals available to the Koniags either through hunting or

180 Ungulates are not native to Kodiak and nowadays only deer are found 
on the main island but they were known to the Koniags from the mainland.
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perhaps trading (caribou and moose) and on hunting and 
fishing activities.

Two additional masks in the Pinart collection display 
representational designs. Unfortunately, those located on 
each side of the forehead of specimen #2 are unidentifiable. 
On the left side of the forehead of specimen #11 is a human
like figure floating in a way similar to the two figures 
found on mask #3, while on the right side of the forehead, 
located symmetrically, is a two-hatch baidarka with two 
hunters on board. Unfortunately, the design is too faded to 
allow for identification of the activity performed by the two 
personages.

On several specimens, what seems to look like either the 
sun or the moon is painted on the forehead. On specimens #40 
and #41, there is a sun-like design painted in the center of 
the forehead. The body of the sun is green, and its rays are 
red. On specimen #1, the sick man, there is also a sun-like 
painted design located symmetrically on each side of the 
green wooden helmet. The body of the sun as well as the rays 
are red and are punctuated with blue. Finally, on specimen 
#14, a white moon-like design is painted on a black 
background in the center of the forehead amidst white circles 
and dots.
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Plate 4: Finite Designs

[ 2 ] [ 2 ]

Plate 5: Representational Designs

[3] [3]
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Plate 6: Representational Designs

[ 8 ] [ 8 ]

[ 3] [ 3 ]
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S u m m a r y

Our knowledge of the iconography of the Kodiak 
Archipelago is very limited. Some elements such as the 
pierced hand and circle and dot motifs are widespread among 
other Alaskan Eskimos groups and it seems relatively safe to 
assume that the meanings of such symbolic designs could be 
meaningful cross-culturally.

In the Kodiak Archipelago, most polychrome and 
symbolically decorated masks display a combination of 
geometric and representational designs. Geometric designs can 
be located on any of the three sections of the face but they 
are more commonly found on the upper and middle portion of 
the face. Representational designs are found on the boards of 
specimens #43 and #44 and in the middle portion of the face 
of specimen #3, but they are more commonly located on the 
forehead (area 1).

Polychrome masks from the Kodiak Archipelago are more 
highly decorated, and their decoration is much more complex 
than those found on masks from either the Alaska Peninsula or 
Prince William Sound. In the latter area, the "decorative" 
and unusual aspects of polychrome masks are in most cases 
p r o d u c e d  through the intensive use of asymmetry. 
Interestingly, the most highly decorated specimen from Prince 
William Sound (#94) is entirely symmetric. There, geometric 
designs are usually reduced to a minimum, usually a line of
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circle and dots (#117, #118) or single straight lines running 
along the edge of the upper and middle portions of the face. 
(#117, #118, #119, #120, #121, #122). Representational 
designs display seals or moon-like designs. On the specimens 
decorated with seals (along the upper edge of the mask as 
well as vertically along the masks) is also found a moon-like 
design located centerwise slightly under the upper band of 
seals (#117, #118, #119). On specimens #121 and #122, there 
is the same crescent like design, but in each case, slightly 
below is a round opening. On specimen #122 this circular 
opening is underlined with red paint and slightly above it is 
a red arch from which radiate in an upward direction several 
short red lines. On specimen #121 the opening is also painted 
red and from it radiate short red lines. On this specimen, 
the design is sun-like, but on the previous one it looks more 
like an eye would.

Not a single mask from the Alaska Peninsula displayed 
any representational design, and the chevron-like motif 
(reddish-brown, natural color of the wood?) found on the 
upper portion of specimen #115 could be interpreted either as 
a geometric design or as a background pattern. A somewhat 
similar chevron-like pattern in black-red-white covers the 
entire upper and middle face portions of the face of one of 
the symmetric masks from Prince William Sound (#107).
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CHAPTER 5

FRAMES AND APPENDAGES 

F r a m e s

Masks from the Kodiak Archipelago were sometimes 
surrounded by frames to which were attached various 
appendages and feathers. Such frames are also found on 
certain Yupik masks. The number of frames circling a Kodiak 
mask can vary from one to three. Some of the frames circle 
the mask in its entirety, while others border the mask only 
partially on three of its sides (sides and top) so to speak. 
Various combinations of total and/or partial circling are 
found, depending on how many frames surround a mask.181

When the masks are relatively small, the frames are 
usually secured to each of the two horizontal rods attached 
at the back of the masks. The first bar is located at about 
the middle of the upper portion of the face (probably serving 
for the wearer as a forehead support or brace) and the second 
bar, which also served as a tooth grip, at about the middle 
of the lower portion of the face. At the location where the 
bars are fixed, the mask has been perforated. Sinew thread

181 Plates 7-9 (pp. 397-399) summarize the various types of frames used 
on Kodiak.
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was used to attached the bars to the mask, as well as the 
frame to the bars. When the mask is small and/or light enough 
to be held between one's teeth, the lowest bar was shaped in 
its center with a tooth grip. On specimen #138, an additional 
shorter bar has been added. It runs upward from the center of 
the upper bar and provides extra support for the frame which 
in that particular case is somewhat heavier and has been 
fixed further away from the mask itself than is usual. When 
the frame was much heavier, the mask maker created additional 
support by carving a short upper and/or a lower extension to 
the mask to which the frame could then be also attached (see 
for example, #35, #60).182 On #35, this framework was even 
reinforced at the back by two short bars attached diagonally 
to the upper mask as well as the upper bar. There too, at the 
place where the bars were located, holes had been perforated 
into the thickness of the mask.

Of the 114 masks known to be from the Kodiak 
Archipelago, only 26 still possess a frame. Not all masks had 
frames but a close look at the extant masks suggests that 
many of them did. The two elements that are very useful in 
determining whether or not a mask could have had a frame are 
the existence of an upper and /or lower extension or knob, 
and the presence along the edge of the mask of series of 
holes with the help of which a frame could be secured to the

182 These were not separate pieces. The mask and the extension were 
carved as a single unit.
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mask. We have just seen that on two specimens the wooden 
extensions were used to secure the frame to the mask. I 
hypothesize that every time such projections are found on a 
mask they were used to attach a frame. Thus, there are 23 
additional masks which can be assumed to have had frames.183 
In addition, I have noted that each time the horizontal 
and/or diagonal bars to which the masks were attached were 
used, there was always a series of corresponding holes 
perforated along the edge of the mask. I suggest that at 
least some of the masks that display such series of holes 
may have had a frame too. However, this criterion is not as 
certain as the first one because the presence of horizontal 
bars does not automatically indicate the existence of a 
frame. The horizontal bars were parts of the system which 
permitted the mask to be either attached to the head of the 
mask wearer or held between his teeth. The wooden extensions, 
on the other hand, did not seem to have any other purpose 
except as added support for a frame.

The frames were made either of a bent stick of wood,184 
plaited grass, and, in one case in my sample, of baleen 
(#141). Bent pieces of wood were the most common. Plaited 
grass (#135, #136, #137) and baleen were found only on

183 Specimens #29-31, #38-39, #46-48, #51, #58-59, #62-66, #71-73, #77, 
#79-81.
184 Most of the time, the frames were left unpainted. However, when they 
were painted, they were painted red (specimens #40, #41, #42). The 
frames of two of the specimens of undecided provenience (#92, #93) were 
also painted red as were the specimens #106 and #107 from Prince William 
Sound.
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specimens collected by Voznesenskii in 1842. Most of the 
masks which comprise my sample were collected from the 1870's 
on, and it is possible that through time materials used in 
the construction of the frames may have changed. Already at 
the time of Voznesenskii's visit it is clear that raw 
materials that were not available to the Koniags before the 
arrival of the Russians had been incorporated into mask 
making. At least two of the plaited grass frames were covered 
by strips of black cloth (#135 and #137).

Sometimes the frames were covered with strips of seal 
skin sewn together. When there was more than one frame, the 
frame that was covered with either the skin strip or the 
black cloth was the one closest to the mask.185 The outside 
frame (when there were several) was often wrapped with sinew 
thread. Feathers as well as small appendages were usually 
attached to this outside frame. On several specimens (#40-41, 
#136-137) the narrow frame as well as the facial mask itself 
are perforated with a multitude of small holes into which 
small appendages and feathers were inserted.

185 Six specimens (#13, #15-17, #24-25) have a narrow piece of skin 
pegged directly into the edge of the mask. Those specimens are 
polychrome but as there is no paint under the skin strip it is suggested 
that the order of manufacture was as follows: 1) carving of the mask; 2) 
pegging of the piece of skin; 3) painting; 4) perforation of the various 
holes necessary to secure the attachment system as well as the frame; 
and 5) securing of the frame.
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One frame

Plate 7: Frames
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Plate 8: Frames

Two frames
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Plate 9: Frames

Three frames
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A p p e n d a g e s

There was a time when the frames circling the masks used 
to practically disappear behind the abundance of feathers 
and/or wooden appendages that were attached to them. Feathers 
and wooden appendages representing various facial ornaments 
were also used to decorate the nose and the lips of some of 
the masks. Few of the frames have survived through time, and 
even fewer of the mask appendages.186

The appendages on Kodiak Archipelago 19th century masks 
consist of either feathers and mostly small geometric 
objects.187 These wooden appendages are basically of two 
types. Some are small flat circles or squares projecting from 
or attached to (suspended) small sticks (like a lollipop made 
out of one or two pieces) which can then be inserted into the 
perforations in the frame of the mask. Others are larger 
elongated pieces that can, because of their outline, be 
directly inserted into a frame. The elongated bangles have 
three possible shapes. Some are lanceolate, some are 
triangular, and the other ones are composite pieces made of 
an elongated rectangle to which is attached a feather-shaped 
object. The feather-shaped part of the bangle is mobile.

186 A picture of specimen #14 taken some thirty years ago shows that 
this mask used to be surrounded by feathers. Today, not a single feather 
remains.
187 Plates 10-11 (pp. 404-405) summarizes the various known types of 
wooden appendages that were used to decorate masks.
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The diameter of the circular bangles of the specimens 
from the Pinart collection (#40-41) is 4 cm, and the 
elongated pieces from the same masks are 17.5 cm long. The 
triangular bangles of mask #42 vary in length from 9.5 cm to 
15 cm. The rectangular portion of the composite bangle is 
about 15 cm long and that of the feather-shaped part about 
12.5 cm.188 According to Liapunova (1994:188-195), the 
circular bangle of specimen #137 is 5 cm in diameter while 
the squares of specimen #136 are 5 x 5  cm. The bangles of 
masks #135 and #139-140 are slightly larger than the others. 
The circular bangles of masks #139 and #140 are 8 cm in 
diameter and the lanceolate attachment of mask #135 is 20 cm 
long.

All of the bangles are painted, but for the stick part 
of the circular and square bangles. All the circular pieces 
but one, have a motif that radiates from their center. The 
square bangles associated with the hunter's masks (#139-140)

188 It must be noted here that the reconstruction of the bangle 
decoration of mask #42 as presented in the book, "Masques Eskimo 
d'Alaska,” (1991:311) is incorrect. On the illustration the mask has its 
own bangles plus some that belong to mask #41. It is clear from the 
description of Lot-Falck (ms.) that the circular and lanceolate bangles 
(called leaf shaped by Lot-Falck) belong to #41, and that #42 should 
exhibit only the composite and the triangular bangles (called cheville, 
i.e., peg or pin, by Lot-Falck). When I visited the museum of Boulogne- 
sur-Mer where these masks are housed, it was clear that their was more 
lanceolate-shaped bangles than could be fitted easily on #40. However, 
we must not forget that the collection has been split and that specimens 
that were similar or identical to those present in Boulogne were sent to 
the Musde de 1'Homme in Paris, where a mask identical to #40 is to be 
found. Interestingly, at the Musde de 1'Homme they have no bangles to 
attach to their specimen. It is clear that the bangles located in 
Boulogne belong to two specimens and not a single one and should never 
have been added to #42, to which they do not belong.
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are painted either white or black on a red background. The 
other specimens of that type are painted in green, red, and 
white. The remaining circular pieces have their lower half 
painted red (#137). The design of the square appendages is 
linear. Specimen #141 displays three narrow non-adjacent 
parallel straight lines (red-black-red) and specimen #136 has 
only one wide red line in its center.189

The designs of the elongated pieces associated with 
masks #40-42 are composed of groupings of parallel adjacent 
or non-adjacent lines painted in green, white, and red, on 
either a white or a green background. The large lanceolate 
bangles of mask #135 are painted black.

In a recently published article, the late Richard H. 
Jordan notes that more than 100 mask bangles with shapes 
depicting "paddles or feathers, crescents, shields, humans, 
and squares," (1994:163) had been recovered at the Karluk 
site. On the other hand, among the specimens of masks from 
the Kodiak Archipelago that have survived, there is not a 
single example of an appendage with a representational shape. 
We have seen in the first part of this thesis that small 
ritual paddles were used by some of the dancers during the 
festivals. Small paddles could also be found in association 
with models of baidarkas used either in ritual context (see

189 It may be interesting to note that the bangles that are the least 
decorated are also the ones that are attached to a baleen stick instead 
of being made in one piece like the others. Maybe the two masks were 
made by the same person and the difference in manufacture and decoration 
reflects more a difference in personal taste than anything else.
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the section on whaling, supra) or as educational toys for 
children, or for any other purposes I have no knowledge of. 
Many human figures were recovered at Karluk and only the 
lower end shape of the specimen illustrated by Jordan (ibid., 
164) makes an identification as a mask bangle possible. I do 
not deny the possibility that earlier populations of the 
Kodiak archipelago may have used different types of 
appendages than did later populations.190 However, on the 
basis of the data at hand, I have reservations about the 
inclusion of paddles and human figurines in the category of 
mask appendages.

I know of only four masks on which facial appendages 
were or still are attached. On one of the specimens (#26) a 
series of 4 mobile ornaments is hanging from the lower lip.191 
Each trinket is shaped like a small club. A mobile drop
shaped ornament painted reddish-brown is attached at the apex 
of #36, and attached under the nose of #37 is a bunch of very 
narrow gut strips. Finally, on two masks (#25 and #29) a 
feather was passed through the septum of the nose.

190 A short presentation of the dating of Karluk was provided in my 
section discussing the sample, p. 300.
191 Some Koniag women had loops or rings of beads hanging from the lower 
lips (Merck 1980:103; Davydov 1977:148). Those are described as strings 
by Gideon (1989:58) and Lisianskii (1814:195). According to the latter, 
instead of the strings of beads they place in the apertures some small 
bones (ibid.). Pinart reports that in those same holes they sometimes 
inserted some ornament made of mussel shell from which the black layer 
had been removed. He recorded the name of this type of ornament as 
kamagut (ms.), in any case, ornaments hanging from the lower lips were 
worn by women, or at least the persons that had a socially recognized 
female status, women and transvestites (see ft. 79, p. 131).
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Plate 10: Appendages

Circular

[139] [140]

[138]

Square
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Lanceolate

Plate 11: Appendages ct.

t135] [40-41] [40-41]

Triangular

Composite: rectangular and lanceolate
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CHAPTER 6

FACIAL FEATURES:
EYES, BROWS, NOSE, AND MOUTH

Another possible way to look at masks in order to define 
stylistic devices or characterises is to study the way facial 
features were represented. What were the shapes favored by 
Koniag carvers? How were the features represented on the 
masks? What was their placement in relationships to one 
another? Do certain stylistic devices appear always in 
combination with other characteristics? To answer those 
questions, one needs first to establish the most common types 
of representation of each of the facial features. The eye, a 
symbolically important feature, will be discussed first.

Eyes

A general review of the masks from the Kodiak 
Archipelago indicates clearly that the most common type of 
represented eye is an eye that is straight-shaped, placed 
symmetrically on each side of the face, and most often than 
not, perforated. Masks from the Alaska Peninsula on the 
other hand are most often found with horizontally placed 
symmetrical crescent-shaped eyes. Moreover, while the eyes on

406
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the masks from the Kodiak Archipelago and Prince William 
Sound are placed on what we would consider to be the upper 
cheeks, most of the crescent-shaped eyes of the masks from 
the Alaska Peninsula are placed in the center of what we 
would consider to be eyelids. Elsewhere, I have called that 
area the "underside of the brows" because it can not play a 
role of eyelid either to an eye that is placed in its center, 
or several centimeters below on the cheeks. A facial feature 
which we would clearly characterize as an "eyelid" is not 
present in my sample at all. In the Prince William Sound, 
asymmetrically shaped and placed eyes are most common, and 
this type of eye shape is closely followed by that of 
circular eyes symmetrically placed.

Brow Ridge

Placement of the eye dictates consideration of the brow 
or browridge representation. It is clear that in the Kodiak 
Archipelago, brows indicated solely by the shape of the brow 
ridge are more common than brows represented as a well 
defined feature.192 When the brow or brow area is indicated 
solely by the shape of the brow ridge, the preference is for 
a brow ridge that slopes toward the outside of the mask, and

192 Compare the eye area of #7 with that of #27. On #7 there are no 
brows per se, but the brow ridge is well indicated. It slopes toward the 
center of the face. On specimen #27, the brows are clearly indicated by 
a blackened area. The brows and brow ridge of this last specimen slope 
also toward the center of the face.
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when they are indicated as a well defined feature, the 
preference is for horizontally placed brows. Masks from the 
Alaska Peninsula show an overwhelming preference for a 
brow/brow ridge indicated only by the shape of the brow 
ridge, but particularly placed horizontally. In Prince 
William Sound, the shape preference is also for a brow or 
brow area indicated only by the shape of the brow ridge, but 
there, the shape preference is less marked and various types 
of asymmetrically placed brows are common.

Nose

Nose is a facial feature most commonly found as a sub
unit of the brow-forehead area. The shape of the nose, howev
er, is variable. Areal differences in representation of the 
nose are discernible. In the Prince William Sound, the most 
common form of nose is a nose which is a clear extension of 
the forehead and with a top flat surface. On the Alaska 
Peninsula, the most frequent form of nose on a mask, is a 
nose which juts out from under the forehead and which has a 
rounded top surface. On masks from the Kodiak Archipelago 
there is, like in Prince William Sound, a net preference for 
noses with a flat top surface. But, in the Koniag sample, 
another type of nose, a nose with a rounded top surface (much 
alike a human nose), is also well represented. Centrally 
ridged noses are also found on several masks from this area.
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This type of nose is totally absent from the masks of the 
Alaska Peninsula, and is found on only one specimen from 
Prince William Sound.

Mouth

Next to the eye, the mouth is a facial feature that 
carries a heavy symbolic load. The classification of the 
mouth by type of representation, even at a general level, is 
a much more difficult process than for any of the other 
facial features. Mouth shapes show much more variety than do 
either the eyes, the brow or brow area, or the nose. Few 
masks of the Kodiak Archipelago present purely human facial 
features, focusing rather on the "otherness" of what is 
represented, and the mouth area seems to have been the center 
of expression of this "otherness." The latter is usually 
indicated by invoking bird imagery. After a detailed study of 
my sample, I concluded that the representation of the mouth 
on the overwhelming majority of the specimens is that of a 
beak. The main difficulty resides in identifying the highly 
stylized bird beaks. On some specimens (see #110 for example) 
the beak is clearly, naturallistically, represented the way 
some bird beaks would look like. On other specimens, the beak 
form is still clearly identifiable, even if it is less repre
sentational (for example #136, #138, or even #58). The 
identification becomes more difficult when the mouth is
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represented in schematic or highly stylized way, see for 
example the mouth displayed on #3 interpreted here as a 
schematized representation of a beak. These diagnostic 
characteristics have been identified. I have noted earlier 
that the mouth on many masks from the Kodiak Archipelago 
exhibit a central separation.193 I propose that the mouths 
that have such a central separation represent bird beaks. 
Similarly, a mouth represented as a projection (prognatic 
(#2, or #12 for example) could also be a schematized 
representation of a differently shaped bird bill. If this is 
correct, then beak-shaped mouth is the most common type of 
mouth representation on Kodiak Archipelago masks.

The second most important type of mouth form is a cone
shaped mouth (see for example #10, #32, or #141). In my 
opinion, and that of every Alutiiq individual to whom I have 
shown the pictures of the masks, this type of mouth 
represents someone in the process of whistling.194 Beak-shaped 
mouth are quite frequent on the masks from the Alaska 
Peninsula (5 out of 16) but the cone-shaped mouth type is
V* M  M M  ̂  A  /i 1 w r V*\ 1 V M  4 m  m  ^  ^  ^  W  A  V  ^  ^  Xm • * 2
i . c j j i . c o c u u c u  j o k iw  • u i i  w i i c  u u i i c i  x i a i i u  r u i i c  ujp

of mouth is unique to the Alaska Peninsula: a trapezoid-

193 The resulting two sides of the mouth can either be linked to each 
other, touch, or be totally separated from each other. Compare #7 where 
the two sides are separated by a central line, with #4, where there is 
several millimeters between the openings on the two sides of the mouth, 
and with #105, where the two openings of the mouth are much farther 
away.
194 See the discussion on whistling and bird iconography (supra, pp. 
182-187).
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shaped mouth projecting forward. The shorter side of the 
trapeze faces downward, and all the sides are slightly 
concave (#83, #84, #100, and #102). In the Prince William 
Sound, most masks have wide opened mouth, either rectangular 
or ovoid, ridged or not, symmetric or not. Four (or possibly 
five) masks have beak-shaped mouth of which 1 (or possibly 2) 
is asymmetric. Only one specimen displays a cone-shaped 
mouth.

Knowledge of the various types of facial features is 
useful in itself but facial features do not appear by 
themselves. They appear in combination. Which types of eyes, 
brows, or nose are we more likely to find with a cone-like of 
a bird-like mouth? I suggest that further research on the 
analyis of the facial features should focus on their 
relationships. Such an analysis would have to start with the 
systematic description of all the facial features. This 
systematic description would have to include also the 
relative position of certain traits to each other when this 
position seems particularly relevant. For example, it seems 
that a description of eye types should also take into account 
their relative position to the brows or brow ridge.

I have included (App. 8) an example of a possible sys
tematic description of the eyes as well as a summary of the 
analysis of eye types of our sample first by specimens and 
then quantitatively (App. 9-10). The description takes into 
account their shapes (straight, rectangular, ovoid, crescent
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shaped, half-moon shaped, or circular), their position on the 
face, the presence or absence of pupils (when relevant), and 
the way they are represented, i.e., are they carved out or 
painted, incised, pegged, or in relief, etc. I described the 
position of the eyes on the face following three criteria: 1) 
the way the eyes themselves were placed on the face, i.e., 
are they symmetrically placed or not; 2) their orientation, 
i.e., are they placed horizontally, or sloping either toward 
the center of the face or toward the outside of the face; 3) 
and their relative position in relationships to the position 
of the brows or browridge, if any. This descriptive stage 
should allow us not only to define types with precision, but 
to understand which variables are the most relevant for a 
study of facial features inter-relationships. This should 
then be followed by a statistical analysis that would allow 
for a better understanding of how the specific types of a 
particular facial feature can combine with any of the types 
of the other facial features. Such an analysis will enable us 
to attribute artifacts of unknown provenience to a specific 
geographic area.
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In this second part of my thesis, I focused on the 
physical aspects of the objects we call masks195 aiming at 
discovering the aesthetic preferences of 19th and 20th 
century Koniags in terms of colors, shapes, composition and 
designs when they manufactured masks.

It was first shown that Kodiak masks display a tri
partite division of the face and that this is, in fact, 
characteristic of masks made in the entire Alutiiq speaking 
area. This was followed by an analysis of symmetry where I 
showed that masks from the Kodiak Archipelago and the Alaska 
Peninsula not only are overwhelmingly symmetric, but that in 
the rare cases when they display asymmetric features, this 
asymmetry is usually less pronounced than that found on masks 
from Prince William Sound. In the Kodiak Archipelago, the 
feature showing the highest level of asymmetry is represented 
by the category of "color of a geometric design." On the 
other hand, in the Prince William Sound area and on the 
Alaska Peninsula, the most common asymmetric features are 
facial traits, asymmetry being displayed in their location 
and shape.

In the following section I analyzed the colors used by 
Koniag carvers to paint masks and in particular I studied the

195 Hunting wooden headgear/masks were not included in this presentation 
because their physical and iconographic analysis was studied in depth by 
Black (1991).
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spatial distribution of colors. The results of this analysis 
indicate clearly that despite a vocabulary of colors limited 
to only four basic color terms, Koniags made other color 
distinctions. For example, it was shown that two colors such 
as green and blue, that are designated by a single color term 
are each used in a very specific manner. Green is used 
intensively as a background and design color, while blue 
(primary) is used mainly as a design color, and never to 
pigment the background. It was also noted that the use of 
those two colors is specific to the Kodiak Archipelago. Not a 
single specimen from either the Alaska Peninsula or Prince 
William Sound display either one of those two colors.

The distinction between red (primary) and reddish brown 
is also made, but it is not as clear cut as between green and 
blue. It is clear, however, that red is used mainly as a 
component for designs while reddish brown is used mainly as 
background color.

The section that followed dealt with the designs, 
geometric or representational, displayed by Kodiak masks. 
The most common geometric designs encountered are bands of 
one or several parallel straight lines or a combination of 
straight and dotted lines, spurred lines, and circle and dots 
motifs.

Polychrome masks from the Kodiak Archipelago are more 
highly decorated and their decoration more complex than those 
found on masks from Prince William Sound.
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Masks were usually framed and could be circled either 
totally or partially by one, two, or even three diverse 
frames. I demonstrated that despite the scarcity of surviving 
frames and appendages, many masks from the Kodiak Archipelago 
used to have both types of such symbolic ornamentation. 
Frames were usually attached to two horizontal bars found at 
the back of the mask, the lowest of which included usually 
the tooth grip used by the mask wearer to hold the mask in 
front of his face. When the mask was large and the frame(s) 
thicker, the frame(s) was (were) also attached to one or two 
wooden projections located at the apex and/or the base of 
mask. I suggested that whenever those projections are present 
on a surviving mask, this is evidence that the mask used to 
have a frame.

I also discussed types of appendages that were usually 
attached to one or several of the frames. Occasionally, they 
could be attached directly to the mask itself. Appendages on 
Kodiak specimens are represented either by feathers or small 
geometric bangles. Not a single representational bangle 
(unless one count the feather-shaped bangle of specimen 
#42) 196 is present in my sample. The use of representational 
bangles, inferred by Jordan (1994:163) cannot be substanti
ated.

196 Usually, lanceolate-shaped objects are described in Western 
literature as leaf-shaped. I do believe that they in fact represent not 
leaves, but feathers.
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I discussed briefly the shapes of the various facial 
features (nose, brows and brow ridge area, eyes, and mouth) 
preferred by Alutiiq carvers. Clearly, the mouth area shows 
greater variety of shape than any other facial feature. The 
evidence suggests that the mouth area expressed in carved 
form the "otherness" of the characters depicted. I suggested 
that this "otherness" was the representation by the carvers 
of bird-like features (beaks). Finally, I suggested that 
further analysis of facial features should focus not simply 
on the shape of separate facial features but on their inter
relationships to enlarge our understanding of how Koniag 
aesthetic rules of composition reflected elements of their 
world view and cosmology.
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C O N C L U S I O N

In this thesis I have presented my investigation of 
Koniag traditional world view and belief system, with a 
particular focus on some aspects of their ritual system, and 
I have analyzed a large sample of surviving Alutiiq masks in 
order to determine the aesthetic canons of Koniag 18th and 
19th century mask carvers.

It is clear from the data I presented that Koniag belief 
system has many elements in common with the belief system of 
the Yupik Eskimos. They share a belief in reincarnation, a 
conception of the universe constituted of superposed worlds 
inhabited by various spiritual entities, and the fact that 
everything in nature from a simple stone to the universe 
itself has a human-like quality. This double nature of every 
element of the universe indicates that for the Koniag and 
Yupik Eskimos there is a strong continuity between human 
beings and the world they inhabit. Continuity between the 
world of the living and that of the dead, between the 
spiritual and the terrestrials realms, between the past, the 
present, and the future, is particularly well indicated in 
Koniag masked winter festivals where spiritual entities 
(including the sua of animals, ancestors, ambivalent or 
malevolent spiritual entities) are invited to the feast in
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the hope that in return, they will affect positively the 
future of the Koniags by providing abundant catch, clement 
weather, and ensuring that no untold disaster befall them 
(disease, death, and natural catastrophes were thought to be 
sent to them by malevolent entities).

It. is difficult to make exact comparisons between the 
festivals of the Koniags and those of the Yupik Eskimos 
because our knowledge of Koniag festival cycle is far too 
sketchy to allow for such comparisons. However, a major 
difference between the two regions exists. In the Kodiak 
Archipelago the status of ritual specialist was played by the 
kas'aq, a role reserved in the Yupik area to the shaman. The 
Koniag shaman was a diviner, a curer, but never a ritual 
specialist with the functions as is indicated for the Yupik 
area.

This resemblance between some aspects of Koniag and 
Yupik Eskimo belief system is not reflected in the aesthetic 
domain as evidenced in mask making. Masks manufactured in 
the Kodiak Archipelago are distinctive and stand out when 
compared with masks manufactured in the two other Alutiiq 
speaking sub-areas to which the Koniags are culturally 
closely related. The differences between Kodiak and Yupik 
masks are striking, in spite of the relatedness of the two 
groups.

Linguistic and folkloric data support the Koniag Yupik 
connection. Alutiiq is a language related to Central Yupik
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(see supra) and legends collected by various sources (Davydov 
1977:185; Lisianskii 1814:196; Gideon 1989:59; Chechenev, 
ms.; and Pinart 1873:674) indicate that the Koniags clearly 
believed that they came from the north (or northwest), beyond 
the Alaska Peninsula. However, certain aspects of Koniag art 
(Holm 1988:281-294) as well as the social stratification with 
hereditary slavery and importance of wealth characteristic of 
the usual Northwest Coast pattern (Suttles 1984:4), tie the 
Kodiak Archipelago most closely to the Northwest coast. 
Particularly significant is the fact that aspects common to 
both areas are usually status markers in Koniag society. 
Clark noted that ethnographically and archeologically, there 
is a "distinctive North Pacific cast variously shared by 
Pacific Eskimos, Aleuts, Eyak, and other Northwest Coast 
people" (1984:146). I suggest that future research should 
focus on the possible relationships of the Kodiak Archipelago 
populations to the Northwest Coast populations.
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Plate 12
Kodiak Archipelago: #1 front view and right profile; #142
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Plate 13
Kodiak Archipelago: #2 left profile, front view, and right profile
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Plate 14
Kodiak Archipelago: #3 left profile, front view, and right profile
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Plate 16
Kodiak Archipelago: #7 front view and right profile; #9
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Plate 17
Kodiak Archipelago: #8 left profile, front view, and right profile
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Plate 18
Kodiak Archipelago: #10 front view, and right profile
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Plate 19
Kodiak Archipelago: #11 left side, front view, right side
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Plate 20 
Kodiak Archipelago: #12 #13, #14
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Plate 21
Kodiak Archipelago: #15, #16 (Photographs Bibliotheque du Mus6e de 1'Homme)
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Plate 22 
Kodiak Archipelagos #17, #18
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Plate 23
Kodiak Archipelago: #20 front view and right profile
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Plate 24
Kodiak Archipelago: #19, #21
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Plate 25 
Kodiak Archipelagos #22, #23
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Plate 26
Kodiak Archipelago: #24, #25
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Plate 27
Kodiak Archipelago: #26, #27
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Plate 28
#29 front view and right profile
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j Plate 29

Kodiak Archipelago: #30 front view and underside
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Plate 30
Kodiak Archipelago: #32, #33
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Plate 32
Kodiak Archipelago: #35 front and back view
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Plate 34
Kodiak Archipelagos #40 (Photograph by Alain Renard), #41
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Plate 35
Kodiak Archipelago: #42, #130
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Plate 36
Kodiak Archipelago: #43, #44 (Photographs A. Renard)
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Plate 37 
Kodiak Archipelagos #45, #49
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Plate 38
Kodiak Archipelago: #46, #47
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Plate 39 
Kodiak Archipelago: #52
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Plate 40
Kodiak Archipelago: #53, #54
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Plate 41
Kodiak Archipelago: #55, #56
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Plate 42
Kodiak Archipelago: #57, #58
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Plate 43
Kodiak Archipelago: #60, #63
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Plate 44
Kodiak Archipelago: #65, #66
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Plate 45
Kodiak Archipelago: #68, #69
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Plate 46
Kodiak Archipelago: #67, #70
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Plate 47
Kodiak Archipelago: #71, #72
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Plate 48
Kodiak Archipelago: #73 front and back view
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Plate 49
Kodiak Archipelago: #74, #77
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Plate 50
Kodiak Archipelago: #78, #79
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Plate 51 
Kodiak Archipelago: #81
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Plate 52
Kodiak Archipelago: #82; Alaska Peninsula: #84
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Plate 53
Alaska Peninsula: #103 (Photograph Alaska State Museum)
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Plate 54
Alaska Peninsula: #83, #85
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Plate 55
Kodiak Archipelago: #89 Front and back view.
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Plate 56
Kodiak Archipelago: #91 Front and back view.
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Plate 58
Prince William Sound: #94, #95
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Plate 59
Undecided provenience: #96 (Photograph Alaska State Museum) 

Alaska Peninsula: #97 (Photograph Alaska State Museum)
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Plate 60
Alaska Peninsula: #98, #99 (Photographs Alaska State Museum)
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Plate 61
Alaska Peninsula: #100 (Photograph Alaska State Museum)
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Plate 62
Alaska Peninsula: #101, #102 (Photographs Alaska State Museum)
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Plate 63
Kodiak Archipelago: #104, #105
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Plate 64
Prince William Sound: #106, #107, #108
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Plate 65
Kodiak Archipelago; #109, #110
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Plate 66 
Alaska Peninsula: #113
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Plate 67
Alaska Peninsula: #112, #114
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Plate 68
Alaska Peninsula: #115, #116
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Plate 70
Prince William Sound: #119, #120
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Plate 71
Prince William Sounds #121, #122
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Prince William Sound: #123; Kodiak Archipelago: #125 (Photograph Alaska State Museum)
Plate 72
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Plate 73 
Alaska Peninsula: #124
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Plate 74
Kodiak Archipelago: #126, #146
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Plate 75
Prince William Sound: #127, #128, #129 (Photograph 
McMahan & Holmes 1987); Kodiak Archipelago: #131
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Plate 76
Kodiak Archipelago: #132, #133 (Photographs in Avdeev 1957)
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Plate 77 
Undecided Provenience: #134
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Kodiak Archipelago: #135 (Photograph Fitzhugh & Crowell 1988), #140 (Photograph R. Liapunova)
Plate 78
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Plate 79
Kodiak Archipelago: #136, #137 (Photographs R. Liapunova)
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Plate 80
Kodiak Archipelago: #138 (Photograph Fitzhugh & Crowell 1988), 

#141 (Photograph Musde de l'Homme)
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Plate 81
Undecided Provenience: #144 (Photograph Krech III 1989)
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Undecided Provenience: #145 (Photograph Krech III 1989); Prince William Sound: #147
(Photograph Feest & Kann 1986)

Plate 82
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Plate 83
Kodiak Archipelago: #143 (Photograph R. Liapunova), #149; #150, #151 

(Photogragh Fitzhugh & Crowell 1988)
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Plate 84
Prince William Sound: #148 (Photograph C. Feest)
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Plate 85
Prince William Sound: #154, #155
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Plate 86
Prince William Sound: #156, #157
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Plate 87
Karluk (Kodiak Archipelago): #11, #111
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Plate 88
Karluk (Kodiak Archipelago): #IV, #V
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Plate 90
Karluk (Kodiak Archipelago): #XII #XV
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Plate 91
Karluk (Kodiak Archipelago); #XVII, #XXIV
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Plate 93
Karluk (Kodiak Archipelago): #XXIX and #XXX (Photographs 

Fitzhugh & Crowell 1988)
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ORIGINS OF THE SUN AND MOON 
Collected by Alphonse Louis Pinart 

at Eagle Harbor 
March 20th 1872

II existait autrefois dans une partie qui n'est pas definie 
un large village; le toioun [chief] de ce village etait tres 
riche et avait cinq fils et une fille: la fille etait tres 
belle mais tres sauvage: elle ne voulait rien voir de 
l ’exterieur et jamais ne sortait de la barabora [barabara]:1 

pire encore, jamais elle ne mettait les pieds en dehors de 
son iupan:2 le jupan se trouvait orne d ’une maniere tres 

riche: son lit etait compose de peaux de loutre de mer et de 
chien de prairie (evrashka) [ground squirrel] et trois 
femelles Kalai [slaves] etaient toujours a sa disposition: 

vint le temps ou elle devait prendre un mari: tous les jeunes 
hommes du village ayant entendu [parler] de la beaute de la 
jeune fille desiraient se presenter: enfin 1 ’un se presente 
et apporte aux parents les presents d'usage consistant en 
fourrures, baies conservees dans l'huile, huile de phoque, 
etc... Quand on lui parla [dit] que quelqu’un 1'avait demande 
en marriage, elle se mit a pleurer et ne voulut point faire 
de reponse et refusa de voir meme son visage: un second se 
presenta, puis un troisieme mais tous essuyerent le meme
1 Semi-subterranean structure.
2 Sleeping compartments within the barabara.
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refus: de sorte [qu'] a chaque fois qu'un nouveau mari lui 
etait propose elle se mettait a pleurer sans faire aucune 
reponse. Tous les jeunes gens du village s 'etaient deja 
presentes tour a tour et le pere avait une demi-barabora 
pleine des presents qu'ils avaient apportes: restait un autre 
et dernier jeune homme, neveu (Ukshua) du pere: le bruit 
courut alors dans le village que la jeune fille etait 
amoureuse de lui: le bruit arriva aux oreilles du jeune homme 
et il se decida a aller demander a son oncle la main de sa 
fille: le pere aussitot assentit et s'adressant a sa femme 
lui dit que cette fois il entendait que sa fille prit le 
postulant pour epoux, que c 'etait sa volonte. La mere alia 
droit au jupan de sa fille et entra: sa fille etait assise 
sur sa couche de fourrure et pleurait: la mere alors lui 
expliqua pourquoi elle etait venue et que c'etait la volonte 
de son pere qu'elle prit son cousin pour mari: la jeune fille 
repondit en pleurant qu'elle ne voulait pas de mari, car a 
quoi bon un mari quand elle a cinq freres qui la nourissent 
et la vetissent, elle pleura et sanglota et finalement refu- 
sa. La mere, affligee, sortit, et allant droit a son mari, 
lui rendit compte de la conduite de sa fille: a cette nouvel- 
le celui-ci de pleurer: il pleure, il pleure longtemps, puis 
la colere lui monte au visage: il monte sur le toit de la bo- 
rabora et de la harangue son peuple, et de crier "habitants, 
quittez ce lieu, habitants quittons tous:" puis il rentre et 
va droit au jupan de sa fille: il entre, prend les fourrures
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qui etaient etendues a 1' interieur et jette le tout a la por
te, il arrache les pieces de boyaux de phoque formant la 
fenetre et depouillant sa fille de toute espece de vetement 
la laisse entierement nue et agenouillee sur le sol en lui 
disant: "voici ce que tu as voulu, c'est toi-meme qui t'es 
rendue ainsi." Puis il partit et tout le village avec lui. La 
jeune fille assise sur 1'herbe seche du jupan sentant le 
froid s'enveloppe le corps de ses longs cheveux. Trois jours 
et trois nuits elle gemit et pleure et reste assise dans la 
meme position sans rien boire ni manger. Au bout de ce temps, 
le froid ayant deja roidi tous ses membres elle sent tout a 
coup une chaleur bienfaisante se repandant sur son corps, et 
elle entend comme une voix qui lui dit "(Taimagun) viens 
ici!" Elle fait un effort et se retourne et apergoit le so- 
leil: la meme voix de repeter, "viens iciI" Elle repond alors 
qu’elle est nue et qu'elle ne peut [pas] et n'ose [pas] 
venir: il lui jette alors un vetement en lui disant de s 'ha- 
biller et de le suivre: elle s'habille, mais en consequence 
de son long jeun, elle est engourdie et ne peut que diffici- 
lement bouger: lui alors de la prendre par les cheveux et de 
l'entrainer: elle s 'evanouit et se reveille sur le bord d'un 
lac: la meme voix de nouveau se fait entendre "(Taimagun), 
viens ici, et jette toi dans le lac!" Comme elle n'obeissait 
pas, elle est de nouveau prise par les cheveux et trois fois 
plongee dans le lac: la meme voix bientot de nouveau se fait 
entendre. Voici, maintenant tu es purifiee, je t 'ai vu mou-
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rante et [j ’]ai eu pitie de toi, et [il] lui donne alors 
trois vetements, 1'un de loutre de mer, 1'autre de chien de 
prairie [ground squirrel] et un de rovduga [dehaired caribou 
skin], puis la prenant par le petit doigt il la conduisit 
dans une splendide barabora qu'elle trouva magnifiquement 
ornee de lavtaks, et une couche faite de trois epaisseurs de 
loutre de mer et de chien de prairie (evrashka) [ground 
squirrel]: "la, lui dit-il tu devras vivre, mais ne penses 
pas que tu seras seule, car je viendrais souver.t, et alors il 
disparut: la jeune fille s'etonna, regarda, s'etonna encore 
et finissant par s'ennuyer de se trouver seule, elle chercha 
pour un sac a ouvrage qu’elle ne put trouver, quand la meme 
voix se fit entendre et lui dit: "Regarde!" et se retournant 
elle apergut un sac a ouvrage avec tous les ustensiles et 
instruments desires. Se sentant fatiguee et desirant dormir 
elle s'etend sur sa couche et bientot s'endort. La nuit vient 
et il fait entierement noir: tout a coup une vive lumiere 
apparait a la porte et de cette meme lumiere sort un jeune 
homme: il s'assied sur ses genoux a 1'entree droite du jupan 
et lui dit: "Viens-ici et assieds toi le dos tourne a moi, 
releve ton vetement et leve le bras du cote gauche mais aie 
bien soin de ne pas regarder!" Pendant ce temps il tient dans 
la main droite une petite lancette en os et dans 1'autre une 
espece de base en bois Ialudak).3 A ce moment, elle sentit une 

douleur aigue au cote et vit le sang couler: elle vit le sang
3 Ceremonial wooden dish.
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dans le vase: aussitot le jeune homme place la main droite 
sur la blessure qui se guerit aussitot; et se levant il jette 
le sang a la porte: a peine cela fut-il fait, que les 
vagissements d ’un enfant pleurant se firent entendre et a la 
place ou il avait jete le sang gisait un petit enfant: il le 
prend et le donnant a la jeune fille lui dit d 'en prendre 
bien soin; puis il s'en va, disant qu'il reviendrait bientot. 
Elle sent qu'elle a soif et dit a la porte de lui apporter de 
l'eau: aussitot sans que personne n ’apparut, un vase (tuknik) 
se trouve place pres d ’elle, elle boit puis il lui vient a 
1'idee de laver 1'enfant: elle le lave, et 1'enfant grandit 
et s'assied, puis elle le remet a coucher et elle meme 
s'endort. Peu apres elle se reveille et il lui vient encore a 
1'idee de faire prendre a 1'enfant un autre bain: apres ce 
bain 1'enfant marche. Elle recouche 1'enfant et se recouche 
elle meme et s'endort. Elle se reveille quand le soleil est 
pret de se lever: elle s'abreuve pour quelques instants quand 
tout a coup il se fait noir et une brillante lumiere apparait 
a la porte, elle regarde et voit le meme jeune homme qui 
entre, s’assied sur ses genoux et repete les memes paroles et 
la meme operation ci-dessus decrite: du sang qu'il jette a la 
porte nait un nouvel enfant mais celui-ci est bien plus 
precoce que son frere aine car il parle: elle le couche mais 
les enfants veulent jouer et ne cherchent a dormir: quand 
bientot elle lave les deux enfants, tous deux se mettent a 
courir. Quand le matin parut les enfants demanderent leur
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pere: pas encore, repondit-elle, dormez!: Bientot, comme 
precedemment, l’obscurite se fait, une brillante lumiere se 
fait a la porte et 1' homme soleil apparait et lui dit: 
"voici, maintenant tu as un mari, le soleil" mais maintenant 
si tu desires manger, demandes tout ce que tu desires et tout 
te sera servi: puis il disparait. Se levant alors et 
s'avangant vers la porte elle dit qu'elle desirait manger et 
regardant dans la barabora elle vit un feu allume et fumant, 
et differentes sortes de mets disposes: s'adressant a eux, 
elle dit "apportez la nourriture!" Aussitot pres d'elle se 
trouve un long plat creux de bois (Aludak) rempli d'intestins 
de phoque et de nageoires de cet animal: elle mange et quand 
elle a mange elle se met a penser. Pourquoi, dit-elle, mon 
mari n'est[-il] pas avec moi, pourquoi me laisse-t-il 
toujours seule? Aussitot le soleil homme apparait et lui 
reproche de penser ainsi, puis il repete de nouveau la meme 
operation que precedemment et du sang qu'il a jete sur la 
porte il apporte un nouvel enfant en disant que c'etait 
maintenant tout, que trois enfants etaient assez: quand 
maintenant je reviendrais, je vivrais toujours avec toi et 
puis de nouveau il disparut. Bientot les enfants jouant 
ensemble demanderent apres leur pere car maintenant ils 
avaient le temps [several words unreadable]: vers le milieu 
du jour une eclipse du soleil se fait. Elle alors de regarder 
a la porte, mais cette fois point de lumiere, il fait noir: 
elle voit un homme vetu d'un parka de chien de prairie
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(evrashka) (ground squirrel]: doucement il s 'avance et entre, 
maintenant dit-il en s'adressant a elle nous vivrons ensemble 
mais trois enfants ne sont pas suffisants, il nous en faut un 
quatrieme: il la fit de nouveau asseoir dans la position 
precedemment decrite mais au lieu d’operer sur le cote gauche 
il opere cette fois sur le cote droit: dans la cuillere 
apparait une goutte lumineuse que comme precedemment il jette 
a la porte, aussitot un enfant pleure, se leve et marche vers 
son pere: son pere alors le prenant dit en s'adressant a sa 
femme que celui-ci etait un enfant a lui, que celui-la il 
l'eleverait lui-meme: quoique le plus jeune, il sera 
superieur aux autres, et les autres lui obeiront. Le pere 
lave lui-meme 1’enfant et a peine l'a t-il lave que celui-ci 
parle et s'eerie: "voici, dit-il, notre soeur se hate, et en 
consequence nous devrons vivre a distance, igi dans la 
barabora mais [dans] un jupan particulier:” le pere consent 
et les conduit a son nouveau jupan: il place le plus jeune en 
tete sur le fond de la barabora, vis-a-vis de 1'entree et les 
trois autres selon leur age, puis s ’adressant au plus jeune 
lui dit: "toi, tu seras le chef et tes freres devront
t ’obeir: le pere alors s'en va et en s'en allant dit qu'il 
sait que quatre enfants ne sont pas encore assez et qu' il lui 
faut un cinquieme mais que pour sure, celui-ci sera le 
dernier: il fait asseoir sa femme dans la meme position que 
precedemment et lui a nouveau lui redemande de ne pas 
regarder: la femme se raidit et ne regarde pas: le mari
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pratique 1' operation sur le cote droit et aussitot que la 
goutte de sang est jetee sur la porte une voix se fait 
entendre mais cette voix n'est pas humaine: un chien aboie: 
le pere le prend et le presentant a sa femme dit: "Voici, 
dit-il, notre fille et dernier enfant, puis il ajoute qu'il 
l'eleverait lui-meme et engage sa femme a aller dormir et 
place la petite chienne aupres de lui. La femme s 'endort et 
en reve voit a la porte une jeune fille d'une beaute 
extraordinaire et a cote d'elle une peau de chienne: le pere 
dit alors a la chienne de ne pas se montrer ainsi, qu'elle ne 
doit pas montrer sa nature humaine: le pere dit alors a sa 
femme de nourrir 1’enfant et lui passe la petite chienne: la 
mere lui presente le sein gauche mais la chienne la repousse 
doucement de la patte, elle lui presente alors le sein droit 
mais de nouveau la chienne refuse. Le pere alors de dire a sa 
femme que la petite chienne ne desirait pas qu'elle la 
nourrisse et que lui-meme la nourrirait, et la prenant, il 
lui fait ouvrir la bouche et souffle a l'interieur: aussitot 
la peau canine se retire et a la place de la chienne apparait 
une jeune fille d'une beaute eblouissante; puis de nouveau 
elle remet sa peau et dit a sa mere qu'elle ne doit rien dire 
de ce qu'elle a vu a ses freres, qu'ils ne doivent pas le 
savoir, qu'elle ne s'est depouillee de son deguisement 
seulement pour se montrer a sa mere.
Peu de temps apres le plus jeune frere entre et s'avangant 
vers on pere il lui dit qu’il etait temps pour lui et ses
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freres de se procurer leur nourriture par eux-memes, qu'ils 
n'avaient rien a faire et qu'ils desiraient s'occuper: le 
pere consentit et sortant avec eux les conduisit sur le 
rivage: puis il dit au plus jeune des freres de faire avec du 
sable quatre baidarkas: les baidarkas etaient faites de 
sable, de maniere a ressembler a des baidarkas reelles: 
celui-ci [le pere] souffla sur 1'avant de chacune d'elles et 
le sable se transforma en 1'object desire et quatre baidarkas 
se trouverent pretes a aller en mer: "maintenant, dit le 
pere, allez, ayez une bonne chasse mais ne tuez pas trop 
d'animaux, et ne soyez pas longtemps car des hotes [sic, 
invites, guests] nour arriverons bientot. A ces mots, le plus 
jeune des freres de s'eerier: "je les connais," alors le pere 
de retourner a la barabora: la chienne sort de nouveau [sic] 
et entre en gambadant et disant a sa mere: " les hotes [sic, 
invites, guests] arrivent, tes parents sont tres affames." 
Apres, ses mots ou ses paroles n ’etaient plus intelligibles. 
Le pere et la mere ainsi que la chienne restaient assis dans 
le jupan: peu de temps apres, la chienne sort de nouveau et 
de suite elle rentre en sautant et en disant que ses freres 
etaient en train d'arriver, 1'un avec une baleine, 1'autre 
avec un (Kasatka) [a killer whale], 1'autre avec un phoque, 
et ceux-ci arrivent sur le rivage et la abandonnent leur 
chasse, cachent leurs baidarkas et rentrent droit dans leur 
jupan. Le pere va les trouver et leur fait raconter la 
chasse. A la fin ils disent qu'ils ont faim et desirent
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manger. Le pere leur dit de preparer eux-memes leur propre 
nourriture et rentre dans le jupan. Le plus jeune frere alors 
de demander a haute voix quelque chose a manger et aussitot 
des bras inconnus et invisibles apportent les (Aludaks) plats 
avec les mets disposes [couverts de mets ] : Quand ils ont 
termines, il demande que les plats disparaissent, et les 
plats de disparaitre, enleves de nouveau par des mains 
invisibles. La chienne qui de nouveau etait sortie, rentre, 
et se dirigeant vers le jupan de ses freres entre et saute au 
cou [du] plus jeune frere et lui dit que deux baidarkas 
etaient en train d ’arriver: ils sortent alors pour aller 
accueillir les hotes [sic, invites, guests] et les amenent a 
leur barabora. Le pere dit a sa femme d'aller s'asseoir dans 
la barabora et de traiter leurs hotes [sic, invites, guests] 
avec soin: ceux-ci etaient affames et voyant la baleine sur 
le rivage se mettent a couper des morceaux et a les manger: 
le plus jeune frere leur dit qu ' ils ne devaient pas 
maintenant toucher la baleine mais [qu'ils devaient] aller a 
la barabora et [de] se laisser traiter en hotes [sic, invite, 
guests]: ils arrivent a la barabora et les hotes [sic, 
invite, guests] reconnaissent en l'hotesse, leur soeur: ils 
s’asseyent et mettent la main sur la bouche, les yeux grand 
ouverts d 'etonnement: la soeur leur demande pourquoi ils sont 
venus et ils repondent pour rendre les derniers devoirs a ses 
[la soeur] restes (il faut comprendre que la barabora qu'elle 
habitait actuellement etait celle ou autrefois habitait son
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pere). Elle alors de leur repondre qu'elle voyait a leur 
figure qu'ils mourraient de faim et qu'il serait presentement 
meilleur pour eux de manger: a sa voix, les plats apparurent 
servis par des bras invisibles: quand ils eurent mange 
suffisamment, elle leur dit: "maintenant, retournez, et dites 
a mon pere que vous m 'avez rendu les derniers devoirs: prenez 
aussi pour provision de voyage quelques morceaux de baleine, 
mais n ' en donnez pas a mon pere. Ceux-ci retournent a leur 
village et a leur arrivee disent a leur pere qu' ils ont rendu 
les derniers devoirs a leur soeur. Peu apres ils mangent de 
la baleine mais sans en donner a leur pere. Celui-ci leur 
demande ou ils ont trouve cette nourriture? et ils 
repondirent la ou il les avait envoyes. De qui 1'avaient-ils 
regue? et ils repondirent de celle qu'il les avait envoyes 
enterrer. Celui-ci de s'eerier que sa fille est vivante et 
montant sur le toit de la barabora il harangue son peuple: 
ecoutez, ecoutez, rejouissez-vous, ma fille est vivante et a 
une immense baleine: elle a regu une enorme baleine: 
reunissez-vous tous et allons tous manger de la baleine. Tous 
alors de se rejouir et bientot ils etaient prets: ils 
partirent, les uns en baidara, les autres en baidarka. Tous 
s ’en allerent et pas un etre ne resta dans le village. Le 
plus jeune fils entre dans le jupan de ses parents et leur 
dit que les hotes [sic, invite, guests] arrivent, le pere de 
dire alors a sa femme "voici maintenant ton pere qui arrive, 
il faut bien le traiter: mais d 'abord il ne faut pas le
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laisser decouper de la baleine et il faut le faire venir 
tout de suite a la barabora. Les baidaras et les baidarkas 
approchent et de loin 1'on entend le vieillard crier a ses 
compagnons: "Voyez, regardez cette immense baleine la sur 
le rivage comme nous allons nous regaler!" La femme entendant 
ces paroles leur dit de ne pas se hater de couper la 
baleine mais de venir tout de suite a la barabora pour etre 
traites comme hotes [sic, invite, guests] et amis. Le 
pere, la mere, et les fils s'asseyent sur le fond de la 
barabora et la chienne entre dans le jupan. Les hotes [sic, 
invite, guests] sont servis par les memes mains invisibles et 
mangent a loisir tout leur saoul. Le repas etant termine, les 
hotes [sic, invite, guests] regoivent la permission de couper 
la baleine et tout joyeux s 1 elancent sur le rivage et 
commencent 1'operation. Le pere alors de dire a son plus 
jeune fils: "ce vieillard a voulu laisser perir de faim ta 
mere, et maintenant, il prend de la baleine que tu as 
chassee: fais de lui ce que tu veux." Le jeune fils s'avance 
alors vers le rivage et s'adressant au vieillard lui dit 
qu'il avait tue sa mere et levant la main il frappe la terre 
qui s'entrouve et se retourne engloutissant le vieillard avec 
tous ses compagnons. Il rentre alors dans la barabora en 
disant qu'ils etaient venus pour nous enterrer et c 1est nous 
qui les avons enterres. II dit alors a son pere qu'il serait 
utile pour eux maintenant d'aller chasser de nouveau. Le pere 
dit qu'il serait maintenant mieux d'aller se chercher des
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femmes: qu'il etait temps pour eux de se marier: ils
consentent: ils voyagerent longtemps dans une longue baie et 
la cotoyerent la cote le long d'un long cap: sur 1' autre cote 
du cap etait un large village: la ils s 'arreterent et le plus 
jeune frere dit a ses freres aines [sic]: "laissez-moi vous 
procurer des femmes et acceptez celles que je vous amenerais 
bien qu'elles ne soient pas belles. Ils y consentent et res
tent sur la berge: le plus jeune frere seul entre dans le 
village et bientot il reapparait avec une femme sans bouche 
qu'il donne a l'aine, celui-ci 1 ’accepte sans murmurer: il 
retourne et bientot revient avec une femme sans bouche qu'il 
donne au second, de meme pour le troisieme. Ils prennent cha- 
cun leur femme dans leur baidarka et retournent chez leur 
pere: le pere voyant ses belles-filles sans bouche dit qu'il 
serait ennuyeux qu'elles ne puissent parler et il dit a son 
plus jeune fils de leur faire des bouches: celui-ci mouille 
trois doigts avec sa salive et les place en frottant sur la 
place de la bouche de sa premiere belle-soeur et la bouche 
s'ouvrit: il refit la meme operation pour ses deux autres 
belles-soeurs. Le pere alors de dire a sa femme: "D'ou pen- 
ses-tu que toute la nourriture et les vetements viennent? Qui 
les fournit?" C 'est moi et moi seul, maintenant je deviens 
vieux et il est temps pour mes fils qui sont maintenant ma
ries de travailler. Le lendemain, tous les fils partirent a 
la chasse et rapporterent une grande quantite d'animaux: les 
femmes alors maintenant de travailler a preparer des
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vetements. Le pere alors de dire au plus jeune fils qu'il 
etait aussi temps pour lui de se marier. Celui-ci repondit 
qu'il epouserait la fille de la mort. Qu’il en soit ainsi dit 
le pere, ta destinee en veut ainsi. Le jeune frere alors 
s 'adressant a ses freres aines leur dit que maintenant il les 
avait maries et que c 'etait maintenant leur tour de 1'aider a 
se marier. Ils consentent et tous se disposent a partir: la 
chienne demande a les accompagner et regoit la permission: 
les fils partent et vont en file, suivant leur rang de 
naissance et la chienne tout a fait a l'arriere: ils marchent 
longtemps et arrivent a un point ou branchent cinq chemins: 
ils prennent sur 1 ’avis de la chienne le troisieme sur la 
gauche: ils marchent longtemps et enfin aperqoivent sur le 
chemin une femme d'une immense dimension etendue a terre qui 
couvre et barre le chemin: dans ses cheveux court de la 
vermine. La chienne alors de dire: "si les poux qui se trou- 
vent sur sa tete ne sont pas nettoyes ils deviendront a la 
fin humains. La chienne alors touche la vieille femme de sa 
patte et celle-ci fit place [so they could pass]: elle fit 
d ’abord passer ses freres et passa elle-meme la derniere, 
quand la vieille femme reprit sa place et ferma de nouveau le 
chemin. De nouveau ils marchent une longue distance quand 
enfin un bruit etrange et effrayant se fait entendre a eux: 
bientot ils voient les [1 word unreadable] de la mort, tous 
tournant avec un bruit affreux: la chienne alors de dire: 
"ici, celui qui n'ecoute pas ces [1 word unreadable] passe
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sans danger, pourquoi done avez vous peur? ceux qui n ' ecou- 
tent pas leurs [5 words unreadable]." Le jeune frere alors de 
prendre ses freres aines sous ses bras et disant a la chienne 
d'aller en avant il la suit: quand ils ont passes cet en- 
droit, le jeune frere depose ses freres et ils continuent 
leur chemin: ils arrivent a une riviere immense qui semblait 
bouillir: des pas se trouvent marques sur sa surface. Les 
freres de nouveau ont peur et le plus jeune les prend sous 
ses bras et suit la chienne qu'il fait passer en tete. Ils 
arrivent enfin de 1'autre cote du fleuve et continuent leur 
chemin: ils arrivent sur le sommet d'un talus tres incline 
dont la base ne peut s' apercevoir: ils hesitent pendant long- 
temps [pour] trouver comment ils peuvent descendre ce talus, 
mais la chienne s'elance ia premiere sur la pente et fait des 
pas pour ses freres. Le jeune frere alors commence la descen- 
te du talus dans un pays tout a fait particulier: ils aper- 
qoivent une large riviere pleine d 'une certaine sorte de 
saumon (kizhu):4 cette riviere etait celle a laquelle le mari 
de la fille de la mort venait pecher. Ils continuent leur 
chemin et arrivent a un large village: les freres se glissent 
pour ne pas etre vu par [les habitants de] la derniere des 
baraboras jusqu'a ce qu'ils arrivent a la derniere et large 
barabora [sic] quand la chienne leur dit que dans cette ba
rabora vit leur tante. Ils entrent et trouvent dans la

4 Kizhuch; Russian word for coho or silver salmon.
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barabora une femme entre deux ages: sur leur reponse qu'ils 
etaient affames elle leur apporte des plats avec un oeuf de 
poisson dans chacun d'eux: ceux-ci s 'etonnent et mangent cet 
oeuf, et aussitot un autre apparait et ainsi de suite, 
jusqu'a ce qu'ils soient rassasies. Leur tante alors leur dit 
qu'elle les connait et qu'elle sait pourquoi ils sont venus: 
son frere lui a dit quelques annees auparavant que ses fils 
viendraient et pour quelle cause. La nuit, ils sortent et 
s ' en vont prendre place sur le bord de la riviere et la at- 
tendent le mari de la fille de la mort: il distribue a son 
frere aine une lance, au second des fleches, et au troisieme 
aussi des fleches. Pour lui il se contente de prendre une 
large et lourde pierre: comme ses freres avaient peur il tire 
de son sein un morceau de quelque chose et leur donne a 
manger (il n ’est pas clair ce qu'il leur donne) et aussitot 
ils cessent d'avoir peur. Ils entendent un grand bruit et ils 
apergoivent un large ours: le jeune frere alors 1'arrete et 
lui dit que les fils du soleil sont venus pour le tuer: tuez- 
moi done dit-il: aussitot il lui lance la pierre et le frere 
aine la lance et 1'ours tomba: aussitot il court a lui et le 
depouille de sa peau: a l'interieur il trouve un vieillard 
tres vieux auquel la tete etait entierement chauve: il prend 
le poisson qu'il remorquait avec son filet dans la riviere et 
1’attache a un roc: puis il revetit la peau d ’ours et prend a 
l'interieur son frere [ses freres?] sans protection et rentre 
dans le village: il se dirige droit vers une immense barabora
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et s'assied au fond en silence: aussitot entre dans la 
barabora une vieille femme d'une taille gigantesque et d'une 
laideur immense et tenant un immense (Tukmik) vase en bois 
remplit de sang: celui-ci sans s'effrayer boit le contenu du 
vase: elle sort et rentre de nouveau en tenant un large et 
long (Aludak) plat plein de pieds et mains humains: il mange
encore et vide le plat: la vieille femme de nouveau sort et 
rapporte un immense (Aludak) plat rempli de poissons que de 
nouveau il mange. Au vieillard, mari de la femme [sic, 
fille?] de la mort etaient trois formes qu'il changeait a 
volonte: une d'ours, une de vieillard et une de jeune homme: 
il se decide a essayer celle du jeune homme et il entre dans 
le jupan ou il voit assise une jeune fille d'une beaute 
ravissante et la il passa trois jours avec elle. Le quatrieme 
jour il s'en alia le matin et redevint lui-meme, delivrant de 
meme ses freres et la chienne de leur captivite. Ils vont 
alors chez leur tante et il lui raconte qu'il a tue le mari 
de la fille de la mort et dit qu'ils ont faim: celle-ci leur 
apporte les meme (Aludak) plats avec un oeuf de poisson sur 
lequel ils font leur repas. L'oeuf se renouvelle au fur et a 
mesure qu'ils le mangeaient. Puis il reprend son deguisement 
et retourne a la barabora de la fille de la mort et lui dit 
de chercher les poux sur sa tete: celle-ci cherche et tout a 
coup s'arrete et se met a pleurer et a crier: " le fils du 
soleil a tue mon mari,” car elle avait trouve sur sa tete une 
ecaille d'Ayaqua: elle s 'enfuit en se lamentant chez son
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pere: celui-ci se met a pleurer et dans une grande colere de 
crier que le fils du soleil a tue son beau-fils, et qu'en 
consequence il devra perir. Le jeune frere de nouveau delivre 
ses freres et la chienne et leur dit que maintenant il leur 
faut travailler. II etait temps de chauffer le bain et tous 
les cinq ils s ' en allerent a la suite des cinq freres de la 
mort: ils arrivent a un large tronc dont les deux extremites 
etaient formees d'une machoire et l'interieur plein de dents 
et de sang: les fils de la mort les poussent a l'interieur et 
aussitot les machoires se referment: mais la en fait [les 
fils] du soleil avaient leur talisman (grains de Chernika) 
[myrtille, blueberry] et ils frapperent et frapperent [avec 
leur talisman] et enfin les machoires s'ouvrirent, et ils 
sont de nouveau au dehors: ils prennent des morceaux de ce 
tronc et portent une charge de bois au village pour chauffer 
le bain: ils chaufferent le bain et apres vont s'etendre sur 
leurs couches: le lendemain de tres bonne heure ils 
entendirent crier: "Maintenant il n'est plus temps de dormir 
mais de se lever, venez, et [one word unreadable] au jeu de 
la balangoire (Alkulik: ce jeu consiste a placer une longue 
planche sur un axe et a se balancer)." Les freres sont 
invites a se balancer et les freres de la mort cherchent a 
les jeter en l'air: une premiere fois ils reussissent a les 
jeter a une certaine distance mais a la seconde ils envoient 
un des freres dans les airs ou il disparait: il en est 
bientot de meme du second et du troisieme, reste maintenant
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le plus jeune et la chienne: ils veulent aller chercher leurs 
freres qui ont ete envoyes et se laissent lancer: ils sont 
envoyes aux confins de la terre, dans l'ouest, et la ils 
retrouvent leurs freres qui y avaient ete envoyes prece
demment: aussitot ils reviennent et de nouveau apparaissent a 
la mort. De nouveau, le matin, on crie dans le village que
1'on va proceder a un nouveau jeu, la [1 word unreadable]
(inixganA: ce jeu etait compose de pieces de lavtak attachees 
par de fortes cordes auxquelles on donnait un fort mouvement 
de bas en haut). Ils sont de nouveau jetes en haut: d'abord 
les trois freres et de nouveau le plus jeune et la chienne se 
font jeter pour aller a la recherche de leurs freres: ils 
vont de nouveau aux confins de la terre dans l'ouest, mais 
cette fois ils ne retrouvent pas leurs freres. Ils errent 
longtemps et continuent leur chemin jusqu'a ce qu'ils ar- 
rivent a un fleuve de feu duquel on entendait des cris et des
sanglots: bientot ils trouvent un chemin et la chienne dit
que c'est le chemin par lequel ils sont venus. Ils arrivent 
heureusement chez leur pere et celui-ci leur donne comme 
heritage de se transformer le frere en lune (igaluk) et la 
soeur en soleil (machak). Quant aux autres freres il n'en est 
plus question.
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Cette legende me fut racontee par Konstantin ci-devant toioun 
du village d ’Orlovie et habitant sur l’lle d'Ougak.

Orlovie (Eagle Harbor) 
lie de Kadiak

Mars le 20 1872

A.L.P.
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Appendix 2: Winter Festival Performances
Davydov, 8th December 1802 (St Paul Harbor)

FIG 
. #

STAGE DESCRIPTION PERFORMERS OTHER THAN 
DANCERS

MUSIC SONG DANCERS DANCERS' ATTRIBUTES

1 O i l  l a m p  c e n t e r  of 
room

F r o m  ceiling, above 
performance area, ar
rows set crosswise to 
w h i c h  a r e  f a s t e n e d  
stuffed animal skins, 
h u n t i n g  tools, seal 
lures, a baidarka. 
W h o l e  c e i l i n g  f e s 
tooned with dry grass

r e d  s p o t t e d  s t o n e  
(sy m b o l i c  c o f f i n  of 
a m a n  w e l l  known to 
them)

1 m a n  in k a m l e i k a ,  
sitting on a b e n c h ,  
o n  the side, swings  
a l l  t h i s  w i t h  a 
str i n g  in t i m e  w i t h  
the song.

2 drummers (biggest 
d r u m  b e l o n g s  to the 
actor impersonating a 
c h i e f ) ;  w o r e  h a t s  
w i t h  feathers, nose 
p i n ;  w e a r  b e a d s  in 
e a r s  & l o w e r  lip s ;  
eagle feathers (head) 
•sat by lamp

2 girls in kamleika: 
b e a d s  (lips,ears); 
b o n e  (nasal septum); 
eagle'feathers (hair) 
. s t a n d i n g  o n  e a c h  
side of the lamp 
. h o l d i n g  t h e i r  kam- 
leikas w/ both hands, 
t h e y  s w a y  s l i g h t l y  
from side to side

.beating of the 
drums
•everybody is sing
i n g  c h a n g i n g  tune 
a s  d i r e c t e d  by 
chief

•chief is constant
ly s h o u t i n g  some
t h i n g .  W h e n  he 
s h o u t s  " H e r e  are 
the wild animals 1" 
—  + a l l  present 
s t a r t s  imitating 
the c r i e s  of v a r 
ious animals; blow 
their whistles.

2 m e n  (representing 
2 h u n t e r s )  are 
standi n g n e a r  the 
girls
•ring their rattles 
in harmony w/ music

r e d  p a i n t  (face); 
e a g l e ' s  feathers 
( b a c k  & head); 
hunter's mask; vari
ous feathers & ferns 
c o v e r  t h e i r  faces; 
rattle in one hand, 
a n d  a small pad d l e 
in the other.

END: dancers swing 
their rattles in 
time with each 
other.
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Appendix 2: Winter Festival Performances
Davydov, 18th December 1802 (St Paul Harbor)

FIG.
#

STAGE DESCRIPTION PERFORMERS OTHER THAN 
DANCERS

MUSIC SONG DANCERS DANCERS'ATTRIBUTES

1 a n  o i l  l amp [ in 
center?]

[women & children 
are driven out of 
the kazhim]

2 Americans [Kodiak 
natives] sit near the 
lamp: dressed in or
dinary clothes

1 drummer?

d a n c e r s  blow 
t h e  little 
pipes 
(whistles)

song sung by 
all the 
spectators

rattle

drum played 
by a single 
individual

5 men (impersonating 
devils)
. enter one after the 
other
. cavort about and 
leave

1 man impersonating 
an evil spirit 
. enters
. shouts & runs from 
place to place in 
harmony with song and 
drum beat

wear different masks, some 
edged w/ ferns;
Cne man is painted red, 
o n e  painted black, two 
wear parkas, one a kam
leika. The painted ones 
and the one in kamleika 
a l s o  w e a r  a p i e c e  of 
c l othing of b i r d  s k i n  
hanging down to knees 
rattle held by man in kam
leika; little pipe hang 
from nose by thread

kamleika; wears magnifi
cent mask; holds a rattle
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Appendix 2: Winter Festival Performances
Davydov, 30th December 1802 (Woody Island)

FIG.
#

STAGE DESCRIPTION PERFORMERS OTHER 
THAN DANCERS

MUSIC SONG DANCERS DANCERS' ATTRIBUTES

1 oil lamp in center of 
kazhim; several small 
ones located around 
walls

space for performance 
and ceiling are cov
ered with dry grass

above lamp, from a 
set of crossbeams 
connected crosswise 
are hanging arrows, 
baidarkas, floats, 
etc., thi3 
arrangement is 
rocked--------------- +

2 drummers 
. sitting near 
lamp

a man is rocking 
the whole arrange
m e n t  — + rocking 
a lso t h e  4 men, 
o n e  s i t t i n g  at 
each corner of the 
c r o s s b e a m s ;  wear 
ma s k s  similar to 
t h o s e  o f  t h e  
dancers and body 
paints

music as previ
ously observed 
by Davydov

2 men
. stand near drummers 
[dance as previously 
observed by Davydov]

naked; red stripes (body) 
& r e d  & w h i t e  (face); 
s m a l l  s t i c k  in mouth; 
masks; small paddle in 
one hand, rattle in other

inter
mis
sion

. [they fall to 
the ground ?]

Drumming 4 men (previously on 
the crossbeams)
. jumping around the 
lamp
. threw off their 
masks & sit down on 
the floor with others
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FIG.
#

STAGE DESCRIPTION PERFORMERS OTHER 
THAN DANCERS

MUSIC SONG DANCERS DANCERS' ATTRIBUTES

2 2 drummers d r u m m i n g  in 
time with song 
sung by every
body

rattle shaken 
quietly

rattle shaken 
more loudly

[dancers'?] 
rattle

1 ) 1 man
. enters with his 
back to public 
. k n e e l s  for long 
t i m e  facing away, 
shaking his rattle 
quietly & harmonious
ly & gradually turn
ing around

lea p s  up, shakes 
h i s  rattle louder, 
c o n s t a n t l y  shifting 
position 
. he goes out

2 ) two men & 1 woman 
2 men: -------------- +

1 woman:-------------+
. t h e y  ent e r  their  
b a c k  to the public 
(women in between) 
.kneel for a while 
.they stood up, face 
the audience and make 
b o d y  m o t i o n s  in 
harmony with rattles 
( w h o s e ? ,  t h e  2 
mens'?]
. they go out
3) 1 man
. e n t e r s  w ith his 
back to audience 
. dances more skill
fully and leaves

p a i n t e d  body; m a s k  w/ 
semi-circular arrangement 
of small painted boards, 
& eagle feathers; holds 
a rattle

mask similar to above;
[rattles?] 
semi-circular array 
around her head

mask w/ semi-circular 
array around face; rattle
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Appendix 2: Winter Festival Performances 
Voznesenskii, 1842

FIG. STAGE DESCRIPTION PERFORMERS OTHER THAN 
DANCERS

MUSIC
SONG

DANCERS DANCER'S ATTRIBUTES
.beginning of every 
dance; burn & smoke 
field incense 
.Small arrows are 
rocking

The man who rocks 
the arrowB is sitting 
on a shelf above the 
door

he is painted in 
red; wears new kamle
ika; small bags and 
pieces mica hanging 
from his breast 
2 d r u m m e r s  & two whistling now 

piercing, weak, 
frozen in time; 
drum beat loud 
then quiet; 
sing in a long 
drawn out way; 
shout ee-ia-a, 
ee-ar-ve
Drums set tune

whistlers s a t  on  
opposite side; drum
mers sit on seal skin 
in front oil lamp

1 Center barabara, oil 
lamp burning.

drummers

?
drumming, song 

rattiest--

2 dancers are sitting 
on each side of the 
lamp on a lavtak:
1 ) they turn around a 
stick both in oppo
site direction.
2 ) they walk in two 
dir.
3) they stopped face 
to face & make inces- 
s a n t  motions from 
right to left with 
h a n d  holdi n g t h e  
rattle
4) 1 d a n c e r  bows 
down, other straight
ened up and toss head 
backward.

naked; mask; feathers 
(head); wing like ob
ject made of feathers 
on arms
each hold rattle in 
right hand & stick in 
left hand.
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FIG.
#

STAGE DESCRIPTION PERFORMERS OTHER THAN 
DANCERS

MUSIC
SONG

DANCERS DANCER'S ATTRIBUTES
1
ct. atone on which 

sometimes actors 
stumble unto while 
running in circle

drummers drumming, song 
rattles

5) repetition of 4 
several times.
6 ) dancers whirl, run 
around oil lamp 
trying not to yield 
speed.

2 1 whistler holding a 
rattle is sitting and 
rocking at each of 
the corner of the ba- 
rabara.

drummers

whistlers suddenly 
fall to the ground

singing in a 
long drawn way 
q u i e t  beating 
of the drum

rattles in har
mony with drums 
& song

women sing with 
drawn & quiet 
voices

stage is emotv

whistlers
1 ) sit still
2 ) suddenly rise to 
their feet, ringing 
out their rattles
3) walk in circles, 
repeatedly bending & 
straightening & step
p i n g  back somewhat 
faster
4 dancers [new ones? 1
1 ) walk
2 ) w a l k  f a s t e r  & 
faster until reach 
lively run; push each 
other; kick with feet 
& try to overpower 
each other so as to 
receive the crowd's 
approval.

naked; decoration as 
above actors; rat
tles .

dressed like the 
first ones [dancers 
from first dance?]

3 music is low & 
even

1 dancer enters 
• crawls ovit from the 
left side of entrance 
from under the skin 
covered corner

his back is covered 
w/ a bird skin parka, 
his front w/ kamlei
ka; huge pointed hat 
on his head & wearing 
a mask
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Appendix 2: Winter Festival Performances
Pinart, 4th February 1872 (Uyak)

FIG.
#

STAGE DESCRIPTION PERFORMERS OTHER THAN 
DANCERS

MUSIC
SONG

DANCERS DANCERS'ATTRIBUTES

1 drummers? Music

louder

1 ) 2 women dance making 
slow body motions;
2) 1 man appe ar s be
tween the 2 women
. crawls out on ground 
& disappears
3) women resume dancing
4) repetition of 2)

semi-circular array of 
deerskin (headband?)
b a r e  fa ce d "tied up 
w i t h  r e m n i  [Russian: 
straps, thongs, bands]”

2 A small baidara deco
rated with feathers 
(same as the one held 
by dancers) is rock
ing above the head of 
dancers

2 men are rocking the 
baidara with a rope

drummers?

?

rattle 
music, other 
than rattle?

1) 3 women, 2 men,

2 ) 1 boy appears in 
foreground, springs

3) they all dance: 
turning the body round, 
sometimes bending, and 
shifting feather from 
hand to hand

a feather in one hand 

rattle

3 drummers? 7 1 man
. dances round room at 
times shouting, showing 
with hi3 hands the rear 
of the kazhim

m a k e s  contortions, 
shouts o n c e  m o re ,  & 
exits

old garment/ large 
belly

4 drummers? ? 1 ) 1  man
. dances

2 ) another man enters

bird parka, semicircu
lar array round the 
face

clothed w/ lavtak; face 
"tied up with remni;" 
h e a v y  b e l l y ;  large 
stick
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FIG.
#

STAGE DESCRIPTION PERFORMERS OTHER THAN 
DANCERS

MUSIC
SONG

DANCERS DANCERS1ATTRIBUTES

4
c t. 3) the 2 men run round 

the room, dancing heav
ily and fast so they 
cannot meet.
T h e  m a n  w e a r i n g  the 
lavtak shoves the one 
wearing the bird parka 
s e v e r a l  t i m e s  with 
s h a r p  a n d  whistling 
cry.
After one circle round 
the room, the man with 
the parka exits, fol
lowed by the other.

5 drummers? Music as 
in Fig. 1?

Id. as fig. 1 but at 1 
time, women come for
w a r d  d a nc i n g ,  moving 
the body all in a mass 
and hands placed as if 
to repulse somethinq

6 drummers? ? 1 ) 1 man enters

. makes a call

2) 5 boys enter  f r om 
behind the spectators

3)
.they a ll  b e g i n  to 
d an c e h e a v i l y  around 
room moving the body 
all in a mass making 1 
circle of the room 
. exit

parka; black mask with 
white strokes; feathers 
in hair and one in each 
eye
wear same black mask
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FIG.
#

STAGE DESCRIPTION PERFORMERS OTHER THAN 
DANCERS

MUSIC
SONG

DANCERS DANCERS'ATTRIBUTES
6
c t .

4) all reappar one by 
one with the youngest 
first; particular dance 
with legs crossed

wear same black masks; 
they are naked-*

7 drummers? Music as 
in Fiq.l?

Id. as Fig. #1
8 drummers? 9 1 man enters 

. squating, he moves 
his body to and fro in 
different ways

naked; "face tied with 
remni;" pigtail on top 
of his head

9 musicians [at least 1 
drummer and 1 shaking 
a rattle]

?

drum,
rattle

+ man’s 
rattle

1 ) 1 man & 2 boys enter 
Man :
. stands motionless 
with his back to the 
spectators

Bovs s
• sit in a yogi  posi
tion;
.talk to each other and 
start moving toward the 
musicians; take 1 drum 
& 1 rattle & begin to 
play

2) Man turn3 around

3) Man and boys start 
jigqinq ? & make leaps

ragged parka; bare 
legs; semi-circular 
array around head

ragged parka

the front of his body 
is naked; holds a 
rattle

10 drummers? Music as 
in Fiq. 1?

id. to # 1
11 drummers ? ?

song in 
russian

1 ) 1 man enters 
. he squats & begins to 
sharpen a knife and 
sings in russian

naked; face "tied with 
remni;" holding grind
ing stone

1 This suggests that when they first appeared they were clothed.
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FIG.
#

STAGE DESCRIPTION PERFORMERS OTHER THAN 
DANCERS

MUSIC
SONG

DANCERS DANCERS1 ATTRIBUTES
11
ct

drummers? 2 ) 1 boy enters and 
then disappears

3) the man looks for 
the boy, but do not 
find him and incredu
lously set back to work
4) the boy reappears 
. repetition of 2-3 
several times
. finally he is thrown 
on the ground; his exit
5) the man exits

mask; wearing ( 1  word 
u n r e a d a b l e ]  in his 
right ear

12 drummers? Music as 
in Fiq.l?

Id. as #1

13 drummers? ?

drum

1 ) a man and a boy 
appear:
Man :
. makes the bladder 
revolve slowly

Bov :
. beats on the drum

2 ) a 2nd man appears
. throws the first man 
to the ground 
. menaces the two pre
vious characters with 
stick then disappears.

3)
. the boy looks up and 
tell the man to get up 
. the man gets up

rope tied around head; 
a bladder hangs by a 
string from his nose

face "tied up with 
remni;" holds a drum

naked; face "tied up 
with remni;" large 
stick
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FIG.
#

STAGE DESCRIPTION PERFORMERS OTHER THAN 
DANCERS

MUSIC
SONG

DANCERS DANCERS 1 ATTRIBUTES
13
ct.

4) the 2nd man reap
pears
. strike the other two 
fellows to the ground 
and exits

5) the 2nd man appears 
for the 3rd time
. strike the two other 
fellows aside

6 ) they all leave.

naked?; remni?; holding 
a large inflated blad
der

holding small inflated 
whale intestine
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Appendix 3 
Spec imens: Masks

SP. # MUSEUM ACCESSION # Mask location or 
illustration

NAME OF MASKS1
1 988-2-184 Bouloqne/Mer ["the sick one”l
2 988-2-186 " "
3 988-2-188 " »
4 988-2-179 .. .. shuqishat F
5 988-2-185 .. shuqishat M
6 81-21-31 Musee de 1'Homme shuqishat M
7 988-2-183 Bouloqne/Mer n"axlainak f b 1
8 988-2-187
9 988-2-182 kaniktuk fm]
10 988-2-181 kuqukuak [r 1
11 988-2-180
12 988-2-199 unaxtulik [<1
13 988-2-201 iuaulik To; 1
14 988-2-204 nalumalik [o]
15 81-21-26 Musee de 1 ‘Homme iulik (missinq)
16 D47-13-75 Bouloqne/Mer puqumalxa (missinq)
17 988-2-197
18 988-2-200 aqaiuxluak r 01
19 988-2-205 axuxul[ik?l
20 988-2-196 iiuxiulik
21 988-2-195 unnuliuk
22 988-2-203
23 988-2-169 paiulik
24 988-2-198 inqilaqiiak
25 81-21-27 Musee de 1'Homme chummuqiiak
26 988-2-202 Bouloqne/Mer ashik f 01
27 988-2-168 an'un [01
28 988-2-174
29 988-2-170
30 988-2-173
31 D47-13-42 (missinq)
32 988-2-172 chuuialik [o[
33 59-29-1 Musee de 1'Homme Not Pinart collection
34 988-2-171 Bouloqne/Mer nakyshalik fol
35 988-2-176
36 988-2-189 agifl-ik [x]
37 988-2-190 iquixtulik [al
38 988-2-159 like iquixtulik
39 988-2-152 like aqatullik
40 988-2-193 allaiak M
41 8-47-21 Musee de 1'Homme like allaiak M
42 988-2-194 Bouloqne/Mer allaiak F

1 On the back of some of the masks of the Pinart collection the names of the masks 
is followed by either a letter or a sign. The meaning of those characters have 
remained a mystery to this day. However, I felt it was important to record the 
names exactly as given, and when one of those characters is present on the mask I 
included it in brackets after the mask name.
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SP. # MUSEUM ACCESSION # Mask location or 
illustration

NAME OF MASKS

43 988-2-192 " •• iukshaq^iluki
44 988-2-191 ” " " “
45 988-2-175 .. kuauk
46 988-2-177 ••
47 988-2-178 ••
48 988-2-207 .. ..
49 988-2-208 •• ••
50 81-21-30 Musee de 1'Homme
51 81-21-29 .. „
52 988-2-209 Bouloqne/Mer
53 81-21-6 Musee de 1'Homme
54 988-2-162 Bouloqne/Mer
55 988-2-206
56 988-2-145
57 988-2-143 like aqaiuxluak
58 988-2-160
59 988-2-154
60 988-2-155
61 988-2-161
62 988-2-153
63 988-2-156
64 988-2-157
65 988-2-144
66 988-2-166
67 988-2-158
68 988-2-164 " "
69 988-2-142
70 988-2-141 - ”
71 988-2-167 tunyxpak; kitlok, a 

whaler
72 988-2-163 •• »
73 988-2-165
74 988-2-148
75 988-2-147
76 988-2-149
77 988-2-151
78 988-2-146
79 988-2-150
80 81-21-25 Musee de 1'Homme
81 988-2-210 Bouloqne/Mer
82 10-0-38 Burke Museum
83 1991-27/1
84 1991-27/2 .. »
85 1991-27/3 .. ..
86 10-0-37 " "
87 10-0-36 " "
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SP. # MUSEUM ACCESSION # Mask location or | 
illustration

NAME OF MASKS

88 1.2E 1617
89 10-9-33
90 10-0-34
91 10-0-35 a,b
92 693
93 694
94 1973 Am 6-11 British Museum
95 72-667 Anchorage Mus. 

Hist. & Art
96 II-A-1561 Ak State Museum, Juneau
97 II-A-1564 .. ..
98 II-A-1565
99 II-A-1562 .. ..
100 II-A-1559 ..
101 II-A-1566 .. ..
102 II-A-1563 .. ..
103 II-A-1560 .. ..
104 II-C-1 Sheldon Jackson
105 II-C-2
106 II-C-3 . .  . .

107 II-C-4 ■■
108 II-C-5 " »
109 90465 Smithsonian
110 90466 .. „
111 364498
112 74692 .. ..
113 T 9410/72550 ..
114 74694 .. ..
115 T 9411/72551 .. M
116 CL 373/72549 .. ..
117 20263 .. M
118 20264 ..
119 20266 " "
120 20267 1.  ..

121 20268 . .

122 20269 . .  . .

123 20265 . .  ..

124 74690 . .  ..

125 II-Q- 6 Sheldon Jackson
126 PI. 194 Sotheby, 1988
127 Nuka Report, left
128 " " , center
129 " " , riqht
130 Salle Drouot, 1982
131 " " , 1980
132 536-21 a MAE, in Avdeev 1957
133 536-21 b MAE, in Avdeev 1957
134 ill. 239 Sotheby, 1987
135 571-6 MAE kingum shua/happy 

fellow
136 571-8 MAE nakonali/sand piper; 

woodcock
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SP. # MUSEUM ACCESSION # Mask location or 
illustration

NAME OF MASKS

137 571-9 MAE bakhagilykhvivak/ the 
one
in love

138 571-12 MAE
139 571-1 a MAE atmal'chik
140 571-1 b MAE " ••
141 571-11 MAE taliuliakhkhia
142 571-4 MAE kangil'git/the sick 

one
143 571-7 MAE shaguialik/the

cripple
144 BM 173 Museum of Mankind
145 BM 174 •• »
146 16268 Smithsonian
147 MAM 13901 Museo de America
148 MAM 13899 •• ••
149 K1SQ32#36 Karluk site
150 '• "
151 " "
152 UA85-193 13386 a,b .. ..

153 UA85-193 14671 ~ »
154 410424 Smithsonian
155 410425 » ..
156 410426 " »
157 410427 •• ••
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Appendix 4 
Specimens: Maskettes

Sp. # Accession # Collected at__
I UA 85-193/4803 Karluk
II Uncataloqued i*

III Uncataloqued *

IV Uncataloqued •i

V Uncataloqued ti

VI Uncataloqued i*

VII UA84-193/1454 ii

VIII UA85-193/2976 it

IX UA85-193/4010 ft

X UA84-193/4010 it

XI UA85-193/2553 it

XII UA85-193/2704 w

XIII UA85-193/3401 it

XIV UA85-193/3792 it

XV UA85-103/3546 tt

XVI UA85-193/4135 ii

XVII UA85-193/4325 ti

XVIII UA85-193/3828 ti

XIX UA87-193/7582 ii

XX UA83-193/478 ii

XXI UA85-193/5234 it

XXII UA87-193/2816 tt

XXIII Uncataloqued •t

XXIV Uncataloqued ii

XXV UA85-193/4408 tt

XXVI UA85-193/4410 it

XXVII UA85-193/4732 it

XXVIII UA85-193/4778 tt

XXIX1 UA85-193/4026 it

XXX UA85-193/6311 ti

1 Specimens #XXIX and #XXX were both on exhibit at the time of this research and I 
was unable to examine them. They are both illustrated in the catalogue of the 
exhibition in which they appear (Crowell 1988:136).
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Appendix 5 
Symmetry: a Summary

Kodiak Archipelago 
TRAITS

Location
REPRESENTATIONAL

Color
DESIGN
Color

GEOMETRIC DESIGN BACKGROUND
Location Color

S p # 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
1 4 + 4 4 + + + + 4 4 ? 4 4 4 7 4 4 7 4 4 7 4 4 4
2 4 + 1 4 4 4 + + 4 4 4 0 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

3 4 + 4 + 4 + + + 4 4 + 2 4 4 4 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

4 4 4 4 4 + 4 + 4 ? 7 4 7 7 4 7 7 4 4 4 4
5 4 + + 4 + + + 4 7 7 4 7 7 4 7 7 4 4 4 4
6 4 4 4 4 + + + + 4 7 7 4 7 7 4 7 •> 4 4 4 4
7 4 + + 4 + + + + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
8 4 +3 + 4 + + + + 4 4 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

9 4 l + +  ] 4 ( + + I 0 l + + | 0 1° °1
10 + 4 + 4 -f + + + 4 f 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
11 4 +4 + + + + + + 4 4 0 7 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

12 4 4 4 4 + + + + 4 4 4 0 4 4 4

13 + 4 4 4 + + + + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
14 4 + + + + + + + 4 + 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

15 + 4 4 4 + + ? ? ? 4 4 0/7 4 4 4
16 4 + + 4 + + + + 4 4 4 4 4 0/4 4 4 4 4
17 4 4 4 4 + + + + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

18 4 4 4 + + + + + 4 4 4 4 4 0 4 4 4 4

19 + I + + 1 4 [ + + 1 + f + + 1 4 \ + + |
2 0 4 4 4 4 + + 4 + 4 4 4 4 4 0/4 4 4 4 4
2 1 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

22 0 0 0 4 0 0 + + 4 4 4 0 4 4 4

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

1 Symbolic representation of trait (eye?) or geometric design.
2 Design or symbolic representation of an eye.
3 Id.
4 Id.
5 The design is crescent-shaped. It is impossible at this stage to know whether it is representational or geometric.
6 Only half of the face is represented. The other half of the face has been burnt by the sight of an evil spirit. 
The original face must have been symmetric.
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TRAITS REPRESENTATIONAL DESIGN GEOMETRIC DESIGN BACKGROUND
_____ Location Shape______ Color______ Location Shape______ Color______ Location Shape______ Color______ Color_______|sp*|l |2 | 3 |l 1 2 | 3 I 1 | 2 | 3 |l I 2 |3 | 1 j 2 |3 |l | 2 I 3 |l | 2 |3 I 1 I 2 |3 |l I 2 |3 | 1 |2 |3 I

23 + + + + + + + + + + + 0 + + +
24 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
25 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
26 + + + + + + + + + + + + •f + + + + +
27 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
28 + + + + + + + +
29 + + + + + + + + + + + +
30 + + + + + + + + + + + +
31 +7 + + + + + + + + + + +
32 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
33 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
34 + + + + + + + + + + 7 + + 7 + + 7 + + + +
35 + + + + + + + ■f + +
36 + + + •f + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
37 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
38 + + + + + + + + + + + +
39 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
40a + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
40b f + + + 1 f + + + 1 f+ + + 1 [ + + + 1
41a + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
41b | + + + | 1 + + + ] [ + + + 1 [ + + + 142 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
43a + CD♦ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
43b f 7 ? 7 ] I 7 ? ? 1 l ? 7 7 1 l + + + ] [ + + + 1 f+ + + 1 f + + +1
44a + + 9 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
44b [ + + + | 0 0 ] [ + + + ] ( + + + | [ + + + i f+ + +  1 [ + + + 145 [ + + + 1 [ + + +i [° 0 °1 f° 0 ° I 1° 0 °1 f° 0 °146 [ + + + 1 r+ + + i f + + +147 [ + + + | i + + + i [ + + +1
48 [ + + + ] [ + + +i f + + +149 \ + + + ] f+ + +i [ + + + 1
50 [+ + + ] f+ + + ] [ + + +151 + + + + +
52a + + + + + +
53 + + + + + +

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

7 The mask is missing but is supposed to have been identical to #30 but slightly smaller.
8 Symbolic representation of trait (mouth) or design.
9 Symbolic representation of trait (mouth) or geometric design.
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TRAITS REPRESENTATIONAL DESIGN GEOMETRIC DESIGN BACKGROUND
_____ Location Shapr______ Color______ Location Shape______ Color______ Location Shape______ Color______ Color_____
I Sp# | 1 I 2 | 3 I 1 T 2 I 3 | 1 I 2 I 3 1 1 |2 | 3 |l | 2 |3 |l | 2 |3 |l |2 | 3 I 1 I 2 I 3 11 | 2 I 3 |l |2 I 3 I

54 + + + + + +
55 + t + + 1 [ + + ] 10
56 + + + + + +
57 + + •f + + + + ? + + + + + 0 + +
58 + + + + + +
59 + + + + + +
60 •f + + + + +
61 + + + + +
62 + + + + + +
63 + + + + + +
64 + + + + + +
65 + + + + + + + + +
66 + + + + + +
67 + + + + + + + + +
68 + + + + + +
69 + + + + + +
70 + + + + 0 +
71 + + + + + +
72 + + + + + +
73 + + + + + +
74 + + + + + + + + +
75 + + + + + + + + +
76 + + + + + +
77 + + + + + + + +
78 + + + + + +
79 + + + + + +
80 + + + + + +
81 f + + ] + f + + 1 + [ + + J + 1+ + 1 +
82 + + + + + + + + + +
86 + ? + + 7 + + +

CO *-> h-*

88 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
89 1 + + + 1 1 + + + 1
90 [ + + + ] 1 + + + 1

1 2 3 4 3 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

10 This mask is the only mask of the collection which has an asymetrical shape of the face itself. As such no 
additionnal column was created.
11 This mask is too damaged to allow for any analysis of symmetry.
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TRAITS REPRESENTATIONAL DESIGN GEOMETRIC DESIGN BACKGROUND
Location Shape_____ Color_____ Location Shape________Color_____ Location Shape______ Color______ Color

|~Sp» |l |2 | 3 |l 1 2 | 3 |1 I 2 I 3 |l | 2 I 3 | 1 | 2 |3 |l h  |3 | 1 |2 I 3 11 1 2 |3 11 |2 |3 |l |2 |3 I

91 1 + + + ] 1 + + + ]
104 + + + + + +
105 + + + -*■ + + + +
109 [ + + 1 + 1 + + 1 +
110 + + + + + + 7 +
111 12
125 + + + + + +
126 + + + + + + + + + + + +
130 + + + + + + + ■f + + + •f + + + + + + + + +
131 + + + + + + 13
132 + [ + + 1 + [ + + ]133 + + + + + +
135a + + + + + + + + + +
135b | + + + 1 [ + + + 1 f + + + 1 f + + + 1136 + + + + + + t + + + +
137 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
138 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
139 14
140 15
141 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
142 + + + + + + + + + + + +
143 [ + + 1 + f + + ] + f + + | +
146 + + + + + + + + ? + + + + + + + + + + + +
149 + + + + + +
150 + + + + + +
151 + l + + ] + [ + + ]
152 ? 16 ? ? 7 ? ?
153 ? 17 ? ? 7 7 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

12 This mask is very damaged.
13 The only record I have of this mask is a Black & White picture.
14 N/A
15 N/A
16 The mask is too damaged to allow for any analysis of symmetry.
17 Id.
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Alaska Peninsula: Katmai, Douglas

T R A IT S
L o c a t i o n C o l o r

REPRESENTATIONAL DESIG N  
C o l o r

GEOMETRIC DESIG N
C o l o r

BACKGROUND 
C o l o r

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
83 + + + + + +
84 + 7 [ + + 1? + ?f + + ] 785 0 0 0 0 0 0
97 + + ? + + 7
98 + 19 + 7 + + 7
99 + + + + + +
100 + + + + + +
101 + + + + + + ?20 7
102 + + + + + +
103 0 0 0 + 0 +
112 + + + + + + 0 0 0
113 + + + + + + + ? 7 7
114 + + + + + +
115 + 7 7 + ? 7 + 7 +21 +7 +7 +7 +
116 + + + + + + + +
124 + + + + + + +

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Prince William Sound

T R A IT S  REPRESENTATIONAL D ESIG N  GEOMETRIC D ESIG N  BACKGROUND
L o c a t i o n  S h a p e  C o l o r  L o c a t i o n  S h a p e  C o l o r  L o c a t i o n  S h a p e  C o l o r  C o l o r
1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

94 I + 1 I + ] I + I [ + + + 1 1 + + + ] [ + + + i 1 + + + 1
95 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

19 T h e  m a3 k  i s  d a m a g e d  a n d  i t  i s  i m p o s s i b l e  t o  k n o w  i f  t h e r e  i 9 o r  n o t  a  t r i p a r t i t e  d i v i s i o n  o f  t h e  f a c e .
20 T r a c e s  o f  r e d  p i g m e n t  a r e  f o u n d  o n  c h e e k s  n e a r  n o s e  a n d  u p p e r  l i p  b u t  t h e i r  e x t e n t  i s  u n k n o w n .
21 D e s i g n  o r  b a c k g r o u n d  ?
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TRAITS REPRESENTATIONAL DESIGN GEOMETRIC DESIGN BACKGROUND
Location Shape Color Location Shape Color Location Shape_______ Color____________Color
1 2 3 1 2 3 l 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

106 0 /+ 0 0 0/+ 0 0 0/+ + 0 0 +
107 1 + + J + 1+ +] + + + 1 + + ] 22 [ + +7J [ + +7] [ + +?] +

108 0 0 0 0 0 0 0/+ 0 + + 0 + + 0 + 023 0 +
117 0 0 + + 0 + 0 0 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ?24
118 0 + + 0 0 + + 0 ? + +25 ? ? + + 0/+ + 0/+ + + + ? 26
119 0 0 0 0 0 0 o27 0 +28 0 0 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
120 0 0 0 + 0 0 + 7 7 0 7 0 7 0 ?29
121 0 + + 0 + + 0 + + + ? 30 7 7 7 7 7 +
122 0 + + 0 + + 0 + + + + + + + + + + +
123 + l + +] + [+ +} + 7 7 +
127 + 0 + + 0 0 31
128 ? + + ? + + 32
129 ? 33 ? + ? ? +
147 0 [0 +1 0 1° -M + [+ + | + I + 1148 ( + + ♦I f+ + + 1 [ + + + ] [ + 11 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

22 It is impossible to know whether the parallel bands of white, black, and red form a design, a background, or both.
23 It was somewhat difficult to decide whether the background for the left side of the mask, area 1, is the same as 
the right side as it seems that on the right side the white layer was painted on white, while on the left side, the 
white layer is painted over a red wash. Because of the totally different effect produced, I decided to consider the 
two background as really different.
24 It is unclear whether or not the red pigment originally covered the whole background of area 3 (lower face) or if 
it was only found above and under the mouth.
25 According to Dali's description two seals were drawn on the left side (right on the picture) of the mask (1966:127) 
and three on the right sice (left on the picture). At the time I examined the masks, only one seal remained visible 
on on the left side (right on the picture) of the mask, and two on the right side (left on the picture) side of the 
mask.
26 The mask is broken. It is unclear whether or not the red pigment covered only the area over the upper lip.
27 According to Dali the right (left on the picture) eyebrow was red. (1966:128) This does not show any more.
28 According to a museum description, the mouth is red. This is not visible anymore.
29 According to Dali's description, red pigment is found around the mouth (1966:126). At present, red is visible only 
above the mouth. As a result we do not know whether or not red was used as a background color for the entire lower 
face.
30 According to Dali (1966:127), a red band ran along the edge of the mask (section 1-2). This band is not visible any 
more.
31 The only record I have of this mask is a Black & White picture and of poor quality at that.
32 Id.
33 This mask has been repainted by the person who found it.
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TRAITS
Color

REPRESENTATIONAL DESIGN 
Location Shape Color

GEOMETRIC DESIGN 
Location Shape Color

BACKGROUND 
Color

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
154 [ + + 1 + [ + + 1 +
155 + [ + + 1 + [ + + 1156 l + + + l [ + + + ]157 1 + + ] l + + + ]1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Undecided Provenience

TRAITS
Location Color

REPRESENTATIONAL DESIGN 
Location Shape Color

GEOMETRIC DESIGN 
Location Shape Color

BACKGROUND 
Color

Sp# 1 2 3 1 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
92 + + + + + + + + + + + +
93 + + + + + + + + + + + +
96 + + ? + + ?
134 + + + + + +
144 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
145 + + + + + + + + + + + 4-

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
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Appendix 6 
Color Names and Uses

colors Kodiak Alaska Peninsula PWS
RED Pinart 1 Pinart 2 Birket-Smith 53

kauishkak 

Pinart m s .
large red talismans: chixmik

kagixg^ak kauirqAq 
paint: qat'Aq

Modern spellinq :

Old Man Chechenev: D i a m e n t a
qtak: ochre collected in river (qetak : ochre (paint)]

Leer 1995

Merck
red paint: ktat (rust red bolus)

Modern SDellina: Leer 1995
kawisqaq : red
qetaq : ochre (paint)

huntina festivals
. faces of performers daubed in red (Davydov 8th of 
Dec., 28th of Dec.)
. faces of the man who rocks the array above perfor
mance area (Voznesenskii 1840)
. body of the performers painted with red stripes 
(Davydov, 30th December)
. a red spotted stone symbolizing the coffin of a well 
to them man (Davydov, 8th Dec.)
festival and other festivities face Daintinas 
face painted with various colors, marking them with 
lines and divisions of black, white, and red 
(Sarychev, v. 2:18)
women's face paints for the dance : red and black 
(Merck 1980:104)
men's face paints for the dance: red (Merck 1980:104)
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RED ct. Welcome of aue3ts:
. hosts paint their face red (Davydov 1977:150; 
Shelikhov 1981:55; Gideon 1989:58-59)

Women 1s taboo
women will not pick up or touch wood that is red 
because they fear that they will cause heavy menstrual 
flow (Davydov 1977:170)

Huntina
hunter paint his face red (Davydov 1977:150)

Lona sea travel
paint their faces red (Davydov 1977:150)
PreDaration of corDses
when a rich person dies they "paint his face red, on 
the forehead, the cheek to the:. jaw bones and[ the low 
P.ar.t .of. the...face [sic] and five black lines on the 
eyes and the forepart of the cheeks," (Pinart ms.)

Oriain of the use of red in festivities
Legend of the calming of the winds (Pinart ms.) 

Hunter's talismans
Chixmik: large red talisman (Pinart ms)

Face Daintina in aeneral
..sometimes dye their faces, rubbing them with coal, 
red clav. or other sorts of earth of different 
colors.. (Von Lanqsdorff 1803-1807:63)

BLACK Pinart 1 
tanishkak
Old Man Chechenev: Diaments
uqulak: obtained on cliffs; sometimes charcoal is used

Pinart 2 
tai[n? Jtxgak

Birket-Smith 
tan'ArqAq 
paint: umxlik

Modern soellina : 
Leer 1995 
tan'erqaq
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BLACK ot. Merck
blackish copper: akhsak (agsiq. cf Aleut axsigis = 
hematite]
Modern spelling : Leer 1995 
tamlesqaq : black

festival and other festivities face paintings 
. face painted with various colors, marking them with 
lines and divisions of black, white, and red (Sarychev 
vol.2:18)
. women’s face paints for the dance : red and black 
(Merck 1980:104)
. during festivities faces were never painted black 
(Gideon 1989:58-59)

Mourning
mourners daubed their faces in black (Shelikhov 
1981:54; Lisianskii 1814:200)

Preparation of corpses
when a rich person dies they "paint his face red, on 
the forehead, the cheek to the jaw bones and the low 
part of the face (sic) and five black lines on the 
eyes and the forepart of the cheeks, " (Pinart ms.)

Origin of the use of black in festivities 
Legend of the calming of the winds (Pinart ms.)

Origin of the black color of raven (Golder 1903:98- 
103)

Face painting in general
..sometimes dye their faces, rubbing them with coal. 
red clay, or other sorts of earth of different 
colors.. (Von Lanqsdorff 1803-1807:63)________________
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WHITE Pinart 1 
kach'kak
Old Man Chechenev: piqmenta

Pinart 2 
kachkak

Birket-Smith
qatArqftq
Modern spellina :

qapadyk : stone washed ashore by the sea [cf. qapuk 
pumice]
Merck
white paint: kutkhlioak 
(limestone)

Modern SDellina : Leer 1995 
qatesqaq

Leer 1995 
qaterqaq

Huntina festival
. faces of first two dancers painted white and red 
(Davydov 30th Dec. 1802)

festival and other festivities face Daintinqs
face painted with various colors, marking them with 
lines and divisions of black, white, and red (Sarychev 
vol.2:18)

Orioins of the white color of the cull (Golder 
1903:98-103)

GREEN Pinart 1 
chugnashkak

Pinart Loose
green marble talisman: kan'galgik 

Chechenev: Diaments
qivak: stone found on mountain screes

Modern soellina : Leer 1995 
cunqasqaq

Pinart 2 
chunashkak

Birket-Smith 
k dlim-qAqa lERua
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GREEN ct. Hunter's talisman
kan'galgik: green marble talisman (Pinart ms.) 
shining green stone (Pinart ms.)

Soiritual beina
the whaler's helper - green eyes through which could 
be seen deep caves where green flames were 
burning...the thing disappeared in a green flash 
(Demidoff 1962)
the whaler "shamanizing" to unearth a corpse - green
mi3t began to come out of the mound and spread out 
till it covered the whaler..(the whirling mist] came 
out of the ground with such force that the boy could 
see in its green glow that the whaler's eyelids.. 
(Demidoff 1962)

BLUE Pinart 1
chugnag"iuuashkak (probably cungagyu'asqaq blue/green
ish]

Modern SDellina : Leer 1995 
cungasqaq

Holmbera (1985:40)
Blue paint is not native to them. They obtain little 
blue stones (debris with copper content?) from the 
Alaska Peninsula..

Pinart 2 
chunashkak

Birket-Smith 53 
cvngArqAq

YELLOW Pinart 1
kagi_xnashkak [qakirngasqaq : color of rancid]

Pinart 2 
kagizhnaxkak

MepHo6ypwft 
Ichernovatyi? J

Pinart 1
tangiiuashkak [tan'eryu'asqaq : blackish]

GREY Pinart 1
kaqixqnf? laiuuashkak fqakirnqayu'asqaq : yellowish]

BLACKISH GREY Pinart 1
tangiluni katxgn_luni
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Miscellaneous 
colors not 
precised

Leer 1989 
paint: kraaskaaq

Festivals
performers with body decorated with different paints 
(Davydov, 30th December)

Birket-Smith
paint (earth) 
padjAq
paint (dark) ovtAq

Going to war
Men painted their faces (Gideon 1989:42)
Return from hunting
men especially paint their faces when they approach 
the settlement as they return from the hunt (Gideon 
1989:58-59)
Initiation into Kazhim
initiated had their faces painted with various 
pigments (Chechenev ms.)

Face painting in general
. "..les sauvages ont 1 'habitude de se barbouiller le 
visage..1'habitude de se peindre le visage.." (Vitmont 
429-430)

. "...sometimes dye their faces, rubbing them with 
coal, red clay, or other sorts of earth of different 
colors...." (Von Langsdorff 1803-1807:63)_______________
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Appendix 7: Spatial Distribution of Color 
White

Kodiak Archipelago
Background________  Design    Facial traits

S p  # 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
1 + + + + nose
2 + + + underside

brows
3 + -*• +
4 + + +i nose
5 + + +
6 4- + +
7 + 2 + 3 surface nose
8 + +
9 1/2

left
1/2
left

1/2
left

L. 1/2 nose
10 + + + nose
11 +

/
/ +

{nose)
lips

12 + +
13 + + + 4
14 + + +
16 + +
17 + +
18 + + nose
19 +6

1 According to Lot-Falck (ms.)- the lower part of the face which is painted red is covered with white 
circles. These circles are not visible any more.
2 The white paint is over a black layer.
3 Id.
4 Design or lips indicator.
5 The white paint is over a reddish brown layer.
6 Id.
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__________ Background ________  Design Facial traits
U p #  |1 I 2 | 3 |l ) 2 13 |l I 2 CT
20 + + nose
217 L.

side
L.
side

R.
side

R.
side

R.
side

22 + +
23 + +
24 + + +
25 + + +
26

/
/ + + underline

brows
surface lips

27 + + underside
brows

32 + +
33 + +
34 + + +
36

/
/ + + +

37
/

/ + + +•

39
/

/ + +

40a + + + pupils surface lips?
40b t + + + 141a + + + pupils surface lips
41b [ + + + ]
42 + + underside

brows
inside mouth

43a + + nose underline
mouth?

43b [ + + + ]44a + + + nose underline
mouth?

44b [ + + + 1 +

7 According to the legend accompanying this mask, half of the face was burnt at the sight of evil spirit. The 
original face would have been symmetric.
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__________ Background_______ _________ Design ________________  Facial traits
I Sp # I 1 1 2 I 3 | 1 |2 |3 | 1 | 2 IT

45 [1/2
L.

1/2 L. 1/2
L.]

65
/

/?
81 [ + + ]
88 + + +
136 +

/
/ 2nd outline 

eyes
137 + +
138 +

/
/ + 2nd outline 

eyes
141 + + + outline brows 

& upper edge 
nose

underline
mouth?

142 + + nose
146 + + + nose

Prince William Sound
Background________  Design    Facial Traits

Sp # 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
94 [ + + +

1
underline
eyes

underline
mouth

95 +
/

/ + 2nd outline 
eyes

106 R.
side

nose (- L. 
side)

107 [+8 +
J .

I? ?
J. .

nose?

8 It is difficult to decide whether the parallel bands form the background, a design, or both.
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Background Design___________________________ Facial traits
Sp # 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 ' ■ " 2 3

108 +9 R.
side

147 +

Undecided provenience
Background_______  Design Other

Sp # 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
93 ? ?
144

/
/ + underline

brows
2nd outline 
eyes

145 +

9 The white paint is over a white layer on the right side and a red one on the left side.
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Appendix 7: Spatial Distribution of Color 
Black

Kodiak Archipelago
Background_______   Design    Facial traits

S p # 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
7 +1 +2 +3
12 V 4 brows underline eyes
13 + + nose surface eyes
14 + + nose surface eyes
16 +5 V brows eyes
17 brows eye3
18 V + brows eyes
19 + nose [ surface of raised di3cs ]
20 lower

1/26
V brows eyes

21 right7 right right L . brows L. eye
22 + brows eye3

1 The black layer is under a white layer.
2 Id.
3 Id.
4 This represents a small two-colored triangle located at the top of the head. V = black/red and V  
= red/black.
5 I was unable to trace the whereabouts of this mask. Fortunately, it was still part of the Pinart 
collection when Lot-Falck made her study. Her description (ms.) is the basis for the information found 
in this table.
6 In this particular location, black is either the background of the lower portion of area 3 or an 
under the mouth marker.
7 According to the legend accompanying this mask, half of the face was burnt at the sight of an evil 
spirit. The black side represents the burnt side.
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__________  Background________  Design Other________
ISp # | 1 |2 I 3 | 1 |2 | 3 | 1 | 2 | 3
23 / / 8 brows eyes
24 + underline eyes
25 + underline eyes
26 + + +
27 + + brows; nose underline eyes
29 + +
32 + + nose underline eyes
33 + + nose underline eyes
34 + nose underline eyes
35 + + nose
36 + nose
37 + nose
38 + nose
39 + nose
40a underside brows
41a underside brows
45 [ L. 1 / 2 L. 1 / 2 L. 1 / 2 ] L. side nose
51 + +
57 V ,  + +
65 + +
67 + + + nose
77 + + +
88 + upper

1/2 9
+ nose

126 + + nose
135a +
135b [ + + + 1
136 brows

8 The separation of areas 1 from 2 is indicated by a piece of blackened (with age?) seal skin, and 
that of areas 2 from 3 by a change of background color underlined also in this case by a piece of 
blackened seal skin.
9 The black pigment in this case represents either the background color of the upper half of area 3 or 
a design element.
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_________  Background_______  Design    other_______
U p #  |1 I 2 | 3 |1 I 2 I 3 ll 1 2 I 3
137 + brows; surface 

nose
138 + brows mouth
141 + underline brows
143 [+ + 1

Alaska Peninsula: Katmai, Douglas
B a c k g r o u n d ________ D e s i g n __________  Facial traits

Sp # 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
113 ? 10 ? 7
115 underside brows
116 underside 

brows ̂ 1

Prince William Sound
Background________   Design    Facial traits

Sp # 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
94 f + + ?]
95 brows
106 brows
107 ( + 12 + 1 nose?

10 It is unclear whether the dark traces found on the mask are really remnants of black pigments or 
the result of other agencies.
11 The color (Pantone 574U) can be described as either greenish black or blackish green (see also 
Table, Green: Dark, infra).
12 It is difficult to decide whether the parallel bands form the background, a design, or both.
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Background_______   Design    Other
|sp # 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
108 Left 1/2 +13 + brows; center 

groove and upper 
extension?

groove

118 nose & upper 
extension?

147 brows; underside 
brows

eye surface

Undecided Provenience
Background_______   Design   Facial traits

Sp # 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
92 + brows & upper 

extension
93 brows; nose sur

face & extension
144 + brows
145 brows

13 It is impossible at this stage to determine whether or not the groove which separates the nose and 
its upper extension in two as well as the one which separates the mouth in two represent designs or 
means of underlining the asymetric character of the face.
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Appendix 7: Spatial Distribution of Color
Red

Kodiak Archipelago
Background_______   Design    Facial traits

Sp # 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
1 + + underside helmet 

brows
2 + + +
3 + + +
4 + +
5 + + + lips
6 + + + lips
7 / / + + + underside brow3; 

underline nose 
edqes

underline eyes

8 / / / / + +
9 underside right 

brow; right side 
nose; right 1 / 2  
base nose

10 + + + underline brows, 
nose bridge & 
nostrils’ rims

underline eye?

11 / / + + 71
14 + underside brows inside mouth
16 + Underside brows, 

top surface of 2no3e

inside mouth

26 + nose

1 It is unclear whether the pigment is red or appears reddish brown because of the underlying blue- 
green background.
2 I was unable to trace the whereabouts of this mask since it left the museum of Boulogne sur Mer.
According to Lot-Falck's description, the top surface of the nose and the inside of the mouth is red.
Unfortunately she does not precise the type of red involved. It could be either bright red or reddish
brown. For the analysis of the latter color see supra.
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Background ________  Design________ __________________ Facial traits ________________
I SP *  I 1 I 2 I 3 I 1 I 2 | 3 | 1 | 2 13
34 + +3 underside brows; 

side & base nose
36 + + ? 4 underside area 1 

side & base nose
underline eyes? area 3 = mouth 

area
37 + underside area 1 

side & base nose
40a + + + 2nd outline 

brows; outline 
nostrils

underline eye & 
pupils

40b [ + + + 1
41a + + + 2nd outline 

brows; outline 
nostrils

underline eye & 
pupils

41b [ + + + 1
42 / / + + + underline brows; 

nose (minus 
nostrils)

center pupils underline mouth

43a / / + + chin or mouth?
43b I + + t J
44a / / ? + +
44b [ + + + 1
130 / / + + ?5 underline brows; 

nose (minus 
nostrils)

center pupils lip surface

136 + groove from top 
to tip of nose

1st outline eyes
137 + + +
138 + + 1st outline eyes

3 Lot-Falck indicates that the entire surface of this section is covered with red circles but she does 
not precise the shade of red (ms.)*
4 The red pattern forms here a design as well as perhaps underlines the eyes.
5 We know from a description of specimen #42 (a mask identical in everything to the one under
discussion) by Lot-Falck that 3 vertical red rows of 4 red dots linked the upper lip to the red line
separating area 2 from area 3.
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Background______  Design Facial traits
1 Sp # 1 2 3 i 2 3 1 2 3 _
141 + + + underline brows 

& upper nose
146 + upper 

half
+ + underside brows

Prince William Sound Area
Background_______   Design    Facial traits

Sp # 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
94 [ + + + 1 nose underline eyes8
95 + nose surface and 

upper extension; 
side nose

1st outline of 
eyes

106 R. 1 / 2 L. 1 / 2 + left side nose
107 I* 7 + 1 + I? ? 1 nose?
108 +8 + left side nose 

surface and 
upper extension

underline left 
eye

117 ? 9 + + underline L. 
brow

lower lip

118 + + • left eye area over upper 
lip 1°

119 ? 11 + + left eye

6 See ft. 1.
7 It is difficult to decide whether the parallel bands form the background, a design, or both.
8 The red pigment layer is overlain by white paint.
9 It is unclear whether the color forms the background of area 3 or colors the mouth.
10 The mask is broken. It is unclear whether or not the red pigment covered only the area over the
upper lip.
11 According to Dali (1966:128) there were traces of red over the lip. This is not visible anymore, 
only a line running from side to side is visible.
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Background______  Design________ __________________ Facial traits ________________
| SP * I 1 I 2 | 3 | 1 | 2 [3 | 1 | 2 [3

120 +12 + +
121 + + ? left eye
122 + + + left eye mouth
123 + surface nose

Undecided provenience
Background_______   Design    Facial traits

Sp # 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
144 + +
145 + eyes mouth

12 According to Dali (1966:126) there were traces of red around the mouth and on the upper border. 
Only the red on the border is still visible.
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Appendix 7: Spatial Distribution of Color 
Reddish Brown

Kodiak Archipelago
Background_______   D e s i g n __________   Facial traits

s p # 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
11 +1
12 t2 V 3 underside brows; 

nose
mouth

13 underside brows; 
sides of nose.

16 V top surface of 
nose ? 4

inside mouth?

17 + + nose mouth
18 + V underside brows; 

base of nose
mouth

19 [ + +5 1 underside brows; 
sides & base of 
nose

[side of raised circles]

20 / / V,  + underside right 
brow; base nose

lips

21 1/2 L . 6 V L. 1/2 nose L. 1/2 mouth
22 V nose inside mouth ?
23 + V.
1 Unclear if the color is really reddish brown or appears as such because it is underlain by blue- 
green paint.
2 The mouth has exactly the same size as area 3.
3 This represents a small two-colored triangle located at the top of the mask. V = black/red and V  
= red/black.
4 I was unable to trace the whereabouts of this mask since it left the museum of Boulogne sur mer.
According to Lot-Falck (ms.), the top surface of the nose and the inside of the mouth are red.
Unfortunately she does not precise the type of red involved. It could be either reddish brown or
bright red. This information will be incorporated in the two tables.
5 The reddish brown paint is under a white slip.
6 According to the legend accompanying this mask, half of the face was burnt at the sight of an evil 
spirit. The "original" face was probably symmetric.
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_________  Background_______  Design ________ _______________  Facial traits_________________I sp # I 1 I 2 I 3 I 1 I 2 I 3 [1 I 2 I 3 1
27 inside mouth; 

surface lips
28 +
29 + nose surface
30 + underside brows
31 + underside brows
32 + (nose) + underside brows; 

sides of nose
mouth

33 + underside brows; 
side nose

mouth

34 + + 7 underside brow3 ; 
side & base nose

35 +
38 + underside brows
39 + +
45 (R. 1 / 2 R. 1/2 R. 1/21 right side nose
46 I + + + ]
47 t + + + ]
48 [ + + + ]
49 I + + + ]
50 I + + + ]
57 + V underside brows
65 + nose
74 + +8 underside brows mouth
75 + +9 underside brows mouth
82 + + mouth
86 + underside brows
88 lower

1 / 2
+ underside brows; 

sides nose
mouth

105 + outline eye3?

7 Lot-Falck indicates that the entire surface of this section is covered with red circles but she does
not precise the shade of red (ms.).
8 The mouth is equal in size to the whole of area 3. As such it is impossible to know whether or not
the red pigmentation is that of the mouth, the background, or both.
8 Id.
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_________  Background_____   Design__________________________ Facial traits_________________
I Sp # |1 I 2 | 3 |l I 2 I 3 |1 1 2 I 3 |

109 7 10
110 +
135a +
142 visorH +?
143 + surface nose .........I

Alaska Peninsula: Katmai, Douglas

Background_______ Design   Facial traits
Sp # 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
97 nostrils
98 , 1 2 ?
101 ? 7 ?
112 Left 1/2 Left 1/2 Left 1/2 L. 1/2 nose
113 ? right and left ? 

eye surface
114 ? underline eyes?
115 + + base nose
116 + base nose
124 +

I® Some very faint red staining is visible. Pigment or result of unknown agency?
11 According to Liapunova's description of the mask, the visor and the lower portion of the face are 
painted red, shade unprecised (1994:188-189). On specimen #1 collected by Pinart some 30 years later, 
the visor and the lower portion of the face are painted green. It is very clear from my examination of 
the various specimens that green was a color with little stability, and which has faded dramatically 
on most specimens. In view of the age of specimen #142, it is possible that originally the two areas
in question were painted green, and then faded away to the degree that only the natural color of the
wood is now visible.
12 There are some traces of red pigments about the eyes and cheeks. Unfortunately not enough to know
if this color covered the whole section of the face.
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Prince William Sound

Background ________  Design________   Facial traits
Sp # 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
147 1 + + 1 nose
148 I + + + 1 nose

Undecided provenience

Background ________  Design________  Facial traits
Sp # 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
92 + nostrils underline eyes
93 + base nose underline eyes
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Appendix 7: Spatial Distribution of Color
Green

Kodiak Archipelago
Deslqn Facial traits

Sp # 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
1 + + + visor
2 + + surface nose
3 + + + nose & upper 

extension
4 +1 inside mouth
5 + + surface ncse
6 + + surface nose
7 +2 + + sides nose
8 + 3 + + underside brows; 

nose
+4

9 1/2 R. 1/2 R. 1/2 R. underside left 
brow; left side 
& 1 / 2 base nose

10 + + underside brows
11 +
20 upper 

1 / 2 5
underside left 
brow

underline over 
mouth area?

32 + (nose 
tip and 
base)

+

36 +

1 According to Lot-Falck (ms.) the upper part of the face was covered by geometric designs formed by 
red and green vertical and short oblique lines. Only a few red segments are still visible.
2 The blue-green pigment is lying over a black base.
3 Blue-green covers the whole of area "3" but area "3" is made up of a pair of crab claws. At this 
point it is impossible to know whether blue-green is a background color, a trait emphasizing color, or 
both.
4 Id.
5 This color is either that of the upper section of area 3 or a marker of the upper mouth area.
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_________  Background_______________  Design ________ _______________  Facial traitsI Sp # I 1 | 2 | 3 | 1 I 2 13 I 1 I 2 | 3

37 +
38 +
39 +
40a + + 1st outline 

brows; nose
white eyes inside mouth

40b ( + + + 1
41a + + + 1st outline 

brows; nose
white eyes inside mouth

41b f + + + 142 + + + + nostrils; 
outline brows

pupils (-center)

43a + + + brows
43b [ + + + J44a + + underside brows
44b t + + + 1
130 + +
136 + nose surface
138 + underside brows 

nose
141 / / + underside and 

upper outline 
brows; nose;

142 +
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Appendix 7: Spatial Distribution of Color 
Blue (primary)

Kodiak Archipelago
Background_______   Design Facial traits

Sp # 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
1 + +
2 + + +
3 + + +
8 + + +
11 + + underside brows 

nose surface
inside mouth

16 +
43a + + underside brows
43b ..[ + + + 1
44a + + + 1st outline 

brows
44b t + + 1
88 + (tip & 

base of 
nose)

h

146 + + brows; outline 
nose

outline eye

Appendix 7: Spatial Distribution of Color 
Blue (light)

Prince William Sound
Background________  Design    Facial traits

Sp # 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
95 +
106 L. 1/2
108 right surface 

nose & upper 
extension 581
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Undecided provenience
Background_______   Design    Facial traits

Sp # 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
145 surface nose & 

upper extension
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Appendix 7: Spatial Distribution of Color
Pinkish

Kodiak Archipelago
Background_______   Design____________________________Facial traits

Sp # 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
81 + [underline mis- 

[sing nose
top surface eyes 
cheeks marker

Undecided provenience
Background_______   Design    Facial traits

Sp # 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
144 +1 + surface nose
145 + +

Appendix 7: Spatial Distribution of Color
Orangey

Kodiak Archipelago
Background_______   Design    Facial traits

Sp # 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
24 + underside brows; 

nose
25 + underside brows; 

nose

1 On this part of the mask, the pink pigment seems to be overlain by another darker pigment. 
Unfortunatey, I cannot ascertain the color of the latter. At the time of my visit to the Museum of 
Mankind in London, the mask was on exhibit and I was unable to study it from close up.
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Appendix 7: Spatial Distribution of Color 
Green (dark)

Kodiak Archipelago
Background_______   Design    Facial traits

Sp # 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
8 8 1 + tip & 

base of 
nose

+

1462 loner
1 / 2

+ + underline nose; 
nostrils

Alaska Peninsula: Katmai, Douglas
Background_______   Design   Facial traits

Sp # 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
116 underside brows3

1 The paint looks like commercial paint.
2 The paint looks like commercial paint.
3 The color (Pantone 574 U) can be either described as greenish black or blackish green.
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Prince William Sound
Background_______   Design    Facial traits

Sp # 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
122 nose & upper 

extension4

4 According to Dali: "The nose was greenish, and a stripe of the same runs up to the point where the 
feather was pegged in, on each side," (1966:126). Over seventy years later, Birket-Smith could still 
see this green color. He noted that the"...lower part of the green stripes on the forehead are much 
broader than those figured by Dali...the nose is green in its entire width," (1953:109-110). This 
color is no longer visible. The wood where this paint was supposed to have been, is only stained 
darker. My experience with the typical Koniag green is that if fades out without marking the wood. 
This suggests that the pigments used in the Prince William Sound must have been of a different 
composition and darker.
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Appendix 8 
Eye Description

I - SYMMETRIC 

1 - STRAIGHT LINE
11 H o r i z o n t a l l y  p l a c e d  e y e s

A - No brows
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised

12 E y e s  s l o p i n g  i n w a r d

A - No brows
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e ~ incised 

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face
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a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised

13 E y e s  s l o p i n g  o u t w a r d

A - No brows
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised

2 - RECTANGULAR EYES
21 WlTHOUT PUPILS

211 Horizontally placed

A - No brows
a - painted 
b - raised
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c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised

212 Sloping toward the center of the face

A - No brows
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised
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A - No brows
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised

213 Sloping toward the outside of the face

22 W I T H  P U P I L S

221 Horizontally placed

A - No brows
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b
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d - carved out 
e - incised 

D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised

222 Sloping toward the center of the face

A - No brows
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised

223 Sloping toward the outside of the face

A - No brows
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised
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C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised

23 W i t h  c e n t r a l  s l i t

231 - Horizontally placed eyes

A - No brows
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

232 - Sloping toward the center of the face

A - No brows
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted
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b - raised 
c - a & b

D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

233 - Sloping toward the outside of the face

A - No brows
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

3 - OVOID AND OVOID-LIKE EYES
31 W i t h o u t  p u p i l s

311 Horizontally placed eves

A - No brows
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted 
b - raised
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c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised

D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised

312 - Sloping toward the center of the face

A - No brows
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised

313 - Sloping toward the outside of the face

A - No brows
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted
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b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised

32 W i t h  p u p i l s

321 Horizontally placed
A - No brows

a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised
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A - No brows
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised

322 Sloping toward the center of the face

323 Sloping toward the outside

A - No brows
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised
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D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised

33 W i t h  c e n t r a l  s l i t

331 - Horizontally placed eves

A - No brows
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

332 - Sloping toward the center of the face

A - No brows
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b
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333 - Sloping toward the outside of the face

A - No brows
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

4 CRESCENT LIKE EYES
41 T h e  c o n c a v e  a r e a  f a c e s  u p w a r d

411 : Horizontally placed

A - No brows
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b
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d - carved out 
e - incised

A - No brows
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised

412 Sloping toward the center of face

413 Sloping toward the outside

A - No brows
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised

C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted 
b - raised
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c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised

42 C o n c a v e  a r e a  f a c e s  d o w n w a r d

421 Horizontally placed

A - No brows
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

E - Eyes located inside the underbrow areas 
a - painted
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised
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422 Sloping toward the center of the face

A -

B -

C -

D -

E -

No brows 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out

incised
located inside the underbrow areas

e - 
Eyes 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised

423 Sloping toward the outside

A - No brows
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised
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C -

D -

E -

Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted 
b - raised 

a & bc -
d - carved out 
e - incised 

Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

Eyes located inside the underbrow areas 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised

5 HALF MOON EYES
51 T h e  f l a t  a r e a  f a c e s  u p w a r d

511 Without pupils

5111 Horizontally placed

A - No brows
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b
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d - carved out 
e - incised

A - No brows
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised

5112 Sloping toward the center of the face

5113 Sloping toward the outside

A - No brows
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b
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d - carved out 
e - incised 

D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised

512 With pupils

5121 Horizontally placed

A - No brows
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised

5122 Sloping toward the center of the face

A - No brows
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted
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b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised

5123 Sloping toward the outside

A - No brows
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised

513 With central slit

5131 Horizontally placed
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A - No brows
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

5132 Sloping toward the center of the face
A - No brows

a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

5133 Sloping toward the outside

A - No brows
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted
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b - raised 
c - a & b

D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

52 T h e  f l a t  a r e a  f a c e s  d o w n w a r d  

521 Without pupils

5211 Horizontally placed

A - No brows
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised

C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e ~ incised

D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised

5212 Sloping toward the center of the face

A - No brows
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised
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B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised

5213 Sloping toward the outside

A - No brows
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised

522 With pupils

5221 Horizontally placed
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A - No brows
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised

5222 Sloping toward the center of the face

A - No brows
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised
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c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

5223 Sloping toward the outside 
A - No brows

a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised 

D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised

523 With central slit

5231 Horizontally placed

A - No brows
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b
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5232 Sloping toward the center of the face

A - No brows
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

5233 Sloping toward the outside

A - No brows
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

B - Parallel with brow ridge 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

C - Brow ridge slopes toward center of face 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside 
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b

6 - CIRCULAR EIES
61 - C i r c u l a r  e y e s  w i t h o u t  p u p i l s

A - no brows
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b
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d - carved out 
e - incised
1 - circular
2 - funnel shaped 

f - pegged
B - Horizontal brow ridge 

a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised
1 - circular
2 - funnel shaped 

f - pegged
C - Brow ridge slopes toward the center of the
face

a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised
1 - circular
2 - funnel shaped 

f - pegged
D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside of
the face

a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised

1 - circular
2 - funnel shaped 

f - pegged
E - Eyes located inside the underbrow areas 

a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised

1 - circular
2 - funnel shaped 

f - pegged
F - Asymmetric brows 

a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out
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e - incised
1 - circular
2 - funnel shaped 

f - pegged

62 C i r c u l a r  e y e s  w i t h  p u p i l s

A - no brows
a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised

1 - circular
2 - funnel shaped 

f - pegged
B - Horizontal brow ridge 

a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised
1 - circular
2 - funnel shaped 

f - pegged
C - Brow ridge slopes toward the center of the
face

a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised
1 - circular
2 - funnel shaped 

f - pegged
D - Brow ridge slopes toward the outside of
the face

a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised
1 - circular
2 - funnel shaped 

f - pegged
E - Eyes located inside the underbrow areas 

a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out
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e - incised
1 - circular
2 - funnel shaped 

f - pegged
F - Asymmetric brows 

a - painted 
b - raised 
c - a & b 
d - carved out 
e - incised

1 - circular
2 - funnel shaped 

f - pegged

I1 “ A S Y M M E T R I C  1

29 - THE LEFT EYE IS REPRESENTED BY A STRAIGHT LINE,
THE RIGHT ONE IS ROUND

291 T h e  e y e s  a r e  p l a c e d  h o r i z o n t a l l y

2911 Same level

A - in the order given 
B - in reverse order

2912 Different level

A - in the order given 
B - in reverse order

292 T h e  e y e  r e p r e s e n t e d  b y  a s t r a i g h t  l i n e
IS S L O P I N G

2921 Toward the center of the face

1 The numbering of the various combinations of eye shapes follows that 
of the first half of a 9 x 9 matrix that includes on each of its axis 
the various eye types found in the sample. The "order given” thus 
corresponds to that indicated by a two digit number. The order 
permutation is indicated by "reverse order." For example, "29 - the left 
eye is represented by a straight line and the right one is round" 
represents the "order given." The eye permutation, i.e. the left eye is 
is round and the right eye is represented by a straight line is found 
under the sub-category "reverse order." The order on the matrix is as 
follows: no eye = 1; straight line = 2 ;  rectangular = 3; ovoid = 4; 
crescent shaped with concave area facing upward = 5 ;  crescent shaped 
with concave area facing downward = 6; half moon, flat surface facing 
upward = 7; half moon, flat surface facing downward = 8; and round = 9.
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29211 Same level

A - in the order given 
B - in reverse order

29212 Different level

A - in the order given 
B - in reverse order

2922 Toward the outside of the face

29221 Same level

A - in the order given 
B - in reverse order

29222 Different level

A - in the order given 
3 - in reverse order

44 - THE TWO EYES ARE OVOID
441 T h e  e y e s  a r e  p l a c e d  h o r i z o n t a l l  

4411 Different level

442 T h e  t w o  e y e s  a r e  p a r a l l e l

4421 Sloping from left to rioht

4422 Sloping from right to left

443 O n e  e y e  i s  p l a c e d  h o r i z o n t a l l y ,
O T H E R  O N E  IS S L O P I N G

4431 Toward the center of the face

44311 same level
44312 different level

4432 Toward the outside of the face

44321 same level
44322 different level

T H E
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49 - THE LEFT EZE IS OVOID, THE RIGHT ONE IS ROUND
491 T h e  e y e s  a r e  p l a c e d  h o r i z o n t a l l y

4911 Same level

A - in the order given 
B - in reverse order

4912 Different level

A - in the order given 
B - in reverse order

492 T h e  o v o i d  e y e  is s l o p i n g

4921 Toward the center of the face

49211 Same level

A - in the order given 
B - in reverse order

49212 Different level

A - in the order given 
B - in reverse order

4922 Toward the outside of the face

49221 Same level

A - in the order given 
B - in reverse order

49222 Different level

A - in the order given 
B - in reverse order

52 - THE LEFT EZE IS CRESCENT SHAPED AND THE RIGHT 
ONE IS STRAIGHT

521 T h e  c o n c a v e  a r e a  o f  t h e  c r e s c e n t  s h a p e d
E Y E  F A C E S  U P W A R D
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5211 The two eves are placed horizontally

52111 Same level

A - in the order given 
B - in reverse order

52112 Different level

A - in the order given 
B - in reverse order

5212 The two eyes are sloping

52121 Toward the center of the face

521211 Same level

A - in the order given 
B - in reverse order
521212 Different level

A - in the order given 
B - in reverse order

52122 Toward the outside of the face

521221 Same level

A - in the order given 
B - in reverse order
521222 Different level

A - in the order given 
B - in reverse order

5213 The left eve is horizontal, the right is sloping 

52131 Toward the center of the face

521311 Same level

A - in the order given 
B - in reverse order
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521312 Different level
A - in the order given 
B - in reverse order

52132 Toward the outside of the face

521321 Same level
A - in the order given 
b - in reverse order
521322 Different level
A - in the order giv'en 
B - in reverse order

522 T h e  c o n c a v e  a r e a  o f  t h e  c r e s c e n t
E Y E  F A C E S  D O W N W A R D

5221 The two eves are placed horizontally

52211 Same level

A - in the order given 
B - in reverse order

52212 Different level

A - in the order given 
B - in reverse order

5222 The crescent eve is sloping

52221 Toward the center of the face

522211 Same level
A - in the order given 
B - in reverse order
522212 Different level
A - in the order given 
B - in reverse order

52222 Toward the outside of the face

S H A P E D
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522221 Same level
A - in the order given 
B - in reverse order

522222 Different level
A - in the order given 
B - in reverse order

5223 The left eye is horizontal, the right is sloping
52231 Toward the center of the face

522311 Same level
A - in the order given 
B - in reverse order
522312 Different level
A - in the order given 
B - in reverse order

52232 Toward the outside of the face
522321 Same level
A - in the order given 
b - in reverse order
522322 Different level
A - in the order given 
B - in reverse order

59 - THE LEFT EZE IS CRESCENT SHAPED AND THE RIGHT 
ONE IS ROUND

591 T h e  c o n c a v e  a r e a  o f  t h e  c r e s c e n t  s h a p e d
E Y E  F A C E S  U P W A R D

5911 The two eves are placed horizontally
59111 Same level

A - in the order given 
B - in reverse order
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59112 Different level

A - in the order given 
B - in reverse order

5912 The crescent eve is sloping

59121 Toward the center of the face
591211 Same level

A - in the order given 
B - in reverse order
591212 Different level

A - in the order given 
B - in reverse order

59122 Toward the outside of the face

591221 Same level

A - in the order given 
B - in reverse order
591222 Different level

A - in the order given 
B - in reverse order

592 T h e  c o n c a v e  a r e a  o f  t h e  c r e s c e n t
E Y E  F A C E S  D O W N W A R D

5921 The two eves are placed horizontally

59211 Same level

A - in the order given 
B - in reverse order

59212 Different level

A - in the order given 
B - in reverse order

5922 The crescent eve is sloping

S H A P E D
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59221 Toward the center of the face

592211 Same level 
A - in the order given 
B - in reverse order

592212 Different level 
A - in the order given 
B - in reverse order

59222 Toward the outside of the face

592221 Same level
A - in the order given 
B - in reverse order
592222 Different level
A - in the order given 
B - in reverse order

91 THE LEFT EZE IS ROUND THERE IS NO EZE ON THE 
OTHER SIDE

A - in the order given 
B - in reverse order

III M I S C E L L A N E O U S

1 - Not applicable
2 - Damaged
3 - Undecided
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Appendix 9 
Eye Types: a Summary by Specimens

I - S Y M M E T R I C  

1 - STRAIGHT LINE
11 H o r i z o n t a l l y  p l a c e d  e y e s  

Ad: 45-46-47-49-50-51-71-143
Bd: 26-29-35-58-59-135-137-141-146-149 
Cd: 133 
Dd: 54

12 E y e s  s l o p i n g  i n w a r d  
Ad: 48-49-90
B

a: 18
d: 1-27-56-67-104-105-142-144-148 

Cd: 12

13 E y e s  s l o p i n g  o u t w a r d
Bd: 60-63-64-66-68-69-72-73-74-75-76-77-78-79-80-93-112

124
Dd: 30-31-38-39-61-62

2 - RECTANGULAR
21 - W i t h o u t  p u p i l s

211 - Horizontally placed 
B

a: 17-21 
d: 55

23 - W i t h  c e n t r a l  s l i t

222 - Sloping toward the center of the face 
Cd: 150

3 - OVOID AND OVOID-LIKE EYES
31 - W i t h o u t  p u p i l s

311 Horizontally placed 
Ab: 156
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B
a: 14 
d: 52

312 Sloping toward the center of the face 
C

d: 134 
e: 132

32 - W I T H  P U P I L S

321 Horizontally Placed 
Be: 40-41

33 - W i t h  c e n t r a l  s l i t

332 Sloping toward the center of the face 
Cb: 113

333 Sloping toward the outside of the face 
Bb: 95

4 - CRESCENT LIKE EZES
41 T h e  c o n c a v e  a r e a  f a c e s  u p w a r d

411 Horizontally placed 
Bd: 92 
Dd: 110-125?

42 T h e  c o n c a v e  a r e a  f a c e s  d o w n w a r d

421 Horizontally placed 
B

b: 12-16-20 
d: 53-114-138 

Ed: 83-84-97-98-99-101-102-116?

5 - HALF MOON EZES
51 T h e  f l a t  a r e a  f a c e s  u p w a r d

511 - Without pupils

5111 - Horizontally placed 
Bd: 136 .
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5113 - Sloping toward the outside of the face 
Dd: 32-33-34-88-126

52 T h e  f l a t  a r e a  f a c e s  d o w n w a r d

521 - Without pupils

5211 - Horizontally placed 
Bd: 24-25

6 - CIRCULAR EYES
61 - C i r c u l a r  e y e s  w i t h o u t  p u p i l s  

Ae2: 109
B

d: 23-28-82-94-96-100-151 
el: 4-15P-157 
f: 131

C
d: 65 
el: 7 
f: 145

D
d: 107
el: 5-6-9-10-36-37 
f :155 

Eb: 121-122
62 - C i r c u l a r  e y e s  w i t h  p u p i l s  

Ad: 81
Bf:42-130 
Cf: 19

II - AS YMME TR I C

29 LEFT EYE IS REPRESEHTED BY A STRAIGHT LIRE, THE 
RIGHT ONE IS ROUND

291 P l a c e d  h o r i z o n t a l l y

2911 Same level 
B: 70

292 T h e  e y e  r e p r e s e n t e d  by a s t r a i g h t  l i n e  is
S L O P I N G
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2922 Sloping toward the outside of the face
29222 Different level 

A: 106
44 THE TWO EZES ARE OVOID
443 O n e  e y e  i s  p l a c e d  h o r i z o n t a l l y , t h e  o t h e r

O N E  S L O P E S  

4431 Sloping toward the center of the face 

44311 Same level: 22 
49 THE LEFT EZE IS OVOID, THE RIGHT ONE IS ROUND
491 P L A C E D  H O R I Z O N T A L L Y

4911 Same level 
A: 118

4912 Different level 
A: 119
B: 147

52 LEFT EZE IS A CRESCENT AND THE RIGHT ONE IS A 
STRAIGHT LINE

522 T h e  c o n c a v e  a r e a  o f  t h e  c r e s c e n t  e y e  f a c e s
D O W N W A R D

5223 The crescent shaped eve is horizontal. the other one 
is sloping

52231 Toward the center of the face

522312 Different level 
A: 108

59 THE LEFT EZE IS CRESCENT SHAPED AND THE RIGHT ONE 
IS ROUND

592 T h e  c o n c a v e  a r e a  o f  t h e  c r e s c e n t  s h a p e d  
E Y E  F A C E S  D O W N W A R D

5921 Placed horizontally

59211 Same level 
A: 85
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59212 Different level 
A: 103

91 THE LEFT EXE IS ROUND AND THERE IS NO EXE ON THE 
RIGHT SIDE
A: 117-120

III - M I S C E L L A N E O U S  

N/A: 2-3-8-11-43-44-123-139-140-154 
Damaged: 57-86-87-91-111-115-129-152-153 
Undecided: 127-128
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Appendix 10 
Eye Types: Quantitative Summary

Types | Kodiak | Alaska Pen. 1PWS |Undecided
I - Symmetric 
1 Straight line

11
A
a/b/c/d/e

B
a/b/c/d/e

C
a/b/c/d/e

D
a/b/c/d/e

12
A
a/b/c/d/e

B
a/b/c/d/e

C
a/b/c/d/e

13
B
a/b/c/d/e

D
a/b/c/d/e

T O T A L  -.58

20 0 0 0
8 0 0 0

0 /0 /0 /8 / 0 0 0 0
10 0 0 0
0/0/0/1 0 / 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0
0 /0/0 /1 / 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0
0 /0/0/1 / 0 0 0 0

12 0 1 1
3 0 0 0
0/0/0/3/0 0 0 0

8 0 1 1
1/0/0/7/0 0 C/0 /0/1 / 0 0/0 /0 /1 / 0

1 0 0 0
0 /0/0/1 / 0 0 0 0

21 2 0 1
15 2 0 1
0/0/0/15/0 0/0 /0 /2 / 0 0 0 /0 /0 /1 / 0

6 0 0 0
0 /0/0/6 / 0 0 0 0
53 2 1 2

2 Rectangular 
21 Without pupil 

211 horizontal
B
a/b/c/d/e 

23 With central slit 
232 sloping inward
C
a/b/c

T O T A L  : 4

3 0 0 0
2 /0 /0/1 / 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0
0/1 / 0 0 0 0

4 0 0 0

3 Ovoid 
31 Without pupils 
311 horizontal
A
a/b/c/d/e

B
a/b/c/d/e 

312 sloping inward 
C
a/b/c/d/e 

32 with pupils 
321 horizontal 
B

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 /1/0 /0 / 0 0

2 0 0 0
1/0 /0/1 / 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 1
0 /0/0/0 / 1 0 0 0/1/0 /0 / 0

2 0 0 0
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I Types I Kodiak I Alaska Pen. I PWS I Undecided

a/b/c/d/e 
33 w/central slit
332 sloping inward 
C
a/b/c

333 sloping outward 
B
a/b/c

T O T A L  : 9

0 /0 /0 /0 / 2 0 0 0

0 1 0 0
0 0/1 / 0 0 0

0 1 0 0
0 0/1/0/0 / 0 0 0

5 1 2 1
4 Crescent shaped 
41 concave area upward 
411 horizontal
B
a/b/c/d/e

D
a/b/c/d/e 

42 concave area downward 
421 horizontal 
B
a/b/c/d/e

E
a/b/c/d/e

T O T A L  : 17

0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0/0 /0/1 / 0

2 0 0 0
0/0 /0/2 / 0 0 0 0

5 1 G 0
0/3/0/2/0 0/0/0/1 /0 0 0

0 8 0 0
0 0/0/0/8 / 0 0 0

7 9 0 1
5 Half moon 
51 flat side upward 

5111 horizontal
B
a/b/c/d/e 

5113 sloping outward 
D
a/b/c/d/e 

52 flat side downward 
5211 horizontal 
B
a/b/c/d/e

T O T A L  : 8

1 0 0 0
0/0/0/1 / 0 0 0 0

5 0 0 0
0/0/0/5/0 0 0 0

2 0 0 0
0 /0 /0 /2 / 0 0 0 0

8 0 0 0
6 Circular 
61 without pupils

A
a/b/c/d/el/e2 /f

B
a/b/c/d/el/e2 /f

C
a/b/c/d/el/e2 /f

D
a/b/c/d/el/e2 /f

E
a/b/c/d/el/e2 /f

1 0 0 0
0 /0 /0 /0 /0 /1 / 0 0 0 0

7 1 2 1
0/0/0/4/2/0/1 0/0 /0/1/0/0 / 0 0 /0 /0 /1/1/0 / 0 0 /0 /0 /1/0 /0 / 0

2 0 0 1
0/0/0 /1/1/0 / 0 0 c 0 /0/0/0 /0/0 / 1

6 0 2 0
0 /0 /0/0/6 /0 / 0 0 0 /0/0 /1/0 /0 / 1 0

0 0 2 0
0 0 0 /2 /0/0 /0 /0 / 0 0
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62 -with pupils
A 1 0 0 0
a/b/c/d/el/e2 /f 0/0 /0 /1/0 /0 / 0 0 0 0

B 2 0 0 0
a/b/c/d/el/e2 /f 0/0 /0/0 /0 /0 / 2 0 0 0

C 1 0 0 0
a/b/c/d/el/e2 /f 0/0/0/0/0 /0 / 1 0 0 0

T O T A L  : 29 20 1 6 2
II - Asymmetric 
29 straight/round 
291 horizontal 
2911 diff. level
B 1 0 0 0

292 one eye sloping 
2922 outward 
29222 diff. level
A 0 0 1 0

44 ovoid/ovoid 
443 horiz./sloping 
4431 inward
44311 1 0 0 0

49 ovoid/round 
491 horizontal 
4911 same level
A 0 0 1 0

4912 diff. level
A 0 0 1 0
B 0 0 1 0

52 crescent/straight 
522 concave area faces 
upward 
5223 horiz./sloping 
52231 inward
522312 different 
level

0 0 1 0
59 cre3cent/round 
592 concave aRea faces 
downward 
5921 horizontal 
59211 same level
A 0 1 0 0
59212 diff. level
A 0 1 0 0

91 round/0
A 0 0 2 0

T O T A L  : 11 2 2 7 0

III - Miscellaneous
N/A 8 0 2 0
Damaged 7 1 1 0
Undecided 0 0 2 0

T O T A L  - . 2 1 15 1 5 0
1 5  7 114 16 21 6
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